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PKEF ACE.

The substance of these pages originally appeared in

Blackwood's Magazine during the years 1856 and

1857. They are now republished with considerable

alterations and additions, which, it is hoped, will render

them more useful to the amateur and student of Natu-

ral History.

I have endeavoured to furnish the visitor to the sea-

side with plain directions, by means of which he may

study and enjoy the marvels of ocean-life
;
and to pre-

sent such descriptions of the animals, and the wonders of

their organisation, as may interest the reader by his own

fireside. With regard to the former, having had to

ascertain almost everything for myself, I have tried to

make my experience available for others
;
and the remem-

brance of early difficulties has suggested the statement

of many details which to the well-informed may appear

trivial, but for which I should myself have been very

grateful. The papers in Blachvood were chiefly writ-

ten at the coast, where the command of books was

necessarily small, and the literature of each subject
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could oulj be given sparingly ;
this deficiency has

now been supplied, as far as my resources extended ;

but no gathering of second-hand references has been

allowed to make the labour seem greater than it really

was.

A Glossary of technical terms has been drawn up for

the general reader
;
and this, together with the Illus-

trations, will, I hope, render the descriptions perfectly

intelligible, even to readers unfamiUar with marine

animals.

There are two aspects in which Natural History may
be regarded

—as an amusement, and as a science ;

the one being simply delight in natural objects, the

other a philosophic inquiry into the complex facts of

Life. As this latter was the motive which prompted

my visits to the coast, it has naturally assumed a promi-

nent place in these pages ;
and although, throughout, a

style of popular exj)Osition is adopted, which aims at

bein": intellifjible to all cultivated readers, I have also

had a special audience in view, to whom must be sub-

mitted the appreciation of the new facts and new

physiological interpretations herein advanced. Every

comi)etent person will see that these novelties are the

result of hard work and continuous application ;
and I

have been careful to indicate the amount and kind of

evidence—Observation, Dissection, or Experiment
—

on which they rest
;

so that the source of error, wher-

ever there is error, may be detected.
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Tlic most startling of tlie new views, that, namely,

on the identity of Growth and Generation, has re-

cently received striking confirmation in the admirable

researches of Professor Huxley on the Aphides
—re-

searches which render the facts I have observed in the

development of Polypes less paradoxical than they

originally appeared.

Richmond, January 1858.
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ILFEAGOMBE AND TENBY.





SEA-SIDE STUDIES.

CHAPTER I.

TUE START—ILFRACOMBE—HOW TO HUNT FOR MARINE ANIMALS—NECESSARY

EQUIPMENT—A DAY'S HUNT—SEA HAKES—TEREBELL^—ASPECTS OF THE

SEA—RETURN HOME—GLASS JARS AND GLASS TANKS—IDENTIFYING ANI-

MALS—BOOKS NECESSARY FOB THE STUDENT—DELIGHTS OF THE MICRO-

SCOPE—POPULAR ERRORS RESPECTING THE MICROSCOPE—EXPERIMENT.

A FEW warm sunny days in April 1856, which flew over

our heads like swallows twittering of the coming summer,

stirred in my bosom irresistible longings to quit the moil

and turmoil of metropolitan crowds for the bright and

breezy coast. As I hurried through the noisy streets, or

sauntered through the comparatively quiet lanes of Eichmond

and Twickenham, and looked at the summerhke sky above,

I began to miderstand the migration of birds, and felt some-

thing of what they must feel, when certain dim imperious

influences urge them to quit their present homes, and traverse

many a weary league of foam, in search of the resting-place

awaiting them somewhere with a warmer smile. I grew

impatient to take wing. I asked myself constantly
—

"
Why, though ill at ease

Within this region I subsist,

Whose spiiits fail within the mist

And languish for the purple seas ?
"
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Indeed, I languished for the sea with a i^ort of zoological

calenture. Ill health was but a minor pretext ;
the major

pretext was an ever-accelerating desire to become more in-

timately acquainted with the organisation of marine animals,

as an aid in those researches in General Physiology which

commenced some twenty years ago, and had for the last six

years become a passion.

The sea was an old playfellow of mine, and from boy-

hood our friendship had been continually heightening. It

is almost needless to add that, like most boys who live on

the coast, I had early visions of being a sailor
;
to be a tar

seemed the culmination of all earthly ambition ! Indeed, as a

preparatory training to that high aim, at nine years old I

declined to wear gloves, and secretly chewed bits of cigar, in

guise of a quid, as an evidence of nautical qualification. The

tobacco was horrible, but manliness at nine years old dis-

dains nausea, and I
"
stood

"
to my quid with the unflinch-

ing resolution to be afterwards shown in standing to my
guns. To rehearse the intensely nautical flavour of my dic-

tion at that period, and my fatal accuracy in all technical

terms, is beyond my power. Enough for the present to say,

that whatever else I learned of the sea, I learned little of its

inhabitants. Star-fishes and jelly-fish could not Ml of being

observed. Crabs are hunted and tortured by all amiable

boys ;
and the bone of the cuttle-fish duly prized. But

in regard to its marvels and its inhabitants, the sea was a

new acquaintance to make. Mr Gosse and others had made

marine zoology fashionable. Tlie Aquarium at Regent's Park

had given glimpses of the wonders and the beauties which
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abound on the shore
;
and as a student of Comparative

Anatomy, I had been led to read extensively respecting the

structure and functions of marine animals
;
but of direct

knowledge I had next to nothing. I had done something

with ponds and their inhabitants, and was now desirous of

ransacking the sea.

Ilfracombe was the spot fixed on, and a more charming

spot England could hardlj'- furnish. At first I knew not how

much of the delight with which its beauty thrilled me might

be owing to the mere effect of comparison and novelty.

After the metropolis, any broadening blue of sea, any bold

headland or straggling reef, seems supremely beautiful—and

novelty is in itself an integer in all travelling enjoyment.

But familiarity only served to deepen my sense of the

beauty of Ilfracombe
;
the very last look was taken with a

reluctance springing from unsatiated desire
;
and on reach-

ing Tenby, also a charming spot, the overpowering sense

of disappointment assured me that Ilfracombe uus the

enchantress she had seemed. I will not describe Ilfra-

combe, and for two reasons : First, it would occupy all the

chapter ; and, secondly, which perhaps is as good a reason

as the other, I have no descriptive power. Had I the

power, the picture would be tempting, for the charms of

the place are manifold. The country all round is billowy

with hills, which rarely seem to descend into valleys. The

paradox may move your scepticism ; you may bring excel-

lent reasons, physical, geological, and geographical, to prove

that wherever there are hills there must be valleys. Never-

theless, the abstract force of what must he vanishes before
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the concrete force of what is ; and at Ilfracombe you will

find hills abounding, hills rising upon hills, but not always

making valleys. What the French picturesquely call the

niouvement du terrain, which suggests hills in motion like

the waves, is here seen on every siile
;
and these waving

slopes are in springtime pale with primroses, or flammg

with furze. If you get sight of a bit of earth to vary the

verdure, it is of that rich red-brown marl which warms the

whole landscape. If you climb one of those hills, the

chances are that you come upon a rugged precipice sheer

over the sea, unless a green slope leads gently down to it.

These breezy hills, and the soft secluded valleys (there are

valleys), and the matchless lanes which intersect the land

mth beauty, afibrd endless walks of varied dehght. The

lanes of Devonshire are celebrated
;
but what Shakespeare's

works are to the criticisms which celebrate them, these lanes

are to their reputation. Were I to enter one of them, and

begin descriliing it, we should never get down to the shore,

whither I see your impatient footsteps tend. To the shore,

then I and as we pass, we can take a glimpse of the town.

Handsome the town of Ilfracombe is not ; nor, although

picturesquely placed, has it a very picturesque appearance,

except under certain lights, and from certain points. The

colour of the houses is pale dingy grey ;
the lines are all

rectangular and mean. Overtopping the whole town in

ugliness and pretension, no less than in altitude, are two

terraces, which make two factory-like lines of building on

the slope of the green hill. You see at a glance that the

flounces and shaved poodles live there.
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Yet, as I said, there were lights under which the town

looked well
;
but what will not light transform into beauty ?

One evening, after a shower, I was called away from the

Microscope to look at the town under the light of the set-

ting sun, some peculiar arrangement of the clouds, with a

vivid rainbow, having thrown a delicious evening tinge over

the houses piled on the sides of the hill, and merged the

ugliness of their forms in exquisite floods of colour. In this

lioht Ilfracombe looked handsome. It looked resplendent,,

like a stupid man in the splendoui' of a noble deed.

If unblessed Avith the fatal (but agreeable) gift of beauty,

the little town of Ilfracombe, as a compensation, is uncursed

with the appearances of pretension. Except on those two

unfortunate terraces, it gives itself no airs of fashion, no

demure hypocrisies of respectability. It has no magnificent

hotels
;
it has no popular preacher. It makes nobody miser-

able. Simplex munditiis ; a plain face, but clean and honest,

sirs ! I was continually reminded of some small German

town, and the simple honesty and obligingness of the people

helped the resemblance. As we enter from the Braunton

road, there is a white-washed inn, now untenanted, of the

most primitive structure, and bearing the words

BEATJNTON INN,

painted in tall brown letters, all along the frontage, which I

never passed without some vague reminiscence of Germany

rising up, so exactly does this turn of the road repeat many

turns of road I have come upon in my wanderings. An

avenue of mountain-ash, with their bright red clusters bril-
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liant against the hot blue sky, or rows of plum-trees with

their puqjle fruit, pleasing the eye and refreshing the palate

during the dusty walk, would have made the illusion com-

l)lete.

Let us pass this inn, and turn uj) the steep hill, on the

summit of which stands the handsome church
;
we then de-

scend the slope which leads to the Baths. On the other side

of the hedge upon our left rise the soft uplands, and a little

behind them the majestic Seven Tors, which with their

shaggy heads towards the sea, and their soft-swelling slopes

of green towards the land, remind us of some mighty animal

which has reared itself on its fore-paws to gaze at the yet

mightier ocean. From these uplands you perpetually hear

the cry, day and night, of the landrail—just like the creaking

of a wicker-basket—so that you begin to wonder wlien that

unmusical bird takes its repose. On your right hand, the

clear Wilder-stream babbles incessantly to the wild-floAvers

nodding over its ripples. Accompanied by this music Ave

reach the Baths, and come upon a tunnel, dark, indeed, but

Avith a gleam of light at the end—so we enter. How (iool,

not to say cold ! The eye is getting familiar Avith the dark-

ness when we emerge, and Avhat a thrill runs along all the

sentient paths to our souls as the blue of the sea bursts upon

us ! We lean upon a parapet of rock to watch the Avaves

running up the rugged f\ice of the cliffs, and falling back in

spray. An inarticulate gasp does duty for the highest elo-

quence. It is enough to drink in Avith our eyes the scene

before us
; anything more than an incoherent exclamation

Avould be out of place. Another tunnel invites us
; through
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it we pass, and come upon a wooden bridge over-arching an

ugly-looking spot bearing the name of Tracy's Cave, which

has of course its devout legend to tell, if you are willing to

listen. Let the legend be what it may, the place is grim,

and at first we tread cautiously as we pass over the bridge of

logs ;
but soon familiarity reconciles us to this—as it does to

small-pox or the income-tax. Before reaching this spot we

have come upon another opening, leaned upon another para-

pet, and had another gaze at the sunset gleaming over the

sea. We now step on the wild and rugged shore.

And what a shore ! Precipitous walls and battlements of

rock rise on each side, making a bay ;
before us, sharply-cut

fragments of dark rock start out of the water for some dis-

tance. Every yard of ground here is a picture. The whole

coast-line is twisted and waved about into a series of bays

and creeks, each having a character of its own
;
and whether

we stand on the Tors, and look along the coast—or on the

shore, and look up at the rocks, it is always some new aspect,

something charming for the eye to rest upon.

" An iron coast and angry waves,

You seem'd to hear them climb and fall,

And roar, rock-thwarted, under bellowing caves,

Beneath the wind}' wall." *

The rock is grauwacke or clay-slate, with occasional streaks

of quartz, and the stratification is very various. Look at

that reef, round and along which the stealthy tide is crawling ;

see how the back of it is ridged with sharp sudden lines

cutting against the sky ;
or look at that sombre precipice

* Tennvson.
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over which the gull is floating broad-winged, uttering its

piteous cry, or startling you with its strange mocking laugh.

A little farther and the eye rests on a purple-tinted wall of

rock, from the sides of which jut ledges covered with vege-

tation. The soil here is so generous, that nature seems to be

bursting into life through every crevice and on every inch.

There is, however, one serious drawback at Ilfracombe—
the complete absence of sands whereon to loll or stroll, or, in

the quiet hours of moonlight, to wander nourishing one's

middle age sublime vnih the fairy tales of science and the

long results of time. However, sands are jDOor hunting-

grounds ;
let us take consolation in that, and enjoy the

positive excellences of this place.

The evening of my arrival was spent in reconnoitring the

coast and its promises. What a flutter agitated me as I

bent over the many rock-pools, clear as crystal, and some-

times enclosing perfect landscapes in miniature. It seemed

as if I should have nothing to do but stoop and fill my jars

with treasures
;
for I had read in numerous books descriptions

from which the inference was, that nothing coidd be easier

than collecting
" marine store."

" You stroll along the

beach and pick up so-and-so," is the pleasant phrase of these

Avriters, wishing, we must suppose, to make science appear

easy. Now the truth should be told. It was quickly forced

on my conviction that, although after a gale you may go

down to the shore and find many things, mostly dead, which

you will cany home with interest—for
"

'tis an ill wind that

blows nobody molluscs
"—

yet hunting among the rocks is

not easy, nor always safe, nor certain to be successful. You
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must make up your mind to lacerated hands, even if you

escape bruises, to utter soakings, to unusual gymnastics in

wriggling yourself into impossible places. You can only

do this at certain tides. And, after all, you may return

empty-handed, unless you are very modest in your desires.

I did, indeed, behold a stout gentleman, who had been

reading Mr Gosse, severely deluding himself into the idea

that he was "collecting," because he was gasping among

boulders with a pickle-bottle in one hand and a walking-stick

in the other : but I ain not firmly persuaded that he carried

home much worth his trouble.

Let me mention the proper equipment for a day's hunting,

and you will see that the pickle-jar and walking-stick theory

is primitive, and somewhat inefficient. It is necessary to

take with you from London, or any other large town, in or

near which you may live, a geologist's hammer (let it be of

reasonable size), and a cold chisel
;
to these add an oyster-

knife, a paper-knife, a landing-net, and, if your intentions

are serious, a small crowbar. We now go to market for a

basket. It must be tolerably large, and flat-bottomed.

Havino- made that small investment, we turn into the

chemist's and buy up all the wide-mouthed phials he will

sell us—those used for quinine are the best
;
but as he pro-

bably will only have two or three to sell, we must take what

we can get. The short squat bottles, with wooden caps, now

sold for tooth-powder, are very convenient. We lay hands

on half-a-dozen of these, and having laid in three or four

earthenware jars (not to be too abstract in our diction, let us

frankly say jam-pots), we return home to construct our
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collecting-basket, wliicli is done in this primitive fashion :

A loop of string serves to keep a large jam-pot at one end of

the basket, at the other end another loop sustains a large

phial ;
at one side a loop is made for hammer and chisel

;

opposite are two more phials. Mr Gosse, in his Aquarimn,

I think, describes the basket he uses
;
but as you must order

this to be made for you, my plan is sufficiently serviceable,

and costs no trouble. The basket ready, we are now

equipped. No
;
there is still one little implement. A piece

of brass wire, the end twisted into a ring of two or three

inches diameter, to which is fastened a canvass bag, makes a

convenient little net to be used in pools too small to admit

the landing-net.

The brief note in my journal which records the results of

my first visit always amuses me when it catches my eye :

" On the rocks. Found some Actiniae and Serpulfc." The

idea of finding Serpulse will make even the amateur smile

as he remembers how difficult it is to avoid these swarming

Annelids, whose shells, sharp as lancets, cut the hands in

fifty diflferent places before many stones are turned
;
but to

ray inexperienced eye there were only the empty shells of

Serpula3 to be found, until I came upon some in the water

with their little fans expanded, and these were pounced on

with great eagerness. The Aclinia3 spoken of were the com-

mon Smooth Anemone—not even the Strawberry variety
—

(if

you will face a long name, it is Mesemhryantliemuni)
—and

these which I bagged with groat glee, I soon learned to pass

by with no more regard than if they had been sea-weed. So

much of our enjoyment depends on the difficulty of obtaining
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it, that these Actiniee, which I still hold to be exquisitely

bccautiful, and fai- more intrinsically beautiful than very many

of the rare species, to obtain which one nearly dislocates one's

limbs, ^^Tiggiing through crevices, or runs a risk of
"
catching

one's death
"
by standing in a pool di'ipped on from a thou

sand orifices above—these Actinia"^, I say, are left untouched

because they are abundant, and do not demand the chisel.

Perverse, ungrateful human nature ! What should we not

think of daylight, or of w^oman's patient love, if it %vere not

given with such generous abundance ? Ask the prisoner, or

the man who has scarcely knowm the mother's ceaseless ten-

derness, the wife's surpassing love. The coquette knows

this by instinct, and she draws adventurous seekers after her.

What a coquette is the Daisy (Actinia hellis), who displays

her cinq-spotted bosom, beautiful as Imogen's, in the crystal

pool. You are on your knees at once
;
but no sooner is your

hand stretched towards her, than at the first touch she disap-

pears in a hole. Nothing but chiselling out the piece of rock

will secure her
; your labour is the price paid for the capture,

and the captive is prized accordingly ;
if as much labour had

been given to the Smooth Anemone, she would have seemed

as lovely in your eyes.

There is something sad in the fugitive keenness of pleasure,

I shall never feel again the delight of getting my first Actinia.

No rare species can give that peculiar thrill. There is a

bloom, on the cheek which the first kiss carries away, and

which never again meets the same lips. No partridge is

worth the first which falls by your gun ;
no second salmon is

ever landed with the same pride as the first. Even printer's
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ink has a perfume when your first
"
proofs

"
arrive. Who

will revive within me that flutter which deprived me of all

coolness and presence of mind, as first I saw the long gi-ey

serpent-like tentacles oi Anthea cereus waving to and fro

in a clear pool ? Who will restore the enthusiasm of that

moment when my eye first rested on a clump of Clavelince

(Plate I., fig. 4), almost as translucent as the water in which

they stood ? And wherefore, three weeks afterwards, could

I not be induced to stop and pick up cither of these, unless

of very magnificent pretensions ? If nature were not more

inexhaustible than man's curiosity, we should come to the

end of our hunting pleasures in a few years. As it is, our

lifetime is too brief

If these first thrills can never come back to us, there is

ample compensation in the new vistas which open with

increasing knowledge ;
the first kiss may be peculiar in its

charm, but as the years roll on, we learn to love more and more

the cheek on which we first foimd little besides that charm.

Knowledge widens, and changes its horizon
;
and as we

travel, we pass under newer skies lighted by serener stars.

In direct contact with Nature we not only learn reverence

by having our own insignificance forced on us, but we leani

more and more to appreciate the Infinity on all sides
;
so

that we cannot give ourselves up to one small segment of the

circle, no matter how small, without speedily disceniing that

life piled on life would not suffice to travel over this .small

segment of a segment. And yet the very immensity of the

world of Life is a source of encouragement. Compared with

what is accessible to us, the knowledge, even of the wisest,
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is as that of a child
;
but if, instead of comparing what is

with what is to he known, we compare our knowledge with

our previous ignorance, the rapidity of progress becomes the

keenest motive for endeavour. A few months at the coast,

under proper conditions, will make us acquainted with all,

or almost all, the principal forms of life
;
and where so much

is still to be observed, each may hope to contribute some-

thino- new to the general stock, and thus all be benefited.

A very few days of resolute study sufficed to substitute

definite ideas for that haze which necessarily overhangs mere

book knowledge, and repeated failures helped to educate both

eye and mind in the art of finding animals, and of identifying

them. At first, not only did I frequently mistake sea-weeds

for polypes, but instead of filling jars and phials with ease,

as anticipation had prefigured, 1 often came home with veiy

meagre results—and this in a place abounding in treasures.

The truth is, one has to learn many little details about the

animals—where to look for them, how to see them when

there, and how to secure them when seen—before one's basket

returns home well stocked. Luck is something, of course :

if there is only one bunch of sea-grapes (eggs of the cuttle-

fish) thrown on shore, only one person can bag it. But it

is the knowiugest hunters that are the luckiest. They know

how to profit by good fortune. You may perhaps be inte-

rested if I sketch a day's hunting, and into it condense most

of the details, the knowledge of which may abridge your own

labours, and increase your success on taking to the sport.

It is spring-tide. Little or nothing can be done during

neap-tides, because it is among the rocks near extreme low-
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water that the prizes are found. The common Smooth

Anemone, and the Daisy indeed, may be had not far from

high-water-mark in many places ;
and Anthea cereus may

also be found at some distance from low-water
;
but for the

superb Crassicornis, or the lovelier "Gems" and "Trogs"

{GemmacecB and Troglodytes)
—for Polypes and the rarer

molluscs, we must not be far from low-water-mark. The

morning is brilliant. A light breeze carries the large clouds

over the lazy blue, tempering the heat of the .sun
;
and our

spirits are high, as we clatter through the tunnels on to the

shore. There are three of us
;
and as we pass that young lady

seated on a ridge, sketching Hangman's Head, she eyes us

askance, and although politeness keeps in the secresy of her

own bosom the translation of that look, I know how it would

run in the veraacular :

" Well ! how people can make them-

selves such guys !

" And she who says this is, I j^ledge you

my word, a guy of the first water. I know one when I see one,

though I can't describe female costume. Her complexion was

dubious, not to say spotty ;
and from it stood a nose not

aquiline
—to tell the truth, it was a tnrn-np,

—and probably

some subtle sense of harmony made her turn up very much

the sides of her stone-coloured felt hat, which, with its float-

ing ribbons and feather, may be said, in painter's phrase, to

have "
carried off" the nose. I also remember the three deep

flounces of her ]\Ianchester muslin, and a general appearance

of flying ribbons and miscellanies. If I allude to the personal

appearance of this future mother of good but not handsome

citizen.'*, it is because her criticism of us forced us to consider

from what pedestal of elegance we were regarded. Not that
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I insinuate any idea of our not having looked somewhat

queer. Our costume was but ijidifierently adajited to the

drawing-room, and would have obtained small suffrage on

the Boulevard des Italiens, the Prater, or Pall-]\Iall. You

shall judge. We are a lady and two men. The lady, except

that she carries a landing-net, and has taken the precaution

of putting on the things which " won't spoil," has nothing

out of the ordinary in her costume. We are thus arrayed :

a wide-awake hat
;
an old coat, with manifold pockets in

unexpected places, over which is slung a leathern case,

containing hammer, chisel, oyster-knife, and paper-knife ;

trousers warranted not to spoil ;
over the trousers are drawn

huge worsted stockings, over which again are drawn huge

leathern boots. Mine are fisherman's boots, and come a few

inches over the knee. The soles are well nailed, which is of

material service in preventing our slipping so much on the

rocks. Now these boots, with the worsted stocking peeping

above, are not, it is true, eminently eesthetic. I will not

recommend them as objects for the Journal des Modes ;

but if you consider the imperfect success which will attend

any hesitation as to walking into the water, and through it,
—

or if you reflect on the very mitigated pleasure of feeling the

water trickle into your boots,
—

you will at once recognise

the merit of such boots as I have just described, covered with

liquid india-rubber, and well greased. Never mind the inele-

gance : handsome is as handsome does !

In this costume we wooed the mermaids. We brought a

crowbar, to turn over the heavy stones which could not other-

wise be moved, but which are worth moving, because it is

B
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under such that rarities will be hidden. It is nearly half-

past eleven, and the tide "vvill have quite run out in half an

hour or more. AVe ought to have been here a little sooner,

but there is still nearly two hours' opportunity before us—
so, to work ! Over these jagged rocks we spring, stride,

scramble, and crawl. Whew ! there was an escape ! Tliis

fucus is so slippery and treacherous : had it not been for the

well-nailed soles, I should have perhaps tumbled into that

gully,
—and as the height is six or seven feet, the fall could

not have been soft. The mere su^ffestion has made me a

little nervous, and I begin to doubt whether these cockney

legs were meant for such progression, and whether the right

man is here in the right place,
—when the shout of

" Here's

a Ci^ass !" banishes all reflections, and in a flurry of scram-

bling I clamber to the spot.
" Where ? Let me see it."

" In that pool."
"
I see nothing."

" That is because I disturbed him. He has drawai in his

tentacles, and covered himself with a coating of stones, mud,

and mucus
;
but take off' your coat, tuck up your sleeve, and

you will feel him at the bottom. Got him ?"

"
I feel nothing but a fleshy lump of somctliing, with small

stones on it."

"
That's the gentleman !

"

"He seems veiy small."

" Now he's shut uj) ;
but if you had seen him expanded

—
the size of a sugar-basin—superb white tentacles round a

scarlet-purple disc !

"

"Well, hand me the chisel"
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" There ! Don't place it too near him
; give liim room—

an inch all round. Not too hard ! Never mind the tough-

ness of the rock—clay-slate isn't made of butter
;
but with

patience and steady blows What ! youVe rapped your

knuckles instead of the chisel? Well, it does fall out so

sometimes. W^hile you are hammering, 111 try elsewhere."

Accordingly I am left stretched on a sloping ledge, lean-

ing into a pool of about a foot deep, where I have to baiig

away at my chisel, not in the least seeing the effect of my
blows, for the crumbling of the rock has made the water the

colour of a London gutter. From time to time I pull my
chisel out, and feel with my hand to ascertain progress.

At last a piece of the rock comes away, and I bring up the

Anemone named Grassicornis—a very ill-favoured gentle-

man, to judge by his present aspect ;
but I throw him into

the jar of sea-water, in full reliance on what he will be to-

night or to-morrow. He has cost me twenty minutes' hard

labour
;
but he was worth it.

If you are anxious to know why all this pains was

taken to chisel away the rock, you may learn a curious fact

—namely, that these Anemones, like Achilles, are invulner-

able, except in one spot. They will bear an extraordinary

amount of cutting and tearing if you keep their base un-

lacerated. Not only have I cut off portions of them for

microscopic examination, as you would cut buds off a tree,

but, while I write this, there are several of the exquisite

little Auroras and Venustas which have been cut or torn

in half by the splitting of the stones on which they

rested, and each half is as vigorous as if notliiiig had in-

terfered with its integrity. In the course of some weeks
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no one will be able to trace in them that they have been

wouudfd. The Abbe Dicqueniare relates how he cut an

Anemone in two, transversely : the upper portion at once

expanded its tentacles, and began feeding ;
in about two

months tentacles began to grow from the cut extremity of

the other portion, and thus lie got two perfect Anemones in

place of one. And yet these animals, so indifferent to

wounds, rarely survive a slight laceration of their base. At

least the Crassicornis, or coriaceous anemone, does not. I

have not experimented in this way on the other kinds, and

will limit my statement to the Crassicornis. This is the

reason why a chisel is necessary; for the "Crass" clings to

the rock with a vigour which generally defies finger-nails
—

unlike the Anthea or the Mesemhnjanthemum, which yield

to a very light fingering.

I have got my prize, but have so disturbed the water that

it is useless to remain longer by this pool. There are plenty

more. I poke and peer into them without result, till at last

a huge wall of stone rears itself in my path ;
and I suspect

the other side is rent with fissures, ruoo-ed with ledoes of

promise. It is so. I squeeze into one of these fissures,

where various coloured Sponges, compound Ascidians, Ser-

pula3, and Algae, with drops of water pendent from their tips,

are just discernible through the darkness. In vain I strain

my eyes, now familiar with obscurity ; nothing tempts me.

The Sponges and the Rediwses scpirt water at me inces-

santly ;
the Alg.-B drip, drip, drip ; sporadic Crabs trundle

away in all directions
;

but nothing solicits my desires.

You want to know why I poke into that dark hole ? Because

Experience
—the best of schoolmasters, were not the fees so
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heavy !
—lias taught, that the two conditions most favour-

able to most of those marine animals we are in quest of are

Darkness and Depth of water. They are impatient of the

light, and prefer-darkness even to many fathoms. When I say

they, I mean most Molluscs, Crustacea3, Annelids, and Zoo-

phytes. Jellyfish seek the light, and float at the top of the

sunny sea
;
but we shall find none of them to-day, so that

fissures, caves, and the under side of boulders, must be our

fields. It is well for the young hunter to bear in mind this

requisite of darkness. Let him turn over all stones, peer

into all fissures, push aside the overhanging Fucus, or long-

waving Oar-weed, and see if the pools beneath do not con-

tain what he seeks. And when I say look, he must not

understand thereby a careless casual glance, but a long

deliberate scrutiny. He must allow the eye to rest long

enough on the spot to lose the perplexity occasioned by a

hundred different details, and must let
"
the demure travel

of his I'cgai'd
"

pass calmly over it. Sometimes the pool is

so dark and still, that it is not until your nose-tip is cold

against the surface that you know there is water. We have

just climbed up a ledge, and looked down into a pool.

Our footing is somewhat insecure, but we cling savagely,

and call down few blessings on the heads of the countless

Balance which stud the rock, and tear our hands. There,

now, we have settled into a jjosition in which we can work.

Look at that Gem, with its lovely tiger-tentacles ;
it has

just swallowed a small fish, and is now, while digesting,

opening its arms for more. And there, on the green broad

leaves of the Ulva, crawl two Sea Hares (Aplysice). (See

Plate IL, fig. 4.) What queer creatures ! One would fancy
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them slugs whicli had been troubled with absurd caprices

of metamorphosis, and having first thought of passing from

the form of slugs to that of hares, changed their weak

minds, and resolved on being camels
;
but no sooner was

the hump complete, than they bethought them that, after

all, the highest thing in life was to be a slug
—and so as

slugs they finished their development. Not, however, with-

out further caprices, since, instead of filling its mouth with

teeth to grind its vegetable food, the Sea Hare trans-

poses its teeth into its stomach, or rather into one of its

stomachs, and not the one nearest the mouth, but the last

of the series, as it passes into the intestine
;
so that after

the food has undergone preparatory digestion, it has to be

further ground by these teeth. This strange animal, as

harmless as a butterfly, carries a traditional terror to the

vulgar mind. The Eomans believed—what would they not

believe !
—tliat the mere sight of it caused sickness, some-

times death
;
and pregnant women were especially warned

against it. Apuleius happened to have a curiosity about this

animal, for which he was accused of magic* On every

coast the fishermen who happen to know anything about the

Sea Hare (and they know very little of animals they do not

sell), assure you of its poisonous qualities ;
and the bright

purjile fluid it throws out, when irritated, although perfectly

Dans sa defense, Ajnilee repondit qu'en effut il avait observe des lifevrcs

marins, mais seiUement dans Ic but de satisfaiie unc curiosite qui n'uffrait Hen
do condamnable. La description qu'il donne de pctits osselets exi.-tuns dans

rcstomac do ccs animaux, prouvo qu'il Ics avait observes en naturalibte.—
CuviEii, Hist, det ^Scienca Aaiurdhs, i. 287.
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harmless, may well excite the suspicion of the ignorant.

Whenever you find one crawling on the sea-weed, or left

stranded by the retiring tide, carry it home and study it.

Few molluscs are so easy to dissect
;
and the attention of

anatomists will profitably be directed to it, because several

errors are stereotyped in our treatises, which prove that,

since Cuvier, few have minutely examined its structure.

But to return to our hunt. We place these Sea Hares in

a small jar by themselves, and quickly add thereto a broad

white ribbon of tiniest beads, which is coiled up against the

under side of the ledge, and which we see with joy to be the

spawn of the Doris—another sea slug, if a name so ugly as

that can properly be applied to a creature so attractive.

(Plate II., fig. 2). Keally this pool is enchanting ! How

gracefully the Polypes wave from its sides, lilce fairy fir-trees

in the summer air. The longer we look, the more beauties

and wonders we discover. I have just detected an Asci-

dian *
standing up like an amphoi'a of crystal, containing

strange wine of yellow and scarlet
;
and crawling about the

root of that Oar-weed, I see various Annelids of great

beauty ;
we must have the root—the more so that it bears

some Botrijllus clustering round it. You want to know

what is that jelly-like globule no bigger than a pea ? I can't

answer
;
but probably the ovum of some fish. At any rate,

the rule is to carry home whatever one does not know, and

identify there, if possible ;
so pop the globule into a phial.

Having made this haul, we may now begin to hammer away

* Plate I., fig. 4, represents a compound Ascidian,magnified ;
the solitary

Ascidian is less elongated, and of about the size figured.
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for the Gem. There, lie is all safe in the jar, and we get

down from our ledge much richer than we got uj). It was a

good find that pool, was it not ? We had been upwards of

an hour peering about, without finding anything except a

Crassicoi'iiis ; and lo ! we come upon a little pool not two

feet in length, which yields us enough to occupy a month of

careful study.

The tide is fast flowing in, and our jars are still half

empty. We must waste no time in talk. Here, give me

the landing-net ;
I see a fish worth having. Bravo ! he is

in the glass jar, and looking at us with strange human look,

not in the least abashed by our admiration. Did you ever

see anything more exquisite ? It is a ribbon-fish, but not

the Gymnetrus Banknii. It cannot be more than two inches

and a half long, and a fifth of an inch high ;
and note how

the caudal fin, instead of being a climax to the tail, as in

other fishes, forms a delicate ridge running all doAvn the

back. What a deUcate Quaker brown the colour is, and

how the transparency of the tissues allows us to see the

pulsating heart ! I hope we shall be able to keep it alive
;

it will be the cynosure of our collection.

Meanwhile one of our party who has been ferreting every-

where, is now croucliing in a pool, and presently calls to us

to come and see a Terehella. (Plate VII., fig. 1
.)

In three

rapid strides we are there, crouch down, look where he

points, and sec—nothing.
"
Impossible ! Don't you see long waving threads, like

minute worms ?"

"
Yes, I see threads, but that's all."
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" That is the Terebella. His body is snug in the mud,

and he pokes his long arms out in this way for some pur-

pose or other, to me imknown."
"
Perhaps for respiration ?"

"
"Why do you say that ?"

" Because it's safe. Whenever zoologists don't know the

function of an appendage, they are pretty sure to say it's

connected with respiration ; every unknown spot is an eye,

every appendage a gill, or subsidiary to gills ! However,

the Terebella has already been credited with branchial tufts,

in the shape of smaller and redder little worms beneath the

tentacles
;
so never mind about function *—get the animal,

which I have never seen out of books."

" He is hidden in the mud
;
we must dig out the mud."

"Whereupon my companion, tucking up his sleeve, plunges

his hand into the mass of sand and shells, and strews the

handful on a boulder, where we soon find the worm twisting;

itself into irritated convolutions, as if highly disapproving of

this treatment. "We pop him into a phial with some sand,

and he soon makes himselfhappy there. During this capture,

quick female eyes have discerned, and nimble fingers have

delicately secured, one of the loveliest of sea-charmers—an

Uolis, of about three-quarters of an inch in length, with

transparent body, tapering into the most graceful of tails (we

must call it a tail, although anatomists call it a foot), and

with rows of pink paj)ill8e on its back, formiug the most

elegant of ornaments (Plate II., fig. 1.) The tide may now

drive in as fast as it will, we shall go home rich.

* See the next Chaptei- for an elucidation of this point.

C
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Wearied with hammering, clambering, and stooi^ing in

this bhizing sunlight of a summer noon, we seat ourselves on

a convenient boulder, for half-an-hour's repose. My com-

panion, whose legs are lolling in a shallow pool, brings out

a pocket-pistol of sherry and a bag of biscuits. To this
"
re-

past wc do ample justice
"

(as detestable writers with unerr-

ing unanimity always say when they want to describe

eating and drinldng), and then the blue lazy curl of a

mild havannah rises into the warm air, making contentment

more content. The waves are crawling over the boulders,

and rushing up the gullies with a soothing sound. A few

white sails dot the blue breadth before us. Out there on

the strip of sand in the creek, a row of lazy gulls, motionless

as stones, and looking like them, seem as if they too were

resting from their hunt. A sense of pleasant weariness

gives its dreamy calmness to the scene. We are silent, or

wander into idlest chat, as if we had fairly reached that

land
" Wherein it seemed always afternoon."

It was enough that our glance should fall upon the stealthy

sea, and follow wave after wave as each grew out of the

swell and ran along, a curling line of foam, to plunge upon

the shore. We wanted nothing more. There is a peculiar

chann about the sea
;

it is always the same, yet never mono-

tonous. Mr Gosse has well observed, that you soon get

tired of looking at the loveliest field, but never of the rolling

waves. The secret, perhaps, is that the field does not seem

alive
;
the sea is life-abounding. Profoundly mysterious as

the field is, with its countless forms of life, the aspect does
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not irresistibly and at once coerce the mind to think of sub-

jects mysterious and awful—it carries with it no ineradi-

cable associations of terror and awe, such as are borne

in every murmur of old ocean—and thus is neither so

terrible nor so suggestive. As we look from the cliffs, every

wave has its history ; every swell keeps up suspense
—

will it break now, or will it melt into that larger wave ?

And the log which floats so aimlessly on the wave, and

now is carried under again, like a drowning wretch,—
is it the fragment of some ship which has struck miles

and miles away, far from all heljo and all pity, unseen

except of Heaven, with no messenger of its agony to earth,

except this log which floats so buoyantly on the tide ? We

may weave some such tragic story, as we idly watch the

fluctuating advance of the dark log ;
Init whatever we weave,

the story will not be wholly tragic, for the beauty and

serenity of the scene are sure to assert their influences,

mighty and unfathomable sea ! O terrible fiuniliar !

grand and mysterious passion ! In thy gentleness thou art ter-

rible, when sleep smiles on thy quiet-heaving breast
;
in thy

wrath and thunder thou art beautiful ! By the light of rising

or of setting suns, in grey dawn or garish day, in twilight

or in sullen storms of darkness, ever and everywhere beautiful
;

the poets have sung of thee, the painters have painted thee
;

but neither the song of the poet, nor the cunning of the

painter's hand, has caught more than faint reflexes of thy

incommvmicable grandeur, and loveliness inexhaustible !

During this digression our cigars have come to an end, and

the tide has almost cut off" our retreat. We clutch up our
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baskets, and with belated strides hasten over ridges out of

harm's -vvay. Our return home brings us on to the Capstone

Parade, where our appearance must of course stimulate quiz-

zing. If that young lady with the sketch-book, who saw us

going out, made private reflections on the imperfect elegance

of our costume, I leave you to judge of the impression we

produce on the mind of that haughty
" swell

"
with a tele-

scope, and a mustache of recent growth. He has come to

Ilfracombe with apparently no other object than that of set-

ting his mind seriously to these things : he vnW array himself

in a straw-hat Avith a pink ribbon, a coloured shirt, a shooting-

jacket never meant to shoot in, and thus arrayed he will

show himself and his telescope. The telescope is indispen-

sable. He will never use it, but he borrows from it a nautical

air, which is quite the right thing, you know. I wish I were

just enough acquainted with that young gentleman to bow

to him—I would do it in sight of the whole Pai'ade. As we

pass along, the staring excited by our incongruous appear-

ance of dirt, damp, and utensils, suggests ludicrous reflections

on the way we all judge of each other, and more serious reflec-

tions on the utterly foolish disposal of time which the majo-

rity of sea-side visitors make.

History proves that we English are a magnificent race
;

but I appeal to every one whether the concrete Englishman
he meets abroad, or at the sea-side, in the least represents his

idea of that magnificent race. I'm afraid we are disacree-

able to the liackbone. At the coast we are all dismal as well

as disagreeable. What an aiv of weariness hangs over almost

everybody ! After the
"
visitors

"
have had their first walk
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on tlie beach, their first two or three hours' "sail," from which

they return looking very green
—after they have seen the

sunset once, they relai)se into utter novel-reading. Not only

do they here read more novels than at home, but they are

content to read the novels no one reads at home. Look at

that young gentleman who has brought two volumes with

him to the Parade. He finds the place so dull that he must

read even when in the open air
; yet when at home he has

not the reputation of a severe student
;
he is not known to

read at his meals, or burn the midnight oil
;
he is rather a

stupid young gentleman, if the truth be told, and eyes us and

our jars with measureless contempt, wondering
" what the

doose we can do, you know, with that sort of thing, you

know." Then, again, I should not call that lady who scru-

tinises us gloomily through the blue veil of a cavernous bon-

net
;
nor that severe and "

rather intellectual-looking
"
lady

with crimp curls, whom we presume to be a schoolmistress
;

nor that grim gentleman, who, we are sure, is a Methodist

with an imperfect liver
;
nor those three sisters in their teens,

"
sent

"
to the coast with their governess,

—not one of these

should I call successful at the sea-side. Indeed, I meet with

very few successes. The children, of course, are excluded.

Master Tommy, in gorgeous hat and feathers, may
"
worrit

"

his maid by the persistence he displays in
"
getting liisself

wet
;

"
but the young rascal has got a spade, and means to

enjoy himself, and does what he means. Another perfectly

happy person amid all this weariness is yon elderly gentle-

man, with large stomach, white waistcoat, and a general

sense of '•' well to do," who has escaped from care for a few
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days ;
wlio enjoyed his dinner at the hotel yesterday, though

the port Avas fruity ; enjoyed his breakfast this morning ;

and now, having read the paper, is sniffing the breezes for an

appetite, and is aglow with the pleasant sensation compounded

of present vigour and boyish associations. He is too old for

the circulating library ;
has outlived straw-hats and coloured

shirts
;
and is supremely indifferent about telescopes. He

is happy. He gives a genial glance of interest to everj'thing.

He stops us, and politely inquires about the contents of our

baskets, listenin£c to the brief details with " dear me ! bless

me ! w'ell, how very singular !

"
and even thinks he should

like to go out collecting himself,—if he were younger.

If the promenaders are not supremely interesting, the scene

itself is worth a visit. The Capstone Parade, a -walk cut round

the Capstone at great expense, offers many pictures. We are

at the farther end, nearest the quay, and look back upon old

Hillsborough jutting out far into the water, while behind him

looms the giant Hangman, grim as his name, and beyond that

the purple line of another headland. Between us and Hills-

borough stands Lantern Hill, a picturesque mass of green

and grey, surmounted by an old bit of building which was

once a convent, and which looks as if it were the habitation

of some huge mollusc that had secreted its shell from the

material of the rock. Indeed the houses all about naturally

recall the curious shells and habitats with which our hunting

has made us familiar. In these mountainous districts, where

houses and clusters of houses look so tiny in comparison with

the huge limbs of Mother Earth, one is apt to think of man

as a parasitic animal living on a grander creature—an epizoon
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nestling in the skin of this planetary organism, which rolls

through space like a ciliated ovum rolling through a drop of

water. In flat districts a town looks imposing ;
even a single

house raises its head with haughtiness. There is nothing

around to rival it in height, and from it we may fondly imagine

earth our pedestal. But our thoughts are otherwise when we

see the house lost on the broad side of a noble hill
;
and still

more when, from a little distance, we see a number of houses

clustered on the side, clinging to it like so many Barnacles

clinging to a rock
;
we then begin to think of our family

resemblance to all other building, burrowing, house-appropri-

ating animals. In vain does our pride rebel at the thought

of consanguinity with a mollusc
;

the difference between

Brown, with the house he built, and Buccinum, with the

shell he secreted, lies in the number of steps or phenomena

interposed between the fact of individual existence, and the

completion of the building. Brown is aghast at the sugges-

tion, and says he hates metaphysics. This much he will

perhaps admit, namely, that whatever other advantages our

habitations may have over those of insects and molluscs, it is

clear they have not the advantage in architectural beauty

subservient to utility. Consider man from a distance—look

at him as a shell-fish—and it must be confessed that his

habitation is surprisingly ugly. Only after a great many

intermediate "
steps or phenomena

"
does he contrive to

secrete here and there a Palace or a Parthenon which en-

chants the eye.

While thus moralising we have reached our lodgings, and

another work begins. Our treasures must be displayed,
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and, where needful, identified. The animals are to be kept

alive, their wants attended to, and their habits W'atched,

that we may form some idea of their theory of life, before

we dissect them to learn somethino; of their structure. Jars

and phials are emptied into soup-plates of sea-water, pre-

vious to a general distribution into pans and vases. A

glass tank is very elegant, but expensive. It is ornamental

in a quite other style than that of wax-flowers, gorgons in

old china, or dark specimens of the Bad Masters, which by

many are supposed to enliven apartments ;
but if you in-

tend to keep animals for study, I think a glass tank on

many accounts less desirable than several glass vases, which

are inexpensive and portable. I had no tank, and of course

never thought of transporting it to Devonshire. Up to

this time my Aquarium had been constituted by finger-

glasses, tumblers, and glass sugar-basins ;
these sufiiced

for the produce of fresh-water ponds ;
but now, on the

eve of cultivating the more imposing acquaintance of

marine inhabitants, I adopted a friend's advice, and laid

in a store of glass jars of formidable dimensions—jars such

as confectioners use to contain sponge-cakes, almonds, &c.

These made an additional hamper to my luggage, and the

"glass, with care," increased my anxiety not a little. I

cannot enumerate the extra sixpences it cost me to impress

on porters and railway guards the inherent frangibility of

glass. I made myself a torment to all ofiicials by the

impressive emphasis of my anxiety. And, after all, the

jars were almost worthless. Experience flatly and per-

emptorily decided against them, as too deep and unwieldy.
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I quickly discarded all but the smallest, and bought half-a-

dozen glass jars of nearly a foot high, which have proved

very serviceable. When an animal dies, and the mortality

is great, it is easier to discover and remove the corpse, and

chanoe the water from a small iar than from a tank : more-

over, in jars you can keep your animals separate ;
and

animals are not more amiable to each other than men
;
the

strong devour the weak without any religious scruples. To

the jars I added shallow eartheuAvare pans, for Actmiae, and

some animals which the Actiniae would not molest.

Our day's produce fairly sorted, the work of identification

begins. It is not enough to know that w^e have got a

Polype, an Eolis, or an Annelid before us
;
we also desire to

know what species of each
;
and this is sometimes a work

of long and troublesome investigation, because even if the

species is not one hitherto undescribed, we may have great

difficulty in identifying it by descriptions. This tries the

patience, but it exercises the faculties, and greatly sharpens

knowledge by forcing attention upon details.

And here a word
, respecting the books you ought to put

in your box. For reading, properly so called, the naturalist

has little time while at the coast
;
but certain books will be

constantly referred to. All the books on Natural History,

or Comparative Anatomy, you can buy, beg, or borrow,

will be found of use
;
but if your portmanteau refuses the

burden of many volumes, it is well you should know what

will be most serviceable. First, then, as indispensable, there

nnist be an "Animal Kingdom"—if not Cuvier's, then

Vogt's "Zoologische Briefe," or Rymer Jones's "General
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Outline of the Organisation of the Animal Kingdom/' richly

illustrated, or ^Mr Dallas's recently published volume,
" The

Natural History of the Animal Kingdom," cheap and very

compact. Next you must have Mr Gosse's invaluable

" Manual of Marine Zoology"
—meant expressly for identi-

fication
;
and you may add the very cheap and compendious

"Manual of the Mollusca," by Mr Woodward, published

among Weale's series of Rudimentary Treatises. If you can

lay hands on Johnston's "British Zoophytes," Forbes's

"
Naked-Eyed Medusas" and "British Starfishes," and Alder

and Hancock's " Nudibranchiate MoUusca," you will be set

up. I say nothing on works of Histology or Comparative

Anatomy, because, if your studies lie in these directions,

you will already have possessed yourself of what is

necessary.

And now, when all is done, the Microscope is taken out,

and severer studies begin. The hours I spent thus, fled like

minutes, and left behind them traces as of years, so crowded

were they with facts new and strange, or if not absolutely

new, yet new in their dofiniteness, and in the thoughts they

suggested. The tj-pical iorms took possession oi me. They

were ever present in my waking thoughts ; they filled my
dreams with fantastic images ; they came in troops as I lay

awalce during meditative morning hours
; they teazed me as

I turned restlessly from side to side at night ; they made

all things converge towards them. If I tried a little relax-

ation of literature, the page became a starting-point for the

wandering foncy, or more obtrusive memory ;
a phrase

like "throbbing heart" would detach my thoughts from the
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subject of the book, and hurry them away to the stage of the

Microscope, where the heart of some embryo was pulsating.

I could not look at anything intently, but the chance was

that some play of light would transform itself into the image

of a mollusc or a polype. The things I have seen in

Tapioca pudding . . . !

This intense absorption in one study was wrong, and I

tried to vary my employments ;
but intellectual passions are

not obedient to abstract convictions
; they will exert their

jealous exclusiveness.
" No array of terms can tell how much

I was at ease" on matters agitating the majority of my

countrymen. I utterly declined to look at the Times.

What cared I about Palmer and his trial ? or about the im-

pending quarrel with America? As much as the stock-

broker towards the close of 'Change, or the Opposition

member during the vote of confidence, would care for your

attempt to interest him in the "
extraordinary little organ

discovered this morning in the tail of a tadpole
—

quite un-

suspected by anatomists, I assure you."

I admit this was exclusive—say narrow, if you will. I

had really interest in little but what the Scalpel and Micro-

scoj)e would disclose. Everything was new to me, so that

every step was delightful. When I discovered what had long

been known to others, the jileasure of discovery was some-

thing essentially different from that of mere learning ;
and

when I was fortunate enough to discover what had not been

known before, the delight in novelty was heightened by the

triumph (surely not a guilty one
?)

of amour propre. Three

months of such study were worth years of lectures and read-
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ings
—

altliougli the lectures and readings were necessary

preparations for the full benefit of such study. But thoughts

of '•
benefit" are after-thoughts ;

—the real incentive to work

is passionate fondness for the work itself; and I know

nothing in the shape of intellectual activity which I would

exchange for a long day with the Microscope. This feeling

is beautifully indicated by M. Quatrefages, in that page of

his Souvenirs d'un Naturaliste in which he describes his

residence on the little archipelago of Chaussey, where none

lived besides himself and a few fishermen. At night, when

the songs and the disputes of the fishermen gradually lapsed

into silence, and nothing could be heard but the murmurs of

the sea, he sat down at his square deal table, covered Avith the

produce of his day's hunt. There he sat, before a IMicro-

scope which opened to him the world of the infinitely minute,

his pencil sketching the novel forms, his pen hastily tracing

the result of his observations. And thus the night advanced,

till, with fingers so benumbed that he could no longer hold

the scalpel, he crept into his bed as the fishermen were leav-

ing theirs. Tlie passage is too long to quote, but the reader

can seek it in the charming book itself, the work of a

naturalist—which means, an enthusiast.

Of late years the Microscope has not only become indis-

pensable to the scientific student, but a delight to the

amateur. Nevertheless certain popular errors still deter

many from its employment ;
and now that it is no longer

the costly instrument it used to be, those errors should be

combated. A very general belief of its
"
injuring the eyes,"

will be found even among microscopists. On evidence the
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most conclusive, I deny the accusation. My own eyes, un-

happily made delicate by over-study in imprudent youth,

have been employed for hours daily over tlie Microscope

vnthout injury or fatigue. By artificial light, indeed, I find

it very trying ;
but by daylight

—which on all accounts is

the best light for work—it does not produce more fatigue

than any other steadfast employment of the eye. Compared

with looking at pictures, for instance, the fatigue is as

nothing. Nor should any uneasiness be felt at the musccB

voUtantes, which may be observed for the first time after

using the Microscope. Few eyes are altogether without

them, and it is erroneous to attribute them to the Micro-

scope, because they may not have been previously observed.

The student should early learn to keep the unoccupied eye

open, not to screw it up, and distort his countenance, because

the sight of other objects confuse him. In a little while he

will learn to attend only to the eye looking through the

Microscope ;
and his studies will be greatly relieved thereby.

It is further said that microscopic observation is apt to be

very erroneous, and that we can see whatever we wish to

see. Undoubtedly men often do see what they want to see,

and what no one else can recognise. But this is not the

fault of the instrument. So far from the Microscope being

in itself deceptive, I maintain that it is less so than the

unassisted eye ;
and for this reason : all vision is mainly

inferential; from certain appearances certain fomis are

inferred
;
this holds of the eye as well as of the Microscope,

the optical principles of which are essentially the same
;
but

while the physical conditions are similar, the mental con-
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ditions attending vision "vvitli the assisted and the unassisted

eye are different. The microscopic observer is on his guard

against fallacies of interpretation which seldom suggest them-

selves to him when observing with the naked eye ;
and this

critical caution makes him not only less rash in interpreting

appearances, but makes him anxious to verify interpretations

by other means. If the contradictions of observers be cited

as a proof of the deceptive nature of the instrument, what

shall we say to those manifold and jjersistent contradictions

of anatomists using their unassisted eyes? But in truth,

the controversies of microscopists have rarely turned upon

simple facts of appearance, they have been almost wholly

questions of interpretation.

The scientific Naturalist Avill not content himself with

Observation, however cautious and patient ;
to it he will

add what may be called the great mental instrument, Kxperi-

ment, the instrument by which we verify the accuracy of our

observations and conclusions, and by which Nature is inter-

rogated. Experimental Physiology is in its infancy ;
which

is another way of saying that the science of life is in its

youth. Sciences begin in casual observation, and systematic

reasoning. Careless of facts, men are then careful in lo^ric

They build elaborate structures upon shifting sand. After-

wards arrives the epoch of doubt
;
men become aware how

illusoiy is the reliance on reasoning, be it never so logical,

unless the data are exact, unless each step has been verified.

The scrutiny of facts becoming more urgent. Observation

ceases to l)c casual and careless
;
a cultivated caution takes its

place, and conclusions ai-e tested less by their logical coher-
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ence than by their verified dependence on verified facts.

Now the most puissant instrument of verification is the

Experimental Method which, by a process of elimination and

exclusion, directly interrogates Nature.

You thus perceive that time is not likely to hang heavy

on our hands, while at the coast
;
there is enough to do and

to enjoy. Dr Johnson said that he who would acquire a

pure English style must give his days and nights to Addison.

I have some doubts whether the prescription is likely to

be followed, or, if followed, likely to effect its purpose ;
but

its language may be borrowed to suit my turn. He who

would learn the exquisite delights Nature has for those

who ardently pursue her, and would acquire a deep sense

of reverence and piety in presence of the great and

unfathomable mysteries which encompass Life, must give

his mornings to laborious searchings on the rocks, his

afternoons to patient labour with the Microscope.
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In the previous Chapter, I endeavoured to convey some idea

of the cliarms which the naturalist and amateur may find in

the dark fissures of fro'WTiing rocks, the endless occupation

and amusement of clambering over ridges, creeping under

ledges, wriggling into crevices, or exploring the under side of

boulders, Avhile a summer sun is gleaming over the retiring

sea, and the wliite gulls are hovering almost as lazily as the

whiter clouds hangino; in the blue above them. Above and

around, the landscape ;
in pools and crevices, the game ;

and

by your side, pleasant companions eager as yourself My
description of these delights may have been thought entliusi-

astic by those to whom such pleasures are unknown
;
but in

trutli no enthusiasm is adequate, no description can reach the

vividness of reality; the best description is but thin and

meagre, following beggar-like in the footsteps of Eealit}'.

The language of enthusiasm may serve to convey to others
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an impression that the speaker is moved, but it necessarily

fails to paint the felicitous details which moved him.

In this approximative and confessedly incomplete style, I

will endeavour to describe something of the delights which

attend the naturalist when his hunting is over, and his home

is reached. For, understand this : the naturalist, and espe-

cially the physiologist, has a Morrow to his pleasure, whereas

all other hunters have but a fine To-day. Far be it from

me to underrate any man's pleasure ;
nevertheless tlie most

catholic may discriminate, and I must here discriminate be-

tween the sportsman's possible pleasure and my own. Brown

is excited when he brings down a buck, lands a pike, or re-

covers a snipe which has fallen among the reeds. He has

his day's sport, has proved his skill—to his own satisfaction

entirely proved it
;
and now nothing remains but to eat the

produce. A dish the more upon his dinner-table—nothing

but that ! Not that I mean to speak disrespectfully of dishes
;

assuredly not of venison, pike, or snipe, well dressed, well

served, well wined, and well companioned. I have no

patience with those who pretend not to care for their dinner,

on the ludicrous assumption that "spiritual
"
negations imply

superior souls. A man who is careless about his dinner is

generally a man of flaccid body, and of feeble mind
;
as old

ISamuel Johnson authoritatively said, "Sir, a man seldom

thinks with more earnestness of anything than he does of his

dinner
;
and if he cannot get that well dressed, he should he

suspected of inaccuracy in other things." Honto sunn, et

nihil, &c. &c. I respect man, and all his appetites. When

the man is not basely insensible to the hunger of soul, the

D
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keen intellectual voracities and emotional desires, he is all

the healthier, all the stronger, all the better for a noble

capacity for food—a capacity which becomes noble when it

ministers to a fine, and not merely a gluttonous nature.

Moreover, I observe this constant fact, which is worth

flinging at the heads of all super-refined superfine spiritual-

ists, who talk about our God-given senses as
"
gross

''—
namely, that whenever we get authentic details about a great

man, we always find him to have been a generous eater. If

I, who Avrite this, must confess to being a small eater, I

must also confess to not being a great man. Had nature

willed it otherwise but she did not so will it
;

and only gave me sufficient sagacity to perceive that dishes

are in no sense despicable.

When, therefore, I think of the hunter's finale as merely an

extra dish, and pronounce that to be an anticlimax to his

day's work, instead of being, as my finale is, an ascending

crescending culmination of delight, this reflection is not sug-

gested by any scorn of eating in itself, but is suggested by

the obtrusive fact, that eating is at the best a finite plea-

sure. It has no savour of the infinite, which aU true and

great pleasures must possess. It is vigorous in sensation,

but it is circumscribed
;

it throws out no feelers into other,

wider regions ;
it generates no thoughts ;

it leads nowhither
;

it is terminal. Therefore, I say the finale of the table is an

anticlimax for a hunter
; unless, indeed, he is hunting for

subsistence, and then of course his finale becomes proportion-

ately aggrandised.

No such anticlimax was mine
;
no such terminal enjoy-
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iiieiit
; my finale was not final. If, as a matter of fact, the

dissecting-table was the scene on which my captures made a

last appearance, this last appearance was the end of a long

series of episodes intermediate between the capture of prey

and the incision of the scalpel. And even this finale was

not, strictly speaking, a finis ; for when the last shred of

delicate tissue had been examined under the Microscope,

when various parts of the animal had been made into
"
pre-

parations
"
for after-study, when everything to the physical

eye may have seemed concluded, no end was reached, no

dead wall of terminal blankness
;
on the contrary, the meta-

physical eye followed the devious paths of speculation, into

which new facts conducted
;
and thus the feast of reason and

the flow of physiology, generated pleasures superior to the

pleasures of the ordinary hunter by quite transcendent

degrees. I dined as well as Brown, thanks to my poulterer

and fishmonger. If the truth were known, my game was

perhaps better than his. We both dined,

" But oh ! the difference to me !

"

On an equality as regards mere plenitude and digestive

beatitude, how far below the
"
reaches of my soul

'

were any

thoughts which he could extricate from under that oppres-

sion of venison !

Table for Tcible, then, finale for finale, it is clear that my

hunting was superior to Brown's in having a grand climax
;

but I had already distanced him by many lengths before we

came to that winning-post of the table. Brown lands his

pike, and carries it home with a careless ostentation, and an

"Oh-I- could-have-caught -more" kind of air. Admiring
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eyes follow him througli the village. He stands on his la\ni

and holds up the fish before the window, to receive the facile

admiration of acquiescent ^Irs B. And here his sport ends

till dinner. Noav, although I carry home a basket of marine

animals with none of that effect upon the popular mind

(indeed the popular mind is terribly apt to eye my costume

and basket with ill-concealed contempt), and although my

servant can't for her life think what master does with them

things, not she
; yet, when Brown and I are both fairly

housed, his delight runs down like a clock-weight—mine

ascends like a windlass. The amusement of distributing and

identifying the animals I have already noticed
;
so we will

suppose all that over, and that the fatigues of the day have

been snored off with great frankness. The morrow begins.

;My first thought on descending in the morning is to

glance with fond anxiety at my animals. ^Yhile the urn

is musically hissing, and the coffee percolating, I am care-

fully inspecting vases and pans, removing a bit of dirt here,

a decayed weed there, placing a small stone more conve-

niently there, poking a sluggish Doris (Plate II., fig. 2), to

assure myself that he is alive, rescuing an Actinia from the

crowding propensities of its cousins, or—sadder oflice still !

—
discovering and removing those of my pets who have

been inconsiderate enough to pay their debt to nature's laws.

This last is a very necessary bit of work, for these amiable

creatures, when dead, are capable of stinking with some

vigour, and corrupting the water in which their companions

live. Breakfast was always ready before I had fairly

fmished my overseeing, for the parishes were numerous.
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and some of tlie parishioners apt to skulk out of siglit.

During the pleasant hour of breakfast, and the cigar which

followed, I contemplated my treasures with a placid eye.

Picture to yourself a large and airy room, made. out of two,

in an eleo-ant villa : on the sideboard stand four or five

glass vases, various in size and in contents
;
from this the

eye travels to a table, opposite the window which opens on

a balcony sheltered by a verandah
;

this table is covered

with bottles, phials, troughs, microscope, dissectiug-case,

note-book, &c., all in that state of imperfect order deno-

minated higgledy-piggledy. Three soup-plates occupy the

extreme end of the table, and,
"
carry the eye

"
into the

balcony, where three yellow earthenware pans, and a white

foot-pan mimic, tant hien que mat, the shallow rock-pools of

the shore. If the eye so carried into the balcony happen to

be in the least a conventional eye
—one never so well pleased

as when restino- on the elegancies of surface civilisation—it

is possible, nay, it is extremely probable, that it will rest

upon these pans with a very mitigated admiration. Even I

will confess they are not strictly ornamental. Without hav-

ing read
" Price on the Picturesque," one may be startled,

on walking up an elegant garden to an elegant villa, if the

eye falls upon yellow pie-dishes and white foot-pans sym-

metrically insolent under a verandah. As to Gillow of

Oxford Street, be sure he would feel his hair turning grey

at such a sight. And I know many persons of irreproach-

able drawing-rooms, liberal in opinions, affable in demeanour,

and glad to own me among their visiting acquaintances, who

would cut me at once after seeing the proprieties thus out-
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raged. But look iiLside my pans and pie-dishes, and if you

are not pleased with the beauty of those exquisite animals,

and those charming weeds, I set you down as one who

judges of books by their binding, not by their contents.

Observe, I do not take my stand on these pie-dishes. I

should greatly prefer a tank, either of glass or stone
;
but

one can't improvise a tank at sea-side lodgings, whereas pie-

dishes are attainable.

From the glimpse just given of my before-breakfast

occupation, you begin to suspect something of what was

meant by the intermediate episodes between the capture and

the scalpel ; you see that the mere keeping and watching of

these animals will be a source of pleasures unattempted yet

in prose or rhyme. One gets interested in anything which

solicits attention, and in proportion to the solicitation
;

hence our fondness for animals and children. Nay, do but

watch a man walking round his garden, pulling oiit this

weed, and brushing off that insect, trimming this branch

and trailing up that cluster,
—see what an incessant jileasure

it is to him. Now deepen this pleasure by a scientific

interest, which makes every detail of manners, and every

newly-observed point of structure, the starting-point for

fresh speculation, and you will form a faint idea of what it

is to keep pans and vases full of animals.

You doubtless know the Hermit-crab, by naturali.sts

named Pagurus ? Unlike other crabs, who are content to

live in their own solid shells, Pagurus lives in the empty

shell of some mollusc. He looks fiercely upon the world

from out of this apparently inconvenient tub, the Diogenes
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of Crustacea, and wears an expression of conscious yet

defiant' theft, as if he knew the rightful owner of the shell,

or his relatives, were coming every moment to recover it,

and he, for his part, very much wished they might get it.

All the fore part of Pagurus, including his claws, is defended

by the solid armour of crabs. But his hind parts are soft,

covered only by a delicate membrane, in which the ana-

tomist, however, detects shell-plates in a rudimentary con-

dition. Now a gentleman so extremely pugnacious, troubled

with so tender a back and continuation, would fare ill in

this combative world, had he not some means of redressing

the Avrong done him at birth
; accordingly he selects an

empty shell of convenient size, into which he pops his tender

tail, fastening on by the hooks on each side of his tail, and

having thus secured his rear, he scuttles over the sea-bed,

a grotesque but philosophic marauder. You ask how

it is that this tendency to inhabit the shells of molluscs

became organised in the hermit-crab ? Either we must sup-

pose that the crab was originally so created,
—

designed with

the express view of inhabiting shells, to which end his struc-

ture was arranged ;
or—and this I think the more reason-

able supposition
—that the hermit-crab originally was fur-

nished with shell-plates for the hinder part of his body, but

that these have now become rudimentary in consequence of

the animal's practice of inhabiting other shells,
—a practice

originally resorted to, perhaps, as a refuge from more powerful

enemies, and now become an organised tendency in the species.

Be this as it may, the hermit-crab will not live long out

of an appropriated shell
;
and very ludicrous was the scene
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I witnessed between two taken from their shells. Selecting

them nearly equal in size, I drojiped them,
" naked as their

mother bore them," into a glass vase of sea-water. They did

not seem comfortable, and carefully avoided each other. I

then placed one of the empty shells (first breaking off its

spiral point) between them, and at once the contest com-

menced. One made direct for the shell, poked into it

an inquiring claw, and having satisfied his cautious mind

that all was safe, slipped in his tail with ludicrous agility,

and, fastening on by his hooks, scuttled away, rejoicing.

He was not left long in undisturbed possession. His rival

approached with strictly dishonourable intentions
;
and they

both walked round and round the vase, eyeing each other

with settled malignity,
—like Charles Kean and Wigan in the

famous duel of the Gorsican Brothers. No words of mine

can describe our shouts of laughter at this ludicrous combat,

—one combatant uneasy about his unprotected rear, the

other sublimely awkward in his borrowed armour. For the

sake of distinctness, I will take a liberty with two actors'

names, and continue to designate our two crabs as Charles

Kean and Alfred Wigan. C. K., although the blacker,

larger, and stronger of the two, was at the disadvantage of

being out of his shell, and was slow in coming to close

quarters ;
at last, after many hesitations, approaches, and

retreats, he made a rush behind, seized the shell in his

powerful grasp, while with his huge claw he haled Wigan

out, flung him discomfited aside, and popped his tail into the

shell Wigan looked piteous for a fcAV moments, but soon,

his "soul in arms and eager for the shell," he rushed upon
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his foe
;
and then came the tug of crabs ! C. K. had too

firm a hold
;
he could not be dislodged. I poked his tender

tail, which was exposed through the broken shell, and he

vacated, leaving Wigan once more in possession. But not for

long. Once more Wigan was clutched, haled out, and flung

away. I then placed a smaller shell, but perfect, in the vase.

Kean at once quitted his dilapidated roof, and ensconced

himself in tliis more modest cottage, leaving Wigan to make

himself comfortable in the ruin
;
which he did.

The fun w^as not over yet. I placed a third hermit-crab

in the vase. He was much smaller than the other two, but

liis shell was laroer than the one in which Kean had settled,

as that unscrupulous crab quickly perceived, for he set about

bidlying the stranger, who, however, had a shell large enough

to admit his whole body, and into it he withdi'ew. It was

droll to see Kean clutching the shell, vainly waiting for the

stranger to protrude enough of his body to permit of a good

grasp and a tug ;
but the stranger knew better. He must

have been worn out at last, however, for although I did not

witness the feat, an hour afterwards, when I looked at them,

I saw Kean comfortable in the stranger's house. I changed

them again ;
but again the usurpation was successful. On

the third day I find recorded in my journal: "The crabs

have been fighting, and changing their abodes continually.

C. K. is the terror of tlie other two, and Wigan is so subdued

by constant defeats that he is thrown into a fluster if even

an empty shell is placed near him
;
and although without a

shell himself, which must make him very cold and comfort-

less in the terminal regions, he is afraid to enter an empty
E
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one. The terrors of the last two Jays have been too mnch

for his nerves : one must almost question his perfect sanity ;

he is not only beside his shell, but beside himself The

approach of C. K. throws him into a trepidation, which

expresses itself in the most grotesque efforts at escape."

I tried a new experiment. Throwing a good-sized whelk

into the vase, I waited to see Kean devour the whelk in

order to appropriate his shell ;
for the house he last stole,

though better than the previous houses, by no means suited

him. Mr Bell, in his History of British Crustacea, conjec-

tures that the hermit-crab often eats the mollusc in whose

shell he is found—a conjecture adopted by subsequent

writers, although Mr Bell owns that he never witnessed the

fact. My observation flatly contradicted the conjecture.

Kean clutched the shell at once, and poked in his interroga-

tory claw, which, touching the operoidum of the whelk,

made that animal withdraw and leave an empty space, into

which Kean popped his tail. In a few minutes the whelk,

tired of this confinement in his own house, and all alarm

being over, began to protrude himself, and in doing so gently

pushed C. K. before him. In vain did the intmder, feeling

himself slipping, chng fiercely to the shell
;
with slow but

irresistible pressure the mollusc ejected him. This was

repeated several times, till at length C. K. gave up in despair,

and contented himself witli his former shell. Thus, instead

of eating the whelk (which, I may remark in passing, the

crab never does, even in captivity, where food is scanty),

he had not even the means of getting him out of his shell.
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and the conjecture of onr admirable naturalist must be erased

from all Hand-books.

These traits of manners and morals pleasantly vary our

graver observations : but it is only with the higher organ-

isms that we can be so amused
;

the lower organisms,

although they have their manners and their morals, are too

far removed from us to be intelHgible. I have no doubt the

mollusc is a moral individual, but you cannot consider him

one greatly impassioned ;
an oyster or a limpet probably has

his theory of life : but you cannot appeal to his finer sensi-

bilities through the medium of music, poetry, or painting.

I have some doubts even of the crab in these regions of cul-

ture
;
but if he cannot soar so high as Art, we see how he

touches the confines of Wit by his feeling for the Grotesque.

Fish, too, are funny, and far more educable than people sup-

pose. Your fish has a sense of the proprieties ;
he will even

condescend to conventionalism in costume. At least, one I

had at Ilfracombe did so. A queer little dolphin-like fellow

he was, who, after swimming about the vase for some time,

would sink to the bottom, and there, curling his tail round

him, as a cat does when making herself comfortable, he

would look up with his impudent unabashed eyes, and pant

awav, as if fatioued with his eambols. This curlinc; of him-

self whenever at rest was very comical, and he looked as if

he knew it. When I had him, he was in full black—evening

costume
;

but on descending next morning I found him

arrayed in an entire suit of light brown—cool morning

summer costume
;
in the afternoon he again presented him-
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self in full black
;
and the next morning he was dead. I

grieved for him, and, as a consolation—dissected him.

This was my constant solace, when I found—as, alas ! 1

often found—that some of my pets had departed. The

zoologist softened, the anatomist was resolved. I had lost

a pet, and gained a "preparation." Grief gave way under the

scalpel. Science dried afflicted eyes. Nay, shall I confess

it ? Many a time I have had the unfeelingness to eye a pet

with an undertaker's glance, almost wishing it would die, for

the sake of its corpse. And when this was the case, you

may be sure I bore the aimouncement of mortality with

something of that fortitude displayed by legatees when a

choleric old gentleman, or a lady of starched and vigorous

virtue, departs this life, leaving a trifle in the 37o- Death

was no finale to me. The closing scene was only the close

of an act, after which the curtain rose once more, the drama

culminating in interest. A thousand problems assailed the

mind, a thousand strange thoughts arose as I penetrated

deeper and deeper into the mysteries of these various organ-

isms, and mused upon their many paradoxes. Here was an

animal without a heart
; there, one without a liver—nothing

but quantities of hepatic cells distributed along the course of

the alimentary canal. Here was an animal breathing by means

of his legs ;
and here one not breathing at all. Here was a

mollu.sc with its intestine passing through its heart; here

another with teeth in its stomach
;
and here an animal (the

Physalia) digesting its food before swallowing it—that is to

say, perfoi-ming the act of chymification before the act of

deglutition. Here M'as an animal of two sexes, and here one
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of no sex at all,
—

or, more correctly speaking, of the female

sex only, the male being non-existent. But the most piquant

of all paradoxes is that of the parasitic Crustacean, a Ler-

ncea (see Plate V., fig. 1) : The female, ensconced in the eye,

or gills, of a fish, lives a lazy life at the fish's expense, and

the male lives upon her as she lives on the fish (not unlike

some disreputable males of the human species), and this male

is himself infested with parasitic Vorticellse, so that we find

parasites of parasites of parasites !

*

" Great fleas have little fleas, and lesser fleas to bite 'em.

And these again have other fleas, and so ad infinitum."

Paradoxes like these—and they might be indefinitely multi-

plied
—titillate curiosity, but they do not form the real attrac-

tion of our studies
; they excite a smile, or a passing wonder-

ment, which is as nothing compared with the deep, abiding,

almost awful sense of the mystery and marvel of Nature.

The crowning glory is the knowledge wliich ever opens into

newer and newer vistas, quickening our sense of the vastness

and the complexity of Life. For it is eminently the case

with these studies, that they intensify and exalt our concep-

tions of the incommunicable grandeur and infinity of Nature.

Many eloquent pages have set forth the effect produced upon

the mind by the study of Nature, the enlarging influences of

contact with and contemplation of her phenomena, so dif-

ferent from the fleeting fashions and miserable pretexts of

much that passes as civilisation, so full of rebukes to our

* See the second part of Nokdjiann's Mikrograiihische Beitrdge zur Natur-

geschichte d. Wirhellosen Thicre 1832, for a full and admh-able monograph of

these parasites, illustrated by coloured Plates
;

also a Menioire by Van Ben-

EDEN, in {\\Q Annales des Sciences, 1851.
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foolish priile and pretences ;
so full of lessons to us to be in

earnest, and to trust in simi)le earnestness. But although

contact Avith all reality must necessarily have something

of this influence, I should say, speaking from my own expe-

rience, that this is true in quite another sense to those

minds familiarised with the phenomena of life manifested

by the simpler organisms. Here the Microscope is not

the mere extension of a faculty, it is a new sense. At

some distance from the Alps we discern their masses of

purple grandeur, but that is all we discern
;
on approaching

nearer, these purple masses assume shapes more and more

definite, although their varied architecture is still hidden

from us : we see none of their ravines and valleys ;
a little

nearer, and we detect these, but discern none of the chalets

nestled in the valley, or scattered over the mountain-sides
;

nearer still, we see the habitations, and the cattle, and the

men
; yet nearer, and we discriminate individualities

;
but

we have still to advance, and patiently watch, before the

tragedies and comedies acted in these scenes can become in-

telligible to us. Thus with each step we have changed our

conceptions of the Alps. Thus with each step do we change

our conceptions of Nature. We all begin, where most of us

end, with seeing things removed from us—kept distant by

ignorance and the still more obscuring screen of familiarity.

We then learn to observe something besides these broad gen-

eral outlines which constitute the scenery of our existence, and

learn to admire the magnificence of Nature. The observation

of one detail is a step to the recognition of many. In this

stage we resemble the traveller who has discovered the Alps
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to have valleys and habitations. If the IJiIicroscopc be now

placed in our hands, it brings us into the very homes and

haunts of Life
;
and finally, the high creative combining

faculty, moving amid these novel observations, reveals some-

thing of the great drama which is incessantly enacted in

every drop of water, on every inch of earth. Then, and only

then, do we realise the mighty complexity, the infinite

splendour of Nature
; then, and only then, do we feel how

full of Life, varied, intricate, marvellous, world within world,

yet nowhere without space to move, is this single planet, on

the crust of W'hich we stand, and look out into shoreless

space, peopled by myriads of other planets, larger, if not

more wonderful, than ours. And if with this substitution of

definite and particular ideas for the vague generalities with

which at first we represented Nature—if with increase of

knowledge there comes, as necessarily there must come,

increase of reverence, it is evident that the study of Life

must of all studies best nourish the mind with true philo-

sophy.

The facts are the least of the attractions in this study,

although they are the bricks w^ith which you build. If you

happen to be of a speculative tui-n, every fresh observation

will start new trains of thought. Walk up to my working-

table, and take the first phial or trough chance may present.

You have chosen a phial in which a quantity of thread-like

worms are wriggling like uninspired Pythonesses. You are

mistaken in supposing them to be worms,—they are nothing

of the kind
; they are not even individuals. In spite of your

stare, I repeat the statement : they arc not individuals, they
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are organs. "VVliy then do tliey live and wriggle? and of

wliat are they organs ? The first question is easier to ask

than to answer. The second is as easy to answer as to ask
;

so, like an adroit teacher, who evades difficulties to drop with

confidence on what is easy, I will answer it. In the preced-

ing Chapter (p. 24) I recorded with some minuteness the find-

ing of a Terehella buried in the sand, its long thread-like

tentacles waving in the air being all that was visible, until

it was dug up. Those tentacles are what you have in the

phial before you. While examining the worm, I observed

that one of its tentacles had been torn off", and was wTiggling

with independent vivacity : I bethought me of trying how

long these organs would live separated from the body ; .so,

cutting them all off", I placed them in this phial. This was

on the 21st May ;
on the 2oth some died

;
but to-day is the

27th, and there are still several vivacious. What would

your friends, who constantly compare the vital mechanism

to a watch or a steam-engine, say to this ? The main-spring

was broken long ago ;
the watch is in shreds, yet are its

wheels as active as ever. Do you not perceive the error of

the analogy ? Do you not see that every part of a vital

organism must be vital, having its own vital properties, and

being, in a certain sense, independent of the Avholc, although

also dependent on it ?

Nin- is this by any means a solitary instance. Even those

physiologists who compare the organism to a mechanism are

familiiir with hundreds of facts of independent vitality. Tlie

one just cited is, however, one of the most remarkable I have

observed, on account of the length of duration. The other day
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I was examining one of those white filaments which certain

Actinice copiously throw out when disturbed. The filament

is nothino- but a delicate membranous tube covered with

vibratile cilia, and enclosing, I believe, a still more delicate

tube, filled with graimles and those thread-capsules which

anatomists declare (erroneously, as I shall prove hereafter)

to be the urticatino- or stiiioino; cells. Such is the structure

of this filament, which, although it had long been removed

from the animal, was twisting and twirling itself like a

worm in an unhappy state of mind, and moving across the

stage with motions it was impossible to distinguish from

voluntary motions. I then crushed it into many minute

fragments ;
but long afterwards I observed some of these

moving about like so many animalcules. Another day I

observed what seemed a tiny white annelid crawling at the

bottom of a vase
;
on securing it, I found it was one of the

Actinia's filaments.

It may be answered that this motion was not life : in

both cases it was only ciliary action. But do not let us

cheat ourselves with phrases. What is the motion of early

embryos but ciliary action? and what is explained by the

phrase ? I see movements as spontaneous as those of

animals
;

I see these movements so directed that obstacles

are avoided
;
and you want to put me ofi" with a phrase.

Where then does life begin ? In that foot-pan you see a

dozen lovely Medusm, swimming to and fro with their

laborious pulsating movements—are those movements the

finger-posts of vitality ? Well, then, now attend : yester-

day I was dissecting some of these, and, while examining
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the exquisite fringe of tentacles which hangs from the

border of the disc, I observed every one of these polyp-

like tentacles move to and fro, now protruded, now with-

dra^ATi into the substance of the disc, each with indepen-

dent action, and this on a portion of the disc which had

been many hours separated from the animal. The fringe

does no more when the animal is vigorous on the warm

surface of the tranquil sea
;

it does no less now that the

animal is in shreds. Look in that saucer, and you will

observe the fragment of another Medusa ; the animal is

dead, and almost melted away. I have already cut out two

of the ovarial chambers, yet you see the oval tentacles are

twisting about as if seeking prey. Tliis is not ciliarity, but

contractility. This is life, unless you restrict the tenn life

to the meaning it carries in its highest formula. If it is

motion, it is vital motion.

Can motion, alone, be taken as the index of life ? Cer-

tainly not. But let us try to be precise in our language.

Life is a complex term, indicating complex phenomena. In

its highest formula, expressing all the requisite generality of

what is included in the term, it indicates the triple unity

of Nutrition, Reproduction, and Decay. An animal grows,

reproduces, and dies
;
these are the three capital and cardinal

facts of its organism. Out of these issue many derivative

and secondary phenomena, one of which is Motion. In

some animals, motion can scarcely be said to have any

existence. The Ascidians, for example, although of rather

complex structure, have nothing which approaches it, unless

we should so designate the occasional contraction and dila-
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tation of their two orifices. We may therefore conceive Life

without Motion, cand Motion without Life
;
and thus, with

some plausibility, ask whether the movements exhibited by

the tentacles of the Terehella and Medusa ought to be

received as indications of life ? Here I get myself into a

fix. The thought arises that what I observe in these ten-

tacles is owing to a surplus residue of vitality, retained by

them, not to any central source of self-renewing vitality,

such as the organism possesses ; consequently, inasmuch

as these tentacles neither grow, nor reproduce them-

selves, they fail to fulfil the primary conditions of Life
;
in

other words, they are not alive, in spite of movements,

apparently spontaneous, during a whole week of indepen-

dent existence.

In arguing with oneself, one has always a respectful anta-

gonist, to whose objections every attention is given. Hav-

ing given due attention to myself, I now turn round upon

myself, and remark with some emphasis : Very true
;
but

you overlook the important fact that in speaking of Life as

the triple unity of Nutrition, Keproduction, and Decay, you

are speaking of the whole organism ; whereas in the ten-

tacles of Terehella and Medusa, we were considering an

organ, not an organism ;
and to apply your definition to an

organ, would be to deny its vitality altogether. The animal

cannot be considered as wanting in either of the tri[)le

terms
;
but the very essence of an organ is that it special-

ises a function
—that is to say, takes upon itself to do some-

thing for the benefit of the whole animal, in return for

which it is absolved from doing many things which the
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animal must do. In the earliest forms of Life, as in tlie

earliest states of Society, all do everything, each does alL

There is no separate digestive system, no separate respira-

tory system, no muscular system, no neiTOus system. Every

part of the animal assimilates, respires, contracts, moves
;

just as ill barbarian tribes every man is his own tailor, his

own purveyor, his own architect, and his own lawyer. At

last the principle of Division of Labour emerges ;
then that

which is true of the whole organism ceases to be true of an

organ ;
and we have no more right to demand that an arm

should digest food, than that Moses & Son should preside

over the deliberations of Downing Street, or cook the

Whitebait dinner : we have no more rio;ht to ask the luncs

to produce offspring, than to ask Mr Cobden to take com-

mand of the Baltic fleet, and Mr Bright to perform the

operation for stone. Each no longer does all. When, there-

fore, we look at these arms of the Terebella, which wrio-sle

after a week's separation from the body, we see them

manifest as much of life as they manifested a week since.

They would grow if they had food
; unhappily they have

"«. the power of preparing food, and they die at length
1- . starvation.

But put down that phial, and look at this which contains

another and far more beautiful species of Terebella, by name

Nehulosa. (Plate VII., fig. ]
.)

It makes itself a solid tube

of cartli, which it cements by a mucus exuded from its sur-

face, and in this tube, but not attached to it, the Terebella

lives, merely putting forth its long tentacles into the water.

I have taken it from its tube to watch its beauty and its
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manners. Professor Rymer Jones, in the last edition of his

Animal Kingdom, says, that "our knowledge of these

animals has been until recently very limited ;" and he adds,

"
the zootomist who should enjoy fcivourable opportunities

of inspecting the larger species in a fresh state, could hardly

make a more valuable contribution to our science than by

giving an account of the organisation of these interesting

animals." My opportunities of observing the larger species

have been null
;
but having dredged uj) many of the smaller

species off Tenby and Caldy, I studied those with great

eagerness ;
and although my observations had, for the most

part, already been included in the more elaborate investi-

gations of Milne Edwards and Dr 'Williams, I have yet

something new to offer, little though it be.

No one, I believe, has yet recorded the f<ict of the Tere-

bella multiplying itself by the process of gemmation, which

is known to occur in the case of some other AnneKds—such

as the Ndis (Plate IV., fig. 3), the Syllis, and the Myriana,

and of which the reader will find all the details in the works

cited below.* When the animal reproduces by this budding-

process, it begins to form a second head near the extremity

of its body. After this head, other segments are in turn

developed, the tail, or final segment, being the identical tail

of the mother, but pushed forward by the young segments,

and now belonging to the child, and only vicariously to the

mother. In this state we have two worms and one tail. It

* QUATREFAGES—Annates dcs Sciences, o"" serie, i. 22 ;
Souvenirs d'ttn

Xaturaliste, i. 2-i7. Rtjier Jones—Animal Kingdom, OWEX— Comparative

Anatomy, vol. i.
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is as if a head were suddenly to be developed out of your

lumbar vcrtebrre, yet still remain attached to the column,

and thus produce a double-headed monster, more fantastic

than fiible. Or suppose you were to cut a caterpillar in half,

fashion a head for the tail half, and then fasten this head to

the cut end of the other half—this would give you an image

of the Syllis budding. But in some worms the process does

not stop here. What the mother did, the child does, and

you may see at last six worms forming one continuous line,

with only one tail for the six. The tail indeed is the family

inheritance
;

but reversing the laws of primogeniture, it

always descends to the youngest : like that elaborate display

of baby linen which was worked with such fondness for the

first-born, and has become in turns the costume of successive

pledges, as they appeared on this scene of life with a con-

stant diminendo of interest in all but parental eyes. Such,

in a few words, is the budding of Annelids. I omit differ-

ences, and many curious details, only desiring to fix the

reader's attention on the cardinal fact. The separation

finally takes place, and then we perceive the children and

grandchildren are not quite the same as their ancestor. The

fact has not been observed at all hitherto in the group of

Annelids named Tuhicola ; yet two of my Terebellce gave

me a sight of it. The first died before the separation took

place. The second, after a day or two's captivity, separated

itself from its appendix of a baby, and seemed all the livelier

for the loss of a juvenile which had been literally in that

condition of
"
hanging to its mother's tail," which I have

heard applied in metaphorical sarcasm to small boys anxious
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to be with tlieir motliers. The young one only lived four

Jays.

This spontaneous self-division of worms is a curious fact,

first observed and accurately described by the Genevese

naturalist, Charles Bonnet,* whose discoveries in reproduc-

tion we shall have to consider in a subsequent Chapter. He

found the fresh-water Nais frequently double, and saw the

separation take place. He also cut the worm into several

pieces, and observed each piece reproduce its head, and grow

into a perfect worm. One observation he made is worth

repeating here.f He cut a Nais transversely, but not

entii-ely in two
;
that is to say, the two portions were

held together by a mere thread
;
in less than an hour after-

wards the tw^o were again perfectly united, and no trace

remained of the operation, except a slight constriction, and

an interruption in the continuity of the vessels and viscera.

This interruption was very similar to such as he had ob-

served in several worms in their ordinary condition
;
and if

we compare the observation with that made by M. Peltier,^

we shall see that they confirm each other. "In those

species," says M. Peltier, "which have a dorsal contractile

vessel, in which the course of the nutritive fluid can be

traced, we see that in proportion as the fluid becomes

poorer, the contraction becomes feebler, and is arrested

at the point where the fluid, having been already absorbed,

ceases to arrive. Here we see in the middle of the body,

at the very point where the nutritive fluid is arrested, a

* BOXXET, Traiie (CInsecioloijie, 174.5, vol. ii. t -^'""'^- ^^^- "• P- 133.

+ See Comptes Rendus des Seances de I'Academie, 1844, Jan. 22, p. 161.
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constriction of the dorsal vessel, and two large absorbing

vesicles are formed, which collect, for the benefit of the

posterior half of the animal, the aliment no longer furnished

by the anterior half. As soon as these vesicles begin to

act, the posterior half of the dorsal vessel reassumes its con-

tractile movements. Tliese contractions have their orioin

in the vesicles, and have no connection with the anterior

half, nor are they synchronous in their movements with it.

In front of these vesicles a constriction takes place which

finishes by separating the two portions into two distinct

animals. If one of these be kept alive in the same drop of

water for some days, the aliment gradually diminishing, the

process is repeated, and this again may be repeated, so that

six distinct individuals are produced from one, solely by the

deficiency of food, which causes a constriction of the dorsal

vessel." What an argument in favour of those who main-

tain starvation to be a cause of over-population ! Quatre-

fages has noticed an analogous case in the Synapta. "Hun-

ger is the sole cause of the spontaneous amputations," he

says.
"
It would incline one to say that the animal, feeling

liimself unable to find food for his whole body, successively

suppresses those parts which cost too much."*

It is right to add, that a very great authority on all ques-

tions relating to the Annelids—Dr Thomas Williams of

Swansea—emphatically denies the whole of the "fables "ori-

ginated by Bonnet, and accepted by all successors. He saysf

* QUATREFAOES, Souvenirs (Tun Xaturallste, i. 62.

t Williams—
7?<!7Jort on British Annelida, 1851—In Reports of Britieli

Association, 1852, p. 247.
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there is not one word of truth in the statements, and he

Liughs at Professor Owen for repeating them. I have exam-

ined the point, as regards the Nais, since reading his denial,

and am at a loss to understand how that denial could have

been made in terms so sweeping. In the Nais proboscidea-

the spontaneous separation is preceded by the formation of a

head,with the unmistakable proboscis; as anyone may observe

who will collect a few sj)ecimens from a neighbouring pond.

The JVa'is proboscidea is a convincing instance, because

the long proboscis may easily be seen projecting from the

segment where the separation will take place ;
and its

presence removes all possible doubt as to the formation of h

new head. Disposed as I am to allow due weight to the

opinions of Dr Williams, I am surprised to find him saying :

" The tail-fragment never, as can be proved by easy observa-

tion, produces a single new ring or segment of the body.

If this be true, how completely improbable must be the

statement, that the headless piece is capable of constructing

a new head !" No one can read Bonnet's OAvn account of

his observations and experiments, recorded with great

minuteness and precision, Avithout feeling considerable

surprise at such a remark. If Dr Williams were correct,

his contradiction would for ever throw a doubt on the

observations of any naturalist
;

because if Bonnet is not

to be trusted, on a point so easy of verification, when his

statements are so precise, and his observations so numerous

and minute, no one can be trusted. Fortunately, however.

Bonnet is rigorously correct. I have verified his observa-

tions under the impulse of Dr Williams's denial
;
and at the
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very moment of writing tlii.s, I have two Naids in separate

vessels, who have reproduced their heads and probosces

under the following circumstances. The two worms were

first cut in half, the fragments which bore the heads were

thrown away, and those which bore the tails were placed in

vessels, with nothing but water and a little mud, in which,

as I had scrupulously ascertained, no worm or other visible

animal was concealed. In a few days the complete heads

were formed
; and, what is more, the heads were examined

daily during their formation. When the animals were quite

perfect I once more cut them in two, threw away the head-

fragments, and replaced the tail-fragments in their vessels.

A second time the heads were formed. A third time the

experiment was repeated ;
and the worms are now lively,

after their fourth section, so that before this passage is

printed, I have little doubt they will present the fourth

reproduction of head and proboscis.*

Amateurs are not fond of worms
; nor, until they have

seen Serpulce, Sahellcv, and Terebellce expanding and waving

their beautiful tentacles in the water, can they understand

why we should take so much trouble to secure them. And

yet, apart from their beauty, the worms deserve our study.

Their structure is full of interest.

Let us for a moment consider their blood. That some

animals have red blood, and others blood not red (which

made Aristotle say that some have blood and others none

at all), you know perfectly mcII
;

but that the worms

• Ono died a few days afterwards, but the other made itself a new Lead a.s

before
;

it died, however, after a fifth division.
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have blood of various colours, is probably news to you.

Swammerdamin* was the first who broke down the Aristo-

telian division, by showing that the blood of the earthworm

was red
;
and Cuvier extended this observation to a whole

class of worms, to which he gave the name of Vers ct sang

rouge ; but this was vehemently criticised by De Blainville
;

and recent researches, especially those of Milne Edwards,

Quatrefages and Williams, have shown that a great diversity

in colour exists. Thus the Sea-Mouse (ApJirodita) has

colourless blood
;
the Polynoe pale yellow ;

the Sabella olive

green; and one sj)ecies of Sabella dark red. But this

difference of colour is trifling compared with the absence of

corpuscles from the blood of all Annelids. The corpuscles,

as you know, are the floating solids of the blood, and on

them devolve the most important physiological functions ;

but the blood of all Annelids is entirely destitute of them
;

and Milne Edwards, in noticing the fact, remarks that this

liquid resembles the imperfect blood of the vertebrate embryo

in the early periods of development.-|-

There is one remark I wdsh to make in passing, respect-

ing the colourless blood of the majority of invertebrate

animals, and that is the proof it aflbrds of the error, not

uncommon, in attributing the colouring matter of animals

to the colouring matter of the blood. It is now known that

the colour of the muscles is due to a peculiar pigment, far

more than to the blood which is in them. It is quite clear

* SWAMMERDAJIU : Biblia Naturce, i. 110.

t Milne Edwakds : Lemons sur la Phys. el VAnut. Comparee, 1S57 ;
vol. i.

p. 107.
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that the purple fluid ejected by the Sea Hare, or the inky

fluid ejected by the Cuttle-fish, cannot derive their colour

from colourless blood. There are muscles in several

Molluscs—for instance, those of the oesophagus in the Slug

and Water Snail—which are of reddish hue, yet the blood

of these animals has no colour. And, as a final argument,

the integument of the Anemones is richly coloured, yet they

have no blood at all.

To return to our Annelids. If we grant that the fluid

hitherto universally regarded as blood is truly blood, we

shall have to acknowledge that these Annelids have two

difierent kinds of blood
;

for over and above the fluid which

we see circulating in the vessels, there is a fluid circulating,

or more correctly speaking, oscillating, in the general cavity

of the body, and tJiis fluid carries with it what are called the

blood-corpuscles. It consists of albumen and sea water
;

and is by Dr Williams named the "
Chylaqueous fluid," the

simplest form in which blood makes its appearance, distin-

guished from the
"
Blood-proper," in not being a fluid

circulating in a system of closed vessels, but a fluid which

carries the chyle directly to the tissues. An image may
render the mechanism intelligible. Suppose a worm sus-

pended in a phial of water. Let the worm represent the

intestinal canal, and the glass phial represent the external

integument, tlie water will then represent the chylaqueous

fluid, which moves with every motion of the intestine, and

fills up every cavity made by its motions. The albuminous

and corpuscular nature of the chylaqueous fluid prove it to

be subservient to the purposes of nutrition. It also serves
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another purpose, acting as an internal skeleton. You are

surprised at the idea of a liquid skeleton ? yet you sit on a

cushion of air, without the least astonishment. The fact is

positive : the Annelid employs its chylaqueous fluid as a

fulcrum by which it moves
;

let the fluid out, and all power

of locomotion vanishes.

The two bloods have two methods of aeration. The
"
chylaqueous fluid" rushes into the lovely tentacles wliich

in many species wave above the head, and there is aerated,

aided by the action of the cilia which line the inner surface

of the tentacles. Tlie
" blood" is carried to those arborescent

tufts, without cilia, which branch from each side of the head

beneath the tentacles. But although the respiratory process

does undoubtedly take place in these organs, yet in animals

so simply constructed, each organ performs more than one

function. Let us hear Dr Williams on the tentacles :
—

"From their extreme length, and vast number, they

expose an extensive aggregate surface to the agency of the

surrounding medium. They consist of hollow, flattened,

tubular filaments, furnished with strong muscular parietes.

Each of these hollow band-like tentacles may be rolled longi-

tudinally into a cylindrical form, so as to enclose a semi-

circular space, if they only impeifectly meet. This inimi-

table mechanism enables each filament to take up and firmly

grasp, at any point of its length, a molecule of sand, or, if

placed in a linear series, a row of molecules. But so perfect

is the disposition of the muscular fibres at the extreme end

of each filament, that it is gifted with the twofold power of

acting on the sucking and on tlie muscular principle. In
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addition to the two imi)ortant uses already assigned to these

tentacles, they constitute also the real agents of locomotion.

They are first outstretched by the forcible ejection into them

of the peritoneal fluid, they are then fixed like so many

slender cables to a distant surface
;
and then, shortening in

theii- lengths, they haul forward the helpless carcass of the

worm."* The cai'cass of the worm is by no means so help-

less as here described. It is true that the tentacles are

employed to drag the animal along. You obsei-ve how that

one is crawling up the sides of the glass, and now hangs

suspended to the floating weed : but you may also observe

him •wriggling about his body with great activity, and by

these contractions he is enabled to make progress, even

when deprived of his tentacles.

There is a more serious objection, however, to be made to

the passage I have just abridged. Dr Williams—in com-

mon Avith most, if not
all,

anatomists—speaks of the mus-

cular parietes of these tentacles. I venture to suggest that

there is great inaccuracy in the term
;
and that the existence

of these nmscles is a jjure assumption, assumed to explain

the Contractility of these organs, in the same way as a

nervous system is constantly assumed to explain some

phenomena of Sensibility, although not a trace of a nerve

can be detected by the highest powers of the microscope.

The assumption is in each case perfectly needless, and very

misleading. It is against all philosopliy thus to assume the

existence of a tissue no one can detect, to explain a pheno-

menon which may be otherwise explained. Nor is anything

* Williams : Iteport, p. 19-1.
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gained by declaring that the nervous tissue is in a "
diffused

state." This is making an assumption, and concealing it in

a phrase. If I were to declare that gun cotton contained

nitre, because gunpowder contains it
;
and if, when my state-

ment was answered by repeated analyses proving no nitre to

be there, I were to rejily, "the nitre may not be detected by

your analysis, because it is in a diffused state," you would

shrug contempt at such chemistry. But this is precisely

analogous to what is done daily with respect to nervous

tissue. Men assume that all animals must have nerves
;

if the nerves are not visible, it is because they are "diffused."

Now, this reasoning is not only vicious as logic, it is par-

ticularly vicious in Biology, where structure is of equal

importance with composition. Nerve is a specific thing,

having a specific composition, and a specific structure
;
to

talk of this thing as
"
diffused," is to talk of it as wanting

one of its constituent characters
;

it is like talking of fluid

crystals, or square circles. All this Dr Williams, I am sure,

would be the first to admit, for he doubts the existence of

nerves even in the Echinodermata
;
and I would ask him

whether the tentacles of the Terehella are not assumed to

have muscles, in accordance with the current notions that

wherever there is Contractility the existence of muscles

must be inferred ? I put the question as a question merely.

My own observations utterly failed to detect muscular fibres

in the tentacles of the species I examined. On one occasion,

indeed, they presented the aspect of circular fibres, which I

thought must be the muscles Dr Williams refers to
; but,

on applying a power of 800 diameters, these fibres resolved
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themselves into simi)le cornigations of the investing mem-

brane
;
and I can very confidently assert that in no single

species of Terehella which has fallen in my way, was there

the slightest trace of muscle.

But enough of anatomy for this morning ! The lovely

lanes of Ilfracombe invite us, and we may cool our over-

heated brows by a delicious breeze blowing over the Tors
;

or perhaps the noble sweep of Tenby sands seduces us to

walk to Giltar Point. A bottle or two wdll be useful in

either expedition ;
a small basket will be worth the trouble

of carriage if we take the sands, for there was a gale last

night, and who knows what may have been thrown up by

it ? And if you trust to your hands to carry all you may

find, you will, perhaps, be the " observed of all obser^^rs,"

as I was, carrying a large Cuttlefish in each hand, whUe some

compassionate sailors superfluously assured me, "Them's not

good to eat, sir !

"
Another day I transported a Dogfish

through the streets—much to the horror of all the flounces,

and the ineffable scorn of all the pink shirts and telescopes.

You may be as indifferent to the stares and the scorns of

flounces and telescopes as I was, but still I say, out of mere

convenience, carry a phial, if not a basket. On one memor-

able afternoon we came upon, and almost stepped upon, an

adder lying just outside the hedge. All is grist to the

anatomist's mill, so I cut off" the adder's head, and wrapped

it in my pocket-handkerchief. Presently we came to a

pleasant pond, the surface of which, with its varied greenth

of scum, was so full of promise that there burst from me a

sudden Ok ! which stai'tled, and not a little puzzled, a lazy
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countryman, taking his siesta by looking at nothing over

a gate.
" Here's a pond !

"
I exclaimed, when reason got the

better of emotion.

" Ah !

"
responded my companion, profoundly sympa-

thetic.

The countryman was bewildered. Were we insane? or

only Cockneys ? There was a pond, sure enough, and as

dirty a bit o' water as you'd wish to see
;
and what then ?

Were we frogs from the desert, that a pond should

agitate us ?

While he was cracking this very hard nut, harder than his

own Devonshire skull, I had emerged from the bitterness of

self-reproach at having forgotten a phial, into the clearness of

triumphant resource. Seizing a large dock-leaf and con-

verting it into the rude resemblance of a bag, I hooked up

with my stick a string of tempting scum, packed it up in

the leaf, and walked away wealthy. To his dying jday that

countryman will recount, to all who will listen, the incon-

ceivable fancy of the gentry folks, who carried off the filth

of a pond in a dock-leaf. A queer start, warn't it ?

Where shall we ramble ? At Ilfracombe the question is

really puzzling, because so many lovely walks solicit you.

Go where you will, you cannot miss a lovely walk, that is

some comfort
;
but there is an embarrassment of riches.

Towards the close of spring, when the trees are in full leaf,

but still keep their delicate varieties of colour—varieties lost

in the fulness of summer, to be regained with even greater

beauty in autumn,— at this time, when the furze is m all its

G
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golden gloiy, perpetually tempting one to pluck a tuft of

blossoms as the largest specimen ever seen, and scenting the

air all round, Ilfracombe is enchanting. So it is in summer
;

but the loss of the furze is almost like the fading away of

the evening red. Contemporary with the furze is the lovely

primrose, here seen to perfection, covering the hill-sides with

pale stars, almost as plentifully as buttercups and daisies

elsewhere. In such a season, the walk to Lee seduces with

its beauties of rocky coast and wooded inland hill
;
or the

woods ofChamljercombeiure you into their coolness, ^^^len

the sun is broiling in cloudless blue, the coolness of a wood,

in which the sunbeams only flicker tlirough branches, and

elicit all their beauties, forms a pleasant retreat
;
and before

you reach Chambercombe the eye has been delighted with

perpetual landscapes. There is a lane leading into a farm-

yard— a Devonshire lane, remember— which will long

hold a place in my memory. Close to the gate of this farm-

yard there is a spring which is a perfect miniature of some

Swiss "
falls." It spreads itself like a crystal fan on succes-

sive ledges of the hedge-bank, until it reaches a much broader

ledge, where it forms a little lake on a bed of brown pebbles ;

then down it goes again till it reaches the road, where it runs

along a tiny, happy, babbling stream. One of the endless

charms of these lanes—as of all mountainous districts—is

the frequency of the springs, glossy with livenvort and

featheiy with fern, making a pleasant music day and night.

Passing through the farmyard, where the pigs wallow, and

grunt sensual satisfaction, and the cows look at you -with

bovine stui^idity, you come upon a widening of the lane.
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where several gateways meet, and here the exquisite wild-

flowers, everywhere so abundant, seem more than ever luxuri-

ant. What a i^ci-fect bit of foreground is that ! A few lough

mossytrunks lying against the tufts of fern, and a quiet donkey

stretched across the lane in "maiden meditation, fancy free ;"

it is one of those exquisite nothings which somehow affect

you more than a fine landscape. At least it so affected us
;

and this was surpassed a little further on, when we came to

a spot where a brook runs brawling across the lane, and a

wooden bridge allows those to pass who prefer not wetting

their feet. A rough hurdle is fixed up where the brook

gushes from the field into the lane, over brovm stones, which

it polishes into agate. Against the little bridge rises a tree,

and all round its roots by the brook- side are varied tufts of

fern, and gems of wild-flowers. How I wished to be a painter

that I might sketch sucli
"
bits

"
as these, and not let enthu-

siasm evaporate in ohs ! From this brook a step or two

brought us to a shabby house, bearing the reputation of

being haunted, its broken windows rag-mended. I never

saw the ghost ;
but I always saw a huge, divinely-awkward

puppy, as happy and affectionate as puppies usually are. I

could not get my companions to sympathise with me in my
love for puppies in general, or in my wish to encourage the

advances of this one in particular. Be gustihus. There are

people who don't like poetry ;
there are others indifferent to

puppies. After a valedictory caress to tliis floppy acquaint-

ance, we passed on into the woods, and while seated under

deKcious *'

umbrageosity," I soothed myself with a Latakia

cigar, and contemplated a beautiful caterpillar spending its
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transitional life on a branch, hapi)ily knowing nothing of tran-

sitions. Pleasant vras the murmurous sound of insects,

pleasant the ripple of water, pleasant the glinting sunlight,

and the broad reposing shade, but above all was the charm

of interchanging thoughts. Yes, Nature is very lovely, and

speaks to us in soothing tones
;
but Human Nature has a

holier accent still.

Another favourite walk was to Watermouth and Berryn

Narbor, over the edges of majestic cliffs, revealing inlet after

inlet, each differing in its wealth of colour, each a picture,

till we pass into what are called the
"
meadows," really a

noble park, through which runs a stream fringed with wild-

flowers, and clear as crystal ; every twenty or thirty yards

the stream falls over an artificial precipice of stones, making

a dulcet music. The slopes on each side are richly wooded
;

and the sequestered silence of this spot adds to its many
charms. Who has not felt the deep peace whicli settles on the

soul, when one is lying in the long grass beside a stream, under

a summer sun, no sound of traffic, contention, or care to vex

or sadden ? Wlio has not sat upon a gate, less to rest than to

enjoy the peaceful idleness of noon, and looked upon the

marvellous forms of life active around him, dreaming all

the while of pleasant scenes, which revisit the memory, or of

pleasant hopes rising,
"
like exlialations of the dawn." In

such a mood we one day rested on a gate under the trees

beside this stream
; presently a blind man felt his way also

to the gate, and rested there. We spoke to him
;
he told us

with that sluggish iteration characteristic of the countryman,

that this was a fine healthy spot . . . yes, a very healthy
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spot ... a healthy spot. And he hekl down his head
;

alas ! it was useless for him to hold it erect, frontinfj the

lovely scene. Saddened by his presence,we soon moved on, and

returning over the cliffs, we came upon another human being,

with eyes closed to the beauty around, but closed in sleep,

not blindness. A little girl, not more than eight years old,

was stretched along the path, her rosy cheek resting on her

little arm, which rested on the bare rock. How fast she was !

but as Shakespeare says,
" Weariness will snore upon a flint,"

and here was wearied innocence sleeping on a flint, the

summer sun pouring down its rays upon her, and also on

the milk, which stood in a can by her side. Whether the

milk was as much benefited by this rest in the sun on its way
to Ilfracombe, the consumers thereof must say. All I know

is, that the picture was very touching, and I placed a penny

in the child's half closed hand that she mio;ht find it on

awaking. She would think some fairy placed it there.

On reaching home there was dinner, to which two words

had to be said, not contemptuous, believe me
;
and then

coftee and cigar, with the serenities thereon attending : and

then a stroll among the vases, for the inspection of my pets ;

and a stroll in the garden where I could inspect the pans

under the verandah
;
and then study ;

and then wdth limbs

weary and eyes drooping, to bed :

" So runs the round of life from hour to hour."
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Do you ever send live animals through the Post-office ? The

question may startle, perhaps, but the thing is often done.

Only three days ago a brother naturalist sent me a couple

of dozen Sea Anemones, stowed among weed in a tin can-

ister, which formerly contained a powder unblushingiy sold

behind a Christian counter as veritable coiSee. The process

is simple enough, when tin canisters are at hand, little as the

excellent Rowland Hill contemplated such an adaptation of

his postal reform to the exigencies of naturalists
;
but the

process is less simple when you are temporarily abiding in a

place so utterly provincial that little in the nature of tin

boxes is to he had for money, and nothing at all for love.

Such a place is Tenby,

But, first, let me tell you what made me desiderativc of tin

boxes, and indignant with Tenby for its want of resources.
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At Ilfracombe the oraiige-tenacled and orange-disked Ane-

mones, by Mr Goss christened Actinia aurora and Actinia

venusta, are unknown, and, of course, prized all the more on

that account. Is not everything valued for its rarity ? There

is, however, not many miles from Ilfracombe, a terrible reef

running far out into the sea, bearing the sombre name of the

Morte Stone, on which many a tall ship has been wrecked,

and which, inaccessible from the land, is visited only by

naturalists and gulls. We—I mean the naturalists, not the

gulls
—found Morte Stone well worth the visit

;
and while

scrambling over its desolate ridges, the spray of a heavy sea

dashing from either side in our faces, and a noonday sun

pouring down its fierce passion upon our heads, as we clam-

bered over rocks so black with mussels that you could not

for yards have inserted a penknife between them, A., with

his coat off, emerged from under a ledge, meeting B., no less

jubilant, both holding up specimens of the orange-tentacled

Anemone, hitherto supposed to belong exclusively to Tenby.

This was the first time I saw the sunset-flame on the tentacles

of this Anemone
;
and when at Tenby, remembering the de-

light with which B. carried home the novelty, it w^as natural

that I should wish to send him a few of the beauties expand-

ing their tentacles in my vases. But how ? One cannot wrap

a moist and mucose animal in note-paper, and expect it to

reach its destination like an invitation for dinner, or the

request for a "
trifling loan

;

''

and the damp sea-weed which

will keep the animal alive, requires some covering to keep it-

self damp. I tried a card-board box, well padded with weed,

wrapped it in paper, and committed it to tlie tenderness of a
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paternal Government and a reformed Post-office, with this

warning inscribed in majestic calligraphy
—

WITH CAEE : LIVE ANIMALS !

I thought the Lacedemonian brevity and the note of admira-

tion might have their effect. But, it is painful to confess,

that Post-office clerks appear to be imperfectly versed in the

rudiments of zoology ;
or perhaps they pay slight attention

to the literature of Inscriptions ;
at any rate they stamped

with a vigour which completely squashed the card-board box.

The next time, I determined to follow my friend's advice,

and send the animals in a tin box, which, of course, seemed

the easiest thing in the world, until the trial was made. I

ransacked Tenby in vain. I asked everywhere— I asked at

impossible shops
—I even tried the bootmaker : he could not

supply mc. I offered money, and hinted love
;
but no tin

box could Tenby produce. The article was mythical. Tenby

had mustaches and parasols in prodigal abundance
; pony-

chaises and sailing-boats obtruded themselves at every cor-

ner
;
the streets were full of formidable young gentlemen

from the fashionable parts (of Bristol), and nurserymaids

with prize babies
; these, and much more that was sublimely

useless, Tenby had at your service
;
but a tin box it knew

not, except by vague report. Tenljy has not even a banker
;

to get a cheque changed you must ride to Pembroke
; why,

then, expect it will have a tinman ? Imagine my impa-

tience, my disgust 1 I'm afraid I used strong language. At

last a brilliant conception made my pathway clear. In a

grocer's shop there were cases of gingor-nuts for sale
;
these
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cases were of tin
; they were larger, mucli, than my require-

ments
;
but this was no occasion for drawing fine lines. The

nuts were edible, the case transportable. An investment was

straightway made, and my agitated mind was once more at

peace.

The case was large enough to contain, besides a quan-

tity of Anemones, a wide-mouthed bottle, in which I had

consigned a fine specimen of that boring bivalve named

Fholas dactylus (Plate II., fig. 3), three of which had been

brought to me in a lump of wood, wherein they had bored

themselves a local habitation. Although these Molluscs live

in rocks and wood, they seem to flourish perfectly when

removed, and left in sea-water. I risked one in the experi-

ment, and was uneasy, next morning, at finding he had

elongated himself to more than half again his original size
;

but observing the currents still active from his siphon, and

that, on being touched, he shrunk to his original size with

great sensitiveness, I concluded he was healthy,
— a con-

clusion supported by observing precisely the same phe-

nomena exhibited by the two PJiolades still in the wood.

As, therefore, the Pholas lived out of his woody home, and

as I had three specimens, I could do no less than send one

of them to an amateur
;
and thus it came that I despatched

the wide-mouthed bottle in the tin case, which arrived

without accident. After keeping my two borers for some

time, one of them fell a victim to anatomical curiosity ;
as

for the third, VappHit vient en mangeant, and I dissected

him also.

The reader has doubtless heard about the boring Molluscs,
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of which there are several different kinds, all curious to the

philosopher, but none very interesting to keep. One species,

the Teredo navalis (Plate II., fig. 5), is a formidable fellow,

unloved of shipowners, since many a ship has been known

to split in the open sea, no one on board having suspected

that the planks had been thoroughly drilled through and

through by this patient borer. The hardest oak, nay, even

teak and sissoo woods, are no obstacles to this mollusc. The

chemical process which protects timber against decay is no

protection against the Teredo. The animal alway.s tunnels

in the direction of the grain of the wood, and if in its course

it meets with another gentleman engaged in the same pro-

cess, it alters the direction of its course, so that a piece of

wood attacked by many Teredos becomes completely lioney-

combed. In dockyards the defence has been to cover the

woodwork under water with iron nails
;

and you may

imagine how necessaiy some protection is, since not only

have docks been perforated, but many years ago Holland

was thrown into terrible alarm by discovering that the piles

of her embankments had been riddled by these silent mol-

luscs, and all Europe thought that the United Provinces

were doomed. Other borers choose rock for their opera-

tions
;
and many a solid-seeming mass is so perforated by

them, that the da.shing of a stormy sea may scatter it in

fragments along the coast. The fact of boring is familiar

enough to every one who has noticed the Rod-nose {Saxi-

cava rurjosa) peering from a thousand holes in the hard

limestone, and squirting water as it retires on the first

application of the hammer
;
but while the fact is imdis-
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puted, the source of the animal's power is still an unsettled

question.

How these bivalves bore their way has been a mystery,

mainly because zoologists have allowed themselves to be

thrown off their balance by contemplating the stupendous

results i^roduced by creatures so insignificant. But after

learning the history of the formation of coral reefs and

islands, we begin to appreciate the influence of minute

agencies continued through long spaces of time. The Teredo

and the Pholas have no powerful organs, but they have

patience ;
and as far as I understand the matter, it is clear

that the disputes on this subject have been perplexed by the

desire to bring forward some organ so powerful as at once

to explain the animal's success in boring. Thus the latest

writer, M. Aucapitaine,* imagines he exjjlains the phenome-

non, by bringing forward the hypothesis of an acid secreted

by the animal, which corrodes the rock, or wood, and wliich

is then rasped away by a slow rotatory motion of the shell.

The boring is thus supposed to be a combination of chemical

and mechanical agencies. There is, however, one little diffi-

culty in accepting this explanation, which the author has

overlooked, as sj^eculators are wont to overlook fatal objec-

tions : the existence of this acid has yet to be proved ;
its

presence is indispensable to the theory, but, unfortunately,

the fact of its presence is hypothetical. And when we have

got tangible hold of the acid, we must prove that, while it

has the property of attacking wood and rock, it has not the

property of attacking the calcareous shell of the animal.

» Annales des Sciences Naturelles, 4'°°" serie, 1854 ;
ii. 367.
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Very different, and far more philosopliical, is the explana-

tion of Professor Owen, whose opinion on all points carries

authority. He shows* that the combined action of the

muscular disc and the valves of the shell will produce the

phenomenon. It may be paradoxical, and you will probably

shake a dubious head on seeing the cavities bored by these

Molluscs, and on being told that the soft muscular disc of

the animal perforated them
; you have no conception that,

by licking limestone with never so much energy, you could

wear it away ;
and yet, as Owen quietly remarks,

"
it is

certain that the perpetual renewal of a softer substance will

render it capable of wearing away a harder one, subject to

the friction of such softer surface, and not like it susceptible

of being repaired." Yes, here lies the whole mystery : the

soft muscular disc is perpetually renewed, and the hard

limestone has no self-renovating power ;
and thus, just as

falling water wears away granite, by the incessant repetition

of gentle blows, so do these Molluscs excavate rock, or wood,

by the incessant repetition of muscular friction,
-f-

Some practical man, wdio does me the honour to relax

his serious mind over these pages, here declares himself

supremely indifferent to this anatomical discussion. What

does it signify to him how the Teredo bores into the wood ?

He is none the better for that. It is enough for him

that the nasty beast does it, and unless he can be told

how it is to be prevented, he wants to hear nothing about

• Lectures on Cumimralive Anatomy, i. 520.

t Victor Carus—Juhrcs1,erich( ilhenlie im Gehieie d. Zootomie erschienenen

Arhdtcn, i. 110—gives a dozen references to papers on this question.
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the matter. As a practical man, he wants practical applica-

tions
;
as for

"
theories," he doesn't care a silver fonrpence

for them. I will not turn round and humiliate him, by-

proving that of all blind theorists none are blinder than

the "practical men;" but v/ill rather captivate his con-

fidence, by showing him how the result he so earnestly

desires is only to be obtained after a remote excursion

into the obscure regions of science. He need not make

the excursion, but he must wait till it be made
;
for it

is amusing to think that even so simple a matter as the

destruction of these vermin defied all ingenuity, until

Embryology came to our aid. I carefully abstain from

mentioning the unusual term in his presence, but address

a question to him :
—

" Are these animals of separate sexes ?
"

He looks rather huffed, as he replies :

" How should I

know ? and what does it matter V
"It matters everj^thing. And for your satisfaction I can

tell you that they are of separate sexes."

"Humph !"

" A French naturalist, Quatrefagcs by name, has found

that at certain seasons the female carries the eggs in the

folds of her respiratory organs."
" The deuce she does I

"

" And there they remahi till the milt of the male, float-

ing in the water, is washed over them, and fecundates

them. Now this same Naturalist has brought his know-

ledge to bear upon the very question you are so interested

in. He finds that a weak solution of mercury thrown into
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the water destroys this milt, and consequently prevents the

fecundation of the eggs, nipping the young molluscs in the

bud. By thus becoming a zoological Herod, and destroyino-

the innocents wholesale, in a few seasons you may clear the

docks of every individual Teredo, and your ships will be

safe."

I see by the intelligent twinkle of his eye that he has

seized this notion with decisive approbation, and from this

moment begins to think there may be some use, after all,

in Natural History. I almost feel tempted to show him my
Pholas, although it is not a very interesting animal to watch.

There is a somnolent lethargy, an otiosity of do-nothingism

in its demeanour, surprising in one who bores through rocks

as we tunnel the Jura. He will not even bore now. I have

tried him in vain. He lolls his gi-eat length at the bottom

of the pan, and declines the lump of wood placed before him.

In fact, he does nothing l)ut suck in the water at one tube

of his siphon, and squirt it out of the other. Do observe

that siphon or double tube, like a double-barrelled gun, the

lining membrane of which is covered with vibratile cilia.

Tlie incessant action of these cilia draws the water in at the

orifice of the upper and larger tube, along which it passes

and reaches the gills, where the blood is aerated
;
and then

the water makes its exit from the under tube, in a steady

current, visible to the naked eye. How this is performed is

to me a my.stery, for my dissections wholly foiled in tracing

a7iy direct communication between the two tubes
;
but that

there must be some intlirect communication is certain, since

the evidence of the two cui-rents, one of entrance, and one of
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exit, is unequivocal.* Look at the orifice of the upper

tube, what a beautiful arborescent fringe encircles it !

You may see a picture of it in Mr Gosse's Rambles on

the Devonshire Coast very well delineated. "The tentacular

filaments," he says, "are numerous, each forming a little

tree with pinnate branches, bearing no small resemblance

to the flower of feathery branchiae that expands round the

mouth of a Holothuria. These branched tentacles are ordi-

narily bent down across the mouth of the tube, the long-

est of them just meeting in the centre
; alternating with

these are placed others of similar structm-e but inferior size
;

and the interspaces are occupied by others smaller still, and

simply pinnate ;
so that when the whole occupy their or-

dinary transverse position, the smaller ones fill up the

angles of the laro-er, and the branches of all form a network

of exquisite tracery, spread across the orifice, through the

interstices or meshes of which the current of entering

water freely percolates, while they exclude all except the

most minute floating atoms of extraneous matter."

The boatman has just called to say the boat is ready, and

* This disputed question has been finally settled by the investigations of

Messrs Alder and Hancock, who find the communication takes place through

minute apertures between the meshes of the gills themselves. " Each of the

gill-plates consists of two laminfE united at the ventral margin, and likewise

attached to each other in transverse lines running across tho gills throughout

their whole extent, and forming, in the interspaces, a series of parallel tubes

which open into the dorsal chamber, and are thus in communication with the

excurrent sijihon. The minute reticulated blood-vessels of the branchial

larainse forming the walls of these tubes, are found, when examined by a high

power of the microscope, to be open between the meshes, which are minutely

ciliated, allowing the passage of the water into the tubes, and from thence

into the anal chamber."—Rejwrt of British Association, 1851 ; Sections, p. 7r>.
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the Dredge at our service. In the previous Cliapters I de-

scribed our hunting on the rocks, and picking up what gales

might have thrown upon the shore
;
and the amateur gene-

rally contents himself with these resources, unless his desires,

enlarging with his knowledge, urge liim, as they did me, to

follow more ambitious naturalists, and try dredging. He

knows that in depths never laid bare by retiring tides there

are animals of price. He knows that the oyster-beds are

hunting-grounds where a single venture will bring him

more than a month can properly examine. It is true that

he may also know that he will be sick
; but, as Schiller

says,—
{' Es wachst der Mensch mit seinen grossern Zweckrn ;"

(Our stature heightens with our heightening aims),
—

and the hope of Molluscs makes man's stomach equal to the

occasion. Our boatmen told us of one well-known Ana-

tomist, who went out every day during his stay at Tenby,

dredging as if dredging were his daily bread, always sick, no

matter how calm the sea
; always suffering, but never

daunted by wind or storm. Very amusing it was to notice

the puzzlement of these honest boatmen at what they

evidently considered a sort of inexplicable eccentricity in

our thus throwing away our days, our money—and our

breakfasts—in the pursuit of worms, oyster-shells, and

weeds. Had we gone fishing, they could have entered into

our hopes and enthusiasm
;
had we sought for pearls in the

oyster-shells, their sympathy would have been ready ;
but

that any sane man should be anxious for the rubbish which

they nightly threw away when their nets were hauled in,
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and tills not to eat the worms, not to sell them, but to put them

in vases, and finally cut them open, that was inexplicable.

As we sailed through the sparkling waters, wafted by a

pleasant breeze, we talked to the men, and tried to make

them understand the kind of things which they might

always bring us, and be certain of j)urchasers ;
but although

willing to oblige, and not at all indisposed to accept silver

for a little trouble, although one of the men had once picked

up a bunch of sea-grapes (eggs of the cuttlefish), for which

a gentleman gave him half-a-crown (a mad gentleman,

clearly), these stolid fellows always fell back upon their

ignorance.
" Ah ! if Ave only knowed the things." In fact,

no bribe will move them. They cannot realise to them-

selves the conception that what they have for years thrown

away as rubbish, can possibly contain anything worth

money. I repeatedly urged on them these simple instruc-

tions : Bring me anything alive (except fish) that you find

in the net, and the chances are that I shall buy it. One

Calamary [Loligo) was all that came.

We have reached the oyster-beds, and the Dredge is

dropped into the water, plunging some fifteen or twenty

fathoms, like a diver knowing what is required of him. On

we sail, the line running out, the dredge raking the oyster-

beds, and considerably retarding our progress in spite of a

stiff breeze. At length it is time to haul in, and the men

pull strenuously, till the Dredge appears, and a portentous

mass of oyster-shells, dirt, stones, and Sea-Urchins is

emptied in the bottom of the boat. We pounce on it, while

the Dredge is once more cast into the water.

H
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Up to this moment we heave been superb seamen
;
Britons

are the boys for rnling the waves ! The colour has not

changed on the cheek of the lady naturalist, who, astonished

at her oami fortitude (of stomach), declares dredging prefer-

able to liuntiiig on the rocks. But suddenly a change

conies. This stooping to examine our treasures disturbs our

pleasant serenity, and the well-known head-swimming and

nausea which ensue, categorically tell us that, let Schiller

declaim as he will, poetry won't control the liver
;
and how-

ever successfidly Britons may rule the waves, the waves are

extremely disrespectful to their rulers. Que voulez-vous ?

The brain may be confident, but the liver is upset ;
heroism

is futile against a chopping sea. We can't pretend to be

superior to these weaknesses, and so we resign ourselves to

sitting quiet, while the boatmen turn over the mass, and

hand us objects for inspection, upon which we decide

wliether they shall be placed in the bucket of sea-water, or

returned to the oyster-beds.

Very droll it was, even in my languid state, to observe

Jack stooping and fumbling among the oyster-shells, not

knowing what his insane party might possibly think worth

carrying home, and for his part thinking the whole as big a

heap of rubbish as ever he saw.

"
This here any use, sir?" he inquires, handing me a huge

oyster with an unexpressed sarcasm in the question. I turn

my green countenance towards it, and suddenly forget the

qualms, exclaiming
—

"
Use, my dear fellow ! of course it is. Why, it is a

perfect colony of animals."
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"
Well, sir, you knows."

And he drops it into the bucket, plunging his hands once

more camong the mass. That oyster, besides the Polypes

and Sponges gTowing on it, bore at least a dozen Terebcllas,

an Ascidian of exquisite colour, innumerable Serpulse, and

a beautiful Sabella.

"
Stop ! what is that you're going to throw away ?

"

"
Only a bit of dirt, sir."

" Let me see it. I have known bits of dirt turn out to

be curious animals."

Jack, now fairly bemldered, and expecting probably that

the next thing he will be asked to hand me will be a bubble

of foam, stretches out his honest fist, and places on the seat

a small lump of sand, having no definite shape, and looking

no more like an animated creature than the mud-j)ie which

ingenious youth delights to constnict. I know it at a

glance to be an Ascidian (Molgula arenosa), for only last

week, while scrambling over the rocks, I looked into a

shallow pool, on the sandy bottom of which there was one

of these sand-lumps alone in its glory. I cannot tell what

made me suspect it to be an animal. The mind sees what

the eye cannot. Do we not distinguish a friend by a certain

undefinable something long before he is near enough for us

to distinguish his dress or his features ? With the same

mental perception one learns to distingiiish an animal, even

when one has never seen it before. I had never seen or read

of this Ascidian. I did not know it to be an Ascidian
; but,

detaching it from the rock, I popped it in my bottle, con-

vinced that it was an animal of some kind
;
and on coming
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home, I bjgan to scrape away the sand till I came down to

a membrane. I then cut the mass open, and found an

Ascidian, which had so completely coated itself with sand,

that sand became its integument.

Having turned over the heap, and shown me one by one

every shell or weed. Jack now began to clear the boat, and

to liaul in the Dredge once more. After a few hauls, our

bucket was sufficiently stocked, and we sailed homewards,

skimming the surface with a net in the hope of capturing

some jellyfish, but none appeared. We ought to have been

in high spirits ;
but whatever consolation may have been in

the thought of the bucket, we were not hilarious, I pledge

you my word, as we scudded along, green and silent. We
reached the pier- steps at last. Jack carried the bucket after

me, and the perplexed vassal at the lodging-house brought

down a foot-pan, into which the contents of the bucket were

emptied. I should not like to inquire too closely into that

vassal's private opinion of me and my pursuits. The next

day, when I met Jack, he was gratified to learn that the result

of our dredging had been highly satisfactory, as indeed it

was
;
for besides abundance of known animals, I had found

two entirely new genera of Annelids.

Sea-sickness is not an agreeable sensation. While endur-

ing it, we all vow never again to brave it without urgent

necessity ;
and yet the next day we forget our resolution,

and step lightly on board, mentally singing
—

" The sea ! the sea ! the open sea !

1 am wlicre I would ever be !

"

And if we do this merely for the sake of running to France
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or Germany, where we have been before, it may be expected

that the more powerful attraction of marine treasures will

entirely conquer hesitation.

The fact is, the sea is a passion. Its fascination, like all

true fascination, makes us reckless of consequences. The

sea is like a woman : she lures us, and we run madly after

her
;
she ill-uses us, and we adore her

; beautifid, capricious,

tender, and terrible ! There is no satiety in this love
;
there

never is satiety in true affection. The sea is the first thing

which meets my eyes in the morning, placidly sunning herself

under my window
;

her many voices beckoning me, her

gently-heaving breast alluring me, her face beaming with

unutterable delight. All through the day I wanton with

her; and the last thino- at nio-ht, I see the lono- shimmering

track of light from the distant beacon thrown across her

tranquil surface—dark now, and solemn, made more desolate

by the dark and silent hulls of anchored vessels, but beauti-

ful even in her sombre and forlorn condition. I hear her

mighty sighs answering the wailing night-winds. She lures

me to her. I cannot go to bed. Let me wander along the

sands and gaze upon that solemn gloom, stretching mysteri-

ously afar. I walk down to the quay ;
all is silent, except

in one boat, where a knot of men are just about to start for

their night's fishing. They will be out all night, toiling

through the terrible waters to gain a few shillings. I bid

Jack bring me a cuttlefish if he can.
" Good night, sir."—

" Good night, and good cheer." And away the boat speeds

into the night. It is soon invisible
;

the plash of the oars

ceases to reach my ears. There is something pathetic in the
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thought of these men nightly braving what they brave, and

totally insensible to the poetry of their situation, which

might make it something better than a mere venture for a

few pence. My thoughts are sad to-night. I wander on,

and the waves come to greet me, but the image of that boat

disappearing through the darkness will not leave me. Life

seems so sad, so transitory, so ineffectual, and Nature so

pitiless and calm.

The next morning all such thoughts have vanished like

uneasy dreams. Nature is joyous, clear, sunny; my
mistress yonder is sparkling and singing in the light ;

white

sails dot the distance
;
the busy hum of men rises on every

side. I go out on the sands, and at my feet the tide throws

a Calamary (Loligo) with which I rush back to my lodgings

in great glee. A pie-dish of sea-water receives the welcome

Cephalopod ;
but he is dead, and will show none of his ways.

Yet what is this ? the colour-s])ecs are coming out on the

skin, like stars appearing at night, and now the whole

surface, which was pearly-white, is of a variegated hue. I

had heard of this before, but actual observation gives one

very different feelings from those of mere acquiescence in a

fact. The colour-specs continued to come and go, much to

my puzzlement ;
nor could I gain much light from any

books at hand. M. Alcide d'Orbigiiy, who has studied

Molluscs for twenty years, especially the Cephalopoda,

ought, of course, to be consulted, and you shall hear what

he says :

" The colour is as imchangeable as the diverse

impressions of the animal. It consists of a complicated

system of globules of various colours, red, bro^ni, and
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yellow, placed under the first layer of the epidermis. These

globules have each a pupil which contracts and dilates, form-

ing now a large irregular spot, and now diminishing to a

mere point. It is easy to understand, therefore, how the

animal which, when the globules are dilated, is of a dark

colour, becomes almost white when these globules are

contracted. The contractability of these globules therefore

always depends on the will of the animal
;
and he varies his

colour from brown to white with remarkable vivacity accord-

ing to his own will."*

Attention is called to this passage, as one among the

numerous illustrations of that serious want of a doctrine

to guide investigations, which is the greatest obstacle

Zoology has now to contend with. The mass of facts which

has been accumulated is of astonishing extent
;

but the

philosophy which should be evolved from them, which should

co-ordinate them, and serve as a torch to guide zoologists in

all inquiries, is still in the most meagre condition. To con-

fine ourselves, for the present, to the case before us, is it not

remarkable that a man so eminent as M. d'Orbigny should

have written, and some other men acquiesced in, a passage

so preposterous as the one just cited ? Where was the bio-

logical i^hilosophy which could conceive the contractility

of pigment globules as dependent on the "will of the

animal ;" especially when such a leap in logic had to be taken

as is taken at the "therefore?" Physiologists are, indeed,

extremely facile in their admission of
" the will

"
to explain

what they do not understand
;
but v>' e must marvel that

* D'Orbigny: MoUusqv.es vivants etfossilcs, p. 113.
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direct observation did not utterly discountenance its intro-

duction here
;
for it is quite certain that hundreds must

have seen, if they did not observe, what most attracted me

in the matter, namely, the appearance and disappearance of

the colour-specs in the skin of the dead animal
;
and even

the most metaphysical of zoologists would hardly attribute

volition to a corpse. The observation of this one fact might

have led to further investigation. On placing a small strip

of the skin under the Microscope, I was surprised to find

two or three of these colour-specs expanding and contracting

with great vigour. At first I thought it must be an optical

illusion, but on close attention it became too decided for

doubt
;
and not suspecting the truth, I concluded that some

animalculae were imbedded in the tissue, and that their

movements produced this apparent activity of the globules.

To settle these doubts, two other strips underwent exa-

mination
;

in both of these, all, or almost all, the specs

were in activity, shooting out prolongations, and retracting

again
—two specs sometimes seeming to run into one, but

really overlapping each other, and sometimes a point not

bigger than a millet seed expanding to the size of a sixpence,

growing fainter in colour as it expanded. This was decisive.

If the globules in a strip of skin taken from the dead animal

manifest precisely the same contractions and expansions

which they manifest on the living animal, it is clear that

their activity does not depend upon the
"
will

"—a conclu-

sion which elementary principles of Biology ought to have

made self-evident a jniori*

* DELLli CuiAJE, \i\\\i& Descriziotic e notomiadejli animali invertebrali della
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But it is not in Zoology only that logic is courageously

assaulted by our "
large discourse of reason." If

"
reason-

ing correctly on false premises
"

is the true definition of

madness, we are all more or less madmen
; although we are

"
astonished

"
at the insanity which we do not share. Last

evening this was brought before me in half-sad, half-ludi-

crous aspect. We were smoking, in the indolent beati-

tude of digestion, when a choral howl disturbed the quiet

of the evening air. P., lolling over the balcony, and

allowing the " demure travel of his regard
"

to sweep

the horizon in search of the yacht which was to fetch him

away, informed us that the howling came from three

itinerant preachers about to edify a group of fishermen on

the quay. I begged him to shut the window
;
this being

my protection against the outrage of a German Band, which

Sicilia Citerioi e, i. p. 15, says that the expansion of these colour-specs i3 due to

an expansile liquid, allied to blood—espansile umore {ematosina ?) which is con-

tained in the vesicles, and which is probably in relation with the blood-vessels

and the rele Malpighi ; and ho suggests that its contractions and expansions

may depend on respiration. But the fact, recorded in the text, of a strip of

skin taken from the dead animal exhibiting the same contractions and expan-

sions as those exhibited by the skin of the living animal, shows that tho con-

tractility of these vesicles is independent of any such cause. Kiillikcr has

shown that the contractions are produced by pale muscular fibres. Some doubt,

however, is permissible respecting their muscular nature. As Charles Robin

says, they are perfectly homogeneous and extremely fine
; moreover, they are

not capable of being isolated as fibres,
" en sorte qu'il serait plus juste de dire

que les chromatophores (coloured specs) sont entourSs d'une substance homo-

gene contractile, fibroide
;
les fibres non isolables, et dont par suite le diam^tre

exact ne pcut ctrc donn6, sont disjjosiJes par faisceaux." * No one has explained

how these retain their contractility so long after all the other muscles.

* Note coniniunicated by Lf.bkut in Iiis
"

Mt-moii'e sur la Formation des Muscles
"—An-

nales ilcs Sciences, 1850, p. 172.

I
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daily for six weeks had played
" Partant pour la Syria,"

" The low-backed car/'
" The Red and the Blue," and " God

save the Queen
"—never anything else, and always pitilessly

out of tune. But P.'s sense of the ludicrous overcame Ms

musical susceptibility, and condemned us to hear the hymn.

Shortly afterwards, the preaching began, and as we ascer-

tained that it was Mormonism then being expounded, we

resolved to go out and be edified. It was worth the effort.

Standing on a chair was a young man, scarcely above

twenty, swinging his arms about, and flinging forth in

harsh ejaculations a torrent of repetitions and abstractions,

quite distressing to listen to, from the total want of any-

thing that could arrest the interest of his audience. Open-

air preaching is meant to coerce the attention of those who

will not go to church
;
but this Mormon preacher never

once alighted upon a phrase which could awaken an idea in

the minds of those he addressed
;
so that we marvelled why

he should have been chosen as a preacher of a doctrine

which addresses the worldly interests. On each side of him

stood an Elder— and I wish I could paint the portraits of

these Caryatides of imbecility. One was a well-washed

middle-aged man, who may have been a sentimental tailor
;

he rested his elbow on the chair which served as a pulpit,

and, inclining his head, allowed his finger to indent his

cheek. The other was a short, tawny, grey-haired man,

who must have been a cob])lc'r troubled with metaphysical

misgivings. It is to be presumed that they were edified by

the preacher's rhapsodies and repetitions ;
the audience was

utterly unimpressed. Indeed there was what P. called a
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" troublesome foreground
"
of boys and girls, fighting, laugh-

ing, jeering, beating tin kettles, and otherwise exhibiting

the moderate sensibility of their fibre religieux ; but the

background of men and women (of course with babies) was

more orderly.

They listened in respectful silence, but with no appearance

of S3nnpathy. A grey-haired fisherman standing beside me

said to a woman at his left :

" He doesn't speak acconling

to Scripter. Some things is according to Scripter ;
but

some is not." He spoke in a quiet assured tone of authority,

and his was the only criticism I heard.

This is a digression, and has only a remote connection with

the imperfect logic of zoologists, a subject on which, if I had

gi-eater authority, I would discourse at length. Not that 1

suppose zoologists to be less logical than other men
;
but

simply that the Science of Life being so much more difficult

than any of the Physical Sciences, it is more in need of a

rigorous code of principles ;
whereas at present the Astro-

nomer, the Physicist, and the Chemist, are subject to re-

straints which the Biologist seldom condescends to regard.

No speculative Chemist is allowed to call a substance an acid

which will unite with no base, which exhibits none of the

properties of an acid
;
no Physicist is allowed to assume the

existence of electricity, where none of the conditions of elec-

tricity exist, and none of the phenomena (except those to be

explained) are manifest. But we who study Biology in any

department, whether Physiology, Zoology, or Botany, are

allowed by the laxity of current practice, and the want of a

doctrine, to call a coloured spec an eye, in the absence of all
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proof of its having the structure or properties of an eye ;

we are allowed to assume the existence of nerves, where no

trace of a nerve is discernible
;
we are allowed to di-ag in

"
electricity/' or the "will," as efficient causes of anything

we do not understand
;
and we fill Text-books and Treatises

with errors which give way before the first sceptic who

investigates them.

We are very sheep in our gregariousness in error. When

one bold or stupid mutton takes a leap, all leap after him.

It is rare to find men doubting facts, still rarer to find them

doubting whether the facts be correctly co-ordinated. Our

books are crowded with unexamined statements, which we

never think of examining. Do we not all believe that the

magnificent Cleopatra, regardless of expense, dissolved in her

wine-cup a pearl of great price, as if it had been a lump of

sugar ? Is not the "
fact

"
familiar to every one ? Yet, if

you test it, you will find the fact to be that pearls are 7iot

soluble in wine
;
the most powerful vinegar attacks them

but very slowly, and never entirely dissolves them, for the

organic matter remains behind, in the shape of a spongy

mass larger than the original pearl.

"
Forewarned, forearmed." Students once having their

attention called to the necessity of scepticism in Zoology,

will soon find abundant occasion for its exercise. AVe should

as much as possible keep the mind in a state of loose moor-

ing.s, not firmly anchoring on any ground, unless our charts

are full of explicit detail
;
not believing (but simply acqui-

escing, and that in a provisional way) in any fact which is

not clear in the light of its own evidence, or which, in
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default of our having verified it for ourselves, has the trust-

worthy verification of another. This sounds like a truism,

but it is not my fault if it be necessary to enforce a tniism.

The adoption of such a rigorous scepticism would revolutionise

Zoology. It will not be adopted by the majority, because it

^vill give great trouble, and men dislike trouble
;
but the

more restless and rebelhous sj)irits, of which there is always

a proportion in every sphere, will
"
scorn deUghts and live

laborious days," in subjecting accepted statements to rigor-

ous verification.

I came down to the coast as an amateiu', ignorant, but

anxious to learn, and not simply to seem to learn. For this

purpose it was not enough that I should know what was

said respecting the simpler organisms, but it was necessary

I shoidd, as far as possible, understand the grounds on Avhicn

each statement was made. Many and many an hour was

spent, but not uselessly, in verifying what every tyro knew

to be the fact
;
but also many an hour was spent in making

clear to myself, not only that certahi accepted statements

were errors, but how they became accepted. As an example

I will mention the respiration of sea-slugs {Eolids), in the

investigation of which I was favoured by fortune as not many

are favoured, namely, by having abundance of material to

work on.

There had been a heavy gale all night, and the wind was

still high ;
down we went to the Tunnel Eocks to watch the

tide come in. It was a glorious sight to contemplate the

impetuous sea plunging upon the shore with ever-accelerated

velocity, rising in wrath, and leaping over the reefs with
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mighty bounds, roaring, hissing, groaning, sigliing. We
stood with our backs leaning against a wall of rock, the spray

leaping up into our faces. At length a black mass appeared

upon the swelling height, to be lost again in the ridge of

foam, and tlien to reappear ;
onwards it came, struggling with

the waves which tossed it and tumbled it to and fro, till we

descried it to be a bit of wreck. In one instant the sense

of the picturesque was submerged by a rush of zoological

expectation. We sprang down on the shore, anxiously await-

ing till the prize should be flung at our feet. It turned out

to be the bit of an old cask, which must have been long under

water, for it was as black as ebony, and literally covered with

Polypes and eggs of Eolids. You may be sure it was wel-

comed with jubilant shouts, as were the masses of weed

thrown up at the same time, also covered with Polypes and

ova. We departed with the feelings of men who have just

heard of a legacy. Next morning I found the treasures

greater than our expectation ;
not only were there thou-

sands of ova, but scores of delicate and tiny Eolids of dif-

ferent species were found floating in the water, or crawlino-

among the Pol}7ies. It took hours to remove these delicate

creatures into sej^arate vases and bottles, and then to con-

template them witli hungry enthusiasm—wliich you will

appreciate if you have been ever fascinated by tlie study of

Development, and suddenly seen abundant material within

reach
; or, if you have been anxious to solve some prol)lem

which only abundant observation could help you to solve.

I was troubled about the respiration of the Eolis, not feel-

ing at all satisfied with what is taught in the schools
; and
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here were more Eolids thrown into my hands than most

men ever see in a lifetime.

The Eolis (Plate II., fig. 1) is a sea-slug, but in spite

of this ill-sounding name, the sea has few creatures more

elegant in form, more exquisite in colour. In size it ranges

from one-tenth of an inch to three inches in length. The

commonest and least handsome species, E. ^Jop/Z/osa, is

about an inch or an inch and a-half long, the back being

densely studded with slate-coloured club-like projections,

called branchial papilla?, so like in colour to the rock it

brawls over, that often only an experienced eye can detect it.

The more elegant species, such as Eolis pellucida, or elegans,

or Lansbergii, shoidd be sought for every Aquarium, care

being taken to keep them out of the way of the Anemones,

which they mercilessly attack. Believe in no woodcut repre-

sentations of these exquisite creatures
;

all Avoodcuts are

libels. The plates of Alder and Hancock's magnificent

monograph approach as near to the beauty of nature as can

be expected of plates ;
but even they necessarily fall short

of the delicacy of tissue and witchery of colour often dis-

played by these animals. There is nothing but actual pos-

session which ought to satisfy you ;
and possession is not

diflicult. Order Mr Alford Lloyd
—that enterprising devotee

to the wants of naturalists and amateurs*—to get you a few

specimens, and it will not be long before your eye is delighted

with the beauty of the animal I am now about to dissect in

your presence.

We delicately lay open the back to expose the stomach,

*
Ml- Lloyd's address is 19 and 20 Portland Road, Regent's Park.
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which lies on the dorsal, not the ventral surface. "We shall find

the Eolis rejoicing in a digestive apparatus as perfect as that

of Alderman Smith, but somewhat different in structure.

Stomach, properly so called, it can hardly venture to claim
;

for that pyriforni pouch which you observe, is rather an

expansion of the intestinal tube than a distinct organ.

Observe how this tube is continued along the whole length

of the body ;
in some species it is wide and tapering, in the

one before us it is more constricted
;
and be particular in

noticing how this tube gives off pairs of branches, which

again subdivide into smaller branches, and run up into

those club-like projections, called dorsal or branchial papilla?,

the cavities of which they almost entirely fill, sometimes as

mere dilatations, sometimes with shrub-like arborescence.

Having thus traced the stomach, the intestine and its rami-

fications, we must now look out for the next important

organ of the digestive apparatus, the Liver. It is useless

seekinfj for it
;
the Eolis has not reached that stage of animal

development which imperiously demands a special biliaiy

organ ;
it can transact all digestive requirements by the aid

of biliary vesicles scattered along the lining membrane of

those intestinal branches which we saw filling the cavities of

the papilla). In a word, we here meet with the rudimentary

and initial condition of the liver, nothing more than a few

hepatic cells.

You understand, therefore, that these papillse covering the

back, and bristling up like quills upon the fretful porcupine

when the Eolis is irritated, are hollow tubes, containing pro-

longations of the intestine, and biliary cells. By many anato-
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mists it is tlionglit that tliesc tubes are biliary ducts, and

perhaps in some species this may be so, but that it is not so

in all, I have positive evidence. I was one day examining

some Polypes under the microscope, when my attention was

diverted by something granular, contractile, indistinguish-

able in shape. On extricating it from the branches of the

Polype, I found it to be a white oblong jelly-like creature,

about the size of a pin's head. Keplacing it under the

microscope, I saw that it was an Eolis, but whether of a yet

undescribed species, or only the young of some known species,

my very imperfect knowledge did not enable me to decide.

The extreme transparency of its tissues was such that I

could observe it with satisfactory precision. It had only

eight papillae on either side, but these were very large, each of

the central ones measuring at least a sixth of thewhole animal.

This was another fortunate circumstance, enabling me to

detect the passage of the dark granules which almost filled

the cavities, to and fro from the intestine, with which these

cavities were in direct communication. All doubt was im-

possible : there was the food oscillating from the intestine

into the papilla, and back from the papillas into the intes-

tine
;
and this oscillation, I observed, did in nowise depend

on the contractions and expansions of the papillee, but wholly

on the contractions and expansions of the body ;
for some-

times the granules ran up into the cavities when the papilla?

expanded, but sometimes they remained in their previous

position.

You see that the papillse are gastro-hepatic organs, or, to

speak less technically, that they are parts of the intestinal
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and biliary apparatus ;
but you see nothing to warrant the

accepted notion tluit they are respiratory organs. I certainly

saw nothing of the kind. It was a doubt which early forced

itself upon me. Zoologists class the Eolis among Nudi-

branchiates, but I could detect nothing like a gill in these

said naked-gilled molluscs
;
and a series of dissections served

to transform doubt into a conviction, and satisfactorily proved

the term "
branchial papillse

"
to be altogether erroneous.

These papillae have neither the specific structure, nor the

anatomical connection of gills. Various as gills are, they

have uniformly a system of vessels carrying the blood to

them for aeration, and a system of vessels carrying the

aerated blood from them. Have the papillae of the Eolis such

vessels ? Nothing of the kind. The blood they receive, which

is not more than other parts of the body, is received into

sinuses, as it is in the peritoneal cavities
;
and it is not more

aerated there than it is in every other part of the mantle

from which the papillse rise. If, therefore, we can detect in

these papillae neither the ordinary structure of gills, nor the

vessels which carry blood to and from gills, it is eminently

unphilosophic to call them giUs, and to class the Eolids among
Nudibranchiates.

Do but examine one of the other Nudibranchiates—say a

Doris—and you will there find the very characteristics want-

ing in the Eolis. It has a gill, distinct, unmistakable;

although even here the gill performs but a small part in the

aeration of the whole blood. According to Alder and

Hancock, only that portion of the blood which sui)plies the

liver-mass goes to the gill ;
but small as the part may be,
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the organ is distinctly recognisable, and to compare it with

the dorsal papilloe of the Eolis is to demonstrate tliat two

such dissimilar organs cannot play the same part. Indeed,

the Doris seems to me higher in the scale of organisation

than the Eolis, although less active in its movements. It

has a specialised liver, a more perfect vascular system, the

commencement of a respiratory system ;
and it has not the

arborescent intestines which the Eolis has in common with

the PlanaricB and Pycnogonidos. I should propose, there-

fore, to remove the Eolis from the Nudibranchiates, and caU

it Abranchiate.

How, then, does the Eolis breathe ? He does not breathe

at all. But lest this paradox should disturb you too much,

I will soften the blow by adding, that when we talk of an

animal breathing, we mean, or ought to mean, that it employs

an organ, or group of organs, for the aeration of its blood
;

and when the animal is of so simple an organisation that it

possesses no such organ, although the aeration takes place

(juite as well, it does so in a different manner. Respiration

as an animal function, and Respiration as a gewQToS. property

of tissue, are incessantly confounded in our loose language ;

but the distinction should always be borne in mind. The

ultimate fact of Respiration is the interchange of gases, and

this may be effected in many ways ;
but although the final

result is similar, there is great difference between the property

which all living tissues, animal and vegetable, have of ex-

changing carbonic acid for oxygen, and the function of the

special apparatus by which the exchange is brought aljout ;

just as there is a wide distinction between the general
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property of A ssimilation, and the special function of Diges-

tion. The Eolis we are considering must have its blood

aerated
;
but the means by which it is aerated do not come

under the term "
breathing." In many of the lower animals

aeration is performed entirely by the surface, the air or

water directly bathing the delicate tissues, and bringing to

them the necessary supply of oxygen, without the inteiTen-

tion of any special apparatus ; just as food is brought to

their tissues without the preparatory labour of arduous

digestion. The Eolis has not only a delicate surface, covered

with vibratile cilia, which permits the aeration of all the

blood circulating at the surface, but it has also a system of

aquiferous pores round the margin of its broad foot, or fleshy

disc, through which water is carried into the peritoneal

cavities and there aerates the blood,—at least I assume this

latter part of the description to be true of all Eolids, as it is

of the Doris, although I only observed the pores in one

species, not having thought of seeking them until my last

animal was under the scalpel.

Having made thus much clear to myself, I found that I

was not so heretical as I fancied, but that, for the main facts

on which my argument rested, I could claim the authority

of even Alder and Hancock. These admirable authors dis-

tinctly say,
"
the respiratory function appears to be partially

specialised in the dorsal papill.ne, which, usually exposing a

large surface, are covered with strong and vigorous vibratile

cilia. [Not so strong as the cilia of the foot, however.]

But as the blood in its return to the heart appears to pass

almost entkely through the skin, which is thin and delicate.
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and also covered with cilia, there can be little doubt tliat the

ichole surface of the body assists in aeration." After this,

it seems to me that these authors need only reflect a moment

on the absence of gill-structure in the papillge, to perceive

at once tlie impropriety of designating those organs as

branchial, and of including the Eolis among Nudibranchiates.

For although the papillae expose a large surface to the air,

they only do so in common with the rest of the integument ;

mere extent of surface does not constitute a gill ;
nor will a

merely respiratory surface constitute one. The frog, for

example, respires by the skin, as well as by the lungs, but

we do not call its skin a lung, because a lung has a specific

structure, widely dift'ering from the structure of the sldn.

In their magnificent monograph, Messrs Alder and Han-

cock say :

" The order Nudibranchiata is restricted to those

animals bearing the character assigned to it by Cuvier
;

namely, the possession of distinct external and uncovered

gills." But we have just seen that it is precisely tlii.s

character which is wanting in the Eolids
;
nor do I under-

stand how these learned authors come to include Eolids

among the Nudibranchiates, unless they also proposed to

annihilate the very terms of their definition. If the Eolids

have not distinct external and uncovered gills
—no gills at

all, in fact—they cannot lawfully claim a place among the

Naked-gilled Molluscs.

The reader will understand that at the coast, where these

dissections were made, I had but a scanty supply of boolcs

to aid me, and that on returning home a diligent search was

made, with a view of ascertaining what had been already
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noted on this point. Owen and Siebold assured me that I was

right in denying the Eolids anything properly to be styled a

gill.
The former says :

" In certain small shell-less marine

genera
—e. g. Rhodope, Tergipes, Eolidina—no distinct

respiratory organs have been detected
;
these form the order

Apneusta." Professor Owen enters into no details
;
he

simply asserts the fact, that no distinct organs exist. Sie-

bold follows Kolliker, who establishes the order Apneusta,
"
in opposition to the other Gasteropoda, which have dis-

tinct respiratory organs/' But the only reason adduced by

him seems to me far from cogent; and I can understand

how Alder and Hancock, who must have been perfectly aware

of the position taken by Kolliker and Siebold, might alto-

gether disregard it. Siebold says that the opinion respect-

ing the branchial nature of the papillse
"

is untenable, since

it has been shown that they contain prolongations of the

digestive canal."* I believe it to be untenable, simply

because the papillae contain none of the distinctive characters

of gills ;
did they possess these, the fact of their also con-

taining digestive prolongations would not deprive them of

their rank as gills ; any more than the fact of the heart, in

some Molluscs, allowing the intestine to pass through it,

deprives it of cardiac dignity.

Quitting this discussion for topics more surprising, let us

fix our attention on one fact, cursorily indicated on a preced-

ing page, namely, the existence, in the foot of the DoHs, of

a system of pores through which the water enters into the

general cavity of the body. It is a fact which has not

• Siebold—Com/). Anat., English Ti-ans., p. 249.
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excited sufficient notice. Consider it, for a moment, and

you will remark that water entering the general cavity must

mingle with the blood, and that largely. But if it mingles

thus freely Avith the blood, on its entrance, will it not also

on its exit carry away a portion of the blood ? It will, and

does, as any one may prove experimentally. Agassiz has

described it in detail, apropos of the Mactra* and suggests

that the pores of the fish may have a similar office. In the

ActinicB and Acalephce the free passage of water to and

fro is well known. In several Annelids {Eunice, Nereis,

&c.), I have little doubt that the openings which exist on

each side of the body, between every two feet, and which

permit the passage of the ova into the surrounding water,

are aquiferous tubes, through which the water passes to and

fro. These openings were first described by Eathkd
;
and

Siebold admits that through them the water may probably

pass. M. Quatrefages, however, a great authority on the

subject of Annelids, is disposed to deny the existence of

these openings :

"
J'ai vu chez I'Eunice sanguine des ap-

parences rappelant un jieu 1 'observation de Eathke
;
mais

ces orifices, s'ils existent, ont ^videmment pour objet de servir

a la sortie des oeufs
;

c'est la du moins ce que I'analogie

permet d'admettre. Je n'ai jamais vu pondre ou ^jaculer

une Annelide errante."-!- What ]\I. Quatrefages has not been

fortunate enough to have seen, has several times been

witnessed by me. I have seen the eggs issuing from these

openings, the existence of which he is inclined to dispute ;

* Siebold u. K6i,UK^B.—Zeitschrift.f. Wissen. Zoolog. vii. 176.

t Quatrefages in Annales des Sciences XaL, 1850 ;
xiv, 298.
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and inasmuch as these eggs may be seen floating in the

general cavity of the body, before they issue through the

openings at the side, there seems little room for doubt on

the point. As to there being an habitual communication

between the general cavity and the exteraal water, through

these openings, M. Quatrefages peremptorily denies it, with-

out assigning his reasons. His mere assertion is of weight ;

but for the present I am strongly inclined to believe there

is an habitual communication, because, besides ova, I have

seen the diff'usion of chylaqueous globules in the water, on

the glass slide bearing a Nereid.

That an animal should suck up water into his body is

intelligible enough ;
the water may serve for purposes of

aeration, nutrition, locomotion, &c. : it may give the blood

its oxygen, the tissues its organic substances in solution,

the shell its salts, and it may serve as a fulcrum for the

animal's progression. But when it is pressed out of the

body
—as in some animals it is with great frequency and

rapidity
—will there not be a spontaneous phlebotomy, of a

rather dangerous nature ? That is the question. Wiser

lieads may answer it
; enough for me to have propounded it,

and to have called the reader's attention to a point very

interesting in the history of the development of the animal

series. Hereafter (Part ITI., Chap. II.) we shall have to

consider, more closely, the relation of sea-water to the cir-

culating nutritive fluids
;
for the present let us be content

with the idea that, in at least three divisions of the animal

kingdom, water directly mingles with the blood, and quits

it en masse, carrying some blood with it.
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SEA ANEMONES.





CHAPTER I.

SUDDEN ENTHUSIASM FOB THE ANEMONES—IMPERFECT STATE OF OUR

KNOWLEDGE—LITERATURE OF THE SUBJECT—NO DISTINCTION BETWEEN

ANIMAL AND PLANT : SENSITIVENESS, LOCOMOTION, AND CAPTURE OF FOOD

—VORACITY OF THE ANEMONE—ITS PARALYSING POWER DENIED—HABITS

AND INSTINCTS—IS IT VIVIPAROUS ONLY ?—VARIATIONS OP COLOUR.

Since the British mind was all alive and trenibliug with

that zoological fervour excited by the appearance of the

hippopotamus in Eegent's Park, no animal has touched

it to such fine issues and such exuberant enthusiasm as

the lovely Sea-Anemone, now the ornament of countless

drawing-rooms, studies, and back parlours, as well as the

delight of unnumbered amateurs. In glass tanks and ele-

gant vases of various device, in finger-glasses and common

tumblers, the lovely creature may be seen expanding its

coronal of tentacles, on mimic rocks, amid mimic forests of

algae, in mimic oceans—of pump-water and certain mixtures

of chlorides and carbonates, regidated by a
"
specific gravity

test." Fairy fingers minister to its wants, removing dirt

and slime from its body, feeding it with bits of limpet or raw

beef
; fingers, not of fairies, pull it about with the remorse-

less cmiosity of science, and experiment on it, according to

the suggestion of the moment. At once pet, ornament, and

"
subject for dissection," the Sea-Anemone has a well estab-

lished popularity in the British family-circle; having the
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advantage over the hippopotamus of being somewhat less

expensive, and less troublesome, to keep. Were Sea-cows

as plentiful as Anemones, one could not make pets of them

with the same comfort. There would be objections to Potty

in the drawing-room. Tliere would be embarrassments in

the commissariat. There would be insurgents among the

domestics
;
for the best-tempered Jane might find it impos-

sible to endure the presence of such a pet, and might reso-

lutely refuse to bring up his water, and clean out his crib
;

whereas, although the red-armed Jane thinks you a little

cracked when you introduce "them worm things" into your

house, she keeps her opinions within the circle of the kit-

chen, and consents to receive her wages without a murmur.

It is diflicult to say what occasioned this sudden enthu-

siasm for Anemones : lovely, indeed, but by no means the most

lovely, and certainly not the most interesting wonders of

the deep. Mr Gosse by his pleasant books, and Mr ]\Iitchell

by his tanks in the Eegent's Park Zoological Gardens, have

mainly contributed to the diffusion of the enthusiasm
;
and

now that enterprise has made a commercial branch of it, we

may consider the taste established, for at least some years.

One good result of this diffusion will be an extension of

our knowledge, not only of these, but of many other of the

simpler animals. For several years the writings of zoologists

have given a place to observations on tlio Anemones
;
but

the observations have been incomplete, and all handbooks

and treatises which repeat these observations are, very natu-

rally, croAvded witli errors. To give the reader an idea of

the state of current opinion on this one topic, it is enough
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to mention that in one admirable handbook, the second page,

devoted toadescrijjtion of the habits of the Anemone, contains

six distinct errors : yet this is no fault of the compiler ;
he

states what preceding writers state, and his excellent sum-

mary of what is known bears the date of 1855. If the habits

have been so imperfectly observed, you may guess what a

chaos the anatomy and physiology of this animal present.

Such being the state of the case, we may hope that the wide

diffusion of a taste for vivaria will in a little while furnish

Science with ample material
;
and meanwhile, as many of

my readers are possessors of vivaria, actual or potential, and

will certainly not content themselves with blank wonder-

ment, but will do theii" utmost to rightly understand the

Anemones, even if they make no wider incursions on the

domains of the zoologist, they will perhaps be interested if

I group together the results of investigations, pursued at

Ilfracombe and Tenby during the summer of 1856, and,

with less energy, because with less prodigality of specimens,

during the autumn and winter at home
; adding thereto

some corrections derived during the spring and summer of

1857. In the present state of knoAvledge, the independent

observations of every one who has had any experience can-

not but be welcome.

The literature of the subject is extensive if we include

aU the passing notices made by naturalists from Aristotle

downwards
;
but the capital works are few. What Aristotle

says of them is accurate enough for the most part,* although

* Aristotle: Hist. Animal, lib. i. c. i. U, and lib. iv. c. vi., 4. There are

probably other passages, but these ai-e all I have been able to fiiid.
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the details are scanty. Owing to his commentators being

less accurately informed than he was, they have misunderstood

the passage w'herein he speaks of the sea-nettles quitting

their rocks in quest of food at night, and have supposed that

he alluded to the Medusae. But by uKuXri^ri he indubitably

meant the Actiniae as well as the Medusae; and he was right

in sa}dng they sometimes quitted the rocks to which they

had fixed themselves. Eondelet adopted Aristotle's term of

UrticcB marincB, adding to it the epithet of adfixce, to dis-

tinguish them from the errant Medusae. Reaumur in 1710

began to investigate them more seriously than any of his

predecessors had done
;
but the Abbd Dicquemare must be

counted as the first good authority on the subject. He

furnished the most extensive and reliable information, in

three papers of the Philosophical Transactions for the years

1773, 1775, and 1777. The name of Actinia was adopted

by Linnfcus from Patrick Brown, and has smce been

universally accepted. The reader will understand, therefore,

that Sea Anemone and Actinia are convertible terms, and

may be employed indifierently. In 1809, Spix published

an account of the anatomy of the Actinia, which was, how-

ever, very faulty ;
its announcement of the discovery of a

nervous system has long been rejected. It was not even

accepted by Delia Chiaje, the next writer of authority, whose

Memorie suUa storia e notomia degli aniniali invertehrati

del regno di Napoli, 1 822-29,* is still quoted by systematic

*
I Lave not seen this book, but I found the magnificent wcn-k, Descrtzione

e notomia der/li unimali inverUlrati della Sicilia CiUriore (published in 8 vols,

folio
; Naples, 1841-44), on the shelves of Mr Tiiibner in Paternoster Row. It
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Avriters. There are some errors in this work ; among them is

that of Spix, who imagined he had discovered a vascular

system ;
but in spite of inaccuracies, Delle Chiaje's account is

worth studying. The next, and up to that time the most im-

portant publication, was that of Professor Rapp,* which may

still be read with profit, and was only displaced by Dr John-

ston's elaborate History of British Zoophytes ; and this in

turn will have to give way to Mr Gosse's
"
Monograph on

Sea Anemones," when that much-expected work makes its

appearance ;
meanwhile his Rambles of a Naturalist, and

his Tenhy, contain valuable notices. Mr Tugwell's Manual

of the Sea Anemones usually found on the English Coast is

specially addressed to amateurs, and contains useful infor-

mation pleasantly conveyed, and coloured plates of rare

excellence. Of a rigorously scientific character are the two

memoirs published by M. Hollard, one " On the anatomy of

the Actinia, "-f-
and the other Etudes Zoologiques siir le genre

Actinia.^ Nor, although I have not been able to procure

it, should Mr Teale's paper on the Anatomy of the Act.

cormcea in the "Leeds Philosophical Transactions" bo for-

gotten, since it has formed the authority for subsequent

writers. Separate points have been treated by Erdl, Quatre-

was too costly for an author's purse ;
but Mr Triibner, with characteristic gene-

rosity, insisted on lending it to me for some weeks
;
the offer was too tempting

to be refused. It is a book to make a naturalist languish with desire.

* Ueher die Polypen im AUgemcinen unci die Actinien ins hesoudere, 1829.

This work contains three coloured plates, which were thought admirable in

those days, but which our progress in the art of illustration throws into

the shade.

+ Aiinales de.s Sciences Nat., 1851, vol. xv.

J Revise et Alajazin, de Zoologie, 1854. No. 4.
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fages, Wagner, Kolliker, Leuckart, and others
;
but the five

works just mentioned are, I believe, all the reliable original

sources of information on the structure and habits of the

Sea Anemones
;
and they all contradict each other with

great freedom, so that the student need not be surprised if

he, in turn, is forced to oppose a flat denial to many a posi-

tive assertion. In the course of the present volume such

flat denials will be frequent.

It must be assumed at starting that the reader knows

what a Sea Anemone is, in aspect at least. No description

will avail, in default of direct observation
;
even pictures

only give an approximate idea
;
while to those who have

seen neither picture nor animal it will be of little use to

declare that the " Actinia is a fleshy cylinder, attached by

one extremity to a rock, while the free end is surmounted

by numerous tentacula arranged in several rows, which,

when expanded, give the animal the appearance of a flower."

Assimiing, then, that you know the general aspect of the

Actinia, you may follow my description of the animal's

bearing and habits.

How do I know that it is an animal, and not a flower,

which it so much resembles ? No one yet has been able to

distinguish, in the face of severe critical precision, between

the animal and plant-organisation, so as to be able authori-

tatively to say, "This is exclusively animal." To dis-

tinguish a cow from a cucumber requires, indeed, no pro-

found inauguration into biological mysteries ;
we can

"venture fearlessly to assert
"
(with that utterly uncalled-for

temerity exliibited by bad writers in cases when no peril
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whatever is hanging over the assertion) that the cow and

cucumber are not allied—no common parentage links them

together, even through remote relationship ;
but to say

what is an animal, presupposes a knowledge of what is

essentially and exclusively animal
;

and this knowledge

unhappily has never yet been reached. Much hot, and not

wise, discussion has occupied the hours of philosophers in

trying to map out the distinct confines of the animal and

vegetable kingdoms, when all the while Nature knows of

no such demarcating lines. The Animal does not exist ;

nor does the Vegetable : both are abstractions, general

terms, such as Virtue, Goodness, Colour, used to designate

certain groups of particulars, but having only a mental

existence. Who has been fortunate enouch to see the

Animal ? We have seen cows, cats, jackasses, and camelo-

pards ;
but the

"
rare monster

"
Animal is visible in no

menagerie. If you are tempted to call this metaphysical

trifling, I beg you to read the discussions published on the

vegetable or animal nature of Diatomacese, Volvocin^e, &c.,

or to attend to what is said in any text-book on the dis-

tinctions between animals and vegetables, and you will then

see there is something more than metaphysics in the para-

dox. In the simjiler organisms there is no mark which can

absolutely distinguish the animal from the vegetable ;
and

if in the higher organisms a greater amount of character-

istic diS'erences may be traced, so that we may, for purposes

of convenience, consider a certain group of indications

as entitling the object to be classed under the Animtd

division, we must never forget that such classification
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are purely arbitrary, and as the philosophers say
—sub-

jective.

Now what are the characteristic marks of the Sea-

Anemone, which entitle it to be removed from the hands

of the botanist, and placed in those of the zoologist ?

Eymer Jones declares that its animal nature "
is soon

rendered evident," this evidence being the manifestation of

sensibility. "A cloud veiling the sun will cause their

tentacles to fold as though apprehensive of danger from

the passing shadows." Unhappily, the fact alleged is a

pure fiction
; and, were it true, would not distinguish the

Actinia} from those plants which close their petals in the

dark. A fiction, however, it is, as any one may verify. If

Actiniie have been seen to fold up their tentacles when a

cloud has passed before the sun, this has been a coincidence,

not a causal relation
;
so far from light being the necessary

condition of their expansion, they are in perfect expansion

in the darkness
;
and if the venturous naturalist will, with

the solemn chimes of midnight as accompaniment, take his

lantern on the rocks, he wiU find all the Anemones in full

blossom, I said that Rapp might still be read with profit.

Hear him on this point.
"
Many Zoophytes, although

without eyes, possess the f)0wer of distinguishing light from

darkness. This has long been asserted of the Actiniae,

nevertheless, on some species, it appeared to me that neither

light nor darkness exercised any appreciable influence.

Actinia plumosa, which I often watched on the western coast

of Norway, expanded its tentacles equally in the dark, as

when I removed it suddenly from darkness into direct sun-
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light. The Actinia depressa suddenly collapsed when

direct sunlight was allowed to fall on it." I have re-

peatedly tried the experiment of over-shadowing the pool

in which the Actiniae were expanded, but never saw them re-

tract their tentacles in consequence. The reader will not sup-

pose that I mean to deny the sensitiveness of the Actiniae.

I am merely answering an argument which several writers

have repeated respecting the alarm felt by the ActhiiEe

when a cloud veils the sun, or a shadow affects them.

But the Anemone must be an animal, you suggest, be-

cause it is seen to catch and swallow other animals. This,

however, is no proof Although the Anemone entraps its

prey, or anything else that may come in contact with its

tentacles, this is no j)roof of animality ;
the sensitive

plant, known as the Flytrap of Venus (Dioncea muscipula),

has a precisely analogous power ; any insect, touching the

sensitive hairs on the surface of its leaf, instantly causes the

leaf to shut up and enclose the insect, as in a trap ;
nor is

this all : a mucilaginous secretion acts like a gastric juice on

the captive, digests it, and renders it assimilable by the

plant, which thus feeds on the victim, as the Actinia feeds

on the Annelid or Crustacean it may entrap. Where, then,

is the difference ? Neither seeks its food : j^lace the food

within a line's breadth of the tentacles, or of the sensitive

hairs, and so long as actual contact is avoided, the grasping

of the food will not take place. But you object, perhaps,

that this mode of feeding is normal vdth the Actinia,

exceptional with tlie Flytrap. The plant, you say, is

nourished by the earth and air, the animal depends on what
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it can secure. Not so. For granting
—what, in fact, I

sturdily dispute—that the Flytrap is in no way dependent

upon such insect food as may fall into its clutch, we shall

still obsei-ve the Actinia in similar independence. Keep the

water free from all visible food, and the Actiniae continue

to flourish and propagate just as if they daily clutched an

unhappy worm. The fact is well known, and is currently,

but erroneously, adduced as illustration of the animal's

power of fasting. But there is no fasting in tlie matter.

In this water free from visible aliment there is abundance

of invisible aliment,
—

infusoria, spores, organic particles,

&c. which the animal assimilates, much in the same way as

plants assimilate the organic material diffused through the

soil and atmosphere. Filter the water carefully, and remove

from it all growing vegetation, and you will find the animal

speedily dying, however freely oxygen may be supplied. It

is on this account that when we make artificial sea-water,

it is necessary to allow algse to grow in it for some two or

three weeks before putting in the animals
;
the water be-

comes charged with organic material.

Mere sensibility and capture of food, therefore, are not

the distinguishing marks we seek, since the plant is found

to possess them as perfectly as the animal. Is spontaneous

locomotion a sufficient mark ? No
;

and for these two

reasons : Some anhnals have no such power ;
some plants,

and all .spores, have it. There are animals which no

botanist has ever claimed— the Ascidians, for example,

which can scarcely be said to exhibit any motion at all (the

rhythmic contraction and expansion of their orifices not
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deserving the name) ;
their whole lives are spent rooted

to the rock or shell, as firndy as the plant is rooted in the

earth. Nay, even with regard to the Anemones, it is said

by Dr Landsborough, Dr Carjienter, and others, that they

will not move towards the water, should the vessel be

gradually emptied, or the water evaporate, not even if their

tentacles can reach its surface. This is incorrect
;
but I

mention it as one of the difficulties which would meet the

student in the way of distinguishing the Anemone from

plants. It is one of the many inaccurate statements

grounded on imperfect observation, which are repeated in

hand-books. The original observer probably noticed an

Anemone some time out of the water, making no effort to

return
;
had the observation been continued, the doubt

would have been solved. Some Anemones, especially the

Common Smooth species {MesemhryanthemuTn), are accus-

tomed daily to be left out of water by the receding tide, so

that in captivity they may be supposed rather to enjoy an

occasional air-bath. I have rej^eatedly seen mine crawl out

of the water and settle on the edge of the glass, or pan, high

and dry ;
but they descended again after a few hours. The

locomotion of the Anemones is, however, various in various

species. I do not think the
"
Trogs

"
ever move

;
nor do

the
" Gems "

seem migratory ;
but the " Antheas

"
and the

" Smooths
"

are somewhat restless.
" The Actiniae," says

E.ymer Jones,
"
possess the power of changing tlieir posi-

tion
; they often elongate their bodies, and, remaining fixed

by the base, stretch from side to side, as if seeking food at

a distance
; they can even change their place by gliding
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upon the disc that supports them, or detaching themselves

entirely, and swelling themselves with water, they become

nearly of the same specific gravity as the element they

inhabit, and the least agitation is sufficient to drive them

elsewhere. Reaumur even asserts, that they can turn them-

selves so as to use their tentacles as feet, crawling upon the

bottom of the sea
;
but this mode of progression has not

been observed by subsequent naturalists." Yes, Dr John-

ston once saw it
;

I also witnessed an Anthea movins; thus ;

but I suspect it is only the Anthea wliich has the power,

and tftis it probably owes to its more solid tentacles.*

Again the question recurs, How then do we know the

Anemone to be an animal ?—in other words, what charac-

teristic marks guide zoologists in classing it in that division ?

I really know of none but purely anatomical marks.f These

however, suffice, and if you please we will continue to speak

of the Anemone as an animal, and, what is more, a very car-

nivorous animal, eating most things that come within reach.

* Rapp, loc. cit. p. 44, saj's he has often witnessed it
;
but he only mentions

the Anthea as possessing tlio power. Aristotle, as wo have seen, makes

special mention of it.

t It is unnecessary to particularise these anatomical marks, which will occur

to the mind of every student, as belonging exclusively to that division of

animated beings wliich manifest the group of phenomena baptised by the name
of Animality. Wherever you find muscvdar tissue, or an alimentary canal, j'ou

are absolutely certain that nothing belonging to what finds its place in the

group of marks which indicate the vegetable kingdom, is before you. In func-

tion there is often considerable resemblance between Plant and Animal
; but

in stmcture the dilTcrenccs early manifest themselves, gi-owing greater as the

scale ascends. Although, therefore, at the bottom of the scale no distinguished

characteristic isolates animals from plants, as we ascend the scale wo find

many definite marks by which the two groups may be known.
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from limpets to worms, from fish to roast beef It has even

a reputation for voracity, not to say gourmandise ; in the

matter of shell-fish it would put even Dando to the blush.

Dr Johnston, in his valuable History of British Zoophytes,

relates this anecdote :

"
I had once brought to me a specimen

of Actinia crassicornis that might originally have been two

inches in diameter, and that had somehow contrived to

swallow a valve of Pecten maximus of the size of an

ordinary saucer. The shell fixed within the stomach was so

placed as to divide it completely into two halves, so that the

body stretched tensely over had become thin and flattened

like a pancake. All communication between the inferior

portion of the stomach and the mouth was of course pre-

vented
; yet instead of emaciating and dying of an atrophy,

the animal had availed itself ofwhat had midoubtedly been a

very untoward accident, to increase its enjoyments and its

chance of double fare. A new mouth furnished with two

rows of numerous tentacles was opened upon what liad been

the base, and led to the under stomach—the individual had

become a sort of Siamese Twin, but with greater intimacy

and extent in its unions." Such is the blind voracity of this

animal, that anything and everything is carried straightway

into its stomach to be there tried, and rejected only on

proved incompatibility.

One day, while sorting and distributing to their respective

jars the animals captured during the morning's hunt, I was

called into the balcony by the agitated entreaties of lovely

Sixteen, exclaiming,
"
Oh, do come ! do come, and rescue

this green Anemone from a great nasty beetle.'' I went to
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the rescue, and found a large beetle struggling in the

clutches of a areen Anthea not much larger than himself

" The beetle is the victim," I quietly told Sixteen, who, not

having profound sympathies with beetles, was pacified as

she saw the struggling insect slowly passing into the

stomach of the Anthea, his struggles growing fainter and

fainter, and finally ceasing altogether, till at last we saw him

with head and thorax engulfed in the ravenous maw, his

abdomen sticking up in the air.

A question of great interest and some intricacy here pre-

sents itself : Was the beetle paralysed by some peculiar

poison secreted from the tentacles of the Anemone ?—a

question which opens into this wider one : Have the

Polypes the mysterious power, almost universally attri-

buted to them, of paralysing with a touch the victims

they may grasp, so that, should the victim escape from the

grasp, it is only to die presently from the fatal touch ? The

power of fascination possessed by some animals, of poisoning

possessed by others, of electrical discharges possessed by

others, naturally lead men to interpret certain observations

made on the Polypes, as proofs that they, too, possess some

such power : and this suggestion gains a more ready credence

from the tendency in most minds to welcome every unex-

plained i)lienomenon as indicating an occult cause. This

witch-like power of fascination,
—this power of paralysing

with a toucli, appeals to our imagination, and gains easy

access to belief But the sjiirit of scientific scepticism forces

me to declare that, as far as my observations and experi-

ments extend, there is nothing like evidence in favour of
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this power, much evidence against it. Some Anemones cer-

tainly appear to sting
—as some jelly-fish sting

—
although the

majority have no such effect upon our hands, which every one

knows who has handled them. I never perceived this sting-

ing sensation myself ;
and Dr Landsborough says :

" From

my own experience I can say nothing as to this stinging

poAver ;
for though I have handled not only the commoner

Actiniae, but also the larger and less common Anthea, I

never felt anything approaching to stinging ;
but I never

touched a tentaculum without perceiving the tip of it had

some prehensile property by which it took a slight hold of

the skin of the finger, causing a kind of rasping feeling when

withdrawn. It may be, however, that the fangs had not fair

play with my fingers, if somehow or other they are sting-

proof."
* He then makes the following quotation from Mrs

Pratt's Chapters on the Common Things of the Sea-side,

which I reproduce as positive and direct testimony :

"
It

appears that different persons are variously affected even by

touchino- the same Actiniae. The author had placed in a

vessel of sea-water a fine specimen of the fig maiygold sea-

anemone, which she was accustomed to touch many times

during the day. The tentacula closed immediately round the

intruding finger, producing only a slight tingling. Her sur-

prise was great at finding that the same anemone, on being

touched by another person, communicated a more powerful

sensation, which her friend assured her was felt up the

whole of the arm. More than twenty persons touched this

*
Popular History of Britinh Zoophytes, p. 239.
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Anemone
;
and the writer was amused by observing how

variously they were affected, some being only slightly tingled,

while others started back as if stung by a nettle." I think,

in the face of testimony so precise as this, we may waive

all negative evidence, and accept the fact of stinging as

proven.*

But now comes the question : Is this stinging produced

by poison-vesicles and spicula, as the great majority of

writers maintain
;
or is it no more poisonous than the

pricking of a thorn? Those who maintain the former

opinion, explain by it the alleged cases of paralysis exhibited

by the animals which have escaped in the struggle ;
and the

incident just related of the beetle killed, but not swallowed,

seems entirely to favour such a conclusion. Nevertheless,

from subsequent investigations, I am led to oppose the

opinion in toto. Sir John Dalyell
— one of the best

authorities—thinks that the Anemone conquers its prey by

mere strength, and not by any poisonous fluid. He is some-

what exaggerated, however, in the statement of his opinion.
"
Nothing," he says,

" can escape their deadly touch. Eveiy

animated being that comes in slightest contact is instantly

caught, retained, and mercilessly devoured." This is mere

rhetoric : animals, even such as form their natural prey, con-

stantly touch the tentacles—nay, are even caught, and yet

escape. "Neither strength nor size, nor the resistance of

the victim, can daunt the ravenous captor. It will readily

grasp an animal which, if endowed with similar strength,

*
AniSTOTLE, lib, iv. c. vi. 4., mentions tbcir stinging, oCt*; urn rr.v <rti(»a
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advantage, and resolution, could certainly rend its body-

asunder. It is in the highest degree carnivorous. Thence

do all the varieties of the smaller finny tribes, the fiercest of

the Crustacea, the whole vermicular race, and the softer

tenants among the testacea, fall a prey to the Actinia:'." One

is astonished to meet with such a passage from so accurate

an observer. It is pure exaggeration, which succeeding

writers have accepted as literal truth. Thus, Rymer Jones

says, that " no sooner are the tentacles touched by a passing-

animal, than it is seized and held with unfailing pertina-

city." Had the learned professor given his attention to

Anemones he would know that, so far from the grasp being

"unfailing," it as often fails as succeeds, when the captive is

of tolerable activity ;
and very noticeable is the fact, that

when the animals escape, they escape unhurt : a fact in

direct contradiction to the belief in a poison secreted by the

tentacles.

I resolved to bring this question to the test, and dropped

a tiny crab, rather smaller than a fourpenny piece, on the

tentacles of my largest Crassicornis (nearly as large as a glass

tumbler). He was clutched at once, and the tentacles began

to close round him
;
he struggled vigorously, and freed him-

self after a few seconds. Placed there a second time, he

again got away. I waited to see if any symptoms of paralysis

would declare themselves after this contact, but he was as

lively as ever. Later in the day I placed liim on the tenta-

cles of the voracious Anthea, the most powerful of all the

Anemones, and the only one which seems to sting ;
but the

crab was too active, or too little appetising ;
he got away as
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before. I tried another Antliea and a Daisy (Actinia bellis),

but with tlie same result. In each case the crab was clutclied,

but in each case he got away unhurt. I then chose another

crab, not more than lialf the size of the former, and certainly

no match in point of strength for the Anemone, yet after

being embraced and carried to the mouth, I obsei-ved the crab

slowly appear from the unfolding tentacles, and scuttle away
with great activity.

This experiment casts a doubt on what is asserted by all

writers, namely that Anemones feed on crabs. Rymer Jones

records that "
they will devour a crab as large as a hen's

egg." Has any one ever seen a live crab caught and eaten

by an Anemone ? I confess never to have seen it, and the

experiment just related disposes me to doubt : although it

is quite possible that my Anemones were dainty, because not

hungry, and refused food which, under less epicurean condi-

tions, would have been welcome. If any one has seen the

Anemone feeding on live crabs, that is enough. Meanwhile

I think it right to propound the doubt, and to add to it this

subsequent observation : I took a tiny Crustacean, of the

shrimp family, about half an inch in length, and dropped it

in a vase containing some Daisies. It soon touched the

tentacles of one of these, was drawn in, l)ut almost imme-

diately escaped. It then swam about until it touched the

largest Daisy, and was quickly engulfed. As it had en-

tii-ely disappeared, I expected it would be certainly killed if

not eaten, but in a few moments it made its way out unhurt,

and swam away. These Daisies had not been fed for at least

a fortnight ; they had subsisted entirely on the invisible ali-
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ment floating in the water : yet they either could not, or

would not, eat this Crustacean.

No one can have taken Anemones from the rocks without

observing fragments of small crabs, and sometimes whole

crabs, as big as crown pieces, in their stomachs
;
but the

question whether these crabs were captured alive by the

Anemones is not thereby answered. Without absolutely

denying that the Anemone does thus capture them, I am

forced by repeated observation and experiment, to declare

that the evidence all points in the direction of a denial. I

remember once accidentally dropping a tiny crab on the

expanded oral disc of a Crassicornis, whose mouth was wide

open ;
and very amusing it was to see the little creature rush

into the open mouth, settle himself comfortably there, and

begin twittering his antennse, as crabs do wlien their alarm

subsides. The Crass never moved : owing to the insensibi-

lity of the stomach, he was quite undisturbed by this refugee

—in this by no means resembling the Cyclops of Euripides,

who energetically repudiates the idea of swallowing the

satyr :

" You in my stomach ? Horror, if I had !

Your capering antics there would drive mo mad." *

The crab remained twittering for some minutes. I touched

him, and he retreated deeper down into the cavity. Looking

into the pan some time after, I found he had crawled away,

so I gave him to an Anthea, who clutched, but soon released

—Cyclops, V. 220.
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him. I then gave him to another Crass, who swallowed

him, but in a little while sloAvly unclosed his tentacles and let

him escape ; being apparently of the Cyclopean opinion that

the capering antics would produce a gastric fever. Now,

it is quite possible that the Anemone, having clutched the

carcass of a dead crab washed on to its tentacles, and having

swallowed it, as it swallows most objects once clutched, may
retain the carcass in its stomach, and quietly digest the flesh

thereof, as far as digestion is possible,
*

yet be unwilling to

retain the live crab under similar circumstances, because of

the incessant struggles of the victim
;
and I direct the atten-

tion of students to the point, because if any one w-itnesses

the capture and digestion, it will be enough to destroy all

negative evidence.

On the question of food we may withhold our opinion till

some more decisive evidence is adduced
;
but on the question

of the paralysing power said to reside in the tentacles, these

experiments surely determine a negative. In spite of the

beetle, ."^o completely vanquished, there is the evidence of

crabs and shrimps being in repeated contact with the tenta-

cles, and in nowise affected.

While preparing these notes for the press, I have been led

to extend the experiments ; because, although it would by no

means necessarily follow that whatever was true of the Hy-
droid Polypes must also be true of the Anemones, yet a very

plausible suspicion might arise—and did indeed arise in my
mind—throwing doubt on results which were in contradic-

* In Part III., Chap. I., the reader will see that digestion, in the strict sense

of the word, is not possible.
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tion to what was reported of the fresh-water Polypes. Read

this passage from the last edition of Owen's Lectures, bear-

ing the date 1855 :

" That the tentacula have the power of

communicating some benumbing or noxious influence to the

living animals which constitute the food of the hydra, is

evident from the eflfect produced, for example, upon an ento-

mostracan, which may have been touched, but not seized, by

one of these organs. The little active crustacean is arrested

in the midst of its rapid darting motion, and sinks apparently

lifeless for some distance
;
then slowly recovers itself, and

resumes its ordinary movement. Siebold states, that when

a Nais, a Daphnia, or the larva of a Cheironomus have been

wounded by the darts, they do not recover, but die. These

and other active inhabitants of fresh waters, whose powers

should be equivalent to rend asunder the delicate gelatin-

ous arms of their low-organised captor, seem paralysed

almost immediately after they have been seized, and so

countenance the opinion of Corda, that the secretion of a

poison enters the wounds." Such statements can only be

set aside by direct Experiment ;
and the superiority of

Experiment over mere Observation needs no argument.

As a matter of observation, I too had been struck with the

fact noticed by Owen. I saw the tiny Water-fleas drop ap-

parently lifeless to the bottom of the phial, after being some

time held by the tentacle of the Hydra ; and, intently watch-

ing them, I saw them at last swim away again as lively as

before. I removed a Hydra from the phial, in a little water,

and placing it on a slip of glass, allowed it to settle and expand

there for two hours, when I added several water-fleas {Cy-
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prid(e) to the little pond, and patiently watched them swim-

ming to and fro. Repeatedly they touched the tentacles in

their course, but were not hurt, were even not arrested. At

length one was caught, and held for some seconds
;

it then

fell to the bottom, and remained motionless for at least two

minutes, after which it started up, and was off as if its course

had never been arrested. This certainly had very much the

appearance of a case of slight paralysis ;
the animal seemed

arrested by some benumbing influence, which for two minutes

rendered it powerless ;
at the expiration of that time it

seemed to have sufficiently recovered itself to swim away.

If Observation alone sufficed, in questions so complex as those

of Biology, this observation would have confirmed the state-

ments of Siebold, Corda, and Owen. But observation alone

does not suffice. I bethought me of a simple experiment.

With a needle I gently arrested one of these water-fleas
;

it

suddenly sank motionless, remained thus for more than a

minute, and then darted off again. Tlirice I repeated this

act, and each time with similar result. Will any one say the

needle had a paralysing power, or a benumbing poison which

was secreted when the animal came in contact with it ? And

does not the reader at once recognise in this sudden motion-

lessness ofthe animal a very familiar phenomenon? The spider,

the crab, the oniscus, and veiy many animals
" sham dead,"

as schoolboys know, when danger threatens
;
these water-

fleas
" sliam dead

"
when the Polype or the needle touches

them. I might have rested my incredulity of the alleged

paralysing influence on this one experiment ;
but I confirmed

it in other ways. Dro])ping the larva of an Ephemeron into
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the phial containing the Hydrse, I observed it thrice caught

by three different IIydra3 ;
it did not " sham dead," but tore

itself away without visible hurt. Nay, I also observed one

of those animalcules known as
"
paste-eels

"
for some time

in contact with the tentacle of a Hydra, on the stage of the

microscope, but, in spite of its having no shell to protect it

from the poison, it was unhurt by the contact. Not having

a Nais, I could not test what Siebold says of it
;
but what

has already been mentioned must, I think, suffice to convince

the reader that the current opinion is an error, founded on

Observation unverified by Experiment. It was only by veri-

fication, according to the demands of inductive scepticism, that

the error became obvious.*

Had Trembley's celebrated work on the fresh-water Polyi^es

been read by one in a hundred of those who cite it, the

error just noticed would never have gained currency ;
the

observations of that very accurate observer would have

suggested a fallacy in the interpretation.
"
J'ai vu souvent

des Piicerons (water-fleas) qui parvenoient a se mettre en

liberte. II m'a paru qu'ils le pouvoient plus facilement que

* The day this was written I could not rest till I had dredged a favourite

pond, and brought home a supply of Na'ids, with whicli, on the following morn-

ing, I tested Siebold's statement. First, I placed a Xuis fiUformis in a glass

cell with a Hydra viridis; but although its wrigghng constantly brought it into

contact with the tentacles, it was never grasped. I then placed a Nals in the

phial containing many Ilydnc ;
it was instantly caught by one, and held for

some time till it struggled itself free. Not only was it apparently unhurt by

this contact, but to-day it is as lively as it was three days ago, just before the

experiment. With two other Naids the same result was obsci-ved. This com-

pletes the overthrow of the current opinion respecting the Hydra's paralysing

power.
M
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les Millepieds (Naids). Comme ils sont fort petits, et sur-

tout que leurs corps ii'est pas allonge, ils risquent moins

que les vers de s'eiigager dans les bras des Polypes en se

debattant."* And he nowhere mentions that the escaped

animals died, or gave any signs of having been paralysed by
contact with the tentacles.

To sum up this discussion, we may say that ample testi-

mony is afforded in proof of the position that Anemones

have a certain stinrfing power, the nature of which is not

yet ascertained, but which is probably a minor degree of

that possessed by some Jelly-fish.

Direct experiment and observation prove that neither

the Anemones, nor the fresh-water Polypes, possess in any

degree the poiuer ofparalysing other animals.

" But do tell us something about the habits and instincts

of these Anemones," some light-minded reader suggests, im-

patient of all discussion, and supremely indifferent to all

considerations save those of a moral order. Unhappily my
story is not ampler in detail, nor finer in complexity of

movement, than the story of Canning's "Knife-grinder"
—

who had none to tell. The Anemone is lovely, but even its

warmest admirers must confess it is a little monotonous in

its manifestations. Existence suffices it. It expands its

coronal of tentacles, eats when chance favours it, produces

offspring, which it sends forth, leaving them, borne by the

many currents of the sea, to settle where they list, without

any fear of parental supervision, and thus lives to a good

* Trembley : M^moires pour wrir i\ F/iist. ilc3 Polypes cCeau douce. 1744,

p. 92.
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old age, if no one midges the elbow of Atropos, and causes

that grim lady suddenly to cut the thread.* Nor is it

easy to nudge the old lady's elbow. The Anemone has

more lives than a cat. We have already seen (p. 19) how

it will resist slashing and amputation ; and, except zoo-

logists and the fierce little Eolis, I know no animal which,

finding its flavour agreeable, cares to make a meal of it.

Yet curiously enough, this Anemone, whose vitality is so

remarkable, who may be hacked and hewed without appear-

ing to suffer from it, dies almost immediately if removed

from salt-water to fresh. It will live for days out of water,

but in fresh-water it will not live at all. There is a problem

for the physiologist. He will probably see in it the effect of

endosmosis, by which all the fluids in the tissue of the Actinia

are suddenly so diluted as to be rendered unfit for the vital

processes.

The Anemone has little more than beauty to recommend

it
;
the indications of intelligence being of by no means a

powerful order. What then ? Is beauty nothing ? Beauty

is the subtle charm which draws us from the side of the en-

lightened Miss Grosser to that of the lovely though
"
quite

unintellectuar' Caroline, whose conversation is not of a

novel or brilliant kind; whereas Miss Grosser has read a

whole Encyclopaedia, and is so obliging as to retail many

pages of it freely in her conversation.

* The age to which an Actinia may live has not yet been definitely ascer-

tained
;

but Professor Fleming at Edinburgh has [Oct. 1857] one in his

possession, which was taken at North Berwick in 1S2S
;
so that, at the very

least, it must be twenty-eight years old, that period having been passed in

confinemei^t.
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Besides, if the monotony of the Anemone wearies you,

there is always tliis variety in reserve : you can eat it I

The Italians do
; they boil it in sea-water with great satis-

faction. Thus boiled, it has " a shivering texture, somewhat

like calfs-foot jelly ;
the smell is somewhat like that of a

warm crab or lobster," and it is eaten with savoury sauce,

Mr Gosse describes his fiying them in butter, if I remember

rightly ;
and although he felt a little diflBculty in swallowing

the first mouthful—probably remorse, and zoological tender-

ness, gave him what the Italians call a "knot in the throat"

—
yet, having vanquished his scruples, he ate with some

relish. Lady Jane is
"
horrified

"
at the idea of eating her

pets; but now that horse-flesh is publicly sold in the

markets of Vienna and other German towns, and public

banquets of hippophagists are frequent in France, will

Anemones long escape the frying-pan ?

It was hinted just now that the Anemone was but an in-

different parent. Having given birth to her offspring, she

spends no anxious hours over the episodes of infancy. When
I say She, I might as well say He, or It, for no distinction of

sex exists, as we shall see presently ;
and probably it is to this

cause that the parental indifference may be traced
; how, in-

deed, can maternal tenderness and ceaseless vigilance be ex-

pected, when the maternal individual is as yet undeveloped ?

The Actinia) are viviparous. Indeed I suspect they are only

viviparous, and not at all oviparous. Rymer Jones seems to

hesitate on the point, adding, "but it is asserted by numerous

authorities that the young are not unfrequently born alive."

I not only assert this, but ask whether any one has ever sec n
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the contrary ? It stcartled ine, however, when, on opening

an Anemone, I for the first time saw a young one drop out,

and immediately expand its tentacles
;
and some days after-

wards, as I was carrying home a lovely
"
Gem," I saw first

one, then two, three, four, seven young ones issue from its

mouth, fix themselves at the bottom of the vase, and make

themselves at home ; they were of various sizes, and in

various stages of development. Since then, I have repeatedly

witnessed this mode of birth
;
and one day, seeing some-

thing in the inside of the tentacle of a Daisy, I snipped the

tentacle off, and found a young Daisy there. Some writers

imagine that the young issue through orifices at the tips of

the tentacles—a supposition not very credible. The truth

is, that at the bottom of the stomach there is a large open-

ing
—not several minute openings as we see figured in books—

through which the young pass from the general cavity into

the water; and this appears to me the only exit for the

young. Without absolutely denying that the ova are ex-

truded, and their early development carried on out of the

parent's body, I have never been able to detect ova, except

within the parent.

I leave this passage as it originally appeared, although, at

Jersey, I was subsequently convinced that with respect to

one species, at least, the doubt expressed should be with-

drawn. In the water of a pan containing, among other

animals, specimens of Actinia parasitica, I twice noticed

abundance of light-purple ova floating at the surface. Some

of these were placed in a vase by themselves, and others left

in the pan; but no fiu-ther development took place. One
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Jay dissecting a Parasitica, I found in its ovaries these very

purple ova which had occupied my attention. This seems

very like evidence that the Parasitica, if no other species, is

oviparous ;
and it is strengthened by the fact that, as far as

my experience extends—and I have had scores of specimens—the Parasitica is not viviparous. The point needs eluci-

dation, and the student may amuse himself with it—first by

endeavouring to prove the other species to be really ovi-

parous, as well as viviparous ; secondly, by ascertaining

whether the Parasitica is viviparous.

In the visceral cavity of a smooth Anemone a young one

as large as a cherry was found
;
and to complete the marvel,

it was faintly striped with green, like the well-known "green-

striped variety," although its parent was of a dark-brown

hue. Could the old one have swallowed an errant youth by
mistake? No. It had been many weeks in captivitj'',

where no such errant youths were within reach : besides,

Anemones do not swallow each other, or if they should, par
distraction, make a mouthful of a friend, they would quickly
throw him up again : cannibalism belongs to a higher grade
of social development. Apropos of this peculiarity of colour,

I may remark on the great variations obsei-vable in the colour

of Anemones, and the impropriety of making colour the

distinguishing mark of species. Thus, to select a striking

example, Mr Gosse makes two distinct species of the Orann-e-

disked and Orange-tentacled Anemones, naming them Ve-

nusta and Aurora
;
but as if to prove the indifference of all

such characteristics, I brought witli me from Tenby an

Orange-disked—and only one—which, before it had been
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home a fortnight, I discovered, with great surprise, was

changed into an Orange-tentacled
—disc and tentacles being

of a rich orange hue, the only traces of white remaining

just at the tips. If there had been any other specimen in

the vase I might have doubted
;
but having only one in

company with a white Daisy, and a Smooth Anemone, there

was no avoiding the conclusion.

I have had an Anthea, with brilliant green tentacles, turn

to a pale grey in the course of two days, and back again to

green : and a Weymouth Anemone turn from pearly-white

to a soft reddish-bro^vn. In fact the changes of colour, ex-

cept in the Crassicornis, which appears to me to retain its

hues with tolerable constancy, are far too frequent to admit

of colour forming a specific character.



CHAPTER II.

DESIRES FOR ABUNDANCE— THE THREAD-CAPSULES: ARE THEY NETTLING-

OROANS ?—FUTILITY OF OBSERVATION UNCONTROLLED BY EXPERIMENT—
STRUCTURE OF AN ANEMONE—GENERAL LAW OF DEVELOPMENT—DEVELOP-

MENT OP THE HUMAN HAND — REPRODUCTION OF ANEMONES— THEIR

OVARIES AND SPERMATOZOA—ARE ANEMONES OF SEPARATE SEXES ?

Charles Lamb, in one of his exquisitely humorous letters,

remembering the prodigal command of paper which he

enjoyed as a clerk in the India House, and comparing it with

his forced stinginess in that article now he is no longer

clerk, refers to the probable feelings of Adam when purchas-

ing a pennyworth of apples
" from an applewoman's stall in

Mesopotamia," and recalling the prodigal abundance of

Paradise. Dr Johnson said that never but once in his life

had he found himself possessor of as much wall-fruit as he

could eat. Tliese two lingering retrospects of former plenty

appeal to me forcibly : it is true that in the particular case

of apples, a matured taste, fortified by philosophy and modi-

fied by dy.spepsia, renders one tolerably resigned to poverty

—and in the case of wall-fruit, the reader, terrified by absurd

rumours as to the cholera-influences supposed inevitably to

issue from plums, peaches, apricots, and nectarines, may be

inclined to consider a limitation of quantity in the light of a

benefit—yet, as an abstract question, every one must admit
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the significance which lies in an unstinted, noble, jirodigal

abundance. Books, for example : can we have too many of

them, provided they be well selected ? Dogs : can they be

too populous in our grounds? or horses—in our stables?

or friends—at convenient distances? or children—in the

nursery? or creditors—no, not creditors, unless gathered

together in a general cataclysm. In a word, is not abun-

dance in and for itself a grand advantage ? Painfully the

truth obtrudes itself upon me as I sit eyeing the solitary

Anemone which mopes in a single vase upon my table, the

last rose of summer, all its blooming companions dissected

and dead. My thoughts take wing to Ilfracombe and Tenby,

where foot-pans, pie-dishes, soup-plates, and vases, were

crowded with specimens of every variety of form and colour.

I think of that paradisaic abundance, and sigh over this one

unhappy animal—the mere Mesopotamian pennyworth—
partly because I love plenteousness in all things, but

mainly because it is only with abundant specimens at com-

mand that Nature can be properly interrogated. Fortu-

nately I made good use of my specimens, but not so much as

I could make now
;
and from my notes I will select a few

points for the student's consideration
;
but as they will refer

solely to questions of anatomy and physiology, the reader is

advised to skip the chaj)ter, unless he feel some interest in

such questions.

Perhaps nothing has excited more surprise on the part of

the public, and nothing has been more unanimously believed

by anatomists, than the hypothesis that certain minute

organs found in all Polypes, and variously styled thread-

N
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capsules, filiferous capsules, or urticating cells (Plate III.

fig. 5), are organs of urtication, or stinging. The uncritical

laxity with which this hypothesis has been accepted may
point a lesson. I do not allude to the acceptance of the

a^t that certain capsules containing threads are found in

Polypes ;
but to the acceptance of the alleged purpose, or

function, of these capsules. The things are there, sure

enough ;
but whether they serve the urticating purpose, is

another matter. Ever since they were first described by

Wagner
*
Erdl,f Quatrefages, and Siebold,+ they have passed

without challenge. They have been detected in the whole

group of Polypes, in Jelly-fishes, in the papillse of Eolids,

and, according to Van der Hoeven, in Planarioe
; yet, as far

as my reading extends, not one single experiment has been

made to prove the function so unanimously admitted, not a

single test has been applied to strengthen or controvert what

was, indeed, very plausible, but only plausible, not proven.

Accordingly, no sooner did I submit the question to that

rigorous verification which Science imperiously requires, than

it became clear to me that my illustrious predecessors
—

Wagner, Erdl, Siebold, Quatrefages, Ehrenberg, Agassiz,

and Owen—men whom the most presumptuous would be

slow to contradict, had admitted the point without proof,

because it wore so plausible an air. Let me hope the reader

will accuse me of no immodesty in thus controverting men

so eminent
;
he will see that whereas they have only hypo-

• WiEGMANN's ArcMv., 1835, ii. p. 215.

t Mueller's Archlv.,\M\, p. 423.

X Comp. Anat., i. p. 39 (English Trans.)
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thesis on their side, I have the accumulated aud overwlielm-

ing weight of experimental evidence.

What are these "capsides," or "urticating cells?" The

uninstructed reader may be told that all the Polypes are

supposed to urticate, or sting, like nettles
;
and the nettling

organs, or urticating cells, are supposed to be minute suboval

microscopic capsules, quite transparent, containing within

them threads coiled up, which, on pressure, dart out to many
times the length of the capsule, into which they never return.

This thread Agassiz likens to a lasso thrown by the Polype

to secure its prey. I mil not enter here into minute details

of structure, which would only confuse the reader, who, if

curious, will find all that is known, in the works of Mr

Gosse, or in the treatises of Owen, Siebold, and Rymer Jones.

Any one who has once seen these threads under the micro-

scope darting out with lightning-rapidity, especially if he

uses a high power, will at once admit that the hypothesis of

the "nettling" or "urtication'' being performed by these

threads is an hypothesis so obvious, an explanation so natu-

ral, that—it should be doubted. In all complex matters, we

should mistrust the obvious explanation ;
I do not say that

we should disregard, or reject it, but mistrust it. When we

know, on the one hand, that the Jelly-fish stings, and when,

on the other hand, we know that it is furnished with numer-

ous capsules, in which are coiled threads, to be seen darting out

when pressed, the idea of connecting the stinging with these

threads is inevitable
;
but this is not enough for Science : it

is only a preparatory guess, which proves nothing ;
it may

be right, it may be wrong. I believe it is altogether wrong.
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We have already seen how erroneous was the supposition

that Polypes paralysed their victims with a touch, and that

poison was secreted by their tentacles ; yet for this supposi-

tion there was at least the evidence of partial observation,

whereas, for the supposition we have now to consider, there

is absolutely no evidence at all.

On a survey of the places where these "urticating cells
"

are present, we stumble upon an unlucky fact, and one in

itself enough to excite suspicion. They are present in afeiu

Jelly-fish
—which urticate

;
in ActiniaB—which urticate

;
and

in all Polypes—which, if they do not uiticate, are popularly

supposed to do so, and at any rate possess some pecidiar

power of adhesion. In all these cases, organ and function

may be said to go together. But the cells axe also present

in the majority of Jelly-fish, which do not urticate
;
in Eolids

—which do not urticate; and in Planarias-which do not

urticate. Here, then, we have the organ, without any cor-

responding function
;

"
urticating cells," but no urtication !

The cautious mind of Owen had already warned us that there

was something not quite satisfactory in our supposition ;

"some superadilition to the thread-cell would seem to be

essential to the urticating faculty," he says, when speak-

ing of the Jelly-fish,
"
since these cells are present in

species and parts that do not sting." It is to be regretted

that he was not moved by this doubt to a closer examin-

ation of tlie evidence on which the urticating faculty

rested
;
he woidd assuredly have been led to the belief that

no superaddition to the thread-capsule wUl account for the

phenomenon.
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But I waive the argument derived from such a source,

and, confining myself to the Anemones, ask the reader what

he thinks of this awkward fact, namely, that these urticating

capsules are most abundant in parts which do not urticate ?

Only the tentacles have this power, and although they have

numerous capsules, the urtication cannot well be attributed

to them, since these capsules are more abundant in the "con-

voluted bands," in the lining wall of the stomach, and in

the blue spots which surround the oral disc in the Smooth

Anemone—these spots, indeed, being made up of such

capsules and small granules
—

yet in not one of these parts

can the slightest urtication be traced ! How is this ? If

these capsules are the nettling organs, why do they not

nettle in those parts where they are most abundant ? No one

has thought of asking this question.

It thus appears that many animals having the capsules,

have none of the power attributed to the capsules ;
and that

even in those animals which have the power, it is only

present in the tentacles, where the capsules are much less

abundant than in parts not manifesting the power : the con-

clusion, therefore, presses on us that the power does not

depend upon these capsules.

And this conclusion is strengthened every step we take.

Thus the Anthea is of all Anemones the most powerfidly

urticating ; yet, if we compare its capsules with those of

other Anemones, we find them greatly inferior in quantity to

those of the Daisy and Dianthus, and much inferior in size to

those of Crassicornis, as well as less easily made to uncoil their

threads. It has not been remarked, that whereas according
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to theory, the thread should dart out ahnost instantaneously
on the slightest pressure ;

in point of fact it frequently can-

not be pressed out at all, even when the whole force of the

finger is exerted on the two pieces of glass between which

it lies. From the very capricious %\-ay in wliich the threads

dart out while under the microscope, and not under pressure,

and from the frequent impossibility of pressing them out, I

suspect that pressure has really nothing normally to do with

the ejection of the thread.

Hitherto we have merely considered facts of Observation
;

we shall now see them confirmed by Experiment. Mr Gosse

proposes to establish a new genus, named Sagartia, on this

purely hypothetical function
; including in it all those

Anemones which, like the Daisy and Dianthus, possess an

abmidance of peculiar white filaments, visible to the naked

eye, which are protruded from the pores of the body and the

mouth, when the animal is roughly handled. These fila-

ments are seen, on examination, to be chiefly composed of

the "
urticating cells." Mr Gosse names the genus Sagartia,

because Herodotus says of the Sagartians, that
" when they

engage with the enemy they throw out ropes which have

nooses at the end, and whatever any one catches he drags

towards himself, and they that are entangled in the coils are

put to death." The name, you perceive, is aptly chosen,—
that is, it would be, if the hypothesis of the filaments were

not a figment. The filaments have no such lasso-like and

murderous power. This Mr Gosse would deny ;
and I

remember he somewhere records an observation which would

perhaps quite satisfy him that his denial has good ground to
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stand on. He relates that he once saw a small fish in the

convulsions of agony, with one of these filaments in its mouth
;

it shortly exphccl. It is a matter of surprise and regret that

Mr Gosse, having once made such an observation, did not

feel the imperative necessity of repeating and varying it,

so as to be sure that the death was not a mere coincidence.

If the filament had the power which this single observation

fairly seemed to suggest, nothing could be easier than to

establish the fact by experiment. But, I repeat, no one has

seen the necessity for the verification of an hypothesis so

plaasible ;
and Mr Gosse, like all his predecessors, was con-

tent with recording his observation, as if it carried the point.*

Not being so content, I tested it thus : After irritating a

Dianthus till it sent out a great many filaments, I dropped

a very tiny Annelid among them, and entangled it completely

in then- meshes. Yet lo ! these filaments, which are said to

possess so powerful a faculty of urtication that even verte-

brate animals are killed by them, had no other efi'ect upon

a soft Annelid than that of detaining it in their meshes, from

which it shortly freed itself and wriggled away mihurt. Nor

* How little reliance is to be placed on such an observation may be gathered

from the following : One evening, at the Scilly Isles, I was startled from my

reading by a commotion in the pan on the work-table, which contained a

couple of fish, a Doris, and a few Polypes, but no Sagartia. On investigation,

it turned out that the commotion was produced by a fish {Ophidium) six or

seven inches long, in the convulsions of death. In. its mouth there was a sliijU

strip of Viva. As the weed dangled from its mouth, I was forcibly reminded

of Mr Gesso's dying fish, with its filament of the Actinia dangUng from its

mouth. Should I have been justified in attributing to the sea-weed the power

Mr Gosse attributed to the filament ? Clearly not. In both cases the relation

observed was one oi coincidence, not of causality.
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was I yet satisfied
; placing a tiny Crustacean, of the shrimp

family, among the filaments of another Dianthus, I saw it

remain there enveloped, but apparently quite comfoi-table,

not in the least so desirous of escaping as one would expect

if it were being
"
nettled

"
all over

;
and when I lurched the

jar it swam away.

I have since repeated this experiment with Entomostraca

and Annelids, without once detecting the slightest indication

of theii- being more incommoded by the filaments than they

would have been by threads of silk. Mr Gosse, indeed, not

only maintains that these filaments are weapons of offence,

but he actually suggests that the blue spherules which sur-

round the disc of the ]\Iesembryanthemum may
"
represent

the function of these missile filaments" because they are

composed of the thread capsules.

I re^Jeat, the hypothesis which assigns to the thread-cap-

sules a function of urtication, or prehension, is an hyi^othesis

without a single fact to warrant it, and is contradicted by

the various facts I have just adduced. Elirenberg has very

unwarrantably given an ideal figure of a Hydra in the act of

seizing its prey, with the hooks of the thread-cell extended
;

but, as Siebold truly remarks, the animal is never seen thus
;

and I will add that it is always seen in precisely the contrary/

aspect, namely, the blunt end of the cell being in contact

with the animal, the hook and thread being turned towai'ds

the Polype.

I have reserved one fact as the coup-de-grace. Having

shown that the parts most abundantly supplied with these

"
urticating cells

"
do not urticato, I can now remove the
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last vestige of doubt by the fact that the capsule itself from

the tentacle of an Anemone, when seen to eject the thread

and touch an animalcule, does not kill or disable that animal-

cule
;
a fact I witnessed when examining the capsules under

the microscope. This not only gives the coup-de-grace to

the general hypothesis, but even sets aside that suggestion of

Professor Owen's respecting the probable superaddition to the

"urticatinff cell" which is to distino^uish it from "cells" in

those parts destitute of the power ;
because here we see the

capsule taken from an urticating animal does not urticate.

The foregoing discussion has had a jjurpose beyond that

of rectifying an universal error—the purpose of pointing a

lesson in Comparative Anatomy. The greatest living experi-

mental physiologist, Claude Bernard, has recently insisted

with emphasis on the importance of recognising
" anatomical

deduction
"

to be a fruitful source of error.* He warns us

against attempting to deduce a function from mere inspection

of the organ, without seeing that organ in operation, and

applying to it the test of experiment. As a case of pure

deduction, this hypothesis of the
"
urticating cells

"
seemed to

command, and did command, instantaneous assent
;
but on

submitting it to verification, we find the hypothesis to be an

error. To the philosophical mind, therefore, there will have

been an interest in the foregoing discussion greater than any

interest issuing out of the mere conclusion respecting the

thread-capsules.

Amons; other things, it will illustrate the need there is

for rigorous scepticism, and extended observation, on the part

*
Legons de Physiologie Experimentale, vol. ii. 185G.
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of zoological students. So long as we unsuspectingly accept

what is repeated in books, without being assured that the

statements are made on sufficient evidence, and so long as

we have eyes but observe not, zoological progress will neces-

sarily be slow, in spite of the vast number of excellent

observers and workers, who do accelerate our progress by

genuine work. When I insist on the necessity for circum-

spect doubt, and verified obsei'vation, the reader must not

understand me as implying that this necessity is not vividly

present to the mind of many zoologists, and of every real

worker
;
for in truth, only by such methods can any solid

result be reached, and no one even superficially acquainted

with the present state of Zoology will be disposed to under-

rate the importance and extent of that band of distingidshed

investigators whose researches daily unfold fresh discoveries.

Not, therefore, as thromng any shadow of scorn on these

men and their methods, nor as if I were bringing a

neglected principle into prominence, am I tempted to insist

on the only method of successful pursuit in these studies
;

but simply to distinguish those students of Zoology who

wish to increase the circle of knowledge by some small

addition of new fact, from students who wish merely to

ascertain what is known. In Zoology, as in all other depart-

ments of intellectual activity, there are men contented with

"
information," whose ambition never passes beyond eradi-

tion. They want to know what is known. Others there are

who, less solicitous, it may be, about what is knoAMi, are

intensely moved to know for themselves
;
and these are the

workers who extend the circle of the known.
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What is known of the reproductive system of Anemones ?

Not much, and that little confusedly. Our English text-

books are somewhat precise ;
but the precision is for the

most part that of error. I carried with me to the coast

this amount of definite error, which gradually revealed itself

as error in the course of a series of investigations. Tliat the

reader may follow clearly the course of reasoning presently

to be traced, it is necessary to begin with a few explana-

tions, which the better instructed will pardon.

Let us first fix in our minds a definite idea of the struc-

ture of the Anemone, as far as it will be involved in the

subsequent remarks. Imagine a glove expanded into a

perfect cylinder by air, the thumb being removed, and the

fingers encircling, in two or three rows, the summit of the

cylinder, while at the base the glove is closed by a fiat sur-

face of leather. If now on that disc which lies within the

circle of fingers we press doT\Ti the centre, and so force the

elastic leather to fold inwards, and form a sort of sac sus-

pended in the cylinder, we have by this means made a

mouth and stomach
;
we then cut a small hole at the bot-

tom of the sac, and thus make a free communication with

the general cavity. We then divide this general cavity by

numerous partitions of card attached to the wall of the

cavity, and form a number of separate chambers called the

interseptal spaces. Just as the cavity of the finger is con-

tinuous with the cavity of the glove, so are the cavities of

the tentacles continuous with the interseptal spaces. In

these spaces will be found long coils, which are sometimes

seen lolling out of the mouth, and always bulge out when
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the Anemone is cut open ;
these are called the convoluted

hands, and to thcni attention is particularly directed. If

the reader will now look at the diagram given in Plate III,

fig. 1 (wrong in several details), and also
fig. 2, which is an

accurate section, and shows a portion of the stomach, the

convoluted bands, and under them the ovaries—he will have

a tolerably accurate conception of the general structure of an

Actinia.

Having given a rough outline of the principal characters

of the Actinia's internal structure, sufficient to render intel-

ligible what will hereafter be referred to, I must direct the

student anxious for more precise details, to the 3Ic^moire

by M. Hollard,* as the latest and best anatomical essay ;

noticing, by the way, that there still remains to be wiitten a

comparative anatomy of the various Actiniae, some of which

difter in important characters from the others. In the

Anthea, for example, the tentacles are filled with round

yellow-bro\ra globules, which make them incapable of being

retracted imder normal conditions
;
and the same is notice-

able in the two horn-like tentacles in Actinia bellis.

AVhat are these globules ? There are several other points

of difference to be noted, Init I content myself ^vith indi-

cating the desideratum of a careful comparison, to complete
our knowledge of the anatomy of this genus. Meanwhile let

us endeavour to form some distinct conception of the mode
of Reproduction exhibited by the Actiniae.

Certain general facts must be borne in mind. First, let

me call attention to the fact that in all animals, the highest

* Annates des Sciences, 1851.
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as the lowest, the envelope is of eminent importance, its

predominance bearing a jn-ecise ratio to the simplicity of the

organism. The simplest organisms breathe, exhale, secrete,

absorb, and reproduce by their envelopes alone
;
and if the

more complex organisms perform each of these functions by

a special apparatus of organs, yet these organs themselves

are originally developed from the envelope. We may,

ideally, reduce even a mammal to a cylindrical envelope

folded inwards at each end
;
from the enfolded sldn are

developed all nutritive and reproductive organs, while the

nervous system and its osseous sheath are developed in the

space between the outer and inner walls of the envelope.
" We may, in an ideal manner," says Professor Draper,

"
conceive the production of the more elementary animal

forms, as arising from a simple sac or bag, which, furnishing

a starting-point, exhibits its first acquirement of localisation

of function, by the doubling of one half into the other,

thereby giving rise to a cup or pocket-shape form, so that

respiration and digestion, which were confusedly and con-

jointly carried forward upon the same surface, are now

parted from each other, the outside of the cup being devoted

to the one, and the inside to the other. Increased endow-

ments are obtained by crimping or dividing the edge of the

cup, prehensile organs of less or greater length and power

arising thereby ;
and this in reality is the structure of the

Hydra. Another advance is made by the preparation of

new and complicated structures, fashioned out in the sub-

stance between the inner and the outer wall, and in this

manner arise the various mechanisms for respiration and
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reproduction. Such a state of things is presented by the

Actinia/'* Wliat is here said respecting Respiration is veiy

questionable, but the general idea of an increasing specialisa-

tion of function, in the increasing separation of the parts,

is well expressed. It is indeed a fundamental law that

every advance in complexity of organisation takes place

through a gradual differentiation, or specialisation, of the

general envelope. These important synonyms, differentia-

tion and specialisation, I will explain by illustrating the

law to which they point, namely, the law of animal develop-

ment first enunciated by Goethe, and strikingly applied by
Von Baer f :

—
Development is always from the General to

the Particular,from the Homogeneous to the Heterogeneous,

from the Simple to the Complex ; and this hy a gradual
series of differentiations.

When we say an organ has been formed out of a tissue,

we say a differentiation has taken place ;
and the function,

e. g. respiration, which before was performed by the general

tissue, is now specialised, i. e. performed by that special

organ. A homogeneous mass of organic matter, such as the

Amoeba, which has no organ whatever, performs all the

functions of Assimilation, Respiration, Locomotion, and Re-

production, by its general mass, not by any special organs.

The process of differentiation by which special organs are

gradually developed in the ascending scale of the animal

series, is equally exhibited in any particular case of develop-

Draper : Jlunuin rhysiology, 1856, p. 501.

t Goethe : Werke xxxvi., Zur Morphologie, 1807. VoN Baer : Zur Ent-

wkkelunysyeschichte. 1828. I. 153.
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ment. Thus if we follow the formation of the human hand,

we find first a differentiation between the carpus, or wrist,

and the metacarpus, or hand
;
next the fingers are differen-

tiated, but, without any division into separate segments
—

this takes place later
;
then we have a separation between

the soft and hard parts, the cartilage separating from the

plastic mass
;
then these cartilages become osseous

;
and in

the soft plastic mass we distinguish differentiations into

muscle, tendon, skin, &c.
;
when the single tissues are thus

separated we may begin to trace differentiations in the skin,

such as the papillae, the secreting glands, and so forth :
till,

from a homogeneous mass of cells, we have traced the

development of that marvellous and complex structure, the

human hand.

Applying this torch to the obscure question of the repro-

ductive system of the Anemones, it at once discloses to us

that the Anemone, being of a very simple organisation, we

shall be wrong if we expect to find in it a high complexity

of special organs. Anatomists, indeed, have often neglected

such a consideration, and have worried themselves in the

search after organs, which a priori were not likely to be

present. They have sought for and "
discovered

"
nerves

and ganglia, each discoverer scornfully rejecting the alleged

discovery of his predecessor, and declaring the nerves were

in a totally different locality, while no one anatomist could

find them anywhere after another. They have worried

themselves about the Respiration of the Anemone, not

perceiving that Respiration, like Circulation and other

functions elsewhere dependent on a special apparatus.
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was liere performed in a direct and general manner.

They have not suspected that Eeproduction takes place

in the Anemone, much in the same way as in the fresh-

water Polype
— not in any special and j3er?7ia7ie?ii appa-

ratus of organs, such as ovaiy, oviduct, &c., but by a tem-

porary specialisation of the general envelope, including

an accumidation of germ-cells and sperm-cells. I am aware

that speciiil organs called ovaries are described in all books,

and that some writers describe an oviduct—which only

exists in their imagination, for no duct of any kind is found.

Of course, no philosophical a priori conclusion could be

permitted to stand up in contradiction to observed fact
;

if

the organs are there, it is of no use deductively establishing

their non-existence. But are they there ?

When I first commenced the investigation of Anemones,

I had no reason whatever to doubt the statement so eene-

rally and confidently made, that the convoluted hands were

the organs in question. (Plate III., fig. 3, represents a con-

voluted band attached to the border of the membrane called

the mesentery ;
the grape-like mass is the ovary.) At the

end of the first week my doubts began. These convoluted

bands contained no trace of ova, but instead thereof they

contained vast quantities of those thread capsxdes which I

then believed to be urticating cells. This was the last j)lace

in the world where one might expect to find offensive wea-

pons ;
and misled by the belief in these cells, I was led to

question the function of the convoluted bands. Questioning,

of course, meant somethmg more than supine doubt. I began

on the 14th May to examine closely into the evidence, and
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on the 1 2th June I was fortunate enough to confirm all doubts

by the discovery of the real ovaries (such as they are) in a

large Crassicornis : here there were no thread-capsules, but

abundance of unmistakable ova, each with its
"
vesicle of

Purkinje." The thrill of delight with which the assurance

broke upon me may be conceived.* At that time I, of course,

believed that the grape-like cluster in which the ova were

lying, were true and permanent ovaries
;
but having since

been frequently unable to detect them in adult specimens, and

never in young specimens, I came to the conclusion that these

ovaries are temporary organs, formed by an accumulation

of germ-cells in various parts of the free border of the

septa ; that, in fact, they represent the first rudimentary

state of what in higher animals becomes the special organ.

This conclusion is, however, purely theoretical, and I will

now state what any one may see who examines an adult

fresh from the rock-pool or tank. With a rapid but not

deep incision we lay open the envelope from the outside
;

the convoluted bands will bulge through the opening ;
but

if we are vigilant and brush these aside, w^e shall perceive

certain lobular or grape-like masses of darker colour, almost

entirely hidden by these bands, but growing from the septa.

(Plate III, fig. 2, represents a section of the Actinia, show-

ing the ovaries lying under the convoluted bands, and

attached to the septum ; fig. 3 the ovary, when spread out

on a glass slide.) They are not situated in any precise spot ;

* I subsequently ascertained that Mr Teale and M. Hollard had described

these ovaries
;

I only claim priority in the elucidation of their sti-ucture and

function, as temporary organs, similar to those of the Hydra.
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near the base, about the centre, and close to the disc, they

may be found : nor are they on every septum ;
sometimes

we may make three or four incisions before detecting

them.

Such are the ovaries of the Crassicornis : but are they

entitled to the name ? Are they organs at all ? A minute

inspection of them will confirm what I said just now that

they are not
"
organs," properly so called

;
that is to say, tliey

are not, like the ovaries of higher animals, permanent organs

having a definite and specific structure
; they are, in truth,

nothing but accumulations of germ-cells in a delicate mem-

brane. They have none of the essential characteristics of an

ovary. It is true that Spix, Delle Chiaje, Eapp, de Blain-

ville. Van der Hoeven, and others, describe what they call

oviducts, without, however, agreeing as to their disposition.

But ]\Ir Teale and M. HoUard have been unable to find them,

and I also can confidently assert that no duct whatever, nor

anything distantly resembling it, exists
; but, as I have

convinced myselfby scores of dissections, the whole structure

of the ovary is limited to a delicate membranous stroma, in

which the ova are imbedded. When the ova are matured,

it is most probable that this stroma bursts to set them free,

and they fall into the general cavity, where their further

development takes place. It would be justly considered an

unwarrantable laxity in scientific langTiage if the temporaiy

accumulation of germ-cells beneath the investing membrane

of the Hydra were designated as an ovary ;
and no less un-

warrantabk' i.s it to call a somewhat similar accumulation of

geiTU-cells in the Actinia, an ovary. Tlie pretended
"
organ

"
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is not permanent, it is not even constant in its locality, for

it may be found at any part of the free border of the septum ;

and finally, it has no specific structure, which distinguishes

it from any other part of the lining membrane ;
its grape-like

form is owing entu-ely to the ova imbedded in it.

The reader perceives that I regard the organisation of the

Actinia as much simpler than other writers seem willing to

admit, and that, in consequence, I interpret its functions

more in accordance with the laws which regulate the simpler

organisms. He will hereafter see that such a point of view

led me to examine and disprove the current notions respect-

ino- the Diffestiou and Nutrition of the Actiniae,* and he will

now see that it led me to the discovery of their true sexual

character.

The universal belief is that the Actiniae are of separate

sexes, and Kolliker, to whom most subsequent writers refer,

asserts that the males are about as numerous as the females.

The great difficulties in the way of observation can only be

estimated by those who have tried it. Eapp declared there

was no trace ofthe male organs. "All the Actiniae are females,"

he says boldly. Wagner having discovered, as he thought,

spermatozoa in the convoluted bands, pronounced those bands

to be the reproductive organs of the male
;
and this state-

ment was accepted and repeated from book to book. It is

now known that Wagner was mistaken
;-|- perhaps he had

removed a portion of the ovary with the convoluted band, and

Part in., Chaps. I. and II.

t This leaves the function of the convoluted bands a mystery. In Part III.

Chap. II., towards the close, the question is touched on.
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in that case he might have seen true spermatozoa. ""WTiat !

"

exclaims the reader,
"
spermatozoa in the ovary ? And pray,

sir, how gat they there ?
"

They were generated there, is

my simple answer
;
but before such an answer will be

received a few remarks are necessary.

Believing in the simplicity of this animal's organisation,

and disbelieving in the existence of any proper ovary, I was

naturally led a priori to disbelieve in the existence of male

reproductive organs. If a temporaiy specialisation of the

lining membrane sufficed as an ovary, would not a similar

specialisation suffice as a testis ? Meditating on this point,

it occurred to me as very probable that the same spot of the

lining membrane might subserve both purposes. What said

Fact to so plausible a Theory ? At first it answered by

what seemed like blank negatives ;
on three foitunate occa-

sions, however, it seemed to answer in unequivocal affirma-

tion, for I found real spermatozoa moving amid the ova on

the stage of the Microscope. The observations were neither

sufficiently extensive nor sufficiently removed from opposite

interpretations to admit of a very positive statement on the

point ; accordingly I contented myself ynXh indicating my
belief* that ova and spermatozoa were intenningled in the

same stroma, announcing my intention of more attentively

investigating the point when next at the coast. Meanwhile,

I had read the M^moire on the Cerianthus, an animal nearly

allied to our Anemones, published by M. Jules HaimCj-f- in

whicli there is a detailed description, with diagrams, of this

Blackwood!s Magazine, Jan. 1857.

+ Annates des Sciences, 1854.
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veiy tlisposition of ova and spermatozoa in the same ''organ ;"

so that if it had not been for the positive statement of

Kolliker, respecting the separation of the sexes, I should

have conceived the point placed beyond dispute.

At the Scilly Isles and Jersey my investigations were

renewed, for a long time with the discouraging and para-

doxical result of finding ova and nothing else. It seemed as

if Rapp's statement would turn out to be correct, and only

females were to be found. But then, whence the sperma-

tozoa seen at Tenby ? Whence those described by Kolliker ?

That the absence of spermatozoa did not, in the simpler

organisms, by any means imply the absence of reproduction,

but that females were capable of propagating, unaided, I

I knew well enough.* This did not answer the question

raised. The fact that there were sometimes spermatozoa

seemed beyond dispute ;
Kolliker had seen them, and asserted

them to be as numerous as ova. The solution of the diffi-

culty dawned upon me when I discovered that the sperma-

tozoa were contained in vesicles, so like ova in the early

stage as to be easily mistaken for them. It is only by

crushing these that the spermatozoa are seen escaping.

Thus it became intelligible that I might have had spermatic

vesicles in the ovaries under observation, where I thought

there were only ova
;
and all my females might have been

hermaphrodite. Unhappily this clue was detected at a period

when I was so deeply engrossed with the nervous system of

the Mollusca, that I had little time to devote to the unravel-

ling of the whole mystery. But I made a few direct and con-

* See Examples in Part IV., Chap. I.
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elusive observations, which assured me that ova and spenna-

tozoa were intermingled in the same stroma
;
and the student

may easily verify these observations when informed that the

ova are distinguishable from the spermatic vesicles by their

darker colour
;
he has only to spread out, on a glass slide, a

fold of the membrane containing the ova, and he will per-

ceive among them polyhedral and oval bodies of a paler

coloui'
;

if these are crushed, the spermatozoa will be seen

escaping from them.

How can this be reconciled with Kolliker's and Hollard's

statement of the sexes being separate ? If I could have

devoted the requisite time to the point, when specimens

were abundant, I might, perhaps, have answered positively,

what I can now only answer hypothetically. As it is, I

propound a suggestion, which the researches of some more

fortunate inquirer may confirm, or rectify. First, be it

remembered that the ova and spermatozoa are developed in

precisely the same portion of the lining membrane on the

free border of the septum. This is the statement of Kolliker

and Hollard, who further remark that it is only by the dif-

ference of colour that the testis is distinguished from the

ovary. If these anatomists found ova in one animal, and

spermatozoa in another, whereas I found both in one

and the same animal, four possible explanations suggest

themselves :

1st. There are Actinia) in whom the ova and .spermatozoa

are intermingled ;
that is to say, one grape-like cluster will

contain both kinds of cells.

2d. There may be others in whom the spermatozoa accu-
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miilate on one part of the septum, and the ova on another

part of the same septum ;
or different septa may bear diffe-

rent kinds of cells.

3d. There may be others—and this has its parallel in

other Polypes, in Crustacea, and in Insects—which produce

nothing hut ova ; and these ova may develop into embryos,

without the concourse of spermatozoa at all.

•4th. Or finally, the slight indication of the separation of

sex, which is presented when one side of the septum, or one

of tlie septa, develops only one kind of cell, may be further

carried out in some species, and in thcTii the complete sepa-

ration of sexes takes place.

Of these four possible forms, I have positive observation

only of the first, and am strongly inclined to believe in the

third
;
there is, however, nothing at all improbable in the

second and fourth, and either, or both, may be ascertained

by careful investigation, which would rectify or confirm the

observations of Kolliker and Hollard. But it must not be

forgotten that, although a single case of distinct separation
—

a single Actinia fomid bearing spermatozoa only on all its

septa
—would sufiice to establish the truth of the fourth pro-

position ; yet for this to be established, the inquirer must

be rigorously certain that all the septa bear the spermatozoa,

the ova being everywhere absent
;
and even then no amount

of such evidence will invalidate the fact announced in the

first proposition, that in some cases the ova and spermatozoa

are miugled ;
a fact I have quite recently discovered also in

the fresh-water Polype. Whether Actinia) are, or are not, in

general, of separate sexes—and I think they are never or
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very rarely so—the fact remains that they are also hermaph-

rodite. Nor can this surprise us now we know that even fish,

which are almost universally of separate sexes, also present

hermaphroditism as a normal phenomenon in the Perch

genus.*

To sum up the various points we have just been consider-

ing, it appears that the Actiniae are of very simple organisa-

tion
;
that they have no sexual organs at all

;
and that the

temporary organ produced by an accumulation of cells in a

part of the lining membrane, contains both the male and

female elements, although possibly some indication of a sepa-

ration of sexes does occasionally present itself.

A proof of the great simplicity of their organisation, and

an argument against the separation of their sexe.s, is seen in

the fact of their being able to reproduce themselves from a

mere fragment. In a letter received from Mr K. Q. Couch,

of Penzance, there is the following passage :

"
It is said by

some that the sexes in these creatures are separate, but I

rather think this will be found not to be the case. Speaking

of reproduction, I may mention that the small specimen of

Actinia dianthus whicli you saw is thriving (Mr Couch

refers to a tiny Actinia wliich had grown from a shred of the

base which adhered to a stone when the Dianthus was torn

away), and that the day you left I made four small cuttings

from the bases of the red and white varieties which, at the

present moment, are adorned with two rows of tentacles."

And the following report of a communication made by Dr

Strethill Wright to the Royal Physical Society of Edinburgh,

* Seo DUFOSSE, in Annales des Sciences, 1857.
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which is taken from the Edinburgh Philosophical Journal,

will be read with o;reat interest :
—

" The author stated that Actinia dianthus, the Plumose

Sea Anemone of Dalyell, was found on the shores of the

Firth of Forth, generally on rocks which were uncovered by

the sea only at very low tides. Its habitat was not extensive
;

it is gregarious, great numbers being frequentlyfound in avery

limited space. At Arran he had seen several hundreds closely

ao-o-reo-ated together, clothing the roof of a wide low cave,

and hanging down like so many membranous bags half filled

with water. A similar colony had existed on the perpen-

dicular surface of a single large stone opposite to the Baths

at Seafield : and ao;ain, another on the under surface of a

large overhan<iino: rock at Wardie. It had been a matter of

question with the author, how the young of these Actinias,

if ejected from the mouth, as in Actinia mesembryanthemum,

troglodytes, hellis, and gemmacea, were able to attach them-

selves to the rocks, instead of falling down and being washed

away by the tide. It was known that Actinia mesembryan-

themum, troglodytes, and bellls were exceedingly prolific. Sir

John Dalyell and Dr Cobbold having seen twenty or thirty

produced at a single litter from the first species, and yet the

number of very young Actinias found in situations where old

specimens abounded was very small, and certainly bore no

proportion to the number generated. The cave at Arran was

very difficult of access, on account of its shallowness and the

floor being covered by a pool of water
;
and the Actinias

were only to be reached by assuming a posture which could

not be maintained for more than a few minutes. A number
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were, however, obtained, which, being attached to sponges,

were easily stripped from the rock, and witli them were asso-

ciated a great number of very small specimens. Not long-

afterwards the author noticed a number of young surround-

in o- a laro;e white dianthus in the Vivarium of a friend at

Leith, and was told that the Actinia, while moving round

the tank, had left behind it small white bodies, which separ-

ated themselves from the foot or sucker and became young

Actinias. Sir John Dalyell had described a similar mode of

multiplication in Actinia lacerata, and HoUard in Actinia

rosea (?)
The former writer had observed that Actinia la-

eerata protruded from all parts of its foot, stolons or suckers,

which became detached, and presently put forth tentacles,

and were developed into minute Actinias. After reading

Sir Jolm Dalyell's account of Actinia lacerata, Dr Wright

was anxious to acertain whether there might not be included

in the prolongations separated from the foot, either true ova

or germs, or some tissue specialised for the production of

young. In the hydroid zoophytes, such as Hi/dra, Coryne,

&c., the walls of the body consisted of three elements or

layers,
—a dermal or integumental, an areolar or muscular,

and a mucous or intestinal layer ;
and when gemmation took

place in these animals, it occurred by the protrusion of a

simple diverticulum or sac from the canal of the body, formed

of all the three elements. Tliis diverticulum was developed

into a polype body, with mouth and tentacles like those of

the polype, from which it pullulated ;
the two bodies having

the digestive canal and all the tissues continuous with

each other. In Hydra tuba multiplication took place by
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stolons, which extended to some distance from the body be-

fore the new polype bodies sprouted from them, but in

that case also a prolongation of the intestinal clement

passed through the stolon from the old into the new body.

These new polypes were not young ;
their production was a

simple increase of the individual, becoming afterwards a mul-

tiplication, either by accident, in some cases, or in others by

a natural process of absorption. The structure of the helian-

thoid zoophytes or Actinias was more complicated in its de-

velopment than that of the hydi^oid polypi, but it consists of

the same three elements. The dermal coat was succeeded by

the muscular element, which constituted the chief part ofthe

external wall of the body and tentacles, and then passed in-

ward to the stomach, in the form of septa or partitions,

which suspended that viscus in the centre of the body, and

divided the intervening spaces into numerous chambers.

The mucous or intestinal element existed as a jfiattened sac

or stomach, which appeared, when viewed edgeways, as a

mere line extending down about half the centre of the body.

The stomach communicated freely with the general cavity of

the body. This cavity, which corresponded to the water-

vascular system of the Acalephge, was single below, but as it

passed upward it formed a number of chambers divided from

each other by the septa before mentioned, and finally com-

municated with the tentacles, each chamber terminating in

the cavity of a single tentacle.

"The whole of the general cavity and its chambers was

lined with cilia, by wliich a constant cii'culation of the fluid

was sustained, and the functions of nutrition, respiration, and
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excretion were all carried on simultaneously. From the lining

membrane of the general cavity, the male and female repro-

ductive organs were also develojied, and there, in some

species, the ova were hatched, and the young (at first mere

shapeless, ciliated germs, swimming rapidly in the fluids of

the cavity, chambers, and tentacles) became fully formed,

passed into the stomach of the parent, and were ejected from

the mouth as perfect Actinias, with mouth, tentacles, and suc-

torial foot. The author had thought it possible that the pro-

longations from the foot of Actinia lacerata might contain

one of these hatched germs in its imperfect state, and that it

might be thus deposited on the surface occupied by the par-

ent, and its safety insured. Having some specimens of dian-

thus in his possession, he had waited for some time in vain

for their multiplication Ijy fissure
;
he therefore determined

to try an experimentum crucis, and for that purpose having

placed the specimen in a jar of sea-water, and fed it until it

had become fully distended, he examined the edge of the foot,

which was perfectly transparent, with a powerful lens, and

convinced himself that no ovum or germ existed in that situ-

ation. He then separated a piece about a line in length, by

half a line in breadth, from the edge of the foot. The parts

immediately receded from each other, and the next day he

found that the separated portion had crept to a considerable

distance along the glass. In two or three days it had raised

its divided edge from the surface to which it was attached,

and had become a curved column
;

in a fortnight tentacles

had appeared ;
and in three weeks it had become a perfect
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Actinia, with a single row of beautiful long tentacles. From

the foot of this small Actinia he cut two other exceedingly

minute slips, which also became Actinias
;
and from the foot

of the original Actinia he also separated, at various times,

fourteen other slips, all of which became developed as the first.

The author stated that this case of gemmiparous increase

was an instance of the development of a perfect and very-

complicated organism, from a minute fragment of one simi-

lar to itself, all that was essential to the process being appar-

ently the existence of a portion of each of the three elemental

tissues of the original, the dermal, the muscular, and the

mucous tissue,
— the last being represented by the lining

membrane of the general cavity. And it appeared to be

analogous to the instance of gemmation from the water-vas-

cular system observed by the late Professor Edward Forbes

iu Sarsia prolifera, in which animal the young medusas

pullulated forth from the hollow bulbs which supported the

tentacles."

It should be borne in mind, however, that the Actinise are

far less capable of reproduction from fragments than the

fresh-water Polypes are. Delle Chiaje, indeed, emphati-

cally denies that they can do more than reproduce their ten-

tacles* This, as we have just seen, is not the case
;
and

it is somewhat curious that Delle Chiaje should confine the

reproductive power to the tentacles, when we remember that,

according to Owen, the tentacles are the only portions of the

* Delle Chiaje : Descrizione e notomia degli anhnali inverteb. della Sicilia,

iv. p. 130.
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fresh-water Polype which are incapable of reproducing the

whole organism when separated from it*

But we must bid adieu to the Anemones for the present,

attractive as they are. These pages will have shown that

much yet remains to be done before a clear and positive ac-

count of their structure and functions can be written
;
and

as they are just now
" the rage/' we may hope that abun-

dant experience will issue in some satisfactory result.

* I am infomied by Mr Bohn, of Essex Street, that, in the tank of one of his

customers, an Anthca spontaneously divided itself into two—" both mother

and child doing as well as can bo expected." Mr Beck also informs me that

ho has watched the process of self-division in the Anthea, beginning at the

base, and ending in the production of two perfect animals.
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CHAPTER I.

THE LION THAT HAS EATEN A MAN, AND THE ZOOLOGIST WHO HAS BEEN AT THE

COAST—TROUBLESOME DESIRES—CHOICE OF THE SCILLY ISLES—PENZANCE

LODGINGS—THE SAIL TO SCILLY : PURSUIT OP KNOWLEDGE UNDER DIFFI-

CULTIES—FIRST SIGHT OF THE ISLANDS—THEIR AREA AND POPULATION—
THEIR PICTURESQUENESS—THE CHANGEABLENESS OF ROCKS—ANTIQUITIES

OF SCILLY—THE INHABITANTS—PRIMITIVE STATE OF THE COMMERCE-

DINNER DIFFICULTIES—HOW THE TEN THOUSAND SALUTED THE SEA—LOVE

OF THE ENGLISH FOR THE SEA—HOMER—OUR FIRST DAT ON THE ROCKS—

THE NTMPHON GRACILE—THE COMATULA—ON OBSERVATION AND EXPERI-

MENT IN BIOLOGY—DO THE ANEMONES DIGEST '—MEANING OF DIGESTION-

ASSIMILATION AND DIGESTION—THE ACTINOPHRTS—FOOD AND BLOOD—
EXPERIMENTS ON THE ANEMONES—FOOD AND KNOWLEDGE.

Between the lion that has once eaten a man—once tasted

the glory and. ambrosial delight of man-beef—and the lion

remotely ignorant of that flavour, there lies a chasm. Only

in zoological text-books can the two animals be considered
O

as of the same species. In profounder characteristics, in the

complexion of their souls, they differ as the Caucasian differs

from the Hottentot. The lion wlio has once fed on man,

carries with him an unforgettable experience ;
he has supped

with the gods, and Homeric rhythms murmur in his ears.

Visions of that ecstatic hour hover before him in his lair,

accompany his moonlight marches through the mountain-

gorge, thrill him with retrospective flavours as he laps the

moonlit lake, and fill with a certain blissful torment all his

leisure moments. These \isions, like the after-glow of sun-
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set on tlie A.lps, tinge his mental horizon, and create a

gustatory after-glow which warms his whole frame. Hamited

by such recollections, tormented by the appetites they deve-

lop, his nature undergoes mysterious, modifying influences
;

new and grander ferocities are awakened, which, in tm*n,

develop fiercer daring, and render him ten times more for-

midable. Hitherto he has wanted something of the daring

commensurate with his streng-th. He has always avoided

personal combat with an European, when honourably the

challenge could be ignored. But now the case is very differ-

ent
; now, the scent of human blood thrills along every fibre

;

and when sight reveals the proximity of his noble foe, then

flashes the tawny eye with sombre fire, the terrible talons

tear up the earth, he dresses his mighty mane, and prepares

for the fight in slow, solemn, concentrated wrath, clearly

foreseeing that two issues, and only two, remain open for

him—man-beef, or a tomb.

Not less profound, although not quite so terrible to his

enemies, is the difference between the man who has once

tasted of a noble sea-side passion, once lived wdth his micro-

scope for a few months on the wealthy shores of some secluded

spot, indulging in a new pursuit
—and the common man,

utterly remote from all such experience, walled out from it

by blank negation, incapable of even conceiving the heights

and depths of such a passion. Visions of those ecstatic

hours for ever accompany the happy man. He may return

to his home, and resume the labours of his profession, which

secures him pudding, and, it may be, praise : he continues

the daily round, but not as before. He is a changed man.
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The direction of his thoughts is constantly seawcards. Mur-

nmrs of old ocean linger in his soul, as they murmur in a

shell long since taken from the deep, and now condemned to

ornament the mantelpiece of some lodging-house, the daily

witness of prosaisms and peculations. To the casual eye he

may not seem changed ;
but read his soul, and you will find

he is another man.

At least it was thus with me. I had supped with the

gods, and grew fastidious over my shilling ordinary. If

work imperiously claimed my attention, if I was forced to

trouble myself with "proofs," commentators, old writers,

dreary philosophies, and multiform affairs, the glass vases on

my table, perpetually reminding me of Ilfracombe and Tenby,

aggravated the oppression. The iodine of the sea-breezes

had entered me. I felt that I had "
suffered a sea change"

into something zoological and strange. Men began to appear

like molluscs
;
and their ways the ways of creatures in a

larger rock-pool. When forced to endure the conversation

of some "
friend of the family," with well-waxed whiskers

and imperturbable shirt-front, I caught myself speculating

as to what sort of figure he would make in the vivarium —

not always to his glorification. In a word, it was painfullj-

evident that London wearied me, and that I was troubled in

my mind. I had tasted of a new delight ;
and the hungry

soul of man leaps on a new passion to master, or be mastered

by it.

" Chacun veut en sagesse eriger sa folie"

says Boileau, and I was willing enough to demonstrate to

all recusants that my passion had a most rational basis.
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MeanAvhile it was the tonnent of intellectual hunger ;
and I

make it a rule always to satisfy hunger
—on philosopliical

principles. If you don't content it, it will torment you ;

it obtrudes on work and duty, perplexing the one, and

obstructing the other : it can't be starved into silence.

When pastry-cooks hii-e new boys, they wisely permit an

unrestricted glut of tarts. The young gluttons fall on, tooth

and nail, and in a week are surfeited
;
whereas a stealthy

and restricted appetite would have lasted them for years,

much to the damage of the j^astry-cook. In this philosophic

forethought I resolved to give myself a glut of zoology, to

let loose the reins of desire, and afterwards, if the fates so

willed it, settle once more into a student of books, and

writer thereof It was really time. For seven long months I

had been separated from the coast
;
and like the Cyclops of

Euripides, I had grown weary of feeding on daily butcher's

meat and game, just like other stray mortals in the Strand
;

and smacked my lips at the prospect of man-beef. With

the Cyclops I exclaimed :

"I am quite sick ofthe wild mountain-game ;

Of stags and lions I have gorged enough,

And I grow hungry for the flesh of men." *

March was already come, the equinoctial gales were near,

and the Isles of Scilly beckoned like syrens from their

* This is Shelley's translation. The reader who has not quite forgotten his

Greek may Uko to have the original :
—

'O; ix^Muf yi ixirtf I'ifj,' cfirxoct/-
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dangerous shores. The weather was intensely unlike sum-

mer, the snow and hail freely falling ;
so that, on a first

blush, there did seem a shadow of reason for the astonish-

ment of friends, who looked upon departure at such a time,

and for such a place, as indicating something like insanity.

But great wits to madness nearly are allied, and this alliance

with great wits will perhaps be granted to me. At any rate

there was method in the madness, for unless I reached the

coast before the equinox, the passage would be more than

usually perilous ;
and just after the equinox, as everybody

knows, the spring-tides recede to greater depths, and offer

the finest opportunities for rock-hunting ;
moreover the

gales at this period throw welcome treasures on the beach.

The loth of March, therefore, was the very latest date

I could afi'ord for departure ;
and on that day the journey

began.

Why the Isles of Scilly were obstinately selected, may
not be so easily explained. I had a fixed idea on this point ;

no argument could make me swerve from it. The main

attraction was doubtless lurking in my profound geographical

ignorance, which invested these Isles with a mysterious halo.

In days when ladies take pleasure-trips to Algiers, and reach

it in four days, or run up the Nile, as formerly they

scampered through Prance, any real bit of untravelled

country necessarily creates an interest
;
and for travellers, in

the adventurous or pleasure-hunting sense, Scilly is as virgin

ground as Timbuctoo. Vessels in abundance touch there
;

but who goes there ? Indeed, on entering a shop to make a

small purchase, the bland woman compassionately inquired
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whether I had been
" driven by contrary winds

"
to this

unfrequented sjiot ; evidently never conceiving the possibility

of a sane Englishman coming here. They are also difficult

of access : "a very dangerous flat, and fatal, where the

carcasses ofmany a tall ship lie buried." Ten days, owing to

contrary winds, were consumed in getting here ;
and under the

most favourable conjuncture of trains, coaches, and winds,

three days would be the very shortest time required. This

tlifficulty secures the place from the nuisance of "
visitors."

Moreover, I had an idea of its being a good spot for zoologi-

cal research
;
and with these two advantages, I could afford

to listen unmoved to the sarcastic questions pelted at me,

such as : Can you get anything to eat there ? Are the

Islands inhabited ? Do the people speak English ? Are they

civilised ?

Contrary winds, and what sailors call
"
dirty weather,"

detained me a week at Penzance, where I was stranded in a

lodging-house, kept by a middle-aged Harpy, rearing a brood

of young Harpies, and rendered all the more fierce in lodgiiig-

house instincts by her condition of widowhood, which, you

may have observed, generally throws a woman on the naked

ferocities of her nature. Were you ever in nautical lodgings?

Do you remember their ornaments,
" above all reach of art

"

—the cases of stuffed birds and fish, the shells on the

mantelpiece, and the engravings irradiating the walls : a

"
Sailor's Departure," with whimpering wife and sentimental

offspring ;
a "

Sailor's Return," with joyous vnfe and caper-

ing juveniles ? All these adorned my rooms, which were

fm-ther adorned by a correct misrepresentation of the brig
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Triton, as she appeared entering an impossible harbour of

Marseilles, flanked by a portrait of the defunct husband,

master of the aforesaid brig, painted in the well-known style :

a resplendent shirt-front with a head attached, sternly inex-

pressive, on a mahogany background. The defunct mariner

seemed blank with astonishment at my courage in coming

to such a house—a ruin, not a lodging. Everything in it

was afficted with the rickets. The chair-backs creaked in-

harmonious threats, if you incautiously leaned against them.

The fire-irons fell continually from their unstable rests. The

bed-pole tumbled at my feet when I attemped to draw the

curtain. The doors wouldn't shut. Even the teapot had a

wobbly top, which resisted all closing. Nay—and this will

sm-prise you
—in the moral world I noticed a sunilar dilapi-

dation. The discrepancies were painful. In the "bill,"

arrangements were made which showed fiscal genius : and

when a suggestion was ofiered that the remains of yesterday's

fowl might serve for to-day's luncheon, a look of pained re-

proach passed over the widow's face, followed by a gTilp, and

a silence which was broken only by diversion of the dialogue

into quite other directions—the look, the gulp, the silence

expressed, as plainly as words, the mean opinion which the

widow entertained of her victim. Low as her opinion had

placed him before, it had not reached such depths as that ;

the request for a paltry remnant of fowl, indeed, was answer-

able only by profound silence. Thus it luas answered. I

never gazed upon that bird again.

Weather-bound in such a place
—the equinoctial gales

hurrying on—boxes corded, soul unquiet
—you may imagine
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the alacrity with which I sprang out of bed, the morning
when a sailor came up from tlie packet to say that anchor

was weighed, and we should start as soon as I could slip on

my things. This was at six in the morning, and, by half-

past, the Ariadne, formerly Lord Godolphin's yacht, but now

the property of Captain Tregarthen, who runs it between

Scilly and Penzance as the mail and sole communication,

left the harbour, and reached Scilly by one o'clock. This

was on Thursday, 26th March 1857. A century ago, on the

25th May 1752, Borlase, the admirable antiquarian, whose

Observations on the Ancient and Present State of the Scilly

Islands was among my books,* set sail in the sloop Godolphin

at seven in the morning, and about nine in the evening drew

near the islands—drew near, but dared not venture nearer
;

because, a "very thick fog ensuing, the sailors began to be

apprehensive whether they should fall in with the proper

passage into St Mary's Island or not : sometimes they

thought they could see the land, but were always uncertain

what part of the island it was. This determined us to con-

tinue turning off and on (in sea affairs give me leave to use

sea expressions), and wait for the morning. During this

interval we had a very uneasy time of it, and nothing to do

but to expect the daylight, which, you may be assured, was

with great impatience. The day came, but the fog continued

so thick that we had no benefit from it." In this fog they

continued beating about, in terror of getting entangled

* Thanks to that most convenient, and to all students most valuable of in-

stitutions, The London Library, which manifold expcnence causes me to ui^c

every man of letters to join.
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among the ricarrow guts ;
but cabout six the fog cleared, and

revealed to them St Mary's Island close at hand. ''We

were such true sailors," he says, "that we immediately lost

sight of the danger we had escaped, delighted as we were

with the thoughts of being soon in port, and the uncommon

appearance of tlie land (if what is mostly rocks can be called

so) on each side of us as we passed. It was Crow's Sound
;

and I must own the sight of it gave me much pleasure,

wliich you will, and justly may in some measure attribute

to our sudden transition from a state of uncertainty to that

of safety, but not wholly ;
for these islets and rocks edge

this Sound in an extremely pretty and very different manner

from anything I had seen before. The sides of these little

islands continue their greenness to the brim of the water,

where they are either surrounded by rocks of different shapes,

which start up here and there as you advance, like so many

enchanted castles, or by a verge of sand of the brightest

colour."

If this was the passage made during gentle May, surely

we were very fortunate, in blustering March, to have got

over all our troubles in six hours. Shorter, our passage

undeniably was
;
whether it was also sweeter, remains a

problem, towards the solution of which I will say thus much,

—that under no extension of euphuism could it bo called

sweet. In the first place, there had been no breakfiist to

begin the day ;
and the Ariadne offered nothing in the cul-

inary department. Cheering Souchong, or aromatic ]\Iocha,

to warm the matutinal ventrals, was not to be thought of
;

we were even lucky to have a dry biscuit to munch in philo-
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sopliic resignation. Deprived thus of our natural fortifica-

tions against the advancing enemy, we were further disabled

by the rain, which forced us to descend into the cabin, and

get into our berths. In these exiguous spaces we remained

until the joyful tidings of arrival flooded us with sudden

energy, and flung the past hours from us like a hideous

dream. Except during the brief intervals of sleep and semi-

delirium, the hours were not pleasant. The cold, not to be

kept out by any amount of rugs, cloaks, and tarpaulin, seemed

stealthily creeping into the very centres of life. The sensa-

tions which fly around sea-sickness need scarcely be alluded

to. Constantly, Avhen my intellect was sufficiently disen-

tangled from these sensations to exercise itself, would the

thought arise that pleasanter far was the pursuit of zoology

in comfortable homes (where Mr Lloyd of Portland Eoad,

JMr Bohu of Essex Street, or Mr Damon of Weymouth,

would supply tanks and vases with the desired animals in

exchange for vulgar dross, thus bringing the forces of com-

merce and civilisation to minister to our pursuits), compared

with this harum-scarum method of trusting oneself to
"
sea-

traversing ships," in order to become one's own purveyor.

This thouffht would occur. And then the fluctuating Intel-

lect passed into self-condemnation at thoughts so base, re-

morse so ill-timed, cowardice so uuzoological. These pass-

ing pangs, however unattractive, would they not inevitably

pass ? And how the released spirit, in its reinstated vigour,

would rejoice at having undergone such torments for such

weeks of enjoyment.

As I said, the joyful tidings came at last. With alacrity
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I urged my staggering steps up the ladder, and emerged

upon the deck, where the bright sunlight revealed a scene,

which of itself was repayment and full discharge for any

arrears of misery. We were in St Mary's Sound. The

islands lay around us, ten times bigger than imagination

had prefigured, and incomparably more beautiful. On their

picturesque varieties I might turn a green countenance and

olazed eye, but the heart within me bounded like a leopard

on his prey. This was worth coming to ! Those poor devils

who sit at home at ease, and supply their tanks from com-

mercial sources, were now the objects of pitiless sarcasms

for their want of enterprise. In such a mood I hastily

secured comfortable lodgings, clean as a Dutchman's, at the

Post-office ;
swallowed some tea and toast, to appease the

baser appetites, and hurried forth to satisfy the hunger of

the soul, by a survey of the Bay, and its promises. The

promontory on which stands Star Castle, offered a fine

breezy walk over downs resplendent with golden furze,* and

suffered the eye to take the widest sweep. How thoroughly

I enjoyed that walk ! The downs were so brilliant that one

could sympathise with the enthusiasm of Linnseus on his

arrival in England, and his first sight of furze, as he flung

himself on his knees, and thanked God for having made

anything so beautiful. The downs were all aflame with

their golden light.
Ever and anon a rabbit started across

the path, or the timid deer were seen emerging from the

clumps of golden bush. A glance at the many reefs and

* The reader who has not seen the furze in Devonshire and Cornwall can

form but a faint idea of its rich colour and profusion.
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creeks along the wavy shores raised expectation tiptoe,

forcing liope into certainty of treasures abounding. Wliat-

ever drawbacks Scilly might possibly have in store, this at

least was indubitable—the hunting would be good. Not

that any shadow of a drawback darkened the horizon
;
for

what could the heart desire more? Here was a little

archipelago, such as Greek heroes might have lived in—
])old, rugged, picturesque,

—secure from all the assaidts of

idle watering-place frequenters,
—

lovely to the eye, full of

promise to the mind—health in eveiy breeze. Ithaca was

visibly opposite. Homer's cadences were sweetly audible.

Here one might write epics finer than the Odyssey, had one

but genius packed up in one's carpet-bag ;
and if the genius

had been forgotten, left behind (by some strange oversight),

at any rate there was the microscope and scalpel, with which

one might follow in the tracks of the "
stout Stagyrite,"

whom the world is now beginning to recognise among the

greatest of its naturalists. Homer, or Aristotle? The

modest choice lay there
;
and as Montaigne says

—" nous

allons par la quester une friande gloire a piper le sot

monde." (The sot monde being you, beloved reader.)

It is puzzling to determine the number of the Scilly Isles,

because, where the largest, St Mary's, is on a scale of no

greater magnitude than nine miles in ch'cumference, it

becomes a nice point to settle how small a patch of rock is

to be reckoned as an island. There are some hundred, or

hundred and twenty distinct islets
;
but of inliabited islands

only six. Tlie area in statute acres is 3560, and the popu-

lation in 1851 was, according to the ccn.sus, 2600 in 511
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houses—the females predominating in the ratio of 1 439 to

1162. The average of death is 16 in 1000
;
in other parts

of Enghmd it is 23 in 1000, showing a decided hygienic

superiority in favour of Scilly. Much aral)le hind there is

not, but an occasional upland smiles prosperity at you ;
and

in the sheltered nooks of Holy Vale you are startled with

the appearance of what almost looks like a tree. In the

other parts of the island no tree is discoverable—without a

lens. The lanes are formed of stone hedges, as in Devon-

shire and Cornwall
;
but these hedges are not, at this early

season, prodigal of ferns and wildflowers as they will be

soon. Yet they have already abundant ornament. On the

summit grows the furze, with its profuse bunches of gold ;

from the crevices peep the stone- crop, the leaves of the fox-

glove, pennywort, and a multitude of other wall-loving

plants, dear to my eye, though unknown by name
; already

the dog-violet and celandine are gay with colour, and the

lichens tint the stone with delicate pale greys or greens,

deep orange, or bright gold.

The grouping of the islands is very picturesque, forming-

several good Sounds, where vessels of great tonnage tind

secure anchorage, and give a pleasant aspect to the scene.

Standing on any of the eminences, we gaze down upon the

deep blue of the bays, the white sweep of sands, and rugged

reefs, and purple masses of the opposite shores
;

tlie plaint

of the sea-gull, floating overhead, being almost the only

sound audible, excejit the never-ending symphony of the

waters. As we ramble round the coast, the successive

scenes of the unfolding panorama make us long to have the
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artist's power of transferring them to our sketch-book. The

rocks are entirely of granite ;
and the huge wave-worn

bouklers, sudden pillars, and piles of broad ledges into

which they have been disrupted, give endless variety to

their forms. Sometimes they have a castellated aspect, as

at
"
Giant's Castle," on the southern coast—a noble edifice

of nature's cunning architecture. Beautiful are the outlines

of its topmost grey shelving ledges, softened with shaggy

pale-green Byssus-lichen,
—beautiful its huge rectangular

masses of warm light-brown, blackened here and there with

the mysterious beginnings of life, and darkening downwards

to the shining deep-brown reefs that jut from the Atlantic

waves, which lift their curling masses of crystal greenness

into momentary splendour, and then dash, and break, and

whirl in milky eddies among the ever-passive rocks. Pas-

sive are they ? Yes
;

and yet passivity itself is only a

slower action, which escapes our notice. The rocks, too,

are mutinous with change, could our eyes but follow it.

They, too, grow, and change, and die, and give up their

substances to the great All, returning whence they came.

Changeless they seem, in contrast with the impatient

waters
;
and yet with reluctant concession they give up

their elements to the ambient air, and to the confluent

restlessness of water, gradually rounding off their angles,

and softening their rugged asperities. Mysterious and beau-

tiful law, which ordains that the stubborn skeleton shall

take its moulding from the gentle pressure of the softer

flesh, as the sterner asperities of life are moulded finally by

tenderness and love.
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The Giant's Castle—indeed, the wliole of this southern

shore—has a character of drear magnificence and massive

grandeur, given to it by the disposition of its piled-up boul-

ders and towering altitudes, not to be anticipated from the

size of the islands. The truth is, we are always impressed

by relative, not absolute size. Eocks, many thousands of

feet in height, have a stupendous aspect only in isolation
;

among others, of kindred girth and altitude, they produce

no such towering impression. The eye takes its standard

from the forms around. The subtle influence of propor-

tion rouses emotions of the sublime, even on these small

islands
;
emotions of gentler swell are raised by every creek

and valley.

The rambles are delicious. They want, indeed, the charm

of Devonshire, with its wondrous lanes—
" Such nooks of valleys, lined with orchises,

Fed full of noises by invisible streams."
*

There are no rills and rivulets intersecting the land, no

affluence of vegetation making it a miracle of beauty and of

life
;
but the lanes have their charm, and to that charm I

yielded myself.

After my first walk had satisfied the first cravings, and

set the mind at ease respecting the wisdom of my choice in

choosing Scilly, I returned to my lodgings, unpacked the

book-box, arranged the working-table with its necessary jars,

bottles, dissecting implements, and microscope ; and, resting

from these labours, opened Borlase to gain from his ancient

* Aurora Leigh,
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quarto some information about the place. I will not, as

some learned jjundits do, pitilessly burden you with all the

knowledge recently obtained
; because, although I suspect

you to be hopelessly ignorant on all these matters, I also

susj^ect you to be quite comfortable in that condition, and

by no means hungering for information
;
and at any rate,

you know where such hunger can be satisfied. But on the

baptism of the islands a word may be worth hearing. Bor-

lase pertinently asks,
" How came all these islands to have

their general name from so small and inconsiderable a spot as

the isle of Scilly, whose clifi's hardly anything but birds can

mount, and whose barrenness would never suflfer anything

but sea-birds to inhabit there ? A due observation of the

shores will answer this question very satisfactorily, and con-

vince us, that what is now a bare rock, about a furlong over,

and separated from the lands of Guel and Brehar about half

a mile, was formerly joined to them by low necks of land,

and that Treskaw, St Martin's, Brehar, Samson, and the

rocks and islets adjoining, made formerly but one island."

Thus it was by encroachments of the sea, according to Borlase,

or by the dipping of the lands, that the one island was sepa-

rated into several. Scilly was the highest and most conspi-

cuous headland, and from it the whole group derived its

name. That these isles were by the Greeks called Cassile-

rides, and by the Romans Sigdeles, SilUnod, and Silures^ may
be conceded to antiquarians and topographers, or denied

;

we shall trouble ourselves but slightly with the question.

Certain it seems that Phoenicians and Romans came here for

tin
;

still more certain that, in the tenth century,
" when
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trade begcin to tlirivc, shipping to increase, and naval wars

to be carried on in the western world, the commodious situa-

tion of these islands at the opening into both the Channels

soon showed of what importance it was to possess them, and

how dangerous they might be to the trade and safety of

England if in an enemy's hand." The hungry may find in

Borlase a succession of historical dates and facts from the

tenth century downwards
;
we will pause only at what is said

of Queen Elizabeth, who saw the imjDortance of these islands
;

" and having the Spaniards, then the most powerful nation

by sea in the world, to deal with, ordered Francis Godolphin

(knighted by her in 1580, and made Lord-Lieutenant of the

county of Cornwall) to improve this station. Star Castle

was begun and finished in 1593. At the same time were

built a curtain and some bastions on the same hill." The

castle still remains
;
and the fortifications—not of a very

formidable aspect
—manned by five invalids, still keep up

the fiction of awing the enemies of England. Not being a

military man, and still less a politician, it does occur to me

either that Scilly is strangely neglected in the matter of for-

tifications, or else that our enemies are very easily awed.

What Borlase said of it a century ago i-eraains true to-day :

" In the time of war it is of the utmost importance to Eng-

land to have Scilly in its possession: if it were in an enemy's

hand, the Channel trade from Ireland, Liverpool, and Bristol

to London and the south of England could not subsist
;
for

Scilly, lying at the point of England, and looking into both

channels, no ship could pass, but a j^rivateer might speak

with it from one of these sounds. This the Parliament
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ministry in the latter end of the civil wars of Cliarles I.

quickly experienced as soon as Sir John Granville had

garrisoned and fortified Scilly. Whitelock tells us that con-

tinual complaints were made to the then managers of affaii-s

at London, of the taking of ships by the privateers at Scilly,

so that at last they were obliged to send Admiral Blake and

Sir George Askue to dislodge the cavaliers from a post which

gave them such opportunities of distressing their trade."

Surely a post of this importance needs a stronger garrison

than five invalids ? Five may do for the
"
contingent

"
of a

small German prince ; nay, in one sublime instance, five is

the sum total of the standing army, but in that case the

principality itself is of commensurate importance.

What has been already hinted will sufiice to show that

these patches of rock, on which ribald Cockneys doubted

whether English were spoken, and flounces worn, are islands

dignified by historical and political associations. These

Cockneys may be further assured that not only is English

spoken here, but spoken with a purity of accent, and intelli-

gent discrimination of diction, which I remember in no other

part of the English dominion. The Scillians are a remark-

ably healthy, good-looking race—the black eyes and long

eyelashes of the children making one's parental fibres tingle

with mysterious pleasure as the ruddy rascals pause in their

sport to look at the stranger. Tlieir manners are gentle and

dignified ; civil, not servile. Not an approach to rudeness

or coarseness have I seen anywhere.

In the highest sense of the word civilisation, therefore, the

notion of the place being
"
half civilised" is altogether wrong.
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It is only on making inquiries in the (lirection of commerce

that the mind gets ftimiliarised witli the consequences of the

remoteness of these islands. Then it is seen that, as far as

civilisation is represented by shopkeeping, Scilly is at present

in an embryonic condition. To speak physiologically, there

is but slight differentiation of function in the Scillian com-

mercial tissue. Just as in the simpler organisms we see one

part of the body imdertaking several functions which in more

complex organisms devolve upon separate parts, so here we

perceive the same smiling individual weighing out butter

and measuring yards of muslin, proposing the new cut of a

cheese to your discriminating taste, or the new style of

bonnet to your instincts of fashion
;
sarsenet ribbons are

flanked by mixed pickles, and the pickles thrown into relief

by loaves. If you are troubled with a raging tooth, you

must apply to the postmaster for his gentle services
;
whether

he pimches it out with the letter-stamp, or employs more

elaborate instruments, I know not. This want of differen-

tiation is, however, but a slight obstacle, especially to me,

who am not likely to array myself in sarsenet, and don't

buy bonnets. Far otherwise is the imperfection there where

it could least have been expected, least endured— in the

meat and market departments. It is prol)able, on zoological

grounds, that the Scillians, being carnivorously organised,

would eat meat with gusto could they get it. Nay, as there

are several well-to-do people residing here, some shipowners

and shipbuilders, and as there are no poor, it would, on a

priori grounds, be assumed that meat was freely assimilated

by the Scillians, they not having fallen into the fallacy of
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"vegetarianism." But a priori conclusions force no path-

Avay tlirougli facts
;
and the stern and startling fact early

obtruded itself on me, that of all things meat is one of the

most unattainable in these parts. Do not imagine that by
" meat

"
I euphuistically indicate prime parts, and quick

varieties
; no, I mean meat of any kind, vdthout epicurean

distinctions. Beef is obtainable—by forethought and stra-

tagem ;
but mutton is a myth. A vision of veal floats with

aerial indistinctness through the Scillian mind. Poultry,

too, may be had—at Penzance
;
and fish—when the weather

is calm, which it never is at this season
;
and when the one

solitary fisherman adventurously takes out his line—which

he seldom does. But market there is none. Twice a-week

a vegetable cart from " the country
"

(which means a mile

and half distance) slowly traverses the town, and if you like

to gather round it, as the cats and dogs do round the London

cats'-meat-man, you may stock youi-self with vegetables for

three days. The inhabitants, of course, know how to arrange

matters for themselves, although it was evident that my

landlady regarded the wish of dining daily, and if possible

on meat, as rather a metropolitan weakness, which was to

be politely allowed for. The other day I should have gone

meatless, but for a certain astuteness of forethought, met

by a yielding benevolence on the part of the captain's wife.

Meat was not to be had for love or money, especially love.

The "
country

"
had been scoured for a fowl—

" But no such animal the meadows cropp'd."

I saw myself midway in the dilemma of going impransus,

or of cooking my Actiniaj with what appetite I could— an
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extremity which, in a zoologist, would have been only a milder

form of cannibalism. Standing thus at the point of inter-

section of two such paths, the pangs of prosjDective hunger

developed in me new resources and new impudences. 1

went boldly to Mrs Tregarthen (observe she is not a ividow),

and to her pathetically unfolded the case, on the supposi-

tion that she might not be utterly meatless, in which cir-

cumstance the loan of a chop or steak might gracefully be

accorded. Meatless the gentle and generous woman was

not. A piece of beef, killed eight days ago, and now kept

fresh in salt against emergencies, would furnish me with

a steak sufficient for two days, and there was a rumour that

on the third day beef would be killed, when I could stock

myself till next killing-time. Beef, at sevenpence a-pound,

as I said, is the only meat you can reckon on, even with

forethought. In the time of Borlase it was just the con-

trary, mutton being then the meat, and beef a rarity.

" About twenty years since," he says,
"
the inhabitants

generally lived on salt victuals, which they had from Eng-

land or Ireland
;
and if they killed a bullock here, it was so

seldom, that in one of the best houses in the islands they

have kept part of a bullock killed in September to roast for

their Christmas dinner." He adds, that in his time mutton

was abundant enough, but beef unattainable.

Spiritual-minded persons, indifferent to mutton, may dis-

regard this carnal inconvenience, and take refuge in the

more ideal elements of picturesqueness, solitude, and simpli-

city. I cannot say that the inconvenience weighed heavily

in the scale against the charms of Scilly ;
the more so, as an
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enlarged experience proved the case not to be quite so bad

as it seemed at first. After all, I came not here for sumptu-

ous larders, but for zoological delights ;
and those were not

wanting. Was not the mere aspect of the sea a banquet ?

Xenophon tells us that, when the Ten Thousand saw the

sea again, they shouted. No wonder. After their weary

eyes had wandered forlorn over weary parasangs of flat earth,

and that earth an enemy's, wistfully yearning for the gleams

of the old familiar blue, they came upon it at last, and the

heart-shaking sight was saluted by a shout still more heart-

shakino;. At the first flash of it there must have been a

general hush, an universal catching of the breath, and the

next moment, like thunder leaping from liill to hill, the

loosened burst of gladness ran along the ranks, reverberating

from company to company, swelling into a mighty symphony

of rejoicing. What a sight, and what a sound ! There was

more than safety in that blue expanse, there was more than

loosened fear in their joy at once again seeing the dear

familiar face. The sea was a passion to the Greeks
; they

took naturally to the water, like ducks, or Englishmen, who

are, ifwe truly consider it, fonderof water than the ducks. We
are sea-dogs from our birth. It is in our race—bred in the

blood. Even the most inland and bucolic youth takes spon-

taneously to the water, as an element he is born to rule.

The winds carry ocean murmurs far into the inland valleys,

and awaken the old pirate instincts of the Norsemen. Boys

hear them, and although they never saw a ship in their lives,

these murmurs make their hearts unquiet ;
antl to run away

from home,
"
to go to sea," is the inevitable result. Place a
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Londoner in a turnip-field, and the chances arc that he will

not know it from a field of mangold-wurzel. Place him, un-

familiar -vvith pigskin, on a "
fresh

"
horse, and he will not

make a majestic figure. But take this same youth, and fling

him into a boat, how readily he learns to feather an oar !

Nay, even when he is sea-sick—as unhappily even the Briton

will sometimes be—he goes through it with a certain care-

less grace, a manly haughtiness, or at the lowest a certain

"
official reserve," not observable in the foreigner.* What

can be a more abject picture than a Frenchman sufl'ering

from sea-sickness—unless it be a German under the same

hideous circumstances ? Before getting out of harbour he

was radiant, arrogant, self-centred
; only half an hour has

passed, and he is green, cadaverous, dank, prostrate, the

manhood seemingly spungcd out of him. N.B.—In this

respect I am a Frenchman.

At the sight of the sea the Ten Thousand shouted. At that

sight I too should have shouted, had not the glorious vision

come upon me through the windows of a railway carriage ;

where my fellow-travellers, not comprehending such ecstasy,

might have seized me as an escaped lunatic. But if my

lungs were quiescent, my heart shouted tumultuously. There

gleamed once more the laughing lines of light, there heaved

and broke upon the sands the many-sounding waves
;
and at

the sight arose the thought, obvious enough, yet carrying a

sort of surprise, that even thus had the sea been glancing,

* " Had a furious gale off Flamborough Head
;
saw many a dandy's dignity

prostrated by sea-sickness
;
was sick myself, but managed to keep it secret."—

Hatdon's Journal (Life, iii. 62).
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dancing, laugliing, breaking in uninterrupted music, ever

since I had left it. While I was bustling through crowded

streets, amid the "fever and tlie stir unprofitable," har-

assed by printers, bored by politicians,

" Tlie weary, weaiy A, and the barren, ban-en B,"

bending over old books, engaged in serious work and daily

frivolous talk, tlirough all these hurrying hours, the tides

had continued rising and receding, the pools had been filled

and refilled, the zoopliytes had quietly dedicated their beauty

to the sun, the molluscs had crawled among the weeds, the

currents of life had ebbed and flowed in the great systole

and diastole of nature.

By a mysterious law, every Thirst blindly, yet unerringly,

finds itsway to the fountain. My thirst had led me here, to the

shored of that ocean which Homer,
" the paragon of philoso-

phers," as Kabelais calls him, very unphilosophically styles

"unfruitful," areuygrog. Barren, it may have been to him,

poor fellow, unable to use the microscope (lie was blind, you

know
I) ; yet even he had intellectual vision enough to see that

it was /AsyaxjjT-jj;
"
abounding in marvels;

"
and he was not a

man to pause open-mouthed at a slight deviation from ordi-

nary ai)pearances, as may be gathered from this single

example : when Helen passes through the gates of Troy,

under tlie eyes of Ucalegon and Antenor, those venerable and

inspired men are by Homer seen to be
"
like cicada.' chirping

on the trees
"—

surely a very strange phenomenon ?—and as

if this were not enough, their chirp is said to have a lily-like

sound—ocra y.noiUeaav—surely a strange intonation ? If,
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therefore, to Homer, familiar with sights and sounds so

unusual, the sea could nevertheless be held as abounding

in marvels, judge "what it abounds in for our more easily

astonished minds.

Come with me to the rocks, on my first visit after arrival.

The tide is not a very good one, but in a few minutes we

discover that we are in the land of marvels. Here are the

snaky-armed Antheas in abundance : green with ravishing

pink tips ;
browai with silver-grey tentacles

;
and a few of

quaker drab. Presently a noble Grassicornis reveals him-

self in a cleft—impossible to get at, unfortunately. But in

a few minutes another, then another, then a group, at last

such quantities of them make their appearance, that the

heart palpitates at the wealth. Was not this worth a few

hours' discomfort on board the packet ? Nay (now that it

is past), what luas that discomfort ? A hurricane of blows

upon the chisel answers with contemptuous emphasis.

It is laborious w^ork this chiselling away of Anemones

from the granite. The grey-slate of Ilfracombe was trouble-

some
;
the limestone of Tenby worse

;
but this granite op-

poses us with quite another stubbornness, and needs ener-

getic patience to overcome it. In spite of March winds I am

forced to take off my coat after a little of this hammering ;

and during summer heats the exercise would create a vapour

bath, giving unpleasant extension to the faculty of perspiring,

which is exerted by the twenty-eight mUes of tubing (such

is the calculation) possessed by our skins. After filling our

baskets with as many of these Anemones as satisfy present

desires, Ave begin turning over the stones. Presently we
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descry two specimens of marine spiders, or daddy-long-legs

{Nymphon gracile), very curious to behold. They have no

body to speak of
;
a mere line, not thicker than one of their

legs, representing the torso. Tie a piece of silk thread, about

one-fourth of an inch long, into four equidistant knots, and

that will represent the body ;
from each of these knots let

much longer pieces of the same thread dangle, and you have

the legs ; split the tip of the thread into three filaments, and

you have the head
; gum bits of dirty wool, about as large as

a pin's head, on the second legs, and you have the egg-sacs :

and with this the animal is complete. The microscope re-

veals fresh wonders, the head being furnished with crab-like

nippers ;
the alimentary tube, instead of occupying an iso-

lated and dignified position in the body, meanders out into

each of the legs, so that the leg repeats the body in its in-

ternal structure, as well as in aspect. This ramified alimen-

tary canal is covered with brownish yellow globules or cells,

called
"
hepatic cells," upon no very convincing evidence,

and supposed to represent a rudimentary liver. Mr Gosse,

in his pleasant book on Tenby, mistakes this intestine for the

circulating system ;
but the animal has no circulating sys-

tem whatever. " Each of the long and many-jointed limljs is

perforated by a central vessel," he says,
" the walls of which

contract periodically with a pulsation exactly resembling that

of a heart, by which granules or pellucid corpuscles of some

sort or other are forced forward." It was /oocZ which Mr
Gosse saw thus moved

;
the blood-circulation, such as it is,

he correctly saw in what he describes as the extra-yascvd&T

circulation
; only wc should add, that vascular circulation
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there is none. The blood, if blood it can be called, is outside

the intestine, bathing the walls of the body, and moved to

and fro by the peristaltic action of the intestine. Curious as

this Nymphon gracile is, I had reason to be the more pleased

at finding one, because while the latest authorities declare no-

thing to be known of the development of the Pycnogonidce,

I had been fortunate enough, at Ilfracombe, to discover some

of the embryonic phases, of which I made drawings, and

awaited further opportunity for pursuing the subject.

If the reader will turn to Plate V., fig. 3, he will see a Nym-

Ijhon gracile of natural size
;
and having marvelled at its

aspect, will marvel still more at fig. 4, which is a magnified

representation of the same animal in the egg ;
and he may

puzzle himself by trying to conceive the stages of metamor-

phosis through which this creature must pass before it can

exchange the squab rotundity of its early shape for the slim

and meagre elegance of maturity. Are Sylphs bulbous in

early life ? By what modifications could a crab be supposed

to pass into a daddy-long-legs ? Yet some such changes must

take place with the Nymphon gracile, although I have

not been fortunate enough to trace them beyond the point

represented in
fig. 4. But this is a digression ;

we must con-

tinue our hunting.

Here, in a pool, we find three curious fish, one a ribbon-

fish, the other two unknown to me
;
and on raising the stone,

behold, a queer eel-like fish, with a miniature grey-hound's

head
;

it is the pipe-fish, Syngnathus anguineus. (Plate VI.,

fig. 1.) Pop him in
;
also this bit of red weed, on which I

observe some Polyzoa clustering. (Plate I., fig. 1, represents
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the Polyzoon, named Plumatella, expanded and contracted.)

Wliat is this ? a tiny Daisy on a frond of weed ? the beauty !

No, now it is in the bottle, it turns out to be an Eolis, Eolis

alba, lovely among the loveliest. Stay ! here are two coiv-

ries, and alive ! The shells every one has seen, but few of

us have seen the animals
;
so the capture is very welcome.

My back is aching with all this stooping and groping, and I

really must get home now, content with my day's work.

One farewell glance in at that pool, and I have done. Lying

on my face, and dangling my feet in water, I peer scrutinis-

ingly for some minutes, and bear oif a lovely green Actwon,

as a reward. (The Actaeon resembles an Eolis without the

papillae.) Now I luill turn homewards.

Another day, in idler mood, we ramble along the shore

in receipt of windfalls. A bottle is always ready in the

pocket, and something is certain to turn up. The stem

and root of that oar-weed, for example, is worth an investi-

gating glance, certain as it is of being a colony of life.

The tiny Annelids, white, green, and red, wriggle in and out

among the sheltering sliadows of these roots
;
the Sponges

and Polyzoa cluster on them
;
and see ! what pink-and-

white feathery creature is this, clasping the weed with a

circle of pale pink roots? By heavens I it is a C'oinatula

(Plate VI., fig. 2) ;
and now that it feels the grateful sea-

water again, how it expands its feathers, and reveals itself

as an animal fern, marvellous to look upon. Sudden joy

leaps in our hearts at the sight of this creature, hitherto

known only from hazy descriptions and inadequate engrav-

ings. There is interest in reading about Crinoidea, fossil
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and recent, and in learning that the Comatula is one of

these, having kindred with star-fishes
;
but how that interest

is intensified by direct inspection of the living animal ! I

could not satiate myself with looking at my prize.* All

the way home the bottle was constantly being raised to

my loving regard, that I might feast myself upon the wav-

ing grace of those pink and white feathers
;
and I thought

of the poetical passage in which Edward Forbes expresses his

emotions about these Crinoidea which "
raise up a vision

of an early world, a world the potentates of which were not

men, but animals—of seas on whose tranquil surfaces myriads

of convoluted Nautili sported, and in whose depths millions of

Lily-stars waved wilfully on their slender stems. Now, the

Lily-stars and Nautili are almost gone ;
a few lovely strag-

glers of those once aboundino- tribes remain to evidence the

wondrous forms and structures of their comrades. Other

beings, not less wonderful, and scarcely less graceful, have

replaced them
;
while the seas in which they flourished have

become lands whereon man in his columned cathedrals and

mazy palaces emulates the beauty and symmetry of their

fluted stems and chambered cells," -f*

The delight of getting new animals is like the delight of

childhood in any novelty, an impulse that moves the soul

through the intricate ]3aths of knowledge
—

knowledge which

is but broken wonder
;
and this delight the naturalist has

constantly awaiting him. Satiety is not possible, for Nature

* I have since had several, but utterly inferior in colour and gitice to this

the first I ever saw.

+ History of British Star-Jiskes, p. ?.
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is inexhaustible. Knowledge unfolds vista after vista, for

ever stretching inimitably distant, the horizon moving as we
move. New facts connect themselves with new forms

;
the

most casual observation often becomes a .spark of inextin-

guishable thought, running along trains of inflammable sug-

gestion. To this intent the naturalist should always have

pencil and note-book on his working-table, in which to record

every new fact, no matter how trifling it may seem at the

moment
;
the time will come when that and other facts will

be the keys to unlock many a casket. Not that Observation

alone is, as many imagine, the potent instrument of Zoology.
Lists of details crowd books and journals, yet these are in

themselves no better than the observations of Chaldean shep-

herds, which produced no Astronomy in centuries of watch-

ing. They find their place in science, only as the architec-

tural mind disposes them in due co-ordination. What should

we think of a chemist who, on mere inspection of substances,

unaided by re-agents, and his balance, .hoped to further

Chemistry ? What would lists of such observation avail ?

And in the far more complex science of Biology, how shall

cursory inspection, superficial obsei-vation, avail ? We must

follow the Methods which have led to certainty in the exact

sciences. We must render the complex facts of Life as simple

as we can, by processes of elimination. Experiment must go
hand in hand with Observation, controlling it, and assuring
us that we have correctly observed. Much has been done,

and is daily done, in this way, yet still men too easily con-

tent themselves with observation, or, what is equally falla-
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cious, with anatomical deduction, declaring an organ to have

sucli and such a function, merely because it resembles an

organ known to have the function
;
when in most of these

cases, direct experiment would show the error of the conclu-

sion. In former chapters I have illustrated this pomt, and

have again to do so respecting the digestive power of the

Sea Anemones.

In my note-book is pencilled this brief query,
" Do the

Actinife digest at all ?
"

a doubt which, in its naked simpli-

city, might rouse contempt in the mind of any zoologist

accidentally reading it. What ! here is an animal notoriously

carnivorous, and you ask whether it can digest ? Have not

you yourself repeatedly fed these animals with limpets and

cooked beef? are they not greedy of such food? It is per-

fectly true. Nevertheless a doubt occurred to me whether

they did really digest, in any proper sense of the term
;
and

I made a note of the doubt, as of a point to be investigated

immediately on my arrival at the coast. Experiment should

settle the doubt. Before narrating the experiments, it will

be needful to settle with the reader a few generalities on the

subject of Digestion ; since, in point of fact, the interest of

the question falls mainly on the general subject, and only

with a secondary importance on the digestive powers of the

Anemones.

What are we to understand by Digestion ? At first the

question seems so easy ; yet the closer it is investigated, the

remoter seems the possibility of answering it. Let us make

a clearance by first discriminating Digestion
—as a special
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function of the intestinal canal — from Assimilation,

which is the general property possessed by all living tissues.

For an animal to grow, and to repair tlie waste which the

action of life incessantly produces, it must assimilate, which,

as the word implies, means to separate from the external

medium such substances as are like to its own substance—
or can be converted into them by the vital chemistiy

—re-

jecting all such as are unlike, or not convertible. Very simple

organisms find assimilable food in the element they live in,

and the process of separation is easy : they have no stomach,

not even a mouth, much less glands secreting solvent fluids.

Very complex organisms, on the contraiy, do not, in the air

they breathe, or on the earth tlicy tread, find the variety of

substances necessary to build up their bodies
;
the substances

have to be sought, captured, and when found, are not found

in an assimilable condition, but in a condition requiring

great changes, mechanical and chemical, before they are able

to enter into the construction of the tissues.

An example mil make this plain : Let us first consider

the process in the Actinop)hrys, a microscopic animal care-

fully studied by Kolliker * It is a mere mass of jelly-like

substance, very contractile, without the slightest trace of

organs, perhaps also without even a distinct envelope separ-

able from the mass.f The outer layer is formed into long

• SiEBOLD 0. KoLLTKEn's ZtUschrift fur Wissenufhaftliche Zoolofjie, i. ]98.

t On the existence of a distinct membrane there is much dispute. The

arguments, for and against the existence of single-celled animals, are such as,

in the present state of inquiry, render decision diflScult. To my mind, however,
the researches of AUERBACU {Ueler die Einzelligkeitder Amaben, in SiEBOLD

KoLLlKEii's Zcitschrijt, vii. 3t)5) render extremely probable the fact that an

enveloping membrane and a nucleus always exist, which afford a veiy strong
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tentacular filaments, which, like the tentacles of a Polype,

seize hold of young animalcules, or even minute Crustaceans.

The resemblance to the Polype is carried further : no sooner

does one of the filaments seize a prey than it retracts
;

all

the others bend their points over the captive, and gradually

enclose it
; they then retract, and bring the food in contact

with the body of the animal. The point of contact is next

seen to yield inwards, retracting as the filaments had re-

tracted, and, as it deepens, the food sinks into the substance

of the body, the edges of the cavity closing over it. In the

centre of the body the soluble parts are dissolved, the body

having resumed its original appearance. This done, the

insoluble parts make their way out, much as they made their

way in
;
and thus the whole process of ingestion and egestion

is accomplished.

We need not pause to trace the episodes of the complex

story of Digestion in the higher animals, episodes of masti-

cation, insalivation, chymification, chemical transformations

aiding mechanical actions
; every one is familiar with the

general facts. Let us only note that even milk, which con-

tains all the substances needed for the nourishment of the

argtiment in fovovir of the unicellular sti-ucturo of these animals. Although I

have been unable, in repeated examinations, to convince myself of the existence

of a distinct membrane, optical delusion being easy in this matter, I cannot resist

the conclusion that something of the kind does exist, inasmuch as there are

currents inside the body of the Amoeba ; and after watching these cuiTcnts, or

rather onclllations, carrying the lar;j:e dark globules with them into the various

prolongations of the body and back again, for upwards of an liour, I felt con-

vinced that the Amceba was a cell, or at any i"ate a closed cavity with liquid

contents. As regards what is said in the text, the point is of no importance ;

and this note is mainly added for the sake of directing the reader's attention

to AUEUBACH'S interesting essay.

S
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child, contains them in a condition perfectly useless, as far as

the direct and immediate nourishment of the child is con-

cerned : until the milk has undergone the digestive process,

namely, a succession of chemical decompositions and rccom-

]>i>>itions, it is no more competent to nourish tlie muscles,

bones, and nerves of the child, than so much chalk and water,

wliich is delusively sold as milk in virtuous cities. The

mutton chop, too, which we justly reckon such excellent

food, is only "food potential;" it must undergo a very

curious series of changes before it can be converted into blood.

Nor is the business finished there. We are erroneously

accustomed to consider blood as the final stage of food, pre-

vious to its assimilation. Physiologists trace the story of

Digestion up to this point, and there leave it
;
as story-writers

leave their heroes married, thereby indicating that nothing

more remains to be said. But just as marriage is the begin-

ning of a new act in the drama, and the act in which all life

culminates, so is this blood-formation but the commencement

of a new series of changes, and these the most important. I

think it can be shown that the blood itself is not more im-

mediately and directly assimilable than the mutton chop from

which it was formed. In its passage through the walls of

its vessels, it undergoes specific changes, fitting it for assimi-

lation
;
without such changes it is not assimilable

; blood, as

blood, nourishes no tissue, but lies on it like any other foreign

substance which must be got rid of by re-absorption into the

veins—as we see when a vessel is ruptured, and the blood

gets deposited in tlic parenchyma. Blood is, in fact, as

Bergmann and Leuckart well express it, "a depot of assimil-
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able and secretory substances
;
and its purpose in the eco-

nomy is that of a reguhiting apparatus, which is necessi-

tated by the fluctuations in the procuring of food."*

Remember also, that, before Assimilation can take place,

the food must be rendered soluble. Solubility is a primary

condition, but not the only one. Many soluble substances

have to undergo chemical changes, both of decomposition

and allotropism, before they form parts of the living body.

If albumen or sugar be injected into the veins, they will not

be assimilated, but cast out unaltered in the excretions
;

whereas, if injected into the alimentary canal, or into the

portal vein, which would carry them through the laboratory

of the hver, they are entirely assimilated.

Thus we see that solubility and transformation are the

two digestive effects, to produce which, two agencies are

needful, the mechanical and chemical. From these two

points all other questions expansively radiate, to them

all converge. A single fact strikingly impresses the mind

with a sense of the extent to which chemical agency reaches,

namely, that in the course of four-and-twenty hours a sixth

part of the whole weight of the body is poured into the ali-

mentary canal, under the form of various secretions. ]\Iuch

more fluid is secreted from the blood and poured into this

canal during a single day, than would make up the whole

mass of fluid circulating in the blood-vessels at any given

period. -|-

The reader's attention has been so fully directed to this

* Bergmann 0. Leuckart : Verc/leichende A natomie und rinjsiologie, p. 1 64.

+ Lehmann : Lehrhuch der Physiol. Chcmic, iii. 226, 2d edit.
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twofold agency of Digestion, and especially to its chemical

agency, that a clear view may be taken of the question which

must arise as to what, in the abstract, is the purpose of

Digestion. In the abstract we may declare it to be the pre-

jjaration of the food, rendering it fitted for Assimilation.

But if we descend from heights of abstraction, and approach

concrete questions, we soon find this answer including several

processes in the higher animals—such as the prehension and

mastication of food, its absorption and circulation, its aeration

in the blood, and finally, its transudation through the walls

of the capillaries
—none of which can, without great impro-

priety, be called digestive. Wt must be more specific. No

man would confound Mastication with Digestion, or Circu-

lation with Digestion ;
and we must therefore limit the term

Digestion to some specific meaning ;
Mastication is the spe-

cial function of the jaws. Circulation of the vessels, Eespi-

ration of the lungs, and Digestion of the alimentary canal.

But even this is too vague for our purpose ;
we must affix a

still more specific character to Digestion ;
and this may be

expressed in the following formula : That, and that only, is

a specifically digestive act which takes place in an alimentaiy

canal, by means of secretions capable of cliemically modify-

ing the food, so as to prepare it for Assimilation.

The preparation of food we have seen to be both mechani-

cal and chemical, but I select the latter as the specific

characteristic of the digestive process, in order to prevent

confusion. Claude Bernard says: "We can conceive an

animal without ony digestive apparatus, mechanical or

chemical, because living in an element which furnishes nutri-
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tive material directly ; we can also conceive the digestive

act reduced to a sinqsle mechanical apparatus Avhich has to

press out certain alimentary juices capable of nourishing the

tissues without undergoing chemical modifications; but

usually the digestive act is composed of two orders of pheno-

mena, physical and chemical/'* This is a brief and luminous

classification as regards the whole animal series, and it well

exjiresses the ascending complexity of that series
;
but inas-

much as special functions only make there appearance at

certain stages of that ascending series, inasmuch as the

simpler animals have not the special functions of more com-

plex animals, we must deny to the two first classes of M.

Bernard's series any such special function as Digestion, and

confine it to the third class. We do not, except in loose

latitude of phrase, speak of the legs of an animalcule, mean-

ing its organs of Progression; because a leg is a specific organ

of Progression, imiform in its elements throughout the series

of animals possessing legs ;
nor should we, otherwise than in"

easy speech, talk of the Digestion of a Polype, meaning there-

by its Nutrition. The jmrpose of a leg, progression, is ful-

filled by the cilia, which move the animalcule
;
the purpose

of Digestion, preparation of food, is performed by the cavity

of the Polype ;
but the specific organs named legs and ali-

mentary canal, and the specific functions of those organs

(Walking and Digestion), are in both cases absent.

If the reader has followed me thus fiir, he will have

understood that, when I doubted whether the Actinia?

digested, there was no doubt entertained of their power of

* Claude Bernard : Legonsde Physiol. Ex})erime7dale, ii. 490.
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preparing food, but only of their power of chemically digest-

ing it. I doubted, in short, whether they should not be

separated from the more complex animals which digest, and

whether they should not rank in M. Bernard's second class.

We do not call a hut or group of cottages a city. A¥e do

not speak of its commerce, its government, its literature
;

these are social functions developed in a complex city, not

possible in a group of cottages. In the same way we should

not expect to find Digestion, Kespiration, Sensation, or

any other complex function, in animals so simple as a Sea

Anemone. Nor could the notion ever have gained currency,

had there been the projjer precision in our zoological lan-

guage, and had not the
"
fallacy of observation

"
misled us.

Now to the experiments. The first point to be settled

was this : Have the Polypes anything of the nature of a

solvent fluid secreted by their stomachs ?
"
It is obvious,"

says Dr Carpenter, the latest -writer on this subject,
"
that

a powerfully solvent fluid is secreted from the walls of the

gastric cavity ;
for the soft parts of the food which is drawn

into it are gradually dissolved, and this without the assist-

ance of any mechanical trituration." Obvious, indeed, the

fact seems, until it is interrogated a little more closely, and

then we find, 1st, that no solvent fluid is secreted
; 2d, that

the food is not dissolved, but only the juices pressed out.

My first experiment was to test the presence or absence

of a secretion, wliich was accomplished thus : Tying a

narrow strip of litmus-paper round a small piece of recently

caught fish, and fastening it to a thread, I gave it to an

Anthea cereus who greedily swallowed it
;
another thin
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slice of tlie same fish was folded longitudinally over a

similar bit of litmus-paper, and given to a Crassicornis.

If any acid secretion were present, the paper would redden
;

if not, the blue colour would remain. On the following

morning the ejected morsels were examined, Init not a trace

of acid reaction was visible. Eepeating the experiment

several times under varying conditions, I came to the con-

clusion that no acid fluid was present in the digestive

process of the Actiniae. There still remained a doubt.

Solvent secretions are either acid or alkaline. It was neces-

sary to make similar experiments with an alkaline re-agent.

This was done, and with similar results. It is worth noting

that M. Hollard equally failed in detecting an acid or alka-

line reaction,* which is a confirmation of my experiments.

The Actiniae do not effect their preparation of nutriment

by chemical means
;
and in our strict sense of the term,

they cannot be said to digest. I was anxious to see how

far mechanical means were employed, a^nd for this, Reau-

mur's admirable experiment was a guide. In his day it was

supposed that digestion was a purely mechanical operation,

the food being ground into a pulp in the stomach. He took

hollow silver balls, perforated with holes, and filling them

with meat, caused them to be swallowed by a dog. When

they had remained a suitable period in the animal's stomach,

they were withdrawn by the thread attached to them. If

* "
II est remarquablo, et je m'on suis souvent assur^, que les papiers

reactifs plonges dans cet organe, et dans la cavite infiSrieure, soit au moment

de la digestion, soit chez 1'animal h, jedn, no donnent aucun indice d' acidity,

ni d'alcalinitd." — "Etudes Zoologiques sur lo genre Actinia.
"— Revue et

Magaziii de Zoolojie, No. 4. ISoi,
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the digestive process were mechanical, tlie meat would be

protected from all grinding action, by the silver covering ;

if chemical, the meat would be digested ;
and digested (or

rather chymified) it proved to be
; showing that a solvent

fluid had penetrated the holes, and dissolved the meat. I

took a piece of quill, of about half an inch in length, open at

both ends, and having six good openings cut in the sides,

thus affording ample means for any solvent fluid to exert

its action on the roast-beef enclosed in the quill. On exa-

mination of the ejected quills, I found no appreciable differ-

ence between the contained meat, and similar pieces of

meat left in the water during the same period ;
in one of

them which had the meat protruding somewhat from each

end of the quill, there was a maceration of the protruded

ends, which looked like a digestive effect
;
but on submitting

it to the microscope, I found the muscle-fibres not at all

disintegrated, the striiTs being as perfect as in any other

part, and the maceration obviously of a purely mechanical

nature. A similar appearance is presented by meat, after

its ejection by the Actiniae : it is pulpy, colourless, but the

muscles are not disintegrated.

Mr R, Q. Couch, of Penzance, was good enough to repeat

these experiments for me. "
I folded portions of whiting in

test papers," he writes, "and gave them to the Actinite. After

12 hours the whole was ejected without the jxipers being

either broken or discoloured. I placed bits of mackerel in

gutta-percha silk, with the same result. Taking other

specimens, which I kept fasting for a fortnight, I gave each

a portion of the silvery part of a mackerel, measured its
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length, and weighed it in a delicate balance. In one case

the fish was ejected after 23 hours, and in another 32 hours,

and in several others about 18 and 20 hours. The parts

were folded on each other, and compressed into oval masses

which, with the point of a pen, I could unravel easily. In

measure they were precisely as I had given them. In

weight there was a difference : in one case, 9 grs. were

reduced to 5j grs. ;
in others, 8 grs. to 5

;
11 grs. to 5

;

7 grains to 3i. In one piece from which I had expressed all

the fluid I could, the decrease was slight, and the food was

soon rejected. But in every case the delicate shin of the

ventral portions of the mackerel and luhiting were unin-

jured. The fine metallic lustre was untouched, and the skin

unbroken
; showing that the digestion does not consist in

appropriating the substance of the food given, but in express-

ing the juices contained therein."

I dare not pause now to touch upon the many topics

which are suggested by the conclusion to which these inves-

tigations led me. It will be enough just to note here the

progressive complication of the digestive function in the

progressive complexity of the animal series. Starting from

the simple cell, which draws its nutriment from the plasma

surrounding it, by a simple process of endosmosis, we first

arrive at the mouthless Actinophrys, or Amaha, which,

folding its own substance over the food, presses out such

nutriment as it can
;
we then reach the Infusory with a.

mouth, but without stomach of any kind
;

* and the Polype,

*
Nobody now believes in Ehrenbcrg's I'olygaslnca, or many-stomached

animalcules.

T
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which has a portion of its integument folded in, serving

both for mouth and stomach, but not anatomically differing

from the external integument, nor physiologically differing

in its action from that of the Amoeha's gelatinous sub-

stance ;* we then ascend to the Annelids having a real

intestine, lying free in the general cavity, but only mode-

rately, when at all, furnished with secretory apparatus ;
and

so on, till at length we reach the Mammalia, with their

marvellously complex digestive apparatus. Corresponding

with this increasing complexity of the organs is the increas-

ing complexity of the food which the animals digest, from

simple gases up to meat.

If all were not so marvellous in Nature, would not the

marvellous fact that food itself exists, arrest us ? Food is

what the organism can separate from the world around it,

converting what it separates into its own life. We may
consider Life itself as an ever-increasing identification with

Nature. The simple cell, from which the plant or animal

arises, must draw light and heat from the sun, nutriment

from the surrounding world, or else it will remain quies-

cent, not alive, although latent "svdth life
;
as the grains in

Egyptian tombs, which, after lying thousands of years quies-

cent in those sepulchres, are placed in the earth, and then

*
Trcmbley turned a Hydra inside out, and found the outside perform the

function of a stomach. This has been held as proof that a mucus membrane
is only a reflection of the skin. But from what has been advanced in this

chapter, the reader may suspect that, inasmuch as the polype has no mucus

membrane whatever, the so-called stomach not being anatomically distinguish-

able from the external skin, and the process of digestion being wholly

mechanical, the current opinion is not proved by Trembley's experiment.
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smile forth as golden wheat. What we call growth, is it

not a perpetual absorption of Nature, the identification of

the individual with the universal? And may we not in

speculative moods consider Death as the grand impatience of

the soul to free itself from the circle of individual activity,
—

the yearning of the creature to be united with the Creator ?

As with Life, so also with Knowledge, which is intel-

lectual life. In the early days of man's history, Nature and

her marvellous ongoings were regarded with but a casual

and careless eye, or else with the merest wonder. It was

late before profound and reverent study of her laws could

wean men from impatient speculations ;
and now, what is

our intellectual activity based on, except on the more

thorough mental absorption of Nature ? When that absorp-

tion is completed, the mystic drama will be siumy clear,

and all Nature's processes wiU be visible to man, as a divine

Effluence and Life.
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DRUIDICAL REMAINS—A WRECK OFF SCILLT—GEOLOQT AND ZOOLOGY OF THE
ISLES—EFFECT OF LIGHT ON PLANTS AND ANIMALS : HISTORY OF ITS

DISCOVERY—THE PirE-FISH AND ITS INCUBATION—FISH PARADOXES—
AN AQUARIDM—SUICIDE OF THE STARFISH—THE PLEUROBRANCHUS—
DEVELOPMENT OF EOLIS, DORIS, AND ACTiEON—SHELL AND NO SHELL—
THE PEDICELLINA : IS IT VIVIPAROUS ?—THE SAGITTA : A PUZZLE TO ZOO-

LOGISTS—WHERE THERE IS NO RESPIRATION THERE WILL BE NO CIRCU-

LATION—THE CHYLAQUEOUS FLUID OF ANEMONES PROVED NOT TO EXIST—
EARLIEST STAGE OF A NUTRITIVE FLUID— FUNCTION OF THE " CONVO-

LUTED bands"—DELIGHTS OF LITERATURE.

The traveller's first wish is Shakespeare's—
" I pray j-ou, let us satisfy our eyes

With the memorials and the things of fame

That do renown this city."

At Scilly there is no city, aiid this non-existent city boasts

no "
thmgs of fame," unless we choose so to consider the

gi-ave where Sir Cloudesley Shovel was first interred, which

fTOvms the negative attractions of the Isles by being no

grave at all. I am quite serious. They ask you here, whether

you have seen the grave ;
on investigation, this renowned

spot turns out to be destitute even of the rudest stone or

landmark to indicate where the bones of the wrecked admi-

ral may imaginatively be supposed to lie; it is simply a

strip of land on the coast, where no grass will grow by reason

of the shifting sand. And yet, if "gossip report" be not

wholly a fibber, somewhere in this neighbourhood lie the

I
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remains of tlie great admiral, who was wrecked as he re-

tm-ned home covered with glory, 1500 or even 2000 men

perishing with him on these inhospitable rocks. This was

a century and a half ago, and tradition, we know, is apt to

magnify, vires acquirit eundo. Still, if they will keep up

the tradition, they might put up a commemorative stone.

Stones are abundant enough, in all conscience
; and, if we

believe the antiquaries, some of these stones are invested

with the hoar of Druidical sanctity.

Druidical erudition is not common. On probing the

recesses of my own knowledge on this mysterious subject, I

found that the principal source of my familiarity with it was

the opera of Norma. For more than twenty years I had

reverently followed that splendid priestess Giulia Grisi, and

that majestic priest Lablache
;
and if to these you add the

fragments of undeniable Druidical Remains in the persons

of the very ancient virgins of the sun, forming the nightly

chorus of that opera, little doubt should be thrown on the

accuracy of my historical conceptions. With that erudition

I had been content. But on reaching Scilly, where the

respectable Borlase assured me Druid temples and sacred

rock-basins did veritably exist, I was not a little anxious to

bring my operatic erudition into direct confrontation witli

fact. I even cleared my throat for a pathetic burst of moriam

insieme, when I should really stand beside a Tolmen, and

with the mind's eye behold my casta diva about to perish,

the victim of a superstition which had small sympathy witli

lovers.

Following Borlase's directions, I soon came upon a tower-
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ing altitude of stones, in solitary isolation on the shore. A
less erudite eye would have seen here nothing but a pile of

stones
;
but the forewarned mind descried in their symme-

trical arrangement, ledge upon ledge, crag upon crag, the

rude architecture of early days ; especially when it glanced

at the stone-hedges and stone-cottages near at hand, which

assuredly luere built by human architects, and showed a less

symmetrical arrangement than the towering pile. Then,

again, the rock-basins, in which the pure water of heaven

was received, who could doubt that their oval form and

smoothly chiselled sides and bottoms, were the work of man?

If the cairn of stones left vague doubts, these rock-basins

veritably were Druidical remains
;
and thus fortified against

scepticism, I indulged in the emotions which naturally

accomi:)amed the belief of being in the presence of the

remnants of a great human epoch long since passed away.

Having indulged in these emotions, and extracted from

them all the pleasure they could yield, it was with acqui-

escent equanimity that I afterwards learned how little

probability historical scepticism allowed to these Druidical

remains. It appears that the cairns are simply cairns, and

not temples. The architecture is Nature's
; and, indeed, the

forms are repeated in almost every cairn along the shores.

Moreover, those rock-basins, which looked so convincingly

human in their design and execution, are proved by Science

to be the result of the disintegrating action of winds and

waters, the uniformity of the causes producing that uni-

formity of result which seemed the betrayal of design.

There is something almost pathetic in an acute and erudite
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mau like Borlase (a naturalist too, and inventor of the strange

worm which bears his name, Nemertina Borlasia), wander-

ing among these rugged rocks, and finding in them the

traces of an ancient religion ; noticing the oval basins, and

believing them to be human work
; inventing a plausible

explanation of their uses, admiring their design, and feeling

a sacred awe in their presence ; whereupon arrives the geolo-

gist with his disintegrating explanation, and the whole

erudite fabric falls to pieces. Had Borlase lived in our time,

imagine the ineffable scorn with which he would have looked

down upon my Druidical autliority, Norma ; yet, you see,

he is, with all his learning, quite as unveridical as Giulia

Grisi, and not half so beautiful. If Norma is not a good

historical authority, it is at least a delightful one
; and, with

Voltaii'e, I exclaim—•

" On court, h(5]as, aprbs la vdrite ;

Ah ! croycz-moi, I'eiTeur a son m^rite."

Scepticism refuses admission to these Druidical remains

altogether, so that I need not occupy space with the descrip-

tion of them. But here is a story safe from the assaults of

scepticism, and thrilling enough it is to deserve a place

among moving accidents.

On the 16th November 1840, the French brig Nerine,

under Captain Pierre Everdert, with a cargo of oil and

canvass, sailing from Dunku'k for Marseilles, was forced to

heave to in a gale about ten leagues south-west of the Scilly

Islands. The crew consisted of seven, including the captain

and his nephew, a boy of fourteen. At seven in the evening

a heavy sea struck the vessel, and completely capsized her—
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turning the heel upwards. The only man on deck at the

time was drowned. In the forecastle were three men,

Vincent, Vantaure, and Jean-Marie : the two former, by

seizing hold of the windlass-bits, succeeded in getting up

close to the keelson, and so kept their heads above water.

The unfortunate Jean-Marie probably got his feet entangled

—at any rate, after convulsively grasping the heel of Van-

taure for a few seconds, he let go his hold, and was drowned.

" The other two, finding that the shock of the upset had

started the bulkhead between the forecastle and the hold,

and that the cargo itself had fallen down on the deck, con-

trived to draw themselves on their ftices close alongside the

keelson towards the stern of the ship, from whence they

thought they heard some voices. At the time of the acci-

dent, the captain, the mate Gallo, and the boy Nicholas, were

in the cabin. The captain caught the boy in his arms, under

the full impression that their last moment had arrived.

The mate succeeded in wrenching open the trap-hatch in

the cabin deck, and in clearing out some casks which were

jammed in the lazarette (a sort of small triangular space

between the cabin floor and the keelson, where stores are

generally stowed away) : having effected this, he scrambled

up into the vacant space, and took the boy from the hands

of the captain, whom he then assisted to follow them. In

about an hour they were joined by Vincent and Vantaure

from the forecastle. There were then five individuals closely

cooped together ;
as they sat, they were obliged to bend

their bodies for want of height above them, whilst the water

reached as high as their waists
;
from which iiksome posi-
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tion, one at a time obtained some relief, by stretching at full

length on the barrels in the hold, squeezing himself close up

to the keelson." What a situation ! To rightly conceive

its horrors, we must know that their only means of distin-

guishing day from night, was by the light which struck

from above into the sea, and was reflected up through the

cabin skylight, and thence through the trap-hatch into the

lazarette.
" The day and night of Tuesday the 17th, and

of Wednesday the 18th, passed without relief, without food,

almost without hope ;
but each encouraged the others when

neither could hope for himself
; endeavouring to assuage the

pangs of hunger by chewing the bark stripped off from the

hoops of the casks. Want of fresh air threatening them

with death from suffocation, the mate worked almost inces-

santly for two days and one night, in endeavouring, with his

knife, to cut a hole through the hull."

There is something very terrible in contemplating such a

position, in seeing the mad energy of the mate thus to cut a

hole, which would have caused instant destruction to the

suff'erers, since it was solely owing to this confined air that

the vessel floated. Bad as the tainted air was, and threaten-

ing life every hour, it was the sole safety of the crew. They

knew nothino; of this
;
and when the mate's knife broke, a

savage wrath at their frustrated hope must have seized them.

" In the dead of the night of Wednesday, the vessel suddenly

struck heavily : on the third blow the stern dropped so much

that all hands were forced to make the best of their way, one

by one, further towards the bows
;
in attempting which

poor Vincent was caught by the water and drowned, falling
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down through the cabin floor and skylight. After the lapse

of an hour or two, finding the water to ebb, Gallo got down

into the cabin, and whilst seeking for the hatchet which was

usually kept there, was forced to rush again for shelter to

the lazarette, to avoid being drowned by the sea, which rose

on him with fearful rapidity. Another hour or two of long-

suffering succeeded, when they were rejoiced to see by the

dawning of the day of Thursday the 19th, that the vessel

was fast on the rocks, one of which projected up through the

skylight. The captain then went doym into the cabin, and

found that the quarter of the ship was stoved
; and, looking

through the opening, he called out to his companions above,
' Grace a Dieu, mes enfans ! nous sommes sauv^s ! Je vois

un homme h terre !

'

Immediately after this the man ap-

proached, and put in his hand, which the captain seized,

almost as much to the terror of the poor man as to the

intense delight of the captain. Several people of the neigh-

bourhood were soon assembled
;
the side of the ship was

cut open, and the four poor fellows were liberated from a

floating sepulchre, after an entombment of three days and

three nights in the mighty deep." There is another curious

detail in this story which must not be omitted. On Wed-

nesday afternoon, two pilot-boats fell in with the wreck

floating bottom up, at about a league and a half from the

islands. They took her in tow for about an hour, when

their towing ropes broke, and as night was approaching,

Avith a heavy sea running and bad weather threatening, they

abandoned her, not having the faintest suspicion that there

were human beings alive on board a vessel which was floating
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with little more than her keel above water. Nevertheless,

although they abandoned the wreck, their temporary aid had

been essential
;
had they not taken her in tow, the set of the

current would have drifted her clear of the islands into the

broad Atlantic waste.*

Granite is the substance of these islands. Generally it is

thought that Scilly is only a continuation of the granite of

Land's End
; against which conclusion the idea of a separate

and distinct range seems supported by the fact that, in

dredginff between the islands and the mainland, sea-weed is

often brought up attached to bits of slate and greenstone ;

and the Wolf Eock, which lies not far southward of a line

from the Land's End to Scilly, is composed of this same

greenstone. What geologists call
" the strike

"
of the granite

here is, with few exceptions, towards the north or north-

north-west. The rock itself is not always confined to the

constituent parts of quartz, felspar, and mica : shorl is a

very common ingredient, sometimes accompanying the mica,

sometimes replacing it. Hornblende is rare, chlorite still

rarer. Veins of pure white quartz, of considerable size,

often intersect the granite ;
rose-coloured quartz, and even

chalcedony, have been found
;
but the general nature of the

stone is of a coarse kind, useless for quarrying ;
and the gra-

nite needed for the new lighthouse is brought from Cornwall.

The reader will be curious to know about the zoological

wealth of Scilly. Rich the place undoubtedly is, yet not so

* For this narrative I am indebted to North's Week in the Isles of Scilly
—

a work full of valuable details for any one who may contemplate a visit to these

Isles.
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rich as I anticipated. When Dr Acland, of whom Oxford

is justly proud, commenced the foundation of that anatomical

museum over which he presides, Scilly was the first place

chosen by him for the collection of specimens, on account of

its geographical position at the entrance of the Bristol, Irish,

and English Channels, with Renners Current near. He em-

ployed Victor Carus, since known by an excellent work on

Morphology,* as his purveyor for six months, exploring and

dredging. Carus has contributed a little paper to North's

Week at Scilly, in which he gives expression to his opinion

that the
"
sea is not a dense one, although there are multi-

tudes of zoophytes and hosts of fishes
;
there are only a few

molluscs, some worms, and a not very large number of echi-

noderms." On the whole, he does not think Scilly equal to

the Channel Islands. Either I have been lucky, or my
wishes pointed in different directions from those of Victor

Carus
;
for although unable to dredge, and confined, therefore,

to tide-pools, I have had an embarrassment of riches rather

than a want thereof. His verdict, however, is worth remem-

bering, because, as these Isles are very inaccessible, and are

hyperborean in the imperfection of their commissariat, the

naturalist should weigh advantages with disadvantages

before coming here. The attractions are manifold, as I

have before explained ;
but the attraction of a very rich

fauna Scilly cannot boast, xmless zoophytes be the main

object of search. The Anemones are various, and prodigally

abundant. Anthea, and the noble Crassicornis, are almost

as frequent as the Smooth Anemone is at Ilfracombe and

*
Si/stem der thierischen Morphologie. 1853.
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Tenby. Gemmaceas abound
;
Daisies are frequent ;

the

Dianthus is to be had
;
also the Orange-disked ; and two

species, probably yet undescribed—of which more anon.

To learn the geographical position of Scilly
—above all, to

get a glance at the coast—you would imagine it to be a

wonderful place for marine zoology. The first obstacle lies

in the nature of the rock. Granite, indeed, as mere granite,

is almost as bad as chalk cliffs, which let no ingenuous

reader waste his holiday upon. The weeds are loth to grow

there
;
and where no weeds grow, no herbivorous animals

will congregate for pasture ; consequently no carnivorous

animals will be there to pasture on them. The large amount

of silica in granite resists the decomposing action of winds

and waves, and of course still more energetically resists the

animals, who require, among other things, lime for their

shells. Drear and barren is many a hopeful-looking reef

here : and barren they would all be, were it not for the com-

pensating conditions of climate and tidal current. Scilly is

a little to the west of the sixth degree of western longitude,

and exactly in the fiftieth degree of northern latitude
;

consequently it is the most southern part of the United

Kingdom, if we exclude the Channel Islands. The mean

temperature in summer is 58°, and in winter 45°. The pre-

valent wind is south-west, or west-south-west. As a conse-

quence of this equable temperature, there are numerous

plants growing in the open air at Tresco, in the garden of Mr

Smith, the lord of the isles, which at Kew are to be seen

only in the hothouses. The aloes are magnificent : and rare

plants from California and New Zealand flouiish in profusion.
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From this you perceive that the climatal conditions are

very favourable, and, whenever Rennel's Cui-rent permits it,

the southern forms of animal life are swept in by the Atlantic.

One great contlition demanded by the tide-hunter is

wanting here. There are no caves, no gullies, no huge dark

fissures, few overhanging ledges and rock-pools. It has

already been noticed in these pages that darkness and depth

seem primary conditions even on a good coast. Within the

sheltering darkness of caves and fissures, these animals, im-

patient of the light, are to be found crowding together, and

are only accidentally found elsewhere. On such a coast as

this you gain nothing, unless you have a man and crowbar

with you to turn over the big stones. Under these stones

the animals crawl and nestle, chuckling, no doubt, at your

zoological despair in the helpless endeavour to get at them,

but laughing on the other side of their mouths (by a remark-

able anatomical mechanism not yet explained) when they

find that you have outgeneraled them, and have oveiturned

their bastions. And yet this love of darkness is very para-

doxical. Some of them, especially Annelids, are so impatient

of the light that they speedily die in your jars and bottles,

unless abundant shadows protect them. The Actiiiige are

stimulated by the light ;
or perhaps it would be more

accurate to say that the effect of light upon the sea-weed

oxygenates the water, and thus makes the Actinia more

vivacious. Some Actiniae—tlie Daisies, for example
—

liabitually flaunt in the exposed glare of sunlight ;
but the

majority, like all worms, Crustacea, and most Molluscs,

retire into the darkest shade they can find.
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This has a paradoxical air, when we reflect on the para-

mount importance of light among vital agencies. In dark-

ness the infusoria, it is said, will not develop. In darkness

the plant withers. Tiy to rear a plant in darkness, and no

amount of heat, air, or moisture (the other vital agencies)

will stimulate it to the processes of real growth. Deprived

of light, it is deprived of food, and the possibility of food.

It then lives entirely on its own substance, like a starving

animal
;
the store of food which was in the seed is used up,

but no new food can be assimilated from without. Nay, if

the experiment be carefully conducted, you will find that

your plant in darkness, in spite of apparent growth, has

really lost some of its substance, instead of increasing it
;

weighing less, when dried, than the dry seed from which it

issued. Science has proved that it is in light, and in light

alone, that plants deoxidise carbonic acid—setting free the

oxygen, which can then be breathed by animals, and in thus

setting free the oxygen, releasing the carbon, which nourishes

the tissues of the plant. It was thought (and is still printed

in many text-books) that the gi^een parts caused the liberation

of oxygen in light ;
but Mulder corrects this, saying that the

parts do not liberate the oxygen because they are green,

but become green in the process.* Rear the plant in dark-

ness, and its leaves will be pale ; bring it into sunlight, and

these pale leaves instantly decompose carbonic acid, and

assume a green tint.

The history of our knowledge of the relation between

* Mulder : Versuch einer Pki/siol. Chemie, 185L A translation of this valu-

able work was published under the auspices of the late Professor Johnston.
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liglit aiul organisation is soon told. It was not suspected

until 1771, when Priestley discovered that the plant gave

out an air which was capable of maintaining combus-

tion. He allowed a burning candle to extinguish itself in

a closed vessel, into which he subsequently introduced a

living plant ;
and in ten days this plant had so altered the

condition of the contained air, that the candle once more

ignited in it. Many a schoolboy can now explain this,

which was then a splentlid discovery, and opened the path

whereon, three years later, Priestley laid a foundation-stone

of modern chemistry. Progress in science is at times

unaccountably slow. For fifteen years had Europe been

acquainted with the fiict that growing plants set free

"
oxygen," as we call it

;
but no further step was taken,

till Ingenhouss showed that this oxygen could only be

developed by plants ivhen in sunlight. Neither he, nor

any one else, suspected whence came this oxygen ;
that was

a mystery for another ten years, when Sennebier's work *

gave to science the simple and pregnant fact, that sunlight

enables the leaf to liberate oxygen from the carbonic acid of

the air. He proved that sun-heat alone would not suffice
;

sunlight was the agent at work. Living physiologists have

even separated the particular ray of sunlight which exerts

the intensest effect. Professor Draper was tlie first to show

this. In his recent work he says :

" Since the sunlight is

composed of many differently coloured rays, and different

principles, it becomes an interesting inquiry which of these

• Sennebiek : .S'ur C Influence de la LuniQre solaire jwitr metamorphoser CA ir

Axe en A ir fiur par la Vegelaiion, 1783.
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is tlie immediate aoent in ministeriu2: to the nutrition of

plants. In 1843, by causing plants to effect the decom-

position of carbonic acid in the prismatic spectrum, I found

that the yellow is by for the most effective, the relative

power of the various colours being as follows : yellow,

green, orange, red, blue, indigo, violet. My experiments

on the production of hydrochloric acid by the direct union

of chlorine and hydrogen under the influence of light, both

solar and artificial, conclusively establish the fact that the

primary condition essential for the chemical action of light

is the absorption of some particular ray. If the physical con-

dition of substances otherwise easily decomposable is such

that they transmit light mthout absorbing any, no chemi-

cal chano;e ensues in them, and the same in cases of combina-

tion. Thus oxygen and hydrogen cannot be made to unite,

even by the most intense radiation, because neither of them

exerts any absorptive action
;
but chlorine and hydrogen unite

with energy, because the chlorine absorbs the indigo ray."
*

Such has been the history of this partial withdrawal

of the veil which hides the mysterious connection of light

with life. And now, reader, as you ramble through the

cornfields, and see the shadows running over them, remem-

ber that every wandering cloud which floats in the blue

deep, retards the vital activity of every plant on which its

shadows fall. Look on all flowers, fruits, and leaves as air-

woven children of the light. -j-
Learn to look at the sun

* Draper : Hitman Phi/tiiologii : 185(5, p. 461.

f "Blumen, Blatter, Fiiichte, sind also aus Luft gewebte Kinder des

Lichts."—Moleschott: Licht und Leben: 1856, p. 29.

U
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with other eyes, and not to think of it as remote in space,

but nearly and momentarily connected with us and all

living things. Astronomy may measure the mighty dis;

tance which separates us from that blazing pivot of life
;

but Biology throws a luminous arch, which spans those

millions upon millions of miles, and brings us and the sun

together. Far away blazes that great centre of force, from

which issues the mystic influence,

"
Striking the electric chain wherewith weVe darkly bound."

For myriads and myriads of years has this radiation of force

gone on
;
and now stored-up force lies quiescent in coal-

fields of vast extent, once all pure sunlight, hurrying

through the silent air, passing into primeval forests, before

man was made, and now lying black, quiet, slumbering, but

ready to awaken into blazing activity at the bidding of

human skill. From light the coal-fields came, to light they

return. From light come the prairies and meadow-lands,

the heathery moors, the reedy swamps, the solemn forests,

and the smiling cornfields, orchards, gardens ;
all are air-

Moven children of light.

Not less indispensable is light to animals— first, as fur-

nishing them with plants on which to feed
; secondly,

as furnishing them mth oxygen to breathe ; and, thirdly,

as stimulating in some unexplained manner the organic

processes. Light afiects the respiration of animals, just as

it aff'ects the respiration of plants. This is novel doctrine,

but it is demonstrable. In the daytime we expire more

carbonic acid than during the night ;
a fact long laiown to
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physiologists, who explain it as the effect of sleep ;
but the

difference is mainly owing to the presence or absence of

sunlight ;
for sleep, as sleep, increases, instead of diminish-

ing, the amount of carbonic acid expired, and a man sleep-

ing will expire more carbonic acid, than if he lies quietly

awake under the same conditions of light and temperature ;

so that if less is exj)ired during night than during the day,

the reason cannot be sleep, but the absence of light.*

Now, we understand why men are sickly and stunted

who live in narrow streets, alleys, and cellars, compared

with those who, under similar conditions of poverty and

dirt, live in the sunlight. And to give a solid basis to such

views, we have Moleschott's striking experiments, which

prove that under precisely similar conditions of warmth,

age, size, food, &c., the single variation in the condition of

light produces an equivalent and constant variation in the

amount of carbonic acid expired. In bright sunlight as

much as one-fifth more carbonic acid was expired than in

feeble light, -f-
And have not all farmers and cattle-breeders

unconsciously paid tribute to this principle, by keeping

their animals in the dark to fatten them ?

Eeturning from this wide-sweeping excursion to the point

from which we started, namely, the love of darkness mani-

fested by our animals, the question arises. How can the

paradox be reconciled? One might venture on an hypo-

thesis, were but the facts a little less refractory : when,

*
MOLESCHOTT, Licht and Lehen, p. 22, citing the experiments of Bocker.

t See his Untersuchungen zur Naturlehre des Menschen it, d. Tkiere, i. 12.

Also Lis Mhnoire in the Annules des Sciences, 1S56.
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however, we see one kind of Anemone flaunting in the light,

and another creeping under a stone
;
when we see the Crab

impatient of the day, and the Prawn swimming gaily in the

brilliant pool ;
when we see the Mussel fixing himself by

his byssus to the rock exposed to noonday suns, and another

bivalve boring his way into that rock, secure from the

"
garish babbling day ;" when, in short, we see no constancy

or parallelism in the facts, explanation becomes difficult.

Let us be ignorant ! Let us acquiesce in mysteries (when

we cannot penetrate them), nor vex with noisy questionings

the imperturbable reserve of Nature
; remembering the

words of the poet, that
"
fools rush in where gentlemen

acquainted luith zoology fear to tread."

For those who enjoy mysteries and paradoxes there can

be no lack of such enjoyment here. We walk amid sur-

prises. Only ignorance keeps us from perpetual wonder-

ment
;
as we lift each corner of the veil, more and more

marvellous are the vistas which reveal themselves. My
vivarium is as pretty a little world of wonders as a specu-

lative man may need. Li this small vase behold two

serpent-like fish, with the heads of greyhounds. That fish

is named Syngnathus by naturalists
;

"
pipe-fish

"
by less

erudite tongues. (Plate VI., fig. 1.) You see nothing

remarkable in it, either as to beauty or eccentricity, and

wonder wliy it has a place among my pets. Listen. When

a Basque woman becomes a happy mother, her husband

straightway takes to his bed, and lies there in receipt of

caudle and congratulations. INIrs Gamp waits on him ;

while the wife pursues her household avocations. To him
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flock village gossips, copious no doubt in
"
experiences." He

does the
"
lying-in

"
with all pomp and circumstance.

Well, our pipe-fish is a Basque in this respect. Strange

as it may sound to hear of a fish incubating like a domestic

hen, it sounds still funnier to hear that the male fish per-

forms that ofiice, and he alone.

How does he manage it ? Remove that gentleman from

under the sheltering stone, and you will observe a sort of

marsupial pouch formed along his ventral surface, in which

lie an immense mass of eggs in two layers of four strands,

which completely fill the pouch. Each egg, you observe, is

divided into two tolerably equal portions, one half being of

a brilliant scarlet, the other opaque white
;
and occasionally

you may observe the scarlet portion divided into two. A

pretty sight, is it not ? Remove the eggs, and you will find

that the pouch is a mere fold of the integument, and that

the eggs are as much outside the body as those of a hen are,

in the nest. So that the male fish does veritably incubate
;

and I hope the 8i)ngnathus from this day forward will have

an interest for you.*

Indeed, the fish-world presents us with many anomalies,

which press heavily on our generalisations, and make us

relinquish them one by one. As a sample, let us consider

this plausible passage, wherein maternal emotions are con-

structed out of animal heat :

"
Still more remarkable is the

* In popular zoology a "marc's nest" is often alluded to
;
but seeing that

one species of Syngnuthus is called the "
sea-hoi-se," and that be incubates, the

question may be asked if a sea-horso incubates his eggs, why should not a

land-mare contrive a nest? It is true that mares do not habitually lay eggs,

but that is surely a trifle !
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effect of a mere exaltation of animal heat upon the instincts

and affections of the different races of the Vertebrata. The

fishes absolutely unable to assist in the maturation of their

offspring, are content to cast their spawn into the water, and

remain utterly careless of the progeny to be derived from it.

The reptile, equally incapable of appreciating the pleasures

connected with maternal care, is content to leave her ejrffs

exposed to the genial warmth of the sun until the included

young escape. But no sooner does the vital heat of the

parent become sufficient for the purpose designed by Natui'e,

than all the sympathies of parental fondness become deve-

loped."
* This is a very plausible generalisation ;

but there

are facts which peremptorily contradict it. On the one

hand, there are cold-blooded vertebrates— fishes, such as the

Hassar, Goramy, Stickleback, Lepidogaster, and Syngnathus
—which make nests, or sit on their eggs. On the other

hand, there are warm-blooded vertebrates—birds, such as

the cuckoo and American cowbird, which, utterly regardless

of maternal delights, leave their eggs to be hatched by other

birds.

The fishes contradict our generalisations on many other

topics ;
and a very curious passage in Natural History might

be written by any one who should take the trouble to

collect and group together what may be called fish-paradoxes.

Thus there are fish that fly ;
fish that climb (Percha scan-

dens) ; fish tliat hop, like frogs, using their fins as veritable

legs (Lophius) ; fish that ruminate {the carp) ; fish that

' Rtmer Jones, General Outline of the Animal Kingdom, p. 615.
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discharge electricity in sufficient intensity to decompose

water
;

fish that migrate ;
fish that make nests

;
fish that

incubate
;
and fish that bring forth theii' young alive.

Fish that sing have not yet been heard, but that some of

them make an approach to vocal performances by emitting

tones, was known to Aristotle, who specifies six different

kinds
;
and Johannes von Miiller has recently collected

the literature of this subject in an interesting essay,* in

which, after giving his own observations, he explains the

mechanism by which the sounds are produced.

To these, recent researches have added facts even more

amazing to the systematic mind, namely, that there are

fish which normally are double-sexed
;
and at least one

species which undergoes metamorphoses similar to the

metamorphoses of reptiles .-l*

But we must not linger over the fish, when so many

other animals call for notice. The Actiniae distributed

among these vases and pie-dishes will convey some idea

of the wealth of Scilly in such creatures. Here are

Gems and Daisies, Antheas and the lovely
"
orange-

disked," by Gosse named Venusta. The Crassicornis,

you observe, is represented in every variety of splendour.

Here is one with a rich green body and white tenta-

cles
;
here another with dark red body and buff tentacles

;

a fourth presents his scai^let beauty to our gaze ;
a fifth is

* Muller's Arckivfiir Anat. u. Phys. : 1857, p. 249.

+ For the first of these, tice the researches of M. Dufosso in the Annates des

Sciences Naturelles, 1857 ;
for the metamorphosis of the Ammocetc into the

Lamprey, see Muller^s Archivfur Anat. a. Phys. : 1856, p. 323.
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ravishino- with Ccarnation tentacles barred with white. Here

is a tiny Actinia nivea. Here are three of a species new

to me. They stand an inch and a half in height, with a

tendency to elongate themselves still further. They have

but one row of tentacles, not retractile
;
and their white

bodies are encircled with rows of reddish spots, some small,

others much larger, the latter surrounded vnth a ring of

white. The colour of their tentacles is dark green, spotted

with brown. They most resemble the Anemone which is

found, I believe, in Weymouth Bay, of which I have one

exquisite specimen
—translucent white spotted with red, the

spots crowding towards the base
;
the tentacles pure white,

with a brilliant apple-green streak running down on either

side, and passing over the oral disk to the delicate pink

mouth. Here is another novelty, in size about one-fourth of

an inch in diameter, the body delicate French grey with

white strips, and tentacles of pure white. And here is that

lovely Lamp-Polype, Lucernaria, with its little knobbed

tentacles contracting and expanding.

Let us pass with a mere glance at those Eolids, old acquaint-

ances, and at that solitary Ascidian, passing his existence in

the somewhat monotonous opening and shutting of his two

orifices (the only visible sign of life he gives), to pause for a

moment over the Echinoderms. There a Goniaster is clinging

to a bit of stone
;
and there two Comatuke (Plate VI., fig. 2)

expand their feathery charms
;
a single Sea-urchin crawls

up the side of the dish, and a lovely Bnttle-star wriggles at

the bottom. To look at this brittle-star you would never

imagine how sensitively alive he is to insult. Place but a finger
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on him, and he breaks up his dishonoured body into frag-

ments before your eyes. He thinks no more of throwing

away his legs and arms, than a young lord in London thinks

of squandering his acres. The late Edward Forbes has left a

humorous account of his hopeless endeavours to secure a rare

species (Luidia fragilissima) in an entire condition. To

understand his account, you must know that most marine

animals expire immediately on being thrown into fresh

water
;
and you must further be informed that the pigment

spec at the end of each arm, or leg, is the extremely hypo-

thetical "eye" of the star-fish. Forbes was ready with his

bucket, and,
"
as I expected," he says, "a Luidia came up—

a most gorgeous specimen. As it does not generally break

up before it is raised above the surface of the sea, cautiously

and anxiously I sank my bucket to a level with the dredge's

mouth, and proceeded in the most gentle manner to intro-

duce Luidia to the purer element. Whether the cold water

was too much for him, or the sight of the bucket too terrific,

I know not, but in a moment he proceeded to dissolve his

corporation, and at every mesh of the dredge his fragments

were seen escaping. In despair I grasped at the largest,

and brought up the extremity of an arm Mdth its terminat-

ing eye, the spinous eyelid of which opened and closed with

something exceedingly like a wink of derision."

Quitting the Star-fishes, let me call attention to those pretty

Cowries and the naked Molluscs :
—Are not those two Ac-

tceons, green, with speckles of gold, attractive ? I have no-

thing to tell you about them, however, not having dissected

one, nor submitted it to any more rigorous investigation than
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a casual glance of admiration. Of that magnificent Boris

tuberculata, I may have to speak hereafter
;
meanwhile let

us admire the various colours of its cloak, and the delicate

beauty of its frilled branchiae, for there is nothing in its gen-

eral demeanour to admire. It has no pretty ways to capti-

vate our hearts—a mere drawing-room beauty, large, lazy,

lymphatic, and unintellectual. This other Doris has not even

brilliant colours to attract notice : a dirty white cloak is

thrown over its person, which, except the delicate gill-tuft,

has really nothing to boast of But as Falstaff consoled himself

with the thought that his ragged troop were "mortal men,

food for powder," and as good for bullets as a troop of better

men, so I estimate this Doris with an anatomical eye, and

find it worth attention. The Eolids are poorly represented

here—only two E. Papillosa, and one E. Alba ; but there

happen to be abundant specimens of the Pleurohranchus

(see Plate VII., fig. 3), a naked mollusc of translucent buff

colour, which on the rocks at first I mistook for a Doris,

but found on inspection could not be one
;
and recourse to

"Woodward's Mollusca, and Gosse's Handbook, at length

satisfied me of its title and position. This animal wears his

gni drooping from his side, under the cloak, with the jaunti-

ness of an ostrich feather drooping from the side of a lady's

hat
;
and instead of carrying his shell like a breastplate,

or backplate, he wears it beneath his skin, as timorous

tyi'ants used to wear mail beneath their clothes. The Pleuro-

branchus was a novelty to me, and when the fisherman who

accompanied me, to turn over the stones, first pushed aside

the stone under wliich it crawled, I expressed my enthusiasm
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by at once promising him an enlarged fee—a most impolitic

action on my part, and one which completely unsettled my

companion's mind. From that moment he became a bore.

Every animal I condescended to bag, became the object of

his loudest laudations, in the dim hope that somehow he might

persuade me I had secured a brilliant specimen, one causing

fresh overflows of generosity on my part.
"
\Yell, he be a

beauty ! We arn't seen one like him before, I reckon ? He's

worth a sovereign, I'll bet a guinea !

"
This was the running

accompaniment he kept up, as he handed me an Anemone

or a bit of Sponge. The Sponges especially alternately ex-

cited and damped his hopes. He was constantly exclaiming
" Oh ! look here, then ! what be this ?

"
and as constantly

hearing,
"
Only a Sponge, Pat," which greatly moderated his

ardour. One moment I thought he was going to persuade

me the Sponge was immensely valuable, but he digressed

into safer admiration of the Annelids just captured. In fiict,

as I said, my outburst had been most impolitic, by rousing

visions of El Dorado. From that moment his conversation

pointed with fatiguing monotony in the one dii'ection of

extra fees. The next day I took another man, and we found

more specimens of the Pleurobranchus than I had room

for. A dozen were brought home
;
and as—to judge from

all the works accessible in Scilly
—the anatomy of this mol-

lusc has not been studied since Meckel described it, these

dozen specimens will afford me ample means of investigation :

meanwhile, the account given by Professor Owen of the diges-

tive organs is sufficiently cm-ious to be quoted. The animal

has four separate stomachs: "The first, which is mem-
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branous, receives the bile by a large orifice placed near its

connection v\'ith the second digestive cavity, which is smaller

and more muscular; to this succeeds a third, the sides of which

are gathered into broad longitudinal lamellae, precisely simi-

lar to those of a ruminant
;
and to render the analogy still

more perfect, a groove is found running along the walls of

the second cavity from one orifice to the other, apparently

subservient to rumination. The fourth stomach is thin, and

its walls smooth." * A mollusc equipped with the ruminat-

ing series of stomachs, is paradoxical enough ;
but what shall

we say to this ruminating Mollusc when we find him not to

be a vegetable feeder ?

One of these Pleurobranchi is resting on a whelk-shell

inhabited by our friend the Hermit-crab, of whose habits

we learned something at p. 46. I did not then know that

the fine old naturalist Swammerdamm had argued, and very

ingeniously too, against the belief that this crab inhabited

the shell of another animal, which he calls a fable, and

wliicli on anatomical grounds he endeavours to disprove,

declaring our friend to be a Crab-Suail.f Although he was

unquestionably wrong in this, he was right enough in

laughing at Aiistotle and ^lian for asserting that the crab

lived with the mollusc, and undertook the office of findinfi

food for both.

Passing from the region of vases and pie-dishes, let us

enter that of wide-mouthed bottles, not so attractive to the

unlearned age, but full of promise to the mind which sees

* Owen : Lectures on Comparative Anatomy, p. 558.

t Swammerdamm : Dibel der Natur, p. 64, seq.
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there Polypes, Polyzoa, and ova. For these we want the

microscope, one of those
"
intellectual tubes which give thee

a glance of tilings that visive organs reach not
;

" * and many
a blissful hour may we spend over its revelations. We may

hear, indeed, that our perplexed vassal reports us as spend-

ing the day
"
a-squinting through a glass ;

"
but her sarcasm

is harmless, and the revelations are thrilling. Wliat can be

more interesting than to watch the beginnings of Life, to trace

the gradual evolution of an animal from a mass of cells, each

stage in the evolution presenting not only its own character-

istics, but those marks of affinity with other animals which

make the whole world kin ? To watch the formation of

blood-vessels, to see the heart first begin its tremulous pulsa-

tions, to note how Life is, from the first, one incessant struggle

and progress
—these keep us with fascinated pertinacity at our

study.

Among other things, I have watched the development of

the Eolis and Doris with great interest
;
not the less so from

the fact that, in spite of the marked differences between the

developed animals, their course of development is so indistin-

guishably similar. On the rocks, or on the side of your

vases, you may see a long coil of spawn, looking like delicate

pearl beads enveloped in a perfectly transparent membrane.

The first thing which will surprise you, on commencing the

investigation, is that the division of the yolk-mass is imlike

that of most other eggs. In the first place, it is not sym-

metrical
;
in the next place, it is not always the same. Some-

* Sib Thomas Bkowne.
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times the division occurs in two unequal halves ;* sometimes in

three, or even four, unequal parts. I have even counted five.

The germ-mass may develop into one, two, three, or even

six embryos, -f aU of which are seen slowly rotatmg in the

same envelope ;
and besides these, there may generally l;e

seen various masses of granules rotating with them, or diiveu

about within the envelope
—which are probably fragments of

the germ-grass insufficient to form a separate embryo. This

multiplication of individuals from one egg, this production of

tmns, or triplings, is a constant fact, and may help the

general question of twin bu-ths. Very curious it is to watch

the increasing activity of the little embryos. At first theii"

rotation is scarcely perceptible ;
after a whUe the long cilia

protruding from the shell are seen to wave vAi\\ more vigour,

and the animal moves quickly. Just before emerging from

its crystal envelope, the rapidity of its motion is very great ;

and a wondrous spectacle it is to behold many hundreds

of them whirhng and whirling about till they escape into

the water, where they swim to and fro Kke crowds of tiny

Nautili disporting themselves on the ocean.

* In the ova of an Adceon, which spawned in my vase, I observed the same

want of symmetry : the yolk-mass divided in each case into two unequal

halves.

f I hesitated to record in the text what I found in my Tenby note-book
;

namely, that these embryos sometimes amount to as many as six in one chorion,

because as the observation was made when I was comparatively new to the sub-

ject, and differed from what is said by others, I thought it possible some error

of interpretation might have occurred. I have since satisfied myself that my
original note was accurate, and I have at this moment a coil of Aplysia eggs

in process of development, in some of which there arc six, seven, and even eight

embryos actively rotating in each chorion.
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The mention of Nautili reminds me that these young mol-

luscs, which are without vestige of a shell in their mature

stage, are all provided with a good-sized shell in their

embryonic stage. According to the principles of Agassiz

and others, which would make embryology the principal

guide in zoological classification, this transitory presence of

the shell would imply that the naked molluscs were higher

in organisation than molluscs with shells. This conclusion

will not, I think, be accepted. But the fact that the embryo

has a shell, of which it is subsequently destitute, is inter-

esting in the speculations it suggests, and will one day,

doubtless, receive its due place in science. Curious it is to

think of the huge shell of the Whelk or Limpet fading off

into the small shell-plate concealed beneath the skin of the

Sea-hare and the Pleurohranchus, and disappearing alto-

gether from the Doris and Eolis. Yet perhaps not altogether

disappearing ;
for may not those spiculae which are so abun-

dant in the integument of the Doris represent the shell in a

rudimentary condition ? I say
"
represent," meaning thereby

that the spiculse are the analogous product of secretion, not

the homologous
"
skeleton

;

"
for although these spiculag may

stiflFen the integument, and in so far fulfil a protective office,

I find them in other places
— for example, in the mem-

brane which lies next the
"
brain."

To discover a new animal is surely a legitimate pride. We
are pleased if among sand-numerous "

varieties
"
we can

alight upon even a new variety, and affix our names to it
;

but a new animal—something no prying zoologist has ever

seen the like of before, something no "
plodding German

"
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has described, something we can call our own, and having

given it a Greek name, write with modest glory mihi after it,

instead of Linnaeus, Cuvier or Owen—is not that a pleasure

and a pride ? But you must be veiy circumspect, or you will

find, as I did, after long examination and some parental pride,

that some "plodding German" has been before you. One

day looking down upon a tuft of red sea-weed {Polysiphonid),

on which were clustered several specimens oiLagenella repens

(one of the Ciliobrachiate Polyzoa, so thoroughly investigated

by Dr Aithur Farre and Van Beneden),* I observed a quantity

of tiny cups in motion. On removing a bit of weed to the stage

of the microscope, I fancied these cups to belong to a new As-

cidian
;
but many examinations gi^adually dispelled this notion,

and left me completely puzzled. I ransacked my books in the

vain effort of identification, and began to tliink the animal

before me was a novelty. This suspicion grew into a convic-

tion
; and, after bestowing a proper Greek name on it, I made

several preparations to show admiring friends. The animal

springs from a creeping stem, and stands about the tenth of

an inch in height, or less. Each individual is connected with

every other by this creeping stem, and consists of a vase-

shaped body, or cup, supported on a stalk. When the animal

is fully expanded, it unrolls the edge of its cup into a circle

of twelve or fourteen ciliated tentacles, curled doAvnwards like

the young fern-leaf, or like the handle of a Greek vase.

These tentacles are, as I said, cut out of the edge of the cup,

* Farre : Observations on Vie Minute Structure of some of the higher forms

of Polypi. (Philosophical Transactions, Part II. for 1837.)

Van Beneden : Ili^toire XatureUe des Polypes Composts d'eau douce. 1850.
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not enclosed in the cup, like those of a polype. The alimen-

tary canal is a long convoluted tube
;
the cavity is lined with

cilia, and at the bottom there is a mass of yellowish gi-anides

(hepatic cells ?)
and occasionally the food may be observed

rotating, as if on an axis.

Some weeks after convincing myself the animal was new,

I di'edged between the coasts of Jersey and Brittany a small

Pecten, on the shell of which, besides other animals, there

was my new friend in great activity, and of much larger size

than the one got at Scilly. It was then I learned that my
friend had abeady been described—that, in short, it was the

Pedicellina of Sars, or at any rate differed therefrom only in

such unimportant particulars (such as the retractility of the

tentacles) as would at the most constitute a distinction of

species. I made this out by studying the development of

the animal. In Owen's Lectm-es there is a diagram of the

embryonic phases of Pedicellina, and some of these were

what I had already drawn from my own animal. One fact,

however, is worth meutioning, because, as far as I can ascer-

tain, it is not known
; namely, that the Pedicellina is vivi-

parous, as well as oviparous and gemmiparous. While

examining a cluster of them, I saw something protruding

from the mouth
; presently another something rose beside it.

I watched anxiously, with a certain flutter. I suspected they

were embryos. Slowly they emerged, and the suspicion gi-ew

stronger and stronger, till finally three ciliated embryos, in

the stages of development indicated at figs. 7 and 8 in the

diagram,* swam away in the water. There could no longer

* Owen : Lectures on Comparative Anatomy, p. 152.
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be any doubt tlut my Scilly animal was a species of Pedicel-

Una ; but I had the compensation of ha\Tiig found, instead

of a new animal, a new fact with respect to its gener-

ation.

This has been narrated as an illustration of the caution

necessary before announcing new genera and species to the

world, and needlessly encumbering the already unremember-

able lists of names. I was also interested by the puzzlement

into which I was thi-own as to the classification of my new

animal (when it was thought to be new).

Indeed, the assignment of animals to their proj^er places

in systematic classification will continue to be the work of

much unsuccessful ingenuity, until more rigorous and philo-

sopliical principles of classification be adopted. That present

classifications are only provisional, will scarcely be denied.

They liave not the stable basis which can make futm-e

researches the simple extension and application of existing

principles. A new Method is inevitable
;
but we may be

years before it is promulgated. An instructive example of

our inability to apply the present IMethod, otherwise than in

a provisional way, is afforded by that puzzle to zoologists,

the Sagitta hipunctata. (Plate V., fig. 1.) Nobody knows

where to place it. In aspect it is fish-like
;

in some

structm\al peculiarities it is fish-like
;
in others it is mol-

luscan
;
in more it is annulose. Siebold classes it with mol-

lusca
; Huxley and Krolm, with the annulosa, the former

pointing out that
"

it presents equally strong aflfinities with

the fom- principal gi'oups
—1. Tlie Nematoid worms

;
2. The
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Annelida
;

3. Tlie Lernasan Crustacea
;

4. The Ai'ach-

nida." *

Place it where we will, the animal is very interesting,

either when darting about in a glass vase, flapping the water

with its tail, and fixing itself to the side of the glass (using

the vent as a sucker?), or seen on the microscope stage,

where its extraordinary transparency obliges a liberal use of

"
stops." It is then seen to have a head with a formidable

set of hooks (which, however, do not seem to fulfil the office

of jaws), and two large eyes. The narrow body is divided

into two equal lengths (in my specimens this was so
;
in the

figures published by Mr Busk and Mr Gosse the anterior

portion is considerably the larger) ;
in the upper half lies the

straight alimentary canal, terminating in a cUiated orifice
;

on either side of the canal lie the ova
;

in the lower half,

which is longitudinally divided by a septum, the whole cavi-

ties are filled with granules of various sizes, moving, by a

scarcely perceptible progress, round and round, like food in

the stomach
;
and these granules prove to be the spermatozoa

which issue from the two orifices near the caudal expansion.

It is about the quarter of an inch in length, and difiers in

several points from the species described and figured by Mr

Gosse in his Tenby and Handbook, and by Mr Busk in the

Microscopical Journal.f For instance, it has no anterior

fins
;
and the posterior fins, which arise near the oviducts,

*
Report of British Association, 1851. Sections, p. 78.

t October 1855. In this paper the reader will find a summary of all that

was then known on the subject.
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are continuous vnih. the caudal fin, into which tliey expand ;

that is to say, it has really but one fin on each side,

with a caudal expansion. Another peculiarity worthy of

notice is, that, in consequence of tliis union of the lateral and

caudal fins, the orifices through which issue the spermatozoa,

instead of opening directly in the integument of the body,

are openings in the fin itself
;
as I have convinced myself by

repeated examination—a circumstance which leads us to

suspect that the "fin" is only a membranous expansion of

the integument, and not properly a fin. Other details, not

mentioned, and therefore, I presume, not present in the

specimens previously described, but which were constant in

those found at Scilly, are the double band of light yellow

granules forming three sides of a parallelogram about the

oesophagus, and two dark-brown irregular masses above each

oviduct. The hairs, or spines, are distributed over the fins

as well as over the body—an arrangement which has been

noticed by Krohn, who denies that they are setce at all, con-

sidering them to be merely epidermic processes. On what

grounds he so considers them, I am not informed
;
but I

entirely concur with him, because I find these su2)23osed setw

veiy rapidly undergo decomposition, which would not be the

case were they inorganic hairs or spicule. Let me conclude

these perhaps dry details with the remark that the delicate

layer of epidermis, composed of rounded cells—the existence

of which Krohn first disputed and then admitted—was visi-

ble in my specimens, although I mistook it for scales or scaly

epithelium ;
and that I can confirm Huxley's statement of

the existence of a ciliated oviduct in the external part of the
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ovary, if the statement of so accomplished a zootomist needs

confirmation.

But the point of all others wliich in this interesting Sagitta

excited my interest was one I have not seen noticed by

others, namely, the entire absence of any vascular system.

Here is an animal with a nervous system of some importance

(see Prof Huxley's diagram in the Microscopical Journal)

with eyes, if no other organs of sense, and with muscular

fibres of the striped kind, yet in spite of such characteristics

of high organisation, it is totally without "
blood," without a

trace of a vascular apparatus. So striking a paradox neces-

sarily fixed my thoughts for some time, tiU at length light

seemed to break in obliquely from some iiivestigations pur-

sued respecting the relation of the blood to Eespiration.

These investigations are not yet sufiiciently advanced for

publication, Init they point unequivocally to the fact, that in

the animal series there is a definite relation existing between

the development of the vascidar and respiratory systems, the

specialisation of the one following the specialisation of the

other.* Seen by this light, the Sagitta ceases to be para-

doxical
;

its respiration is performed by the whole sur-

face, without the need of any special organ such as gill

or lungs, and this absence of a respiratory apparatus carries

away with it the need of a vascular apparatus. No Re-

spiration, no Circulation : the one necessity creates the

other.

If the Sagitta is without a vascular system, it must con-

*
Compare on this point Bergmann 0. Leuckakt: Vergleichende

Anatomie, p. 170.
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seqiiently be without blood. Even so. Without " blood
"

it is, unless we extend the term "
blood

"
to every fluid

fulfillino; the office of a nutrient fluid
; an extension not

only oblitercating the whole purport of exact language in

science, but finally reducing us to the state of the Irishman

who saw in a lake "
all the materials for punch—barring the

whisky and the sugar and the lemons
;

"
since whenwe descend

to the simplest forms of organisation, we reach a nutritive

fluid which is water, and nothing more. Dr Thomas Wil-

liams, to whose researches on the blood we owe grateful

acknowledgment, considers that in the Echinodermata the

blood-proper first makes it appearance ;
below that point

there is no blood, but only chylaqueous fluid
;
and even for

several stages higher, this chylaqueous fluid continues to

hold its place beside the true blood
;
so that a worm, for

instance, has two fluids—blood, circulating in a system of

closed vessels, and chylaqueous fluid oscillating in the general

cavity outside the vessels.*

It is indispensable, in philosophic zoology, to discriminate

between hlood, a fluid of definite constitution circulating in

a system of vessels, and the chylaqueous jiuid, formed of

water and the products of digestion, oscillating in the general

cavity. But my investigations lead to a still further reduc-

tion of this latter fluid
;
and instead of saying with Dr

Williams that the simplest condition of a nutritive fluid is a

"
very dilute solution of albumen in sea-water," -f-

1 am forced

* See page 68.

t See his paper on " The Blood "
in the Brit, and For. Med. Rev., Oct. 1853,

p. 480.
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by facts to say that lower even than this is the earliest state

of the nutritive fluid : namely, sea-water carrying certain gases

and organic particles, but without definite chyle-corpuscles,

such as Dr Williams figures
—without even albumen in solu-

tion, at least as a constant element. This is the case with all the

Sponges. They simply suck in sea-water and expel it. The

reader will, however, learn with surprise that this also is the

case with the far more highly organised ylc^zm'ce; a fact which,

when coupled with what was said in the preceding Chapter

respecting the non-digestive powers of these animals, may
lead to many interesting speculations.

If you have ever kept Sea Anemones, or have even paid

casual attention to them in the vases of your friends, you

must have noticed their remarkable variations in size. The

Grassicornis which excited your cupidity by his magnificent

proportions, as the eye first beheld him in the rock-pool, has

collapsed to a fourth of the size before you have chiselled

him off; and in collapsing he squirted continuous streams

of water from his pores and tentacle-tips.* That Gem,

which an hour ago was expanded to the height of an inch, is

now a mere button. The ordinary explanation of this pheno-

menon is that the animal swells itself with water, which it

violently ejects on being
"
irritated

"
or

" alarmed." But as

we are just now looking with scientific seriousness at our

animals, we will discard all anthropomorphic intei3)retations,

such as point to
"
alarm," because they not only confuse the

question, but lead to awkward issues
; among others, that the

* Those anatomists who still deny the existence of openings at the tips of the

tentacles, need only "irritate" a Crassicornis to be convinced of the fact.
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Anemones liave highly susceptible souls, as liable to emo-

tions of alarm as a fine lady. When they are in undisturbed

quiescence in pool or tank, the same ejection of the water

takes place, only with less rapidity. Their normal condition

is that of constantly sucking in and pouring out sea-water,

for on this mainly depends their nutrition. Keep one in a

vase, without feeding it, without even suffering visible food

to float in the water, and it will nevertheless feed and flourish

simply by this absorption of water, which contains gases and

invisible organic particles.

I had three Daisies in a vase for nine weeks, during which

time they were entirely without food, except such as the

water held in solution. They were as healthy and active all

the time as any others, and I believed they would have con-

tinued so to the end of the chapter. The experiment is

worth trying.

Tar as this is from the notions current respecting the

nutrition of Anemones, it is easily demonstrable. In the

preceding Chapter I showed that the supposed
"
diges-

tion
"
of the Anemone was confined to the juessing out of

the juices, and the rendering soluble, by maceration, of

organic substance
;
I have now to show that this animal is

not only without "
blood," in any proper sense of the term,

but also without that simpler form of blood named "
chyl-

aqueous fluid
"

liy Dr Williams and succeeding writers.

This will probably startle the reader, especially if he

happen to have seen the writings of Dr Williams, who actu-

ally figures the chyle-corpuscles of the Actinise, and declares
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that the fluid gives an albuminous reaction. But with the

highest respect for that observer, repeated investigations,

which have subsequently been confirmed by the well-known

zoologist, Mr R. Q. Couch, compel me to declare that no

such fluid circulates in the Actiniae—an assertion which can

readily be tested. The water is easily forced out of the ten-

tacles, or collected by cutthig open the Actiniae in a glass.

Evaporate it, and you will find it to be sea-water, holding

sometimes organic particles in solution. Test it with concen-

trated nitric acid, and instead of becoming turbid, as it would

if it contained albumen in solution, it remains unaltered,

except that, when organic particles are present, they become

distinct. Examine the fluid with the microscope, and you

will find animalculae and various particles, but nothing like

definite corpuscles, such as are visible in the true chylaque-

ous fluid. It is, in short, sea-water and nothing more.

Feeling that in thus opposing the positive statements of

an accomplished zoologist like Dr Williams, I might very

possibly be under some error of observation, or interpre-

tation, I requested Mr R Q. Couch to repeat the investi-

gation, that I mioht either be corrected or confirmed. He

very kindly undertook the task, and thus wrote :

"
I took

two specimens of the spotted Mesemhryanthemum, and

forced the water from the tentacida, and found, under the

microscope of 300 linear, numerous infusorial creatures

rapidly moving about. On treating this with nitric acid, I

had a slight opalescent deposit, or rather a diSused milky

cloud of very slight character. The next day I obtained
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several from our rocks, and again forcing the water out, I

obtained two specimens of a microscopic nudibrancliiate

mollusc, and other creatures of similar character."

I may observe that the slight milky cloud here spoken of

occurred once, and only once, in my examinations, showing

it therefore to arise from an accidental, not a constant

element.
" A third and a fourth experiment," continues

Mr Couch,
" was made on others taken from our rocks in a

contracted state, and consequently empty. I placed them

in sea-water which I had repeatedly filtered through sand,

and afterwards cloth. In this they remained till to-day,

when, taking them in an expanded state, I put them to

drain in a small glass dish. In this I could discover nothing

organic, and it gave no cloudiness by nitric acid. As

these experiments are quite in accordance with others made

some years since as regards their results, I regard this fluid

as merely sea-water free from every admixture of secreted

matter."

Nothing can be more explicit, however startling the

result. In the presence of such evidence, one is amazed to

re-read Dr Williams when he says :

"
Tlie surrounding water

enters the stomach, where it briefly sojourns, then passes

through the opening at the bottom of the great cavity of

the body : in this cavity it remains for a variable period ;

it now injects the tentacles. Corpuscles now arise in the

fluid; it becomes thicker in consistence through increase

of albumen : it is no longer pure lifeless sea-water
;

it is

a corpuscidated chylaqucous fluid : it is competent to serve

the ends of nutrition, ^yhence do the floating ceUs proceed ?
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—what produces them ? Certainly no solid organ ;
neither

liver nor spleen can in this case interpose its agency. Then,

is it possible that there can inhere in albumen a mysterious

histomorphotic power in virtue of which it transmutes itself

from the liquid into the solid condition ? This were only

a mode of enomicing the theory of spontaneous generation."
*

All these questions are superfluous, since the fact is imagi-

nary ;
an albuminous corpusculated fluid does not circulate

in the cavity of the Actiniae
; sea-water, carrying whatever

accident may have brought to it, is the " nutritive fluid
"

of these animals.

Dr Williams has, however, published drawings of the

corpuscles discoverable in the fluid, and Schmarda, as I learn

from Victor Carus,-f- declares that such corpuscles are con-

stant. Can these statements be reconciled with what

results from the experiments of Mr Couch and myself?

They have the advantage of being positives against nega-

tives, and must, one would think, have some truth in them.

What is that truth ? This question, I confess, haunted me

till an answer suggested itself. One of my Daisies [A.

Bellis) brought forth a round mass of fifteen young, agglo-

merated together in a ball : they were in different stages of

development, and being perfectly transparent, admitted of

easy microscopic examination. In them spherical globules

were distinctly visible, circulating by the action of the cilia

lining the cavity ;
and with the globules an occasional

* Loc. cit. p. 483.

f- Jahreshericht uber die im Qehiete der Zootomie erschienenen Arheitcn,

1856, p. 25.
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animalcule. This was the case with all of them
;
and as

the globules seemed most abundant in the youngest speci-

mens, the idea occurred to me that Dr Williams had only

examined the fluid of young Actinice, and had concluded

that what was true of them was true of adults. This idea,

however, grew less and less plausible on reflection. That a

young animal should have a cii'culating fluid higher in

character than the fluid of the adult, seemed unreasonable.

While thus speculating, I observed a great irregulaiity in

the size of the globules ;
sometimes they seemed united

together in considerable masses. To pursue the investi-

gation closer, I opened the cavity with a needle, and let out

the fluid : to my surprise, these floating globules turned out

to be no chyle-corpuscles, but the yellow spherical cells (?)

which fill the tentacles of the adult Daisy, and make solid

the tentacles of the A nthea, as well as give the brownish

colouring to its body (see p. 1 5G). What may be the function

of these yellow spheres, I know not
;
but it is certain they

are not the corpuscles of a circulating fluid (they are station-

ary in the adult), although I must suppose Dr Williams and

Professor Schmarda have mistaken them for such, since no

other definite globules are discoverable
;
and these circulate

only in the young.

Parenthetically it may be mentioned, that in Professor

Allmann's recently published Monograph on the Fresh-

water Polyzoa, the subject of the chylaqueous fluid is

thus noticed :

"
It is by no means homogeneous, and nume-

rous corpuscles of very various and irregular shape may
be observed to float through it and be carried about by
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its current. Some of these corpuscles are, doubtless, sper-

matozoa
;

others are of no definite shape, and look like

minute portions of the tissues separated by laceration. If

it be admitted, as I think it must be, that the perigastric

fluid consists maiidy of water which has obtained entrance

from without, it then corresj)onds to a true aquiferous

system subservient to a respiratory function. But it also,

without doubt, receives certain products of digestion, which

had transuded through the walls of the alimentary canal
;

it thus connects itself with the digestive system. It is,

moreover, the only representative of a sanguiferous circu-

lation, for in the Polyzoa there is certainly no trace of a

heart, nor can anything referable to a true vascular system

be detected." *

Returning to the fluid in the cavity of the Anemones,

we see the necessity of a cultivated caution in the accept-

ance of statements in matters so complex as those of Biology.

The respect justly due to Dr Williams as an investigator, has

caused his views respecting the
" blood series

"
to be accepted

without verification. As I make it a rule to verify every

one's statements, when they fall within my own investiga-

tions—^believing with Harvey
" how unsafe and degenerate a

thing it is to be tutored by other men's commentaries, with-

out making tryal of the things themselves, especially since

Nature's Book is so open and legible" f—I determined to do

* Alljiann : Monograph of the Fresh-water Polyzoa. Published by the

Ray Society, p. 23.

+ Harvey : Exercitations concerning the Generation of Living Creatures.

1653.
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SO with respect to this on the fluid of the ActinicB. The

result lias been seen. It throws a new difficulty in the way
of rightly understanding the processes of Nutrition

;
but it

is a step towards a right understanding, because it removes

an explanation which, seemingly true, masked the real pro-

cess. It also gives the final blow to those gratuitous deter-

minations of special "organs of secretion" in the Actiniae ui

which zoologists have revelled. If there is no blood, there

can be no secretions from the blood
;
and all attempts at

fastening a secreting function on the " convoluted bands
"

may a priori be dismissed : I say a piriori, because no one

has yet attempted, by chemical tests, to prove the presence

of bile, or urea, or any other product of secretion in these

organs ;
and as, therefore, the function is assigned on a

2iriori grounds, on those grounds may it be dismissed.

On closer inspection this conclusion becomes more impera-

tive. The enormous mass of these convoluted bands, formuio;

by far the largest organ in the body, forbids the idea of

its function being that of secreting urea. It is true that

Bergmann and Lelickart suggest this to be then- function
;

so does ]\I. Hollard
;
and Victor Cams speaks with some deci-

sion on the point.* But I would ask these eminent writers

how they reconcile such a supposition with anatomical and

physiological considerations? There are no vessels in the

Actmise which would convey the products of disintegrated

tissue to these secreting organs. If such products are thrown

into the fluid of the general cavity, they wiU be got rid of as

• V. Cabus : System der tliier. Morphologie, p. 148.
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tluat fluid passes out of the body, without undergoing a pre-

liminary secretion in the cells of these convoluted bands.

Seeing the disposition of these bands, attached to the mem-

brane called
"
Mesentery

"
(Plate III., figs.

2 and 3), on one

side, and on the other floating free in the cavity, we detect

no means by which the disintegrated products, urea, &c.

could reach them. Moreover, the first step in organology

must be to determine whether the product of the organ is

present, e. g. ova in ovaries, bile in liver, urea in kidneys, and

so on
;
and until chemical reagents have detected urea or

bile in these convoluted bands, we may rest on the assurance

that these bands are neither urinary nor biliary organs. To

look for such special organs in so simple an organism, seems

to me like seeking for a circulating library in an Esquimaux

villao'e.O

The mention of a library carries my thoughts, by an easy

transition, to our evening studies. When the labours of the

day are over, the microscope is put up, the work-table is

quitted, and the delicious calm of candle-light invites us to

quiet intercourse with one of the great spirits of the past, or

one of theu' worthy successors in the present. It is well

thus to refresh the mind with Literature. Contact with

Nature, and her inexhaustible wealth, is apt to beget an im-

patience at man's achievements
;
and there is danger of the

mind becoming so immersed in details, so strained to con-

templation of the physical glories of the universe, as to for-

get the higher grandem-s of the soul, the nobler beauties of

the moral universe. From this danger we are saved by the

thrill of a fine poem, the swelling sympathy with a noble
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thousrlit, which flood the mind anew with a sense of man's

gi'oatness, and the gi-eatness of his aspirations. It is not

wise to dwarf Man by comparisons with Nature
; only when

he grows presumptuous, may we teach him modesty by

pointing to her grandem-. At other times it is well to keep

before us our high calling and our high estate. Litei-atm-e,

in its finest moods, does this. And when I think of the

delight given by every true book to generations after genera-

tions, moidding souls and humanising savage impetuosities,

exalting hopes and prompting noblest deeds, I vary the jjoet's

phrase, and exclaim—
" An honest book's the noblest work ofman !

"
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CHAPTEK I.

DErARTURE FROM SCILLT—JERSEY—SCHOOLBOY RECOLLECTIONS—CHOICE OF

A SPOT—PREJUDICES AGAINST DISSECTION—ZOOLOGY OF JERSEY—TRAWL-

ING—DIFFICULTIES OF IDENTIFICATION—A STRANGE ASCIDIAN—THE TAD-

POLE EMBRYO OF A MOLLUSC—A PARADOX—DEVELOPMENT OF MEDUSA

FROM POLYPES—ALL ANIMALS DO NOT COME FROM EGGS—REPRODUCTION

OF THE HYDRA — HISTORY OF PARTHENOGENESIS—A DISCOVERY—ANI-

MALS PRODUCED FROM GERM-CELLS ONLY— STEENSTRUP'S THEORY—
OWEN'S THEORY—A NEW THEORY—THE THREE FORMS OF REPRODUCTION :

FISSIPAROUS, GEMMIPAROUS, AND OVIPAROUS — WHAT IS PARTHENO-

GENESIS ?

After seven weeks, the rocks of Scilly appeared to have

seen enough of me. A residence so protracted, astonished

and fatigued them. They knew all my varying moods, and

one unvarying, not picturesque costume. Familiar with the

ring of my hammer, as it chiselled with savage pertuiacity

at their granite ribs, they were not less familiar with the

compass of my voice, and the extent of my operatic reminis-

cences, as, seduced by their solitudes, to the orchestral in-

spiration of then- waves I loosened all the power of my lungs

in lyrical fervour. For seven weeks had our intimacy lasted,

and now there arose the conviction that the time for separa-

tion had arrived. Nothing new could possibly be learnt

about me. Their curiosity was satisfied, if not satiated
;
and

my presence began to carry a certain monotony with it.

Even the two or three meagre dogs, which sniffed about the
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pier, began to eye me with an air of supercilious weariness
;

and I forbear to investigate the sentiments of the Scillians,

lest they should too painfully resemble the indifference of the

dogs. Decidedly it was time to pack up. In spite, there-

fore, of the inexhaustible obligingness of my friend Mr J. G.

Moyle, the admirable surgeon of whom Scilly is justly proud

—^in spite of his efforts to make my residence every way

ajrreeable, I took the hint : the Granite Beauties turned a

cold boulder on me, and I resolved to weary them no longer.

My animals were scattered to the four winds (figuratively, of

course—one of the four being the railway to London, which

transported a coffee-tin of anemones to a tank-loving lady) ;

my tent was struck, and after hurrying through Penzance,

Falmouth, and Plymouth, it was once more pitched in the

pretty island of Jersey.

Nothing could be more charming than the welcome smiled

by the rich meadow-lands and orchards there. After the bold

picturesque solitudes of Scilly, it seemed like once more en-

tering civilised nature. Every inch ofground was cultivated.

Cornfields and orchards resplendent with blossoms, sloped

down to the very edge of the shore, and, by the prodigality of

soil, defied the withering influence of sea-breezes. It was not

amazins: to me to learn afterwards that the land in the in-

terior yields double the crop, per acre, which can be raised

in most parts of England ;
and that, although the rent is £10

an acre, such rent can be paid by potatoes alone. Elsewhere

it is difficult to get even grass to grow close on the shore, and

trees have always a look of stunted old-maidenish misery ;

but here the high tide almost washes the hedge which limits
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orchards that no right-minded boy could resist robbing.

Jersey, indeed, is the very paradise of farmers.

The Americans say that England looks like a large garden.

What England is to America, that is Jersey to England.

Even the high-roads have the aspect of diives through a

gentleman's grounds, rather than of noisy thoroughfares ;
and

the by-roads and lanes are perfect pictures of embowered

quiet and green seclusion. There are few more delightful

places to ramble in. Every turn opens on some exquisite

valley or wooded hill, through the cool shades and glinting

lights of which the summer wanderer is tempted to stray, or

to recline in the long grass, and languorously listen to the mul-

titudinous music of the birds and insects above and around.

Observe, I say nothing of the sea, and the succession of bays

on the coast
;
for what can be said at all commensurate with

that subject ? Even the poets, who not only contrive to say

the finest things about Nature, but also teach us how to feel

the finest tremors of delight when brought face to face with

her, have very imperfectly spoken of the sea. Homer is

lauded for having called it
" wine-faced." He probably

meant some ivy-green potation, since
" wine-faced" is the epi-

thet by which Sophocles characterises the ivy.* In any case

his epithet is only an epithet, and the sea is of all colours,

as it is of all forms and moods. Doubts also may be raised

respecting the "
giggling

" which ^schylus, in a terribly-

thumbed passage, attributes to the sea. The " innumerable

laughter of the waves of the sea," one is apt to interpret as

* QHdipuS Colon, v. 674, « oivi/T' inixonca xircit.
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a giggle ;
an expression not only unbefitting the sea, but

unworthy of the occasion. Neptune was not mocking the

af^ony of Prometheus with a school-girl's incontinence. He

was too orand and fluent for such weakness. In moments

of serenest summer-calm he may be said to smile
;
in moments

of more leaping mirth he may be said to laugh ;
but to

imagine him distorting his countenance by innumerable

ffiffffles, would be at all times intolerable, and at such a time

perfectly indefensible.

On the sea, therefore, allow me to be silent. On the great

attractions of Jersey for the naturalist, one word will suffice :

there is no such spot in England for marine zoology. Be-

sides all these charms, it had other charms in my eyes.

Memory consecrated the ground. Eight-and-twenty years

ago I was at school here. Changed as the aspect of St

Heliers necessarily is, the few spots still recognisable had a

peculiar fascination for me. The Royal Square seemed to

have shrunk to a third of its old dimensions, but with what

strange sensations I first re-entered it ! The Theatre had by

no means the magical and imposing aspect which it then wore,

when it seemed the centre of perfect bliss. Its yellow play-

bills no longer thrilled me, although memory wandered back

to those happy nights when enchanting comedy and tearful

tragedy were ushered in by the overtures to
"
Trancredi," or

" Semiramide
"

(the only two which the orchestra ever

played), and when ponderous light comedians in cashmere

tights, or powerful tragedians
" took the stage

"
with truly

ideal strides. Gone, for ever gone, are those bright credulous

days. Never more shall I see the School for Scandal, or
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Pizarro, performed as I saw them then. Lady Teazle will

never more lure me with her coquettish fan, nor Cora trans-

port me with her drooping ringlets. I can't believe in the

vinous gaiety and good feeling of Charles Surface
;
nor think

Rolla the most impassioned and eloquent of beings. I know

that the sentiments are as unreal as the actine;, or the stao-e

wine and "
property

"
fruit of Charles Smfaee's banquet.

Turning with a retrospective sigh into the Market-Place, I

feel the breath of former years rising around me. There is

the very corner where we used to
"
toss

"
the pieman for

epicurean slices of pudding
—a vulgar, but seductive form of

juvenile gambling. Close by is the spot where we upset
''

Waddy
"—an adipose comrade, much plagued by his leaner

contemporaries
—flat into an old woman's egg-basket. I see

him now, rising covered with the squashed yolks, utterly

heedless of the furious imprecations (in unintelligible ^^aioi's),

and the furious Wows (in perfectly intelligible English)

with which the old lady responded ;
I see his piteous contem-

plation of his soiled clothes, and hear once more his pathetic

exclamation,
" Oh damn !

"
while inextinguishable laughter

shakes our leaner sides. Childhood is the Age of Innocence.

Among the changes, it was pleasant to find that no longer

did the Pillory disgrace the Royal Square ;
no longer were

criminals publicly whipped through the streets, as I once saw

them with shuddering disgust. Formerly women were thus

publicly whipped ;
but that disgraceful exhibition was put a

stop to before my time
;
and now Jersey has grown human-

ised enough to see that whipping men must be relinquished.

It was indeed a loathsome sight. The naked shrieking WTetcli,
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Avitli a cord round his neck, halberds pointed at his breast

to prevent his hurrying forwards, his back streaming -with

blood, his face turned imploringly towards the surgeon, who

walked beside the executioner, and whom I once heard utter

the cruel words,
"
Harder, Jack !

"
meaning that the victim

had strength to withstand even harder blows—a brutal mob

following without sympathy
—the procession moving slowly

from the Town-Hall to the Prison
;

—this was the picture

Justice frequently presented to the inhabitants of Jersey, and

which now, thank God, will never be seen by them again,

but will take its place among the brutalities of the past, a

sign of the onward progress we have made.

Although St Heliers,
"
the capital of Jersey," was the spot

consecrated by memory, I took up my abode at the entrance

of the fishing-village of Gorey, just four miles from St

Heliers
;
and as these pages are addi'essed to amateur natu-

ralists, some of whom may hereafter visit Jersey, a word

on the reason of my choice may not be superfluous. The

attractions of the capital I do not deny, and if the visitor is

in need of watering-place attractions, he will pitch his tent

there
;
but if his primary desires be zoology and quiet, he

will select Gorey, especially during summer, when tide-

hunting is necessarily poor, and only by di'edging and trawl-

ing can he hope to get a good stock of animals. Always go

where there are fishermen, that you may have the benefit of

tlieir aid. They may bring you what you would never find.

It is true there are two sources of difficulty in your way :

the first is the almost impossibility of making them under-

stand that you can set any value on things they are accus-

tomed to throw away ;
the second is, that when you have so
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tutored them that they know what you want, they are

strangely backward in their .supplies. Money is of course

the only cogent argument ; yet even money moves them

but slowly. They go out day after day, staying out all

night, and return often without a shilling's worth of fish
; yet

although you offer to pay them for oyster-shells and weeds as

for fish, they cannot easily be induced to throw this
" refuse"

of their nets into a bucket, instead of throwing it overboard

again. They promise to do so, but you generally wait in vain.

At Tenby, in spite of urgent entreaties and liberal promises,

only one Loligo was brought me ;
at ScUly, nothing ;

at Gorey,

in spite of my being on the best terms with fishermen whom

I had employed, and with whom I had gone trawling, five

weeks passed before a bucket of refuse was brought me.*

Two words—pertinacity and liberality
—sum up the whole

art of gaining this desirable result
;
when gained, you

will need no argument to prove the superiority of a fishing-

village.

Comfortably settled at Gorey, and my working-room set

in order, I had only to await the spring-tide, once more to

gather a variety of pets around me. Not that I was even

then without serious occupation. Before leaving Scilly I had

put up my Nudibranchs in spiiits of wine, and these were

now carefully to be dissected. Make no wry face at the

word "
dissection

"—it indicates a very different process from

the one you conceive
;
and as it is one indispensable to the

naturalist, I may as well dissipate the prejudice which hangs

* SwAMMERDAMM {Bibel der JVatur, p. 34) makes the same complaint of the

Dutch fishermen, and justly attributes to it the long continuance of our im-

perfect knowledge of murine marvels.
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over it. If prejudices could be satisfactorily displaced by-

argument, one might ask how a man can pass a butcher's

shop with equanimity, yet shudder at the idea of dissecting

a rabbit or a dog ;
but I will admit all such incongruities as

facts not assailable by argument, and simply direct the

reader's attention to the important differences between dis-

secting animals of the larger kind, and dissecting our maiine

pets
—it is as great as the difference between knitting a

silken pui'se in a drawing-room, and making a ship's cable in

a rope-walk. Almost all our dissections are performed

under water, with needles, tweezers, and delicate scissors.

There is no visible blood to suggest unpleasant ideas
;
there

is nothing unsightly
—to the philosophic eye the sight is full

of interest—and if an unsightly aspect be present, has not

a noble poetess truly said :
—

"
Be, rather, bold, and bear

To look into the swarthiest face of things

For God's sake who has made them.

How is this,

That men of science, osteologists

And surgeons, beat some poets, in respect

For nature—count nought common or unclean,

Spend raptures upon perfect specimens
Of indurated veins, distorted joints.

Or beautiful new cases of curved spine ;

• While we, wo are shocked at nature's falling off—

We dare to shrink back from her warts and Wains—
We will not, when she sneezes, look at her.

Not even to say,
' God bless her.' That's our wrong."

*

Nay, has not the greatest of German poets, whose cultm-e

of the beautiful was so devout that it has been made a

* A urora Leiyh.
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reproach, given us a practical example that not only may

Comparative Anatomy reveal its marvels to the delighted eye

of a poet, but also that the keen glance of the poet may be

that of a great discoverer in anatomy ? To Goethe, bones

and ligaments were not less beautiful and full of interest

than flowers and streams, because he saw in them parts of

the mystic scaff'olding of the temple of life. And laborious

and delicate as the amatem- may find the dissection of ani-

mals to be, he will find his labour well rewarded at the close.

When the spring-tide did arrive it was unfortunately a

very poor one
;
and had Jersey been less wealthy, my hot

labours on the rocks would have j)roduced but a meagre re-

sult. As it was, I managed to secure an ample sup[)ly of Sea

Hares, Eolids, Dorids, Solitary Ascidians, Clavellince, Hy-

dractinio}, Pycnogonidce, Actceons, Anemones, and Polypes.

In the way of novelty there was only the Hydractinia (a

pretty little white polype growing in clusters on the out-

side of a whelk shell, inside of which was a hermit-crab) and

the Actinia parasitica, hitherto only known to me through

pictures, but which I found transcending in beauty all power

of painting. This beautiful Anemone is extremely abundant

here at low tide, but scarcely merits its name of Parasitica,

for I find it almost as frequently on stones and on the sides of

the rocks as on the whelk shells
;
and in captivity it quits its

shell, roaming about the pie-dish, and fixing itself to the side,

or to seaweeds, like any other Anemone. The extreme sensi-

tiveness of the Parasitica enhances its attractions
;

it is for

ever expanding and retracting its tentacles, elongating, curv-

ing, or retracting its stem : sometimes doubling its length, at
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other times assuming au hour-glass constriction in the middle.

The filaments which contain the "thread-capsules" are

poured forth in gi^eat abundance whenever the animal is dis-

turbed. While on the subject of Jersey Anemones, it may
be added that, besides the ordinary species, I dredged what

is probably a vai'iety of the Actinia ornata, described and

beautifully figm-ed by Dr Strethill Wright in the Edinburgh

Philosophical Journal for July 1856,—the body white, the

exterior circle of tentacles orange, the two interior circles

white striped with grey, the disc orange in the centre
; very

charming to behold.

Having stocked my jars and dishes, I was somewhat

reluctant to broil in a noonday sun amid the rocks, with

little hope of finding any animal not already familiar
;
and

therefore contented myself with the less exciting and more

remunerative labour of deep-water hunting. By this I got

initiated into the art and mystery of trawling, having made

friends with a fisherman, master of a Trawler of about

twenty tons.

Pleasant it is on a bright sunny morning, with a nice

breeze from the shore, to recline on the deck of a fast-sailing

vessel, and listen to the men retailing their experiences, or

watch them heave out and haul in the net. Away we glide

towards the coast of France, Jersey melting in the dis-

tance,
—

"The sands untumbled, the blue waves untost,

And all is stillness, save the seabird's cry

And dolphin's leap."

The net is at the bottom, collecting in its gaping mouth the

treasures we are duly awaiting ; meanwhile, in a sort of
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dreamy content, we stretch ourselves in the sun till the word

is given to haul in, and then anxiety dissipates the luxurious

calm. The trawl is a huge net of somewhat conical shape,

from twenty to thirty feet wide, from thirty to forty deep.

Along the edge of the wide opening is a stout wooden beam,

to the ends of which are fastened the trawl heads, namely,

thick flat semicircular bands of iron, which serve to keep at

a distance of three feet from the beam that portion of the

net meant to touch the bottom. In the net there are various

pockets. Wlien the trawl is thrown overboard, the weight

of the iron carries it to the bottom, the buoyancy of the

wooden beam, assisted by the perpendicular support of the

iron bands, keeping the upper edge of the net steadily

floating three feet above the ground. The rope sweeping

along the bottom disturbs the fish
; up they dart in foolish

distracted haste, and come in contact with the net over-

arching them
;
this flurries them, and they dart sideways to

escape ;
in doing which they unsuspectingly swim into the

net if they go one way, into the pockets if they go the other.

The net, thus scraping the bottom, gathers, of course, a

quantity of shells and weeds as well as fish
;
this is known

to naturalists as
" trawl refuse," and is always worth careful

overhauling.

The contents are all emptied upon the deck, and while

Jack is gloating over the turbot, brill, soles, skate, and gur-

nard, or grimly noticing the utter absence of those desirable

individuals, you squat down amid the refuse, and begin a

long deliberate investigation thereof Tlie net is once more

plunging its way to the bottom, the vessel glides through
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the rippling music, and you are absorbed in eager inspection

of shell and weed. It is jirobable that this stooping and

peering, accompanied by the motion of the vessel, will bring

on the nausea and headache, if not worse, which hitherto you

have escaped. I will not pretend that this is pleasant ;
but

there is no help for it. None but the brave deserve the

mollusc ! The pain is transient, the delight persists. You

may return home at the close of the day probably uncomfoit-

able, and certainly hideous
;
but behind you, Jack is bringing

a bucketful of treasures
;
and to-morrow you ^vill only know

that you have these treasures.

The first thing you have to do on the morrow is to

"identify" the animals—a long and interesting, though

sometimes perplexing process, OAving to the exasperating

system adopted by naturalists of frequently selecting, as

marks, characteristics by no means obvious. For example,

when you read the sentence "shell flexible/' among the curt

indications by which an animal is to be identified, how are

you to suspect that the animal in question has no shell visi-

ble at all, until you have dissected it, and found the thin

calcareous plate underneath the back, covering the liver?

That one sentence "
shell flexible

"
prevented my identifying

a Pleurohranchus for at least an hour.

Nor have I to this day been able to identify the species of

a compound Ascidian (which I only know to be an Ascidian

from embryological indications), probably known to natural-

ists, perhaps yet undescribed. It is of a bright orange colour.

From a transparent gelatinous basis minute cylindrical tubes

rise, each about the twentieth of an inch in height, standing
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in circular groups. The orifice of each tube has four delicate

processes radiating inwards, like the spokes of a wheel, or

like the processes in the siphon of a cockle. This orifice is

alternately protruded and retracted, but does not open and

shut like that of an Ascidian
; and, moreover, the orifice is

single. The heart, or pulsating sac, lies at the bottom of the

visceral cavity. Imbedded in the clear gelatinous base are

several branching vessels giving off pear-shaped processes.

These vessels'connect the visceral cavities of the whole colony,

and the globules of food are seen oscillating to and from the

cavities into the pear-shaped processes. I was completely

puzzled what to consider this animal, until I saw a tadpole

embryo escape from it, and swim away, followed by several

others
;
and then I knew an Ascidian of some kind was

before me.

A tadpole ? Well, that is a figure of speech. The embryo

of the Ascidian is more like a tadpole than anything else
;

and totally unlike its parent, not only in possessing a good

long tail, but in being able to swim vigorously through the

water in which the parent is immovable. In the interior of

the round body which surmounts this tail, a mass of yellowish

granules (the vitellus) is observed, which extends some way

down the axis of the tail. The transparent membrane sur-

rounding the granular mass enlarges. The mass develops

three processes, which act as suckers, wherewith the animal

finally fixes itself for life. The tail then becomes absorbed,

as in the tadpole.* The viscera appear; the envelope

* Some writers describe this disappearance of the tail as a fission, the tail

dropping off. I have not observed this. The enveloping membrane, as it
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increases, and finally becomes the general basis out of which,

or in which, an immense number of Ascidians are developed

by the process of "budding ;" so that from this one tadpole

embryo there arises a whole colony of animals, from which

in turn solitary tadpoles will issue, each of which will produce

its colony. Imagine a tadpole to be transformed into a

mature frog, this frog to swell his skin to an indefinite

extent, and under that skin to produce, by budding, some

hundreds of frogs, all living harmoniously together, each fed

by all—further imagine this colony producing at last a few

solitary tadpoles, and you will have some conception of the

paradox presented by our compound Ascidians.

Nor is this paradox without parallels. The other day I

noticed the surface of the water in my pan agitated, as if

scores of hairs were at various points thrust upwards.

Nothing else was visible with eye or lens. Suspecting, from

a certain pulsating motion, that it was caused by young

Medusae, I dipped the zooph)i:e trough, and brought up a

quantity of newly-hatched Medusae in great activity. They

had just issued from the Polype {Laoviedea geniculata),

and on removing some of the Polype branches to the micro-

scope, the young Medusae were plainly visible in the cap-

sules, and were easily pressed out, whereupon they swam

away like the others. (Plate IV., fig. 1., represents a Cam-

panularian Polype with the young !Medusse in the capsule.)

Familiar as this sight was to me, it had not lost its marvel-

lousness. Here was a Pol}']ie, which the uninstructed eye

enlarged, included the tail within it
;
and the absorjition took place within the

sac thus formed.
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could not distinguisli from a seaweed, producing scores of

Jelly-fish ;
and these Jelly-fish, if their days were spared,

would in due time produce Polypes. Imagine a lily pro-

ducing a butterfly, and the butterfly in turn producing a

lily, and you would scarcely invent a marvel greater than

this production of Medusae was to its first discoverers. Nay,

the marvel must go further still
;
the lily must first pro-

duce a whole bed of lilies like its own fair self, before giving

birth to the butterfly ;
and this butterfly must separate it-

self into a crowd of butterflies before giving birth to the

lily : when you have thus added marvel upon marvel, you

will be ready to listen without scepticism to the phenomenon

known as the
"
alternation of generations," since Steenstrup

so baptised it. Others have given it other names : Owen

calls it "Parthenogenesis;" Van Beneden, "Digenesis;"

Victor Carus, "Neomelie ;" and Quatrefages, "Geneagenesis."

But while difiering about the name, and the explanation of

the phenomena, there is no difference as to the phenomena

themselves. I will ask the reader's attention to a succinct

exposition of the various facts and theories connected with

this interesting subject ; premising that I have not only

verified the capital observations on which the marvel rests,

but have some new facts to bring forward which must

materially modify the current conceptions.

Harvey's celebrated aphorism, 07nne viviim ex ovo (every

living being issues from an egg), was a premature gener-

alisation, and has for some years past been known to be so.

Many animals issue not from an egg, but du'cctly from the

substance of the parent's body, by a process analogous to

2 A
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that of the budding of plants. To include this process and

the ordinary process under one expression, Auguste Comte

suggested the following modification of the aphorism, Omne

vivum ex vivo (every living being issues from a living

being) ;
and as the idea of spontaneous generation becomes

every year less and less tenable, this aphorism acquires the

force of a law. I allude to it at starting, because, inasmuch

as the course of our inquiry will conduct us to the con-

clusion that Generation is not essentially a distinct process

from that of Growth in general, the idea of an ovum as the

necessary origin of eveiy living thing needs to be modified.

The first illustration we owe to Trembley, whose Memoirs

on the Hydra, or Fresh-water Polype, are so admirable in

accuracy and extent of observation, that, in spite of the

labours of a century, nothing of what he stated has been set

aside, and very little added, except what the microscope has

revealed. He taught us that the Polj'pe, which originally

comes from an egg, produces a quantity of other Polypes,

exactly similar to itself, by a process of "budding," after

the manner of a jilant. He taught us, moreover, that not

only is this the normal mode of multiplication, but that if

we lacerate the Polype, each lacerated fragment will become

a new Polype, which in its turn may be cut into several

pieces, every one of them developing into perfect Polypes.

Several naturalists have repeated and confirmed his experi-

ments. In repeating them myself I failed at first, but sub-

sequently succeeded, and attribute the first failure to the

presence of impurities in the water containing the frag-

ments. Mr R. Q. Couch made the curious observation.
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that if the body of the Hyclra
" be merely irritated with a

needle, or a ray of the sun, a young one will sprout from

the injured parts."* Here Harvey's dictum receives direct

contradiction : the Polyjie which is produced from a wound

in the body of the parent, being in every respect similar to

the Polype which is produced from an egg.

It was in ] 744 that Trembley made known to the world

the astonishing reproductive powers of the Hydra. -f-
The

following year I Bonnet published his not less astonishing

revelations on the reproduction of Aphides, or plant-lice.

The Aphis, a winged insect familiar to most readers,

deposits its eggs in the axils of the leaves of plants at the

close of summer, and these eggs are hatched in the follow-

ing spring ;
but the insect which issues from the egg is a

wingless sexless insect. It was known that this wingless

insect brought forth its young alive. Bonnet proved that

this took place when no male insect was present
—in fact, he

proved that the insect was a virgin mother, and astoundingly

fertile. He isolated the young Aphis as soon as it was

hatched, reared it in strict seclusion, and watched it daily,

almost hourly, with the patient tenacity of a naturalist of

genius. He has left on record his anxieties, his tremulous

agitation lest its death should supervene to frustrate his

*
Reports of the Penzance Natural History Society, 1850, p. 571. Schleiden

says of the Oesneria, that a puncture in the leaf produces a bud, in a few days.

The two cases are precisely similar.

t Trembley : Memoires sur un genre de Polypes dJeau douce, 4to, Leyden,

1744,

X Bonnet : Traiti d^Insertologie, 2 vols., 1745 ;
vol. i., p. 26, et seq, A

better edition is that printed at Amsterdam, 1780.
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labours
;
and his joy, after seeing the captive four times

change its skin, and reach its normal development, to

obsei-ve that this absolute virginity did not in the least

interfere with fertility. On the eleventh day the Aphis

produced a young one alive
;

another succeeded, and

another. Every four-and-twenty hours the brood was

increased by three, four, and even ten arrivals. At the end

of twenty-one days, ninety-five young ones were produced

from this single Aphis.* Carrying further his observations.

Bonnet found that the viigin offspring of this virgin parent

also became parents !

-j-
We know that this reproduction

often goes on till the eleventh generation : then this pro-

cess ceases, the last generation is of 'perfect insects, with

separate sexes, and these produce ova which next year

become the productive virgins we have just been reading of.

" But why," we may ask in the language of Professor

* " EnfiD pour achever I'histoire 'de notre pucerone je n'ai plus qu'k dire

qu'ajant et€ obligi de m'absenter pendant tout le 25 jusqu'au lendemain

matin sur les cinq heures, j'eus le chagrin h. mon retour de no la pas trouver

oti jo I'avois laiss«5e, ui dans les environs oil je la chorchai iuutilcment.

Comme, dcpuis qu'elle avoit commence d'accoucher je u'avois pas cru qu'il

fClt n^ccssaire de la tenir renferm^e exactement, elle en avoit sans doute

profite pour aller finir ses jours ailleurs. On juge aisement que je no fus pas

insensible a cette perte. J'avois vu naitre cettc pucerone, je I'avois suivie con-

Btamment pendant plus d'un mois, et je me faisois un plaisir de continuer k

I'observcr jusqu'^ sa mort. Je me proposals de E5avoir au juste lo nombre de

pucerons dont elle auroit pent 6tre encore accouche. II y a appareuce qu'il

n'auroit pas <;t6 considerable, ^ en jugcr par I'extrf^me diminution de sa taille.

Son ventre qui lorsqu'elle n'avoit fait encore que peu de petits, ^toit arrondi et

comme distendu, s'etoit ai)lati, et 6toit devenu de forme triangulaire."
—

Vol. i. p. 49.

t " Si la petitesse de la pucerone de la troisi^me generation m'avoit surpris,

j'eus lieu de I'^tre encore davantage de celle de sa fillc. Elle ne sembloit pas

avoir atteint la moitie de la grosseur qu'ont ordinairement les pucerones de

cette espece lorsqu'elles commcncent ii cngendrer."
—Vol. i.

j). 78.
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Owen,
" should there be this strange combination of vivi-

parous generation at one season, and of oviparous genera-

tion at another in the same insect ? The viviparous or

larviparous generation effects a multiplication of the plant-

lice adequate to keep pace with the rapid growth and

increase of the vegetable kingdom in the spring and sum-

mer. No sooner is the weather mild enough to effect the

hatching of the ovum, which may have retained its vitality

through the winter, than the larva, without having to wait

for the acquisition of its mature and winged form, as in

other insects, forthwith begins to produce a brood as hungiy

and insatiable and as fertile as itself. The rate of increase

may be conceived by the following calculation. The aphis

produces each year ten larviparous broods, and one which

is oviparous, and each generation averages 100 indivi-

duals :
—

Generation.
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Ascidians and Polypes formerly mentioned, an alternation of

generations takes place ;
the parent producing a child unlike

itself, and that child in its turn finally producing one like its

grand-parent.
" The winged and perfect Aphis produces a

"wingless hexapod larva
;
this wingless larva produces at last

a "winged and perfect insect.'' The reader may imagine how

great was the sensation produced in the scientific world by

these announcements, and how many theories were pro-

pounded in explanation ;
we must not pause here to consider

them, but proceed with our history.

The last date was 174.5. In 1819 a Germanised French-

man, known to all lovers of romance as the author of Feter

ScJdemil, made a discovery in Natural History which was

almost as incredible as his Shadowless Man. "Whether this will

endear the name of Chamisso still more to his admirers may
be a question. Literary men will point "with some satisfac-

tion to the fact that a novelist was the discoverer of a form

of reproduction unsuspected by the profoundest zoologists.

They may also remember that the luminous doctrine of

plant-morphology was the discovery of the greatest of our

modern poets ;
and that the great Haller himself was a poet

and litMrateur before, in latter life, he devoted himself with

such splendid success to physiology.

In Chamisso 's day, naturalists knew two distinct species

of the curious mollusc named Salpa, an indescribable animal,

transparent as ciystal, and of irregular cylindrical aspect.

This animal is also seen somewhat different in structure, but

most obviously difiFering from the solitary species in being a

long chain of animals. In spite of their difi'ercnces, they are
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not two species, but two generations of tlie same species.

The solitary Salpa produces the chain-salpa by
"
budding ;"

and the chain-salpa by "alternation of generations" (the

phrase is Chamisso's) produces the solitary salpa by ova.

Krohn, Huxley, Leuckart, and Vogt (alas ! only one English-

man among four Germans), have since confirmed Chamisso's

discovery, which, as Mr Huxley has pointed out, gives him

the priority over Steenstrup, not only as to the mere phrase

of
"
alternate generations,'' but as to the distinct conception

of the idea implied in the phrase. Nine years afterwards, in

1828, Milne Edwards first announced a similar mode of repro-

duction among the Ascidians (such as I sketched it just now),

without, however, connecting it with Chamisso's discovery.

In 1835, the Norwegian pastor and indefatigable naturalist,

Sars, opened that wonderful series of revelations which by

himself, Loven, Lister, DalyeU, Steenstrup, Van Beneden,

AUman, Forbes, and others, have established the alternation

of generations in Polypes and Medusas.

A not less surprising alternation has been discovered in

the Entozoa
;
but it would occupy too much space to narrate

here, requiring much preliminary explanation before it could

be intellisible to the general reader. * Let us continue our

history.

In 1842, the known facts were collected, and connected

under one generalisation by the Danish botanist Steenstrup,

» The student will find a complete liistory of these phenomena in Siebold,

Ueber die Band-und-Blaseawurmer, 1S54, or in the lai-ger work of KiiCHEN-

MKiSTER, Die in und an dem Korper des lebenden Menschen vorkomenenden

Parasiien, 1855 ; a translation of which, by Dr Lankester, has been published

recently by the Sydenham Society.
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who brought liis own quota of important facts. In this

work,
* a flasli of liglit suddenly revealed the connection in

which many isolated paradoxes stood to each other : a

theoiy was proposed, which, although really nothing but a

metaphorical expression of the already known facts, was very

widely accepted as a perfect solution of the difficulty.

In 1849, Professor Owen published his two lectui-es on

Parthenogenesis, in which, re-stating the results of his inves-

tigations into the reproduction of Aphides (1843), he pro-

pounded a theory as a substitute for the metaphor of Steen-

strup, and one which up to this time is the sole theory not open

to the charge of being a merely verbal explanation. In the

same year, Victor Cams published a small work \ containing

some new observations, and an ingenious classification.

In 1851 Leuckart published an essay J to prove that alter-

nate generation was shnply metamorphosis plus asexual gen-

eration—an unhappy explanation, since the peculiarity of me-

tamorphosis is that the lai'va becomes a perfect insect, whereas

the Polype never becomes a Medusa, it only produces it
;
the

•wingless Aphis never becomes a perfect insect
; moreover, the

phrase "plus asexual generation
"
conceals the real difficulty.

In 1853, Van Beneden, to whom we owe so many impor-

tant contributions, published a work § in which he modestly

contents himself with stating the phenomena, classing ani-

•
Oil (he Alternation of Qenerations. Translated for the Eay Society by Mr

George Bosk, 184G.

+ Zur nUliem Kennlnisi des Generalionswechsels, 1849.

J SlEBOLD M KoLLiKEU's ZeiUschrift, iii. p. 170. He repeats the idea in his

work on Comparative Anatomj', written in conjunction with Bergmanu.

§ La Oiniration aUernante et la Digiii&Sf, ISiiS.
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mals under two heads, Tnonogenetic, or sexual, and dige-

netic, i. e. reproducing themselves by sexual and asexual

methods.

In 1855 M. Quatrefages published four articles in the

Revue des Deux Mondes entitled Les Metamorphoses, in

which he reviewed the state of the question, criticised the

theories, and propounded one of his own.

In 1856 another brilliant flash of light came from Ger-

many. Von Siebold published a work *
containing some

startling facts, and such as, in my opinion, will serve to dis-

sipate all the clouds from the question. He offered no

theory himself; and in the only remark wliich directly

touches our subject, he desires to lay
"
particular stress

ujoon the distinction between the alternation of generations

and Parthenogenesis." In spite of this, I must think that

the two are one, and that his facts convincingly prove them

to be so. For the present, however, we will confine our-

selves to the points established in his work bearing on our

subject.

Having isolated female moths, he constantly watched

them in little vessels closed with glass lids. In due time

they laid eggs. There was nothing surprising in this
;
the

virgin moth, as well as the female of every other insect—
indeed, of every other animal—lays eggs ;

but what was his

astonishment,
" when all the eggs of these females, of whose

virgin state I was most positively convinced, gave birth to

young caterpillars, which looked about with the greatest

* On. true Parthenogenesis in Moths and Bees. Translated by J. W. Dalhxs.

1857.

2 B
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avidity in search of materials !

"
Imagine a brood of chickens

hatcheil from the eggs of a virgin hen, and you will conceive

Siebold's surprise. He subsequently found that bees, in like

manner, produce hundreds of eggs, which, however, invaii-

ably become male bees
;
for it is only the fertilised bee-egg

which will develop into a female—either worker, or queen.

p- Ungallant physiologists, resting on the evidence of some

embryological phenomena, have declared the female to be

only a male in arrested development ; a very impertinent

deduction, which was, however, flung back on them by a

witty friend of mine, who, hearing that one of her own sex

was fond of reading metaphysics, and was feared to be sufier-

ing from a softened brain, drew her own conclusion as to

this masculine course of study, exclaiming, ''Man is hut

woman with a softened brain !
"

She would have also

retorted Von Siebold's facts about the bees, which point at

a miserable inferiority on the part of the males. But I must

not let her prematurely enjoy this triumph : if the imperfect

bee is always a male, the imperfect moth {Psijche) is always

a female
;
and to reconcile both parties, we have the silk-

worm moth, whose virgin progeny is both male and female.

In conclusion, be it noted that Von Siebold's work estab-

lishes Parthenogenesis as a normal process in bees and

moths, on grounds which, Funke justly says, do not permit

the severest scepticism to raise a doubt worthy of notice.*

He, moreover, points to the fact that among the Entomo-

straca there are species of which only the female is known
;

* FOKKE. Lehrluch dcr Physiologic, 1857, p. 132G.
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again, thousands offemales of the gall-fly have been examined,

but not a single male has yet been found.

Thus Parthenogenesis has been found to exist in Polypes,

Molluscs, Annelids (by M. Quatrefages in the Syllis), and

Insects. It has also been found in plants. The Ccelehogyne

Ilicifolia, one of the EuphorhiacuB to be seen in Kew

Gardens, is a striking example. Only the female of this

plant has reached England, yet it continues yearly to produce

descendants, although no male has arrived.*
" In fact," says

Dr Lankester,
"
Parthenogenesis, in all its integrity, has now

been observed in a large number of cases in the vegetable

kingdom. The occurrence of seeds, independent of stamens,

was first observed in a Euphorbiaceous plant in the gardens

at Kew. It has subsequently been observed in a large

number of plants, a list of w^hich, with the observer of the

phenomenon, we subjoin :
—

Chaeace^e—Chara crinita. A. Braun.

CANNABiNEiE—Cannabis sativa. Naudin.

Chenopodiace-(E—Spinacea oleracea. Le Cocq.

EuPHOEBiACEiE—Cwlehorjyne Ilicifolia. J. Smith ;
3[er-

curialis, species. Naudin.

Anarcaediace.^—Pistacia Narhonensis. Tenore
;
Pista-

cice species. Bocconi.

CucuEBiTACE^—Bryonia diocia. Naudin.

DATisCEiE—Datisca cannabina. Frcsenius."
-j-

* Radlkofer: Ueler wxJu-e Parthenogenesis bei Pflamen, in Siebold 0.

KiiLLiKER, Zeitsckrift, viii. 458.

t Lankester: in Microscoirical Journal, No. XX., July 1S57.
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To this list may be added the A Igce, in which Pringsheim

has observed the same phenomenon.*

Such were the facts known at the time Avhen I resumed

my investigation of Polype-parthenogenesis. The labours

of distinguished naturalists on the genesis of Polypes may be

summed up in the following schema :

A. The Medusa parent ijroduces ova
;

B. These ova are developed into infusoria
;

C. These infusoria are develoj^ed into Polypes ;

D. These Polypes 2:)roduce, hy budding, the Medusae,

which in turn 2)roduce ova.

Thus D completes the cycle commenced at A. As varia-

tions from this route we have—
a. The Medusa produces Medusas by budding ;

/3. The Polype produces Polypes by budding ;

7. The Polype produces Polypes hy ova directly, i. e.

"U'itliout going through the ]\Iedusoid generation.

Attention is called to this second table, because the facts

therein resristered have been too often lost si2;ht of in the

discussion of the theory. When, for example, so much stress

is laid on the analogy between the development of a Polyjie

into a ^ledusa, with that of a bud into a flower, it is appa-

rently forgotten that, in spite of the resemblances, great

differences are discoverable. No flower produces similar

flowers by a process of budding, as the Medusa buds off"

young Medusa3 from its substance : a rose does not split

up into a dozen roses.

* Annates des Sciences Jfatttrelles. 1856.
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So little have the facts rejj-istered in the second table been

kept in view, that the doctrine of Alternate Generations has

been persistently denied on the gTound that the Polyjies are

not generations at all—are not, properly speaking,
"
indivi-

duals" any more than leaf-buds are individuals. According

to this argument, which has been set forth by Dr Carpenter,*

only those can be truly called generations which issue from

a generative act, i.e. the union of a germ-cell with a sperm-

cell
;
an arbitrary assumption disproved by a multitude of

facts. He maintains the analogy of the Pol3q)e and the leaf-

bud to be complete, and considers the multiplication of

Polypes, and of Medusae from Polypes, to be always a process

of buddiiig ;
this gives his argument a superficial plausibility,

which is, however, totally destroyed by the fact that the

Polype also produces Polypes by the miion of ova and sper-

matozoa.

I shall have to recur to this point hereafter
;
meanwhile I

may add that, in the course of a long investigation into the

development of the Campanularian and Plunndarian Poljqics

—
especially P. myriophylluni (Plate IV., fig, 2), from deep

water off Jersey
—I found that not only does the Polyjie

produce Polyjjes by means of ova, but also produces Medusoi

in the same way; so that instead of the production of

Medusa^- being only one of simple budding, it resembles the

production of Polyjjes in being sometimes a process of

budding, and sometimes a process of oviparity. I have

followed this development through all its stages ;
and as

*
Princi2)les of Comparative I'Iiysiolo<jy, 1S54.
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what I have seen may be seen by any one who chooses to

devote the requisite patience, I shall merely clear away cer-

tain theoretical obstructions which may screen the real facts.

In Dr Carpenter's summary of the views held by natm-al-

ists, we read that the ovarian capsules (the large vesicles

which rise from the stem of the polyjiidom) are improperly

designated ovarian, because "
they have been shown by Pi-o-

fessor E. Forbes to be in reality metamorphosed branches."

The force of this objection escapes me. WoLff and Goethe have

shown the stamens and pistils to be metamorphosed leaves,

but no one denies them, on that account, to be reproductive

organs. The capsule in question is not a branch, but a cap-

sule, and the proof of its being an ovarian capsule is the fact

that m it ova are developed. Tliis, indeed, Dr Carpenter

denies, for he continues,*
" These Medusa buds spring not

from ova, but from a detached portion of the medullary sub-

stance ;" and in a note he adds, "Although they are described

by Van Beneden as developed from ova, yet it is clear from

his own account that such is not the case
;
and that what he

called the vitellus is continuous with the medullary substance

of the stem and branches of the zoophyte." Not having

seen Van Beneden's Mimoire, I am unable to say whether

that atbnirable naturahst has imperfectly described what he

has seen, or Dr Carpenter imperfectly comprehended what he

has read
;
but I have no hesitation in asserting that direct

study of the phenomena will disclose the fact of the Medusa

being, at any rate, sometimes developed from ova, although

*
PrincipUs of Comparative Physiologi/, p. 552.
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the vitellus is
" continuous with tlie medullary substance of

the stem." The ova are there, unmistakable by any eye

familiar with the ova of zoophytes ;
and by cutting off the

tips of the capsules we can gently press these ova out, reveal-

ing the germinal vesicle in each, and the vitelline mass sur-

rounding it. Not only are ova there, but in some instances

spermatozoa may be observed in great activity, and this at a

time when the circulation, or more properly oscillation, of

medidlary granules from the stem into the interior of the

capsule is perfectly visible. Sometimes, instead of these, we

find simply a mass of granules and nucleated cells
;

at other

times, ova in various stages of segmentation, the germinal

vesicle having disappeared, and a vitelline membrane being

formed
;
at others, we find embryos nearly ready to escape.

The facts which I have observed are so opposed to the

cuiTent theories on this subject, that I have no expectation

of their gaining acceptance, until they have been confirmed

by others. But I am content to await that confirmation,

assured that it must come sooner or later. Scepticism, be

it never so authoritative, cannot alter the facts
;
and as I am

quite sure of what I have seen, and seen many times, I am

sure it will be seen by others. Unfortunately the Myrio-

phyllum is only to be had in deep water, and appears not to

be common, although it is abundant off Jersey ;
and there is

also a possibility that the phenomenon may not be observable

in this species, dredged from other coasts. I say possibility,

because I am informed by Professor KollOver that the same

species of Polype (Eudendrium) found off our coasts and the

coast of Naples, differs in this remarkable character : the one
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produces eggs, and not Medusae
;
the other ^Medusae, and not

eggs. The same great anatomist assured me that he also had

seen something like what I have seen
;
he had seen the

same species of Gampanularia producing both eggs and

MedusiT,
" but no one believed me/' he added. The plea

for scepticism being, that Professor Kolliker must have

mistaken two different species for the same species
— a

hazardous assertion, considering who is the observer. But

this objection cannot apply to my observation, for it was

on the same Polypidom that I found some of the capsules

filled with eggs, and some with Medusse. Even more start-

ling is the fact now to be mentioned. In one and the same

species {Myriophyllum), di'edged at the same time and from

the same place, I found the capsules containing eggs and

also Medusce ; and others—but not on the same Polypidom
—

containing eggs and Polypes, i. e. the ciliated gemmules

which we knoAV to be the infusorial stage of the Polype.

I have seen this so often that the whole history of evolu-

tion thus presents itself : Taking the medullary substance

of the Polype as the analogue of the cellular basis of the

plant, we may trace a somewhat similar course of evolution

in each : the cellular basis becomes differentiated into leaves,

stamens, pistils, germ-cells, and sperm-cells ;
the medullary

substance becomes differentiated into nucleated cells—these

cells into germ-cells and sperm-cells, or into germ-cells

alone, from which are developed,

1st, Under one set of conditions, probably of temperature

and food, Polypes ;

2(1, Under another set of conditions, Medusje. Just as a
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leaf-bud is developed imder one set of conditions, and a

flower under another set
;
or as only germ-cells are deve-

loped in one plant, sperm-cells in another, or both on the

same plant.

Of great importance as regards the theory of Partheno-

genesis are two of the facts just indicated
; namely, that

the Polype produces ova which become Medusae
;

and

that these ova may indifferently become either Polypes oi'

Medusfe. The latter fact ceases to be so marvellous, when

we consider that Agassiz has demonstrated the identity in

structure of Polype and Medusa.

Of still greater importance as regards the theory of Par-

thenogenesis is the conclusion that from germ-cells only,

without any influence from sperm-cells. Polypes and Medusae

may be developed. Do you ask for evidence on which to

base this conclusion ? The evidence is various. "We have

already noted the indubitable fact that the unfertilised eggs

of Entomostraca, gall-flies, bees, moths, and silk-worms,

do become developed animals
;

these must spring from

germ-cells only. Next we have the recent experiments in

France and Gennany, which place beyond a doul)t that

dioecious plants become fertile when their pollen is entirely

removed
;
and we know that female plants become fertile

when no pollen-bearing plant is in the kingdom ;
so that

Schleiden, in the edition of his work. The Plant, just

issued, says,
" We must now confess complete ignorance

as to the real function of the pollen."
* To these may

*
Schleiden, Die Pflanze, 1858, p. 72. He draws the piquant conclusion

that it is precisely in those plants on which LinnsDus founded his sexual
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be added the fact that, according to my observations, sperma-

tozoa are rarely met with in the Polypes, whereas ova are

extremely abundant.

All this evidence, however, is as nothing beside that which

is furnished in the very remarkable researches on the repro-

duction of Aphides made by Professor Huxley, an account of

wliich he read to the Linnsean Society, Nov. 5, 1857. Tliat

paper not being yet printed, I can only refer to its conclu-

sions in as far as they bear on the present topic, and these

are—First, that the virgin ^iviparous Aphis, which is said to

produce broods of young by
"
internal gemmation," does

really produce themfrom unfertilised ova : every stage of the

development of these ova, and that of the embryos having

been carefully made out. Secondly, that the female oviparous

Aphis produces her young from ova fertilised by spennatozoa ;

but the early stages in the development of these ova are j;re-

cisely similar to those of the viviparous Aphis, the differ-

ences presenting themselves at a later period, when in the

one case the formation of the "
mulberry mass

"
takes place

spontaneously, in the other case it is preceded by the union

of the spennatozoa with the ova. As the product of both

processes is identical—as the Aphis which is seen to issue

from an unfertilised ovum is in all respects similar to that

which issues from a fertilised ovum—the conclusion is irre-

sistible, that Generation is possible from germ-cells only ;
and

system that we have now no evidence ofsexuality, whereas in the cryptogamic

plants sexual distinctions have been accurately ascertained. It seems to mo,

however, that this paradox is more piquant than true, and that the analogous

phenomena of Parthenogenesis in animals explain the difficulty, without

forcing us to deny the sexuality of the Phanerogamia.
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the facts I have brought foi-ward respecting the Polypes are

thus seen to stand in no absolute isolation.

Eesuming in one schema the results of the investigations

into Polypes, with those of my predecessors, we find,
—

A. The Medusa parent produces ova
;

B. These ova are developed through an infusorial stage

into Polypes ;

C. These Polypes, in turn, produce ova
;

D. (1 )
These ova are developed into Medusas, thus com-

pleting the cycle opened at A.

D. (2) These ova are developed iiito Polypes, thus com-

pleting the cycle opened at C.

The budding process, which both Medusa and Polype mani-

fest, may be eliminated from the scheme of "Alternation."

We shall hereafter see that it is essentially the same as the

other processes of generation.

Such, in brief, is the history, such are the facts, of Par-

thenogenesis. Let us now glance at the theories which

attempt to explain them. Steenstrup
—whose merits are very

considerable, and who first propounded a general theory,

named byhim the ''Alternation of generations"
—encumbered

the question, instead of clearing it, when he called the Polype

the
" wet-nurse" of the Medusa, denying its claim to be con-

sidered as a "
parent." To say that the Polype is not pro-

perly a "parent," but has only the germs of the Medusa

confided to it, is, as Professor Owen justly remarked, to

make a metaphor supply the place of an explanation. In

reply to this objection Steenstrup boldly declares his theory

is la combinaison intime des faits. Professor Owen con-
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vincingly shows that the theory is purely verbal : it is,

moreover, in direct antagonism with the fact that the Polype

sometimes produces eggs -snthout the mediation of a Medusa
;

and if a Polype, issuing from an egg, and also producing an

egg from Avhiih another Polype will issue, be not regarded

as a "
parent," it will be difficult to specify in what parentage

truly consists. Steenstrup's theory is almost identical, ex-

cept in language, with that of the old writer alluded to by

Quatrefages, who accounted for Bonnet's facts by a
"
trans-

mitted fecundation :

"
"D'apres lui, les pucerons produisent

toujours des ceufs aussi bien que les autres insectes, mais

chez eux la fecondation, au lieu d'agir sur une gdn^ration

seulement, etend son influence a plusicurs generations suc-

cessives. Elle devient par consequent inutile jusqu'au

moment o^ la somme d'action transmise de mere a fille est

totalement epuisde."

At a first glance this may be mistaken for an anticipa-

tion of Owen's theory ;
but a more rigorous inspection dis-

covers that Owen's theory difieis from it by the all-impor-

tant character of definiteness. Instead of throwing over

the question the obscure generality of a phrase, it points

directly to a specific fact, or condition, such as, if accepted,

would indicate the terminal stage of inquiry, beyond which

no intellect could hope to penetrate. It starts from the

germ-cell, from which the organism arises, and, folloAving

the course of this germ-cell, it holds the Ariadne thread,

which, through all the mazes of the lal)yrinth, conducts the

mind to clear issues. Let us, in as brief a space as pos-

sible, develop this theory.
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All organisms, plant or animal, originate in a cell. This

cell spontaneously divides into two, these two into four,

these four into eight, and so on, till, instead of a solitary nu-

cleated cell, a mass is present, known as the
"
germ mass."

(Plate VI., figs. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8.) In the Conferva, instead of a

mass, a thread of cells has arisen, forming the filament which

constitutes the whole plant. In the animal, the cells have

not been placed end to end, thread-like, but side to side, and

form what is called the "
mulberry mass

"
(fig. 8) ;

and a

further distinction is to be noted, namely, that each animal

cell, as it formed, carried with it a portion of the yolk. From

the "
germ mass

"
the animal is evolved. Each cell of this

mass is the ofi'spring of the primary germ-cell, reproducing

its powers and capacities. As the animal is formed out of

this mass, and by means of it (figs. 9, 10), we are forced to

the conclusion that the cells have become transformed into

tissues. But " not all the progeny of the primary germ-cell

are required for the formation of the body in all animals :

certain of the derivative germ-cells may remain unchanged,

and become included in that body which has been composed

of their metamorphosed and diversely combined or confluent

brethren : so included, any derivative germ-cell, or the

nucleus of such, may commence and repeat the same pro-

cesses of growth by imbibition, and of propagation by spon-

taneous fission, as those to which itself owed its origin."
*

It is this, according to Owen, which constitutes Partheno-

genesis. Some of the cells, instead of being transformed

into tissues, remain, imchanged as cells, included in the body,

* Owen : Paythciiogenesis, p. 5.
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where they repeat the original process of subdivision, and

produce offspring as they themselves were produced. In

proportion, therefore, to the complexity of the animal (that

is, in proportion to the amount of cells transformed into

tissues), will be its inability to reproduce itself by Partheno-

genesis. In j)roportion to the amount of unchanged cells

will be this power of reproduction. The marvels of the

Hydra, as recounted by Trembley, are thus explicable ;
for

the Hydra retains its germ-cells unchanged everywhere,

except in the tentacles and the integument, and these ar-e in-

capable of reproduction.
" The reproduction of parts of

higher animals has also been found to depend on pre-existing

cells retained as such. T\Ir H. D. S. Goodsir has shown that,

in the lobster, so noted for the power of reproducing its

claws, the regenerative faculty does not reside at any part of

the claw indifferently, but in a special locality at the basal

end of the first joint. This joint is almost filled by a mass

of nucleated cells surrounded by a fibrous and muscular

band."

But here the reader may ask how the cycle of generation

is ever completed ? Wliy does not the Polype conthme bud-

ding off fresh Polypes for ever
; why does not the Aphis-larva

continue producing broods of larvae
; why does not the plant

persist in sending forth leaves and buds
; why do we always

see a sudden change
—a leap, as it were, into higher life—

completing the cycle by the Polype producing a Medusa, the

larval Apliis producing an Aphis, the plant producing a

flower ? To this question Owen has prepared an answer.

The origmal cell, in its frequent subdivision, gradually loses
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by dilution a portion of its plastic force. If on starting it

had a force of 100, after fifty subdivisions it will have no

more than 2. It is this necessary dilution of power in

repeated reproductions which prevents Parthenogenesis from

being indefinitely prolonged.

Such is the theory, in every way remarkable, proposed by

our great anatomist
;
and before proceeding to examine its

stability, I will adduce the strongest illustration in its fivour

I have yet found. The theory assumes that some of the

original germ-cells are retained untransformed in the body of

the Hydra and Aphis, which cells, in virtue of their original

tendency, subdivide and develop into new animals. We have

formerly seen that the germ-mass of the Eolis, Boris, and

Aplysia, normally develops itself into one, two, three, and even

eight distinct animals. As this takes place contemporaneously,

and in the same chorion—as one egg actually divides into

several embryos, by a simple process of subdivision in the

germ-mass
—I do not see how Owen's position can be denied,

that here at least the offspring of the original cell is actually

included in each distinct mass, and that it is the origin of

each embryo. AVhether the cells are unchanged or not, may

be a question ;
it is certain that they are included : and

as there can be little difierence in the process, whether

the progeny of one cell be developed simultaneously as in

the Doris, or successively as in the Aphis, the fundamental

position seems secured. I say seems, because I do not

really think it is, nor do I find myself able to accept

Owen's explanation.

Quatrefages and Siebold object to the name of Partheno-
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genesis as embodying an error. The larval Aphis, says the

former, cannot properly be styled a \drgin, because it is an

incomplete organism, and " a Fid^e de virginite se rattache

invinciblement celle de la possibility de cessation de cet

dtat." He objects, therefore, to the name, because, he says,

Owen's conception rests on the remarkable exception of the

Aphis-lar\'a, in which reproductive organs, incomplete, but

still perfectly recognisable, have been discovered. The

objection, which was never very forcible, is completely

silenced by Von Siebold's discovery of perfect insects, male

and female, in the virgin-progeny of bee and moth. As to

Von Siebold's objection to the name, that by it Owen "
con-

founds Parthenogenesis with alternation of generations," it

is met not only by the explanation Owen gives in a note to

the translation of Von Siebold's work (p. 11), but is further

met by what will probably be seen, in the following tliscus-

sion, to be the true state of the case
; namely, that the

generation of bees and moths is essentially the same as that

of Ascidians, Aphides, and Polypes ;
and instead of con-

founding two distinct things in one phrase, Owen has recon-

ciled two seeming differences.

Eetaining, therefore, the name Owen has given to the

phenomenon, let us examine his theory. Quatrefages,

among objections of little weight, urges one of more value

when he says that the process of segmentation in the yolk

is now known to be different from that stated by Owen,

being the spontaneous act of the ovum, whether the ovum

be fertilised or not
;
and farther, that the "

yolk cells
"

are
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not cells at all. Ou this latter point it may be observed

that embryologists are still divided,* the dispute turning on

the correct definition of a cell—much as if men disputed

whether a book "
in sheets

"
ought properly to be called a

" book." As regards Owen's theory, a slight modification in

its terms would meet the objection.

Not so the objection which must, I think, be raised against

the vital point in the theory
—the assumption of a definite

prolific force contained in the primary germ-cell, a force

which becomes diluted by subdivision of the cell, and can be

renewed only through another act of fertilisation. This is

the heel of Achilles
;

if vulnerable here, our great anatomist

may be pricked by any vulgar javelin. Let us try. "The

physiologist," says Owen,
"
congratulates himself with jus-

tice when he has been able to pass from cause to cause,

until he arrives at the union of the spermatozoon with

the germinal vesicle as the essential condition of develop-

ment—a cause ready to operate when favourable circum-

stances concur, and without which cause those circumstances

would have no effect. What I have endeavoured to do has

been, to point out the conditions which bring about the

presence of the same essential cause in the cases of the

development of an embryo from a parent that has not itself

been impregnated. The cause is the same in kind, though not

in degree ;
and every successive generation, or series of spon-

taneous fissions of the primary impregnated germ-cell, must

* See the latest work on the subject : Fcnke's Lchrhuch der Phjsiologie,

p. 136G, el seq.

2 C
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weaken the spermatic force transmitted to such successive

generations of cells."

Quatrefages justly calls this a seductive theory ;
but adds,

that not even the imposing authority of Owen's name has

gained acceptance for it. The first objection I should raise is,

that the assumi)tion of the
"
prolific force

"
belongs to meta-

physiology. The second objection is, that it obliges us to

embrace the paradox of the greatest effect arising from the

most diminished force, since, according to it, the seed, in its

primal vigour, only produces buds
—in its exhaustion, flowers;

the egg, in its primal vigour, only produces Polypes and

Larvae—in its exhaustion. Medusae and perfect Aphides. Or

must we regard the Flower, Medusa, and perfect Aphis as

inferior and arrested forms, of which Leaf, Polype, and

Larva are the matured beings ? The celebrated Wolff main-

tained that the Flower was an imperfect organism
—flowers

and fnictification, according to him, being the consequences

of arrest of development ;

* and much may be said for this

hypothesis, although we must finally reject it, when we know

that there are plants which flower before they put forth

leaves, and that the larval Apliis is confessedly an imperfect

insect.

A tliird, and far more fatal, objection is, that under

suitable conditions the plant will continue putting forth

buds, the Polype Polypes, and the larval Aphis larvae, to

an indefinite extent. The "
prolific force,'' instead of dimi-

nishing, by repeated subdivisions of the cells, retains its

primitive fertility. Kyber kept a plant, with lai-val Aphides,

• Wolff : Theorie von der Generation. 17C4. § 80, et seq.
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ill a room the temperature of wliicli was constant, and saw

these larvn3 produce broods for four years without interrup-

tion ! Whereas, had the temperature varied, these larvae

woukl have manifested changes similar to those obsei-ved in

ordinary circumstances, when the lowering of the tempera-

ture in autumn stops the production of larvae, and induces

that of perfect insects. We may also refer to the observation

of Sir J. G. Dalyell, who kept a strohila for several years

continually budding.

A fourth and last objection is, that the Polypidom, which

produces both Polypes and Medusae by gemmation, also pro-

duces eggs which become Polypes, as every one knows, and

eggs wliich become Medusae, as I have discovered
; yet, after

one of these egg capsules has been developed on the Polypi-

dom, the budding process continues as before. This would

imply that the original prolific force, when nearly exhausted,

produced eggs, and then, suddenly recovering its vigour, con-

tinued the production of buds. Now, an oscillating force of

this kind cannot be accepted.

Although I think Owen's theoiy must be abandoned, it

seems to me incomparably the best which has been offered—
indeed, the only one which goes deeper than a phrase, and

rests on definite conditions. The very definiteness of these

conditions enables them to be closely tested and confronted

with fact. The pregnant ideas contained in his work have

been of essential service in the formation of those conclusions

which force me to regard Parthenogenesis as not presenting

any jyecidiai' mysteiy. I shall endeavour to show that it is

no deviation fi'om the ordinary processes of Reproduction,
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except in formal cand quite accessory details. Do not, how-

ever, suppose that, in denying the relative marvellousness of a

phenomenon which has excited so much astonislmient, any

attempt is made to lessen the original marvel. When the

rise of a feather in the air is explained by the same law of

gi-avitation which explains the fall of the quill, no mystery is

dissipated by this reduction of two seemingly contradictory

facts to one law. In like manner, the eternal mystery of

Keproduction remains the same dark Dynamis, baffling all

comprehension, although by its laws we may also explain

this novel phenomenon of Parthenogenesis,

Hitherto physiologists have admitted three forms of Eepro-

duction. 1. Thejissiparous ; e. g. when a cell spontaneously

divides into two cells. 2. The (/e7nmiparous ; e. g. when a

plant puts forth buds, or a polype sends forth poh^oes from

its stem, 3. The oviparous ; e. g. when the plant and animal

]iroduce seeds and eggs. Fission, Gemmation, and Genera-

tion, are the three names designating these processes. The

two first are universally admitted to be identical processes ;

but almost all writers regard Gemmation and Generation as

two essentially distinct processes. Owen denies that there

is any essential distinction. The Hydra, as he remai'ks, pro-

duces Hydrae both by Gemmation and Generation.
" The

young Hydra from the bud is identical in organic structure

Jind character with that which comes from the ovum
;
and

when the effects of organic development are the same, their

efficient causes cannot be '

altogether distinct
;

'

only the

non-essential accessories of the process may be the subject

of variation." And Dr Alexander Harvey reminds us on
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tliis point, that
"
things that are equal to the same, are equal

to one another ;" so that if the product of the bud and the

product of the seed be in all respects identical, there must

necessarily be an identity between the seed and l)ud.* The

potato-seed and the potato-bud both germinate apart from

the parent plant, and both give rise to organisms in all

respects identical.
"
What, let me ask, is included in the

statement that the bud can evolve a perfect and complete

plant
—that it can evolve the flower and the seed ? This :

that it must contain within itself the two kinds of cell

reo-arded as essential to the constitution of the seed,
—as

forming the essential characteristics of the seed, namely the

'

sperm-cell,' and the
'

germ-cell' "f I differ from the cur-

rent idea respecting the germ-cell and sperm-cell as essen-

tially necessary/ to the seed, and Dr Harvey himself seems

to have relinquished the idea in his more recent work
;

meanwhile it is sufficient that in both works he has esta-

blished the essential identity of bud and seed, and conse-

quently of Gemmation and Generation. Wolff long ago

tauiiht that the bud was identical with the seed ;t but no

one, I believe, has carried this doctrine to its legitimate con-

clusion, namely, that Generation is only a form of Growth
;

because every one has assumed that the union of two dis-

similar cells is the necessary commencement of every genera-

tion. Even Owen, who maintains that Gemmation is closely

* See his two interesting works, Trees and their Nature, 1856; and The

Identiti) between the Bud and the Seed, 1857.

t Harvey : Trees and their Nature, p. 185.

J Wolff : Theorie von der Generation, p. 47.
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allied to Generation, does so because he maintains that the

oriiriual unchanged cells, which resulted from fecundation,

form the starting-point of the bud
;
and that thus the bud

and seed are identical, because both really originate in iden-

tical cells—both really issue from an original act of fecunda-

tion
;
whereas these pages contain abundant evidence that

fecundation is by no means necessary to Generation, except

in the higher animals
; plants, polypes, insects, and crus-

taceans, being generated ivithout fecundation.

It is worthy of remark that, although the Hydra propa-

gates by eggs and by buds, it only produces two or three

eggs during the autumn, whereas it buds all the year round.

We may consider its oviparity, therefore, as an exceptional

process. I believe it is one solely detemiined by external

conditions, and that if the Hydra were kept in an unvarying

temperature, it would never produce eggs at all, but continue

budding to the end of the chapter.

All the endeavours to prove that Parthenogenesis is

in every case the result of mere Gemmation are powerless

ajrainst Owen, who denies the essential difference between

Gemmation and Generation, and serve to support his view

when they are coupled with Von Siebold's discoveries. The

Hydra sending forth a second Hydra from its own substance

directly, may be said to
" bud

"
like a plant. The Aphis

producing broods of Aphides internally, instead of externally,

which broods are unattached to their parent, may likewise

be said to exhibit "internal Gemmation,"—although this

budding is the result of ova. Von Siebold's virgin moths

present us with eggs instead of young
—

eggs in every way
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identical with those produced by Generation : yet, if this be

so, how shall we name the process ? We must name it

internal oviparous Gemmation ; and what distinction there

is between oviparous Gemmation and oviparous Generation,

it Avill be difficult to say. In both cases, eggs are produced

directly from the substance of the parent ;
these eggs, in

both cases, develop into animals indistinguishable in strac-

ture or function, and capable of reproducing their species by

either mode. From attending to formal and accessory differ-

ences, and not keeping the attention fixed on essential

processes, physiologists have imagined a distinction to

exist between Gemmation and Generation, which will not

withstand scrutiny. Thus M. Quatrefages says : "In the

animal, as in the plant, reproduction by budding is effected

on the spot {en entier sur jjlace), at the expense of the

parent's substance. In the two kingdoms, reproduction by

seeds and eggs demands the concourse of two elements pre-

pared by special organs. It is immaterial whether these

organs are both united in the same individual, or borne by

distinct individuals
;
there is always a father and a mother,

a stamen and a pistil, an element which fertilises, and an

element which is fertilised." I really cannot see an3rthing

beyond subsidiary distinctions here. The contrast is only

formal. Out of the substance of the parent both bud and

seed are evolved
;
whether the product shall be a mass of cells

which at once develop into an organism by repeated subdi-

vision, or into eggs by repeated subdivision, will depend

on specific conditions, but the essential process is the same

in each. The egg itself is a product, as much as the embryo ;
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it is not a starting-point, but a station on the grand junction-

line of development. No one will venture to assert that the

process of Nutrition is other than identical, whether the

product evolved from the blood-plasma be a nerve-cell, a

muscle-cell, or a gland-cell : different as these products are,

they all issue from embryonal cells indistinguishable fiom

each other
;
and tlie law of Nutrition by which they increase

is the same law in all.

The identity of the process in Reproduction is clearly

seen in the following results of Mr R. Q. Couch's observa-

tions on the Sertularian Polypes :

" At certain seasons of the

year they produce cells (capsules) much larger than those of

a more pennanent character. These, at first, are composed

of the granular pulp of the stem
;
afterwards the pulp be-

comes furrowed, and finally formed into cells. After a short

period they sejjarate from the parent, and undergo the pro-

cess of development. If these cells attain a certain size,

they are developed into eggs ;
if they are stunted by cold,

they are formed into Polypes ;
Avhile if, from unfavourable

causes, they are still smaller, they grow into branches
;
and

thus we see that, according to circumstances, different organs

are capable of being eliminated from the same structure." *

In conclusion, let us remember that the egg itself is an out-

growth, not a starting-point ;
as all know who have made

themselves acquainted with the results of embryological

research, in which the phases of the genesis of the egg are

minutely recorded
;
this genesis being the same essential

process observed in all other forms of Growth.

* PemanceNal. IllsL SocitUj Report for 1850, p. 374.
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Let US now examine the old position, wliich declares that

the union of two different elements, a germ-cell and a

sperm-cell, is the act of Generation—an act sui generis,

and altogether distinct from the act of cell-multiplication,

or Growth, which is regarded simply
"
as a modification

of the nutritive function." The act of anion, hitherto re-

garded as the fundamental act of all Eeproduction, is only,

I believe, a subsidiary, derivative process, and not by any

means the
"
ultimate fact

"
at which our researches must

pause ;
a conclusion to which Goethe pointed when he

showed that Growth and Eeproduction in plants are but

different aspects of the same law.

Let us consider the known facts of Eeproduction in their

ascending order of complexity. What is the simplest pro-

cess known ? It is that of a cell spontaneously multiplying

itself by subdivision. In the albuminous and starchy fluid,

named protoplasma, a single cell appears. It assimilates

more and more of the fluid. It then divides into two cells

perfectly similar. These two cells divide into four, eight,

sixteen, and so the multiplication continues, till there is a

filament of cells, each independent and capable of separate

existence, but each attached to the other by its cell-wall.

In a similar way leaves, instead of filaments, are formed.

Many of the lower plants are nothing but aggregations of

such cells
;
and in many this simple mode of Eeproduction

is the only mode yet discovered. By this process of sub-

division a single cell of the Protococciis nivalis (or red snow)

will redden vast tracts of snow in a few hours
;
and tlie

Bovista giganteum is estimated to produce in one hour no

2 D
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less than four thousand millions of cells. Ehrenberg com-

putes the increase of the infusorial Paramecium at two

hundred and sixty-eight millions in a month. In this, the

simplest form of Reproduction, the identity of the process

with that of Growth is indisputable and undisputed.

The whole organism consists of a simple cell, or string of

such cells : we must therefore either deny that the union of

two dissimilar cells is the essential process of Generation, or

we must point-blank deny that these cellular organisms are

generated at all. If, shrinking from this latter alternative,

we acknowledge that Generation must take place in these

organisms, how shall we establish a line of demarcation

between the reproduction of independent cells, and that of

cells miited together in a filament ? In other words, how

shall we demarcate Reproduction from Growth ? When the

cells are attached, a filament is fonned, and the plant is said

to grow ;
when the cells are detached, a new plant is said to

be generated : but whatever differences there may be

between twenty cells forming a filament, and twenty ceDs

existing separately, each capable of growing into a filament,

the origin of both is one and the same, and the process of

Growth is identical with the process of Generation.

In a fonner passage I suggested that it was probably

owing to difierences of temperature, or food, that Reproduc-

tion by Gemmation and by Generation took place. This,

which was hypothetical as regards the Polype, can be demon-

strated in the Yeast plant. There are two kinds of yeast, or

rather two forms of the same plant. The one is called surface

yeast, the other sediment yeast. The former requires a tem-
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perature of 70° to 80' Fahrenheit
;
the latter 32° to 45°.

Under the microscope we can watcli the process of Eepro-

duction in each. The surface yeast grows by budding only :

from the cell-wall a little hernia is formed, which o-rows and

grows, until in lieu of one cell there are two
;
these two set

up the same budding-process, and a whole filament of cells is

the result. The sediment yeast does not bud
;

its isolated

cells burst, and liberate a quantity of nuclei (spores ?) which

develop into perfect cells. If, however, the temperature be

raised from 45° to 70°, this process is arrested
;
no more

.spores are formed, but the plant begins budding like surface

yeast. Here, by a simple change in one of the conditions

only, (that of temperature), we convert indisputable Gemma-

tion into indisputable Generation—unless we obstinately

refuse to consider any reproductive process as a true genera-

tive act that is not preceded by the union of sperm-cell and

germ-cell
— a refusal which would lead to the denial of

Generation altogether in vast regions of the vegetable and

animal kingdom.

Having established this point, let us ascend a step, and

we reach the second form of Reproduction, which is the

union of two siinilar cells. This is named by botanists the

act of "conjugation." In a simple filament, consisting of

cells produced by fission, any two cells may unite
;

theii-

contents coalesce to form a new starting-point, from which

the multiplication of cells may proceed. Instead of two

cells in the same filament, two cells of contiguous filaments

may coalesce, but in each case it is the union of two similar

cells. This is the first dim indication we obtain uf that
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union of different sexes which in higher organisms becomes

the normal process.

From the fission of one cell into two similar cells, and the

conjugation of tAvo similar cells, we now pass to the third

and final mode of Eeproduction, namely, the union of two

dissimilar cells. To this union the special name of Genera-

tion has been applied ;
but the difference of name must not be

allowed to mask the identity of the process. It is a fact, that

for the production of the more complex organisms, union of

germ-cells and sperm-cells is indispensable. Speculative

physiologists have likened this union of germ-cell with

sperm-cell to the union of an acid with its base. But the

deeper our researches j)enetrate, the more erroneous does

such a comi^arison appear. I cannot pause here to trace

the genesis of ovum and spermatozoon, but must content

myself with the assertion, which the reader can verify by

consulting any embryological authority, that in their origin,

and in the earlier phases of their development, these two

cells are identical. It is only in their subsequent history

that they differ.* If one convincing argument be needed to

crown all these indications, we may find it in the now indu-

bitable fact, that animals which normally are developed from

fertilised eggs, are also normally developed from eggs unfer-

tiUsed. It is clear, then, that if the egg, previous to fertil-

isation, has within it the elements and conditions ivhich will

produce the same animal as woidd have issued from the

fertilised egg, the influence of the sperm-cell on the germ-

• That is the rea-son wliy plants can be developed into male or female

according to the will of the experimenter.
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cell, whatever it may be, cannot be of that elementary indis-

pensable nature which is implied in the comparison of an

acid uniting with a base to form a salt. No alkali spon-

taneously develops into a salt ; without the acid the alkali is

powerless to assume any of the saline forms. But the germ-

cell does develop an embryo without the aid of a sperm-cell ;

and this, too, in certain animals which at other times generate

sperm-cells. Indispensable the influence of the sperm-cell

is, in the more complex organisms (although the insect is a

very complex organism) ;
but we observe one intensely sig-

nificant fact, namely, that the germ-cell spontaneously j^f^sses

through the same early phases of its development, whether

it be fertilised or not. It cannot continue its development, as

the germ-cells of Polypes, Entomostraca, Bees, and Moths con-

tinue theirs
;
but neither is there anyfixed limit to its arrest.

Some ova fall short at one stage, others at others, but at no

stage of their history can we say, Here the aid of fertil-

isation begins. Every ovum, therefore, of the highest ani-

mal as of the lowest, has within it the power of development

unaided by the spermatozoon ; this development falls very

short indeed of an embryo, in the highest animals, but it

travels some miles on the road towards that goal ;
and when,

as in insects, the goal is not very distant, it may be reached.

We may liken the spermatozoa to the extra pair of horses

put to the carriage to enable it to reach a certain distance

over mountainous oround. Two horses have drao-ffed the

carriage to the foot of the hill, and have brought it by

precisely the same route as tlie four horses would have

taken
;
but here, at the foot of the hill, the extra horses are
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indispensable. In granting the indispensable nature of the

aid of such extra horses, no one would think of saying that

it proved the necessity of four horses to carriage travelling.

What the precise nature of the influence exercised by the

spermatozoon truly is, we know not
;
but an hypothesis

may be here suggested, provided the reader regard it as an

hypothesis, not at all interfering with the positive facts

just stated. We may give speculation elbow-room for a

moment, and return to our discussion in no worse condition

than before. When the spermatozoon penetrates into the

interior of the ovum, it there becomes dissolved, and finally

disappears. According to Meissner* its metamorphosis is

precisely the same, whether occurring inside the ovum or

apart from it, and in each case the process is one of gradual

change into fat. Now if we consider the absolute import-

ance of fat in the formation of cells, and remember that the

development of the ovum is through a continuous multi-

plication of cells, the influence of the spermatozoon will be

perfectly intelligible as that of furnishing increase of cell-

production. The sperm-cell being proved identical with

the germ-cell, we may compare its additional force to the

force added by the extra horses which must draw tlie

carriage up the liill.f

Having given expression to my hypothesis, I return to

the survey of the various modes of Reproduction, which we

* In Siebold's ij KoLLIKEr's Zeitschriftf. Wissen. Zoologie, vi.

t Wolff, Theorie von der Generation, p. 24S-9, maintains that the sper-

matozoon is nothing but the highest form of concentrated nutriment
; in his

day it was thought to be the miniature animal, the office of tho mother being

.simply to feed and rear it.
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have seen to be identical, since not only are Fission and

Gemmation admitted to be identical, but we have further

seen that between Gemmation and Generation no real vital

distinction exists. By a real and vital distinction, I mean

one which implies an essential and indispensable diiFerence

in the two processes, and in the two results. But if the

Hydra produced from a bud is in every respect the same as

the Hydra produced from an ovum, and is capable in its turn

of producing buds and ova, we can hardly suppose this iden-

tity of result to arise from processes essentially tlissimilar. If

the Bee, or Moth, produced from an unfertilised egg is pre-

cisely the same as the Bee or Moth produced from the fer-

tilised egg, and is capable of producing offspring in the same

way, we can hardly suppose this identity of result to arise

from processes essentially dissimilar. We may distinguish the

process of the union of two cells from that of the simple divi-

sion of one cell, and call this union by the name of Genera-

tion
;
and there will be obvious convenience in having such a

name
;
but if the result of Generation is the production of an

animal perfect in all its parts, and capable of propagating its

species, it is quite clear that the union of two dissimilar cells

is not the essential and fundamental process necessary for such

a result, since the result is frequently attained without it.

When we consider Generation in the higher animals, we seem

justified in establishing the union of germ-cell and sperm-

cell as the distinctive and indispensable condition
;
but when

we consider Generation in the abstract, and observe its phe-

nomena in the simpler animals, we are forced to admit that

this condition is no longer distinctive and indispensable, but
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that the union of the two cells is a secondary and derivative

process, not the fundamental process of Generation.

In the simpler animals we have seen that no distinction

whatever exists between Reproduction and Growth
;
and if in

the more complex animals Reproduction is not carried on by
this process of cell-division or cell-formation, the union of

two dissimilar cells being indispensable, so likewise in those

animals Growth is carried on by a more complex process.

A vertebrate anmial does not reproduce itself by spontaneous

fission, like a confei-va or an animalcule
;
but neither does a

nerve grow by spontaneous fission.

Unless I am greatly deceived, the foregoing survey of the

various forms of Reproduction has shown that there can be

no essential distinction between Growth and Gemmiparous

Reproduction. This granted, it likewise follows that as

Gemmation and Generation are identical, there can be no

essential distinction between Growth and Generation,

but only formal accessory differences. "Whether cells are

aggregated together in filaments, or are set free as indi-

viduals, whether the cells develop into tissues, or into indi-

viduals, must depend on secondary processes.

If the reader has followed with assent this somewhat ab-

struse discussion and elucidation of the identity of Growth

and Reproduction, he will have little difficulty in classing

the phenomena of Parthenogenesis under the ordinary laws

of Reproduction, and removing the peculiar marvel which

has hitherto invested those phenomena. Accepting Repro-

duction as a vital property
—an ultimate fact—which ap-

pears under various forms of Growth, Gemmation, and Gen-
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eration, he will admit that there is nothing more marvellous

in an animalcule reproducing several millions of animalcules

by spontaneous fission, than in a plant being constructed

out of several millions of cells, each produced by a spon-

taneous fission
;
in each case the marvel is the same—the

process the same. It is not more marvellous that an Aphis

should produce another Aphis fall-formed from its own sub-

stance, than that a lobster should out of its o^vii substance

replace a broken claw.

The peculiarity of Parthenogenesis which has most at-

tracted and puzzled naturalists is the fact that each genera-

tion is unlike its parent. In Steenstrup's words :

" Genera-

tion A produces generation B, which is dissimilar to itself
;

whilst generation B produces generation C, which is dis-

similar to itself, but which returns to the form of genera-

tion A." This, on closer scrutiny, l)ecomes very dubious.

Agassiz has pointed out the identity in structure of the

Medusa and Polype ;
and although there arc formal diffe-

rences between these two animals, as we ascend the scale

such differences grow less, and finally disappear. The Aphis

produces a larval Aphis, which only differs from its parent

in the imperfection of certain organs, and these imper-

fections are not constant ; the larva has sometimes

wings. The virgin product of the silkworm Moth is

every way indistinguishable from the products of fertilised

eggs.

What, then, is the theory of Parthenogenesis to which this

discussion conducts us ? Simply this : The phenomenon is

not a deviation from the ordinary laws of Reproduction, but
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a derivation from those laws. What they are, no one at pre-

sent can express. The fact that all organic beings are

endowed with the property of Eeproduction, which mani-

fests itself under the forms of Growth, Gemmation, and Gen-

eration, must, for the present at least, be accepted as an

ultimate fact, not permitting dispute, not admitting explan-

ation. Whether new individuals or only new parts of indi-

viduals, are reproduced, the fundamental process is the same.

Whether the animal produce cells which increase as buds, or

as eggs, the process is the same. Whether the egg deve-

lop under the influence of fertilisation, or without that

influence, the process is the same. Whether the union of

two cells, followed by continuous fission, be taken as the

starting-point, or whether the continuous fissions proceed

without any union, everywhere the one law of Reproduc-

tion—the fundamental property of Growth—meets us as

the ultimate fact, the great terminal mystery ;
and the

simplest form under which this process is knoAvn to us is

the spontaneous subdivision of a cell. Thus, to borrow

Goethe's words—
" AU the forms resemble, yet none is the same as another

;

Thus the whole of the throng points at a deep-hidden law.

Points at a sacred riddle."*

The sacred riddle awaits its CEdipus, and probably will for

ever remain unanswered.

• Die Metamorphosen der PJlanzen.



CHAPTER 11.

SUMMER DELIGHTS—MEDUSA-HUNTING—NOCTILUCA AND THE PHOSPHORES-

CENCE OF THE SEA—THE CTDIPPE—VIVISECTIONS—DO THE LOWER ANI-

MALS FEEL PAIN ?
—CHANCE-WEED—A NEW POLYPE—A NEW POLYZOON—

VITALITY OF MOLLUSCS—VISION OP THE MOLLUSCS—ARE IMAGES FORMED

ON THE RETINA?—DESCRIPTION OP THE RETINA IN VERTEBRATES AND

INVERTEBRATES—NEW THEORY OP VISION—TACTILE SENSATIONS AND

NERVE FILAMENTS—CAN THE MOLLUSCS HEAR ?—THE SENSES OF ANI-

MALS NOT SUPERIOR TO THOSE OP MAN—THE OCEAN-CURRENTS CAUSED

BY MOLLUSCS.

Theee are perspiring individuals avIio love not summer in

its sultry splendour. With bubbles on their upper lips, they

languidly declare the heat is insupportable. It is not often

that our English summers swelter with intolerable heat
;

and when the blazing sun does pour fierce radiance on the

land, who have true right to murmur ? Only those unhappy

victims of civilisation doomed to move along stifling streets,

with souls yearning for the far-off woodlands and the breezy

sea-boards
;
or those victims of agricultural necessities who

toil amid the shadeless corn. Nobody else. The heat is hot,

undoubtedly ;
but it is beneficent. Nature ripens ;

life cul-

minates
;
let no one murmur. I am in a permanent vapour-

bath while writing this, yet the temporary discomfort cannot

quell my invincible delight in summer : it only gives a more

exquisite sense of the evening coolness, and the breezy shade.

To walk out under this August sun demands a touch of
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heroism
; yet if we venture out, there is always the refuge

of a shady nook behind the rocks, where, sheltered amid the

ferns and purple heath, we may recline, and watch the gentle

sea lapping the pebbles at our feet. In dreamy mood we
"

fleet the time carelessly as they did in the Golden Age."

A pleasant book beguiles the lazy hour. Murmurous insects

sing and labom- all around
;
birds chirp and twitter in their

busy joy. These are the jisalms of Nature, in wliich the

soul finds perennial delight. They sink into our minds with

the gentle fall of raindrojjs in a silent pool, creating many
circles. They speak to us of happy days, and chide with

their serenity the feverish impatience of our lives.

Then, delicious are our evening rambles, when the birds

are ceasing from melodious labour. The lazy toad crawls

ungainly from his hole (not despised of us, although the

victim of popular prejudice) ;
the timid bat wings its pur-

blind way through the dim air, holding her young one fast-

ened to her breast, and moving with her dear burden less

gracefully than her mate
;
and the numerous goats, browsing

on the rocks, are being milked, while their kids are tenderly

led liome. The sands or the lanes invite us to a meditative

stroll, and we ramble on, revolving the various hints, glimpses,

hypotlietic suggestions, which gather round the facts observed

in the morning's labour.

Or, it may be, we step into a boat, and glide softly over

the water, skimming its surface with the Medusa-net, to

gain fresh material for study. The muslin net, after skim-

ming the surface for two or three minutes, is examined. To

the unlearned eye it contains nothing beyond foam-bubbles
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and stray bits of weed
;
but we know better. Those bubbles

are not all of foam
;
some of them are exquisite creatures of

living crystal ;
and on reversing the net into the glass jar of

sea-water, behold ! they swim before our delighted eyes

as Cydippes, Noctilucse, and Naked -eyed Medusag. The

Cydlppe (Plate I., fig. 2) is melon-shaped, with longitudinal

bands, on which are transverse rows of very active cilia, not

unlike tiny treadmills, and with two long streamers, which

follow like the tail of a comet. As we capture these beauties,

our boatmen are lost in astonishment. They never "
see'd

such things afore—that they never did—never in all their

lives, long as they've been at sea." Nor can they understand

how we distinguish them from the foam-bubbles. Indeed,

I cannot myself precisely indicate the characters by which

they are recognised ;
and yet no sooner was there one in the

net than it was detected. If the reader desire to learn a

simple plan by which he will infalhbly detect them, when

they escape his rapid eye, let him place his hand underneath

the net, where the bubbles are, and the greater opacity of

the animals will at once betray them. Then, without loss

of time, let him reverse the net into a jar or bucket, and the

creatures will float off.

On bringing them home, we place our captives in glass

vases, and begin to study them. The Noctilucce are little

crystal balls of about the size of a pin's head, which, under the

microscope, present the appearance figured in the Frontis-

piece (fig. 3). The transparence of its structure permits an

easy investigation. Not a fibre is to be seen, unless, with

De Blainville, we consider the transverse markings of the
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tail in the light of muscular fibres, a supposition which is

very questionable. In the neighbourhood of this tail there

is usually a mass of food, or the indigestible remains of food.

Not that we are to look for a stomach in this animal—
nothing of the kind exists

;
but in lieu thereof we find, as

in Infusoria, a number of vacuolce, or assimilatino; cavities,

which appear and disappear, according to need, formed out

of the contractile substance which is seen radiating in fila-

ments all through the substance of the animal, and which

M. Quatrefages
* likens to the sarcode described by Dujardin.

In this curious animal, not a trace has been discovered of

vessels, nerves, senses, or indeed of any
"
organs

"
whatever.

It is a mass of animated jelly, with a mobile tail Its mode

of reproduction has been variously expounded, but the obser-

vations of Quatrefages and Krohn seem placed beyond a

doubt by those recorded in Mr BrightweU's paper, -j- proving

that they multiply by spontaneous subdivision. No one has

yet observed anything like reproduction by means of ova.

To these Noctilucce the sea owes much of that brilliant

phosphorescence which at all times has been the marvel of

travellers. Place your vase in a darkened room, and strike

the glass, or agitate the water, and you will be delighted

with the spectacle presented. From every part brilliant sparks

appear and disappear, until at length no agitation of the

water will produce more
;
their power is exhausted, as that

of the electric-eel is exhausted after a few shocks. You

want to know the cause of this phosphorescence ? Unhappily

• A nnales des Sciences Nat. 1850, p. 231.

t MicroicopicalJoumal, No. XX. 1857, p. 185.
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the point is still sub judice. It is only since the beginning

of this century that the attention of naturalists has been

fixed upon the Noctilucm as sources of the phosphorescence,

in all times observed, and in former times attributed to the

presence of decaying organic substance, to electricity, to

" an absorption of solar light disengaged in the dark," &c.*

The extensive and minute investigations of M. Quatrefages

led him to the following conclusions :

There are two different kinds of phosphorescence observed

in the sea. The first is of very brilliant but isolated sparks,

and is due principally to Star-fishes, Crustaceans, and Anne-

lids. The second is of a general luminous tint, over which are

strewed isolated sparks, and is due to the Noctilucse. These

Noctilucce have no special organ which produces the phos-

phorescence as the other animals have
;
but the light emanates

from the whole substance of their bodies. Every irritant, no

matter ofwhat nature, produces this phosphorescence in them.

The phenomenon is not, as in insects, one of combustion
;
but

is intimately connected with the contraction, spontaneous or

provoked, of their substance. It is independent of all secretion,

and it is probable that the sparks are due to the ruptui-e and

sudden contraction of their sarcodic filaments
;

while the

steady light they emit in dying results from the permanent

contraction of this sarcodic substance.

Having satisfied curiosity about the Noctilucce, let us turn

once more to the Cydippes, which should be placed in the

tallest jars, because, while the Medusae keep at the surface,

* For the history of these opinions, and other curious details, see the M€moire

of M. Quatrefages, Annates des Sciences. 1850.
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where they swim with successive pants, the Cydippes con-

stantly let themselves drop to the bottom, and rise the

next moment in graceful buoyancy, drawing their elegant

streamers after them, these streamers elongating as they

ascend, until from shrivelled threads they unfold into long

and gi'aceful forms, which, on coming into contact "W'ith any

object, shrink rapidly again into their former shrivelled con-

dition. All this while the locomotive paddles of cilia sway

the animal with restless grace
—a charming spectacle ! After

admiring it abundantly, you may commence a closer inspec-

tion of the creature's structure, which is sufficiently curious,

but need not detain us here, because you may see in any

text-book what is known, and I know nothing more than

what is there recorded. One remark only need be made :

the notion of the streamers (or tentacles) being locomotive

organs, as some suppose, is easily disproved ; you have only

to snip them off, and you will observe the animal moving

with the same vigour and grace as before. Nay, if you cut

the animal in pieces, each section, provided it has a portion of

the ciliated bands, will for days swim about with unabated

energy.

The reader, who is of course a lover of animals, and con-

sequently of a sympathetic compassionate nature, will pro-

bably feel some repulsion at the quiet way in which he is

recommended to snip off the Cydippe's tentacles, and will

energetically protest against the cruelty of physiologists who

employ vivisection as a means of experiment. It is very

true that a grave question has to be answered by the physio-

logist when, for the sake of science, he inflicts pain. I con-
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fess that my susceptibility altogether disqualifies me from wit-

nessing, muchmore from performing experiments accompanied

with pain. It was a long while before I was able to justify the

French and Germans in their wholesale slaughter of puppies,

cats, rabbits, and guinea-pigs. Nor can they be justified except

by the austere necessities of science. When this is their object,

we are wrong to accuse them of cruelty, because cruelty is the

indulgence of tyrannous love of power, and their purpose is

the grave investigation of truth. Cruel they are not, unless

surgery be also cruelty. And in any case the reproach

comes with an ill grace from men who torture animals in

the way of mere sport, as in hunting, fishing, and the like.

I have said thus much in extenuation of vivisections, al-

though, as before intimated, my own organisation renders it

impossible for me to witness them in the case of the higher

animals. With lower animals the case is altogether different.

They feel no pain. If Ave know anything about them, we

know that. You are sceptical ? You want to know how it

can be proved that these animals feel no pain. It is of course

impossible for us to say accurately what any animal feels
;

we cannot even know what our fellow-beings feel
;
we can

only approximately guess, interpreting their gestures and

cries according to our own experience. Admitting to the

full this initial difficulty, we may nevertheless assert that, if

it is allowable to make any statement on this point, there are

certain capital facts which force the conclusion upon us, that

so far from Pain being common to all animals, it is, on the

contrary, the consequence of a veiy high degree of speciali-

sation, and is only met with in animals of complex organisa-
2e
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tion. It is probable that reptiles have only a very slight

capacity for pain, and animals lower than fish none at all.

When we see an animal shrink, struggle, or bite, when

we hear it cry or hiss, we naturally interpret these actions

as the expressions of pain, because pain calls forth similar

actions in us. But there is a fallacy in this interpretation.

The movements which in us accompany or succeed the pain

are not produced by the organs which feel the pain, even

when pain is actually present ; they are not produced by

pain, but incited by the stimulus pain gives to other organs.

Grief incites the lachrymal organs, but tears flow from vexa-

tion, from affliction, from physical pain, or from the effect

of an onion on the eyes. Pain incites the vocal organs to a

shriek
;
but we hear persons, unhurt, shriek, when they see

others in danger. These illustrations suffice to make clear

the difference between movements which folloiu the sen-

sation of pain, and the movements which in themselves

indicate it
;
and enable us to apply the Method of Exclusion,

and show that inasmuch as the very same movements are

produced by other stimuli besides pain, we are not entitled

to assume that these movements necessarily indicate pain

in all cases. And there is abundant evidence that even

human beings may exhibit all the phenomena of pain, when,

by their o\\ai confession, they feel none. I allude to those

numerous cases where paralysis of the nerves of sensation

is unaccompanied by paralysis of the nerve of motion. A
man in such a state will retract his leg if pricked, or have

his limbs throwni into convulsions such as would accompany
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violent agony, yet he will tell us that, so far from feeling

any uneasiness, he was totally unconscious of having been

touched. A decapitated frog manifests the same movements

of self-preservation as it manifested when its head was on.

When engaged in certain fmictions, his leg may be cut off'

without causing him to desist. An insect will sometimes

continue eating if pinned to the table, and will only struggle

to fly away when the food is devoured.
"
Soft, lubricated,

and irritable as is the skin of the naked mollusc," says

Professor Owen,
"
there are not wanting reasons for suppos-

ing it to be possessed of a very low degree of true sensibility.

Baron Perussac, for example, states that he has seen the

terrestrial gasteropods, or slugs, allow their skins to be

eaten by others, and in spite of the large wounds thus pro-

duced, show no sign of pain."* But even if they showed

"signs" of pain, we might legitimately question whether

those signs really signified what they seem to us to indicate.

Nothing can be concluded from struggles, shrinkings, and

cries. A decapitated man, in whom all consciousness is

necessarily obliterated, struggles to free his hands, attempts

to stand upright, and stamps with his feet. A headless fly,

fish, or worm, writhes and twists about if touched, although

entirely deprived of sensation
;
a fly makes the movement

of brushing its eyes by reflex action, although its head may

be off". Animals that fight with their hind-legs use them

vigorously when decapitated, at every ii-ritation applied to

the nerves. Headless insects deposit their eggs with as

* Owen : Led. on Comparative Anatomy, p. 551.
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much care as others * Such facts might easil}; be multi-

plied. Looking at these, however, we are forced tio conclude

with Unzer, that "it cannot be inferred from the
j)ccurrence

of those movements which usually accompany an external

impression, particularly tickling or smarting, that the latter

are felt, but only that there is that present in the external

impression which can cause tickling or smarting. If an

acephalous foetus, or the headless trunk of a worm or insect,

be irritated, the same movements result as would have been

considered the direct and incidental sentient actions of the

irritation if it had been felt. If it be so irritated that pain,

under ordinary circumstances, would have been caused, then

those movements result which are the ordinary direct and

indirect sentient actions of pain. The injured pait con-

tracts, is congested with blood, swells and inflames, and the

animal writhes, tries to escape, leaps, flies, defends itself,

and exliibits all the signs of suflering although it is inca-

pable of sensation." f

It thus becomes evident that shrinking, struggling, cry-

ing, &c., are no certain indications of pain. Nay, if we

were to accept the shrinking as evidence, we should be

forced to admit that the flower feels pain when it shrinks

on being touched. The other day I was dissecting a Solen,

which had already been dead eight-and-forty hours, and

was beginning to decompose, yet no sooner did the scalpel

touch the muscular foot, than that foot shraidi, as it would

* Unzer : Principles of Phjsiologi/ (ti-ans. by the Ray Society), p. 213.

t Unzer : loc. cit., p. 233.
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have shrunk in the living animal. Was this pain ? Clearly

not. It was clue to the iiritability of the muscular tissue.

Another observation made over the dissectino-table is even

more instructive. One of my Tritons had been dead some

tunc, and was pinned down on a cork jjlate by the four

paws. I had taken out the heart and lungs, without exciting

any obvious contraction, when, on accidentally pricking the

tail with the scalpel, I was amazed to see it writhe
; repeating

the prick, my amazement increased as I saw the whole lower

extremities twist and writhe, so as to free the legs from the

pins which fastened them to the cork. A bystander would

have said that the animal must be suffering pain ; yet on

pricking the anterior extremities, the ribs, the stomach, and

the head, not a trace of sensibility could be detected. Dead

the animal assuredly was. He had been dead some hours

before I removed his heart, yet sensibility remained apparently

as active as ever in the tail
;
and on examination I observed

this sensibility decreased as I ascended from the tail upwards,

disappearing altogether midway in the body.

Up to this point, we have done little more than destroy

the value of the positive evidence which can be adduced in

support of the proposition that all animals feel pain. As

regards mere shrinking and struggling, fighting and crying,

we see that the evidence is null. If it should be said that

all animals possessing a nervous system must feel pain,

because pain belongs to the nervous system, I ask. To what

part of that system? We are certain that it does not

belong to every part. We have endless nerve-actions inces-
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santly going forward, without a vestige of paiii accompany-

ing tlieni. There is no pain in seeing, hearing, think-

ing, breathing, digesting, &c. If not evei^ part of the

nervous mechanism, then only some special part, or parts,

must be credited with sensibility under the form of Pain
;

and the mere fact of an animal's possessing a nervous sys-

tem, will aid the argument only when proof is afforded that

this system also includes the special part or parts endowed

with sensibility to Pain.*

As far as I can see into this obscure question. Pain is

only a specialisation of that Sensibility which is comvion to

all animals. It is a specialisation resulting from a high

degi-ee of differentiation of the nervous system, consequently

found only in the more complex animals, and in them

increasing as we ascend the scale. Out of a jDriniordial

basis of Sensibility (one of the vital properties
—an ultimate

fact, therefore), various special forms are developed. In the

ascending series we have first reflex action, we have next

the organic sensations, then the special sensations of seeing,

hearing, tasting, smelling, touching; we have, further, the

sensations of shivering, tickling, fatigue, hunger, thirst,

which, although not painful in themselves, may easily pass

into pain. Finally, we have a specific form of Sensibility

capable of being excited by a great variety of stimuli in

great variety of degrees : and this is PaLu
;
which appeals

* In the Proceedings of the Liverpool Literary and Philosophical Society,

No. IV. (1848), will be found an interesting essay hy Dr Inraan, entitled

" On the Non-existenco of Pain in the Lower Aninaals," in which many curious

facts are collected.
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to exist ill all the higher animals, though in a feebler degree

than in man. Even among men the difl'erence of suscepti-

bility is very remarkable. It is much less in savages than

in highly-civilised men, as it seems also to be less in wild

animals than in domesticated, especially petted, animals
;

less in men leading an active out-of-door life than in those

leading a sedentary intellectual life
;
less in women than in

men
;

less in persons of lymphatic than in persons of

nervous temperaments. To one man the scratch which is a

trifle scarcely noticed, is to another an obtrusive pain ;
the

one will not even tie his handkerchief over the wound, so

little does it press upon his sensibility ;
the other is pale,

and must have the wound dressed.

It is because men habitually confound Sensibility with

Pain—the general with the particidar
—that so many disputes

continue respecting the sensibility of certain parts of the

nervous mechanism
;
for instance, the disputes as to whether

the Sjrmpathetic system is also a Sensitive system. But no

correct understanding of the nervous system can be arrived

at until more rigorous language is adopted, and we leani to

designate all nerve-actions by the one general property of

Sensibility, and to discriminate between this general property

and its special manifestations. Pain is, I believe, a special

form of this general Sensibility ;
and although anatomy has not

yet detected the special Centre wherein stimuli are trans-

formed into sensations of pain, there can be Little doubt that

such a Centre exists, and none at all, in my mind, that the

lower animals have it not
;
and tliis conviction keeps me

perfectly calm in performing experiments on marine animals :
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a very desirable result, seeing that, without experiment, our

observations would carry us but little way.

But let us turn to another subject. In describing the

various methods of search for animals, it has been assumed

that a tolerable conception exists as to the appearance of

the thing sought. We may also count on "
chance-seek-

ing." We never know all that we have captured until some

days afterwards. Eepeated examinations of our vases and

bottles with a lens, enable us to detect many a curious

novelty which was unsuspected among the weed, and

has now emerged. It is, therefore, a good plan always to

bring home some "
chance-weed," especially if it have a root

;

the red weeds being the most advantageous. This is placed

in sea-water for a day or two, and carefully examined from

time to time
; something is tolerably certain to be found

thereon. One day, going over the contents of a bottle with

a lens, I was struck by the curious ajjpearance of some

Sertularian Polype, round which minute grains of sand

seemed to be clustered, but all equidistant from the Polype,

and not visibly attached to it. On removing it to the stage

of the microscope, these supposed grains of sand i)roved to

be the cups of a tiny Polype, in aspect closely resembling

Tuhularia indivisa, growing parasitically on the Sertularia.

Proceeding to identify it, I found the species to be one hither-

to undescribed
;
and I propose to name it Tuhularia jyara-

sitica, if no one has been before me. On another occasion I

saw, with the naked eye, a polype-like creature attached to

the side of the glass, with its tentacles expanded ;
the lens
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showed it tobe aPolyzoon, much resembling the Alcyonidium

hirsutum. It was single, however
;
and on other parts of

the glass were eight other specimens, all solitary. This was

in itself noticeable, because, as the name Polyzoon imports,

these animals live in colonies. Under the microscope, a new

fact presented itself : the animal was enclosed in an oblong

bivalve-shell, which seemed permanently open on one side,

and open at the summit to give passage to the crown of ten-

tacles. Imagine a shell like that of a mussel gaping open, within

which is a quinine bottle, the broad neck protruding, and you

will form a tolerable idea of the general aspect of this animal

when the tentacles are withdrawn. I believe this to be a

new genus, and also to have an interest beyond novelty,

because furnishing another decisive argument in favour of

the molluscan nature of the Polyzoa
—a point still disputed

among naturalists.* The existence of a bivalve-shell is very

important ;
and I took pains to convince myself that it was

really a shell, and not a membranous envelope having the

aspect of a shell : submitting the animal to decomposition, I

found the shell remain behind intact.

Apropos of Molluscs : their powers of endurance are very

remarkable. Having noticed that they live out of their

native element, the water, for a considerable time, being

often left bare on the rocks by receding tides, I thought of

testing their powers in this way. Accordingly, a Cockle was

placed on my work-table, out of all reach of damp, in a room

* The recent publication, by tlie Ray Society, of Professor Ai.lji.vn's

monograpli on Freshwater Pobjzoa, must for ever settle this dispute.

2 F
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where a fire was constantly burning. This was on the 10th

of April ;
not nntil the 21st was the cockle dead. A small

fish (Ophidium) under similar circumstances died in seven

hours. Whence this remarkable difierence in two gill-

breathing animals ? A question easily asked, but not easily

answered.

It is true that both animals are aquatic, and both breathe

by gills ;
but when we come to understand the complex

mechanism of respiration, we see various special differences

between the two organisms. Let us begin with that of the

fish. M. Flourens * has shown that the weight of the soft

leaflets composing the fish's gill differs but slightly from

that of water
;

so that when the animal is in water

the slightest force suffices to float and separate them, by

which means the water bathes their surfaces, and the

exchange of gases takes place. But no sooner is the fish

brouQ-ht out of the water than the difference between the

weight of its gills and that of the atmosphere, immediately

causes a collapse of the former : the leaflets, instead of

floating free in the air, are pressed together, so that only the

external surface of the two outer leaflets are in contact with

the air, and this is obviously too small a surface to suffice

for the whole aeration of the blood
;
and the fish dies of

asphyxia. Add to this cause, the rapid dessication which

ensues on exposure to the air, and which we know is an

obstacle to respiration.

The Mollusc—our Cockle for instance—is somewhat differ-

*
Experiences svr le Mccanisme dc la licsp. ilcs Poi^suns ; in the -1 nnales des

Soc. Nat., 1830, p. 5.
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ently provided. It is true the molluscan gills are formed of

leaflets heavier than the air
;
but when we take him from

the water he closes his shell, and in that shell a reasonable

supply of water remains. But this is not his chief safeguard.

A constant exudation from the surface keeps the gills moist,

and this moisture permits the exchange of gases, on which

respiration depends. It is this cause which enables the land-

crabs to live in the atmosphere, although their gills are

formed on the same plan as those of the marine crabs. Milne

Edwards has shown that a special reservoir exists which pre-

serves the humitlity of their gills.* In those Molluscs which

have no supply of water in their shells to keep the branchige

floating, there is always a constant moisture to keep them

fit for respiration ;
and although the respiration must neces-

sarily be feebler under such circumstances, yet we must re-

member that the vital changes are not so rapid in its lethar-

gic and comjjaratively simple organism as in that of the fish.

The molluscs do not rank high in the scale of intelligence,

yet even the Oyster seems to be educable to a small degree.

Milne Edwards relates, that in the great oyster establishments

on the coasts of Calvados, he learned that the merchants

teach these succulent molluscs to keep their shells closed when

out of the water, by which means they retain the water in

their shells, keep their gills moist, and arrive lively in Paris.

The process is this : No sooner is an oyster taken from the

sea than it closes its shells, and opens them only after a cer-

tain time—from "fatigue," it is said, but more probably

because the shock it received, and which caused its muscles

* See his Legons sur laPhi/s. et CAnat. Comparie, 1857, vol. i. p. 519.
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to contract, lias passed away. The men take advantage of

this to exercise the oysters, and make them accustomed to be

out of water, by removing them daily into the atmosphere,

and leaving them there for longer and longer periods. This

has the desired effect
;
the well-educated mollusc keeps his

shell closed for many consecutive hours, and as long as the

shell is closed his gills are kept moist.

The ten days of my Cockle sink into insignificance be-

side the astonishing facts on record. In Mr Woodward's

valuable Manual of the Mollusca, we read :

" The fresh-

water mollu.scs of cold climates bury themselves during

winter in the mud of their ponds and rivers
;
and the

land-snails hide themselves in the ground, or beneath the

moss and dead leaves. In warm climates they become torpid

during the hottest and driest part of the year. Those genera

and species which are most subject to this summer sleep are

remarkable for their tenacity of life, and numerous instances

have been recorded of their importation from distant coun-

tries in a living state. In June 1850, a living pond-mussel

was sent to Mr Gray from Australia, which had been more

than a year out of water. The pond-snails have been found

alive in logsof mahogany from Honduras : and M. Cailland car-

ried some from Egypt to Paris packed in sawdust. Indeed, it is

noteasy to ascertain the limit of theirendurance
;
for ]\Ir Laid-

lay, having placed a number in a drawer for this purpose,

found them alive after five years, although in the warm

climate of Calcutta. Mr Wollaston has told us that speci-

mens of two IMadeira snails survived a fast imprisonment in

pill-boxes of two years and a half. But the most interesting
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example of resuscitation occurred to a specimen of the desert

snail from Egypt, cluouicled by Dr Baird. This individual

was fixed to a tablet in the British Museum on the 25th

March 1846
;
and on the 7th March 1850 it was observed

that he must have come out of his shell in the interval (as

the paper had been discoloured, apparently in his attempt to

get away), but, finding escape impossible, had again retired,

closing his aperture with the usual glistening film
;

this led

to his immersion in tepid water and marvellous recovery.

He is now (March 13, 1850) alive and flourishing, and has

sat for his portrait."

The Molluscs, like the heathen idols, have eyes for the

most part, yet see not
; organs of hearing, yet hear not

;

nevertheless, unlike the heathen idols, they are endowed

with these organs for no "make-believe,'' but for specific

purposes. A function there must be, and doubtless a good

one
;
but we speak with large latitude of anthropomorphism

when we speak of the "
vision

"
of these animals. MoUuscan

vision is not human vision
;
nor in accurate language is it

vision at all: it is not seeing, hxitfeeling; it is not a perception

of obj ects, but a sensation of light and darkness. This does not

apply to the Cephalopoda, in which vision seems to be as per-

fect as in Fishes
; nor, on the other hand, does it apply to those

Bivalves which have no eyes at all, not even "
eye-specs."

The word Mollusc embraces a vast variety ; and, by way of

limitation, the reader must understand that the following

remarks are confined to those genera which I have directly

studied for the purpose
—

Doris, Eolis, Pleurobranchus, and

Aplysia. In the three first genera the eyes are underneath
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the skin and muscles, and rest on the brain (oesophageal

ganglia), attached thereto by a microscopic nerve. There is

no aperture in the skin, as there is in ours, through which

the rays of light may fall directly on the eye ;
so that in

spite of pigment, lens, and nerve—the essential parts of a

visual organ
—vision is utterly impossible ;

as you may con-

vince yourself even with your own admirable eyes, if the lids

are obstinately closed over them. I am aware that claii-

voyants of the strictly unveracious species, profess to see

with their eyes closed
;
but our simpler Molluscs have no

such pretensions ; they have not yet given in to the clair-

voyant mania, and are content to submit to those laws of

physics which regulate phenomena with the same unerring

consistency in the world of Naked-gills as in that of Clothed

Noodles.

A first requisite in vision is surely the formation of an

image ;
and how can this image be formed when the rays have

to pass through the skin and muscles covering the eyes ? A
second requisite is a special ganglion, or centre of sensation

;

and even this is wanting in many cases. In Pleurobranchus

and Aplysia I find the optic nerve arising from the gan-

glion which supplies the antennae
;
and Leydig says the Doris

luguhris has its small eyes resting immediately on the

brain.* Nevertheless, although these eyes are incompetent

to vision, they represent the early stages of that marvellous

and complex function
; they are special organs for the recep-

• Letdio : Ilistoloijie d. Mensch. u. Thieve, 1857, p. 249. I have also ob-

served tliis in a species of Doris of which the name is unknown to me. In

gencml the Doridce have minute optic ganglia.
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tion of luminous influence, enabling the animal to distinguish

light from darkness, not only in the general way of a blind

man conscious of a change of temperature in passing from

sunlight into shade, but also in the special way of minute

local variations, such as are caused by the shadows of near

objects.

I remember once being seated with a philosophic friend,

and much bored by the presence of a morning caller—a large

white-waistcoated man,
" such an ass, and so respectable !

"

stiff with ignorance and haughtiness : the kind of man who

seems afraid of lowering his eyebrow lest it should crease his

cravat. He droned away about " the house
"

and Lady

Jane, about his tenants, and what he had said on several

occasions, till my patience was exliaiisted
;
and thinking

nothing more likely to hasten his departure than a touch of

Transcendental Anatomy, I turned to my friend, and, as if

resuming the thread of our conversation, remarked, "Yes, it is

singular to think of the eye being nothing more than a tactile

organ." Whereupon White-waistcoat preciiHtately retreated.

He would not wait to hear the development of that mad pro-

position ; yet, had he waited, he might have learned that the

eye is a tactile organ, and that what we call vision is a com-

bination of the sensations of touch, and of temperature of a

specific kind.

The common notion is, that objects are reflected as images

on the retina, and thence, as images, transmitted to the brain.

But nous avons change tout cela. I have serious doubts

whether an "
image

"
is formed on the retina at all

;
and

the strongest conviction that no image is transmitted to
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the brain
;

on tlie contrary, the thing transmitted is a

sensation, or group of sensations, excited by what is called

the
"
image." The wave of light is translated into a nerve-

stimulus, the impression excites a sensation
;
but the sensa-

tion is due to the specific centre, not to the specific stimulus

of light ;
as we know by the fact that any other stimulus,

such as pressure or electricity, is translated into a precisely

similar sensation. So that even if we suppose an image to

be formed on the retina, as it is formed in a camera-obscura,

it will not be transmitted to the brain, but it will excite the

specific sensations of which the oj)tic centre is alone capable,

and these will be transmitted.*

When, a little while ago, I said tliat the formation of an

image was a primary requisite in vision, I meant that unless

the rays from an object converged into an image on a proper

surface, no distinct perception of that object could result.

The reader will not, therefore, suppose that, in throwing

doubt on the notion of images being formed on the retina, as

they are formed on the camera-obscura, any attempt will be

made to overthrow the optical principles minutely estab-

lished by philosophers. A brief description of the retina

and its connections will enable us to argue this point at

our ease.-|-

The retina is not, as commonly supposed, simply an expan-

sion of the optic nerve—if by that be meant a purely fibrous

* "
Light and colour are actions of the retina, and of its nervous prolonga-

tions to the brain."—Mueller: Physiology, Eng. Trans., p. 1102.

+ The student should carefully read KoLLIKEII, Ilundbuch der Gewehelehre,

and II. MiiLLER, A natomisch-physiclogische Unlersuchunyen iXber die Retina lei

Mtnsclun u Wirbdthieren. 185(5.
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layer ;
it is more accurately described as a membraniform

ganglion. After entering the eye, the nerve expands, and

lines the inner surface with a layer of fibres
;
but beneath

this layer is one of cells, not distinguishable from those of

the brain, and beneath that, one of granules ;
beneath this

layer, again, is another of perpendicular rods and cones,

known as the " membrane of Jacob." So that we have four

distinct layers, very dissimilar in structure, and of course

very different from the optic nerve, which is simply fibrous.

Instead of regarding the retina as composed of layers, how-

ever, modern investigators, following Kolliker and Heinrich

Miiller, are generally agreed in considering that the fibres of

the optic nerve pass radially through the retina : thus from

the fibres a thread passes downwards till it meets a cell of

the vesicular layer, which in turn is in connection with a

granule of the granular layer, which terminates in a cone and

rod
;
these latter forming the real termination of the optic

fibre in the j^ignient layer of the choroid coat. (See Plate

III., fig. 4.) It is now universally held that the rods and

cones are the percipients of light, which they communicate

to the cells of the vesicular layer, thence to the optic fibres,

and thence to the optic ganglion. The point to be borne in

mind in this description is, that the sensitive part of the

retina is not the surface on which the light immediately

falls^ hut the surface which is in contact with the black

pigment.

In a parenthesis I may add, that one of the Dorpat school *

Blessig : De Retina Structara : 1855. See an abstract in Canstatt's

JahreshencJd : 1S55. If surprise be felt at the possibility of all the great
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has considerably disturbed the harmony which existed on

the subject of the retina, by the publication of a series of

researclies, which led him to the conviction that only the

optic fibres of the retina are of nervous structure, the rest

being formed of
"
connective

"
tissue. "Whatever may be

the issue of the quarrel thus raised, it will not affect the

points to which our argument will be directed
; indeed,

Funke *
already suggests that, inasmuch as the function of

the rods and cones is one to which nervous tissue is confess-

edly incompetent
—

namely, the transformation of the wave

of light into that molecular process which takes place in the

conduction of the impression
—we may readily admit that

their structure is different.

From what has been already said, it will be easy to prove

that no images can be formed on the surface of the retina.

In the first place, the retina, during life, is as transparent as

glass. The rays of light must therefore pass through it, and

enter the pigment layer, which, being perfectly black, ab-

sorbs all rays. Further, it has been proved that the optic

fibres are totally insensible to light. There is a blind spot

in each eye. Would you know the peculiarity of that spot ?

It is where the optic nerve enters, and where, consequently,

nothing but nerve-fibres exist. There is also a spot in each

eye where the sensitiveness to light is at its maximum.

anatomists having mistaken connective tissue for nervous tissue in so delicate

a structure as the retina, what will be thought of the grey matter of the spinal

chord being almost entirely formed of connective tissue, with only a very

slight admixture of nerve-cells ? Yet this is the conclusion of two independent

inquirers, KuI'FEH and Owsiannikow. See Leydiq, Funke, or CanstaTT.
* Lckrhuck dcr I'hijsiolo<jie, 711.
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"Would you know the peculiarity of that spot ? It is a mass

of cells, without a continuous surface-layer of fibres. After

proving that the fibres are insensible to light, and that no

image is formed where the fibres alone exist, we are called

upon to show that some apparatus exists for the reception

of these rays of light out of which the necessary images are

formed
;
and to Professor Draper we must turn for the best

hypothesis to aid us.

Franklin, he reminds us, placed variously-coloured pieces

of cloth in the sunlight on the snow. They were so arranged

that the rays should fall on them equally. After a certain

period he examined them, and found that the black cloth

had melted its way deeply into the snow, the yellow to a less

depth, and the white scarcely at all. The conclusion which

he drew has since been abundantly confirmed
; namely, that

surfaces become warm in exact proportion to the depth of their

tint, because the darker the surface the greater the amount of

rays absorbed. A black surface, absorbing all rays, becomes

the hottest. This principle Professor Draper invokes in his

examination of the eye. The pigment layer is, he maintains,

the real optical screen on which the images are formed :

" The

arguments against the retina, both optical and anatomical,

are perfectly unanswerable. During life it is a transparent

medium, as incapable of receiving an image as a sheet of clear

glass, or the atmospheric air itself
; and, as will be presently

found, its sensory surface is its exterior one—that is, the

one nearest the choroid coat. But the black pigment, from

its perfect oijacity, not only completely absorbs the rays of

light, turning them, if such a phrase may be used, into heat,
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110 matter how faint they may be, but also discharges the

well-known duty of darkening the interior of the eye. Per-

fection of vision requires that the images should form on a

mathematical superficies, and not in the midst of a trans-

parent medium. The black pigment satisfies that condition,

the retina does not." *

Now comes the difficulty. If the retina is insensible to

the light which passes through it, it will be equally insensible

to the light which, according to some physiologists, is re-

flected from the pigment layer.

On the other hand, although the pigment layer is capable

of absorbing light, we cannot suppose it also sensitive to light.

How, then, is the luminous sensation produced ? Professor

Draper shall again furnish us with an answer:—"The pri-

mary effect of rays of light upon the black pigment is to

raise its temperatm-e, aud this to a degree which is in rela-

tion to their intensity aud intrinsic colour
; light which is of

a yellow tint exerting, as has been said, the most energetic

action, and rays which correspond to the extreme red and

extreme violet, the feeblest. The varied images of external

objects which are thus painted upon the black pigment, raise

its temperature in becoming extinguished, and that in the

order of their brilliancy and colour. . . . In this local

disturbance of temperature the act of vision coiwrnences ;

this doctrine being in perfect harmony with the anatomical

structure of the retina, the posterior surface of which is its

sensory surface, and not the anterior, as it ought to be, if the

explanation usually given of the nature of vision is correct
;

• DiiAi'EU: Unman I'hysiologij, p. 387.
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and, therefore, as when we pass the tip of the finger over the

surfaces of bodies, and recognise cold and warm spaces there-

upon, the same process occurs with infinitely more delicacy

in the eye. The club-shaped particles of Jacob's membrane

are truly tactile organs, which communicate to the sensory

surface of the retina the condition of temperature of the

black pigment."

It is worth remarking that the analogy in structure between

the retina and the recently-discovered organs of touch is very

close.* Professor Draper further insists on the fact that all

photographic effects result from high temperature :

" The

impinging of a ray of light on a point raises the temperature

of that point to the same degree as that possessed by the

source from which the ray comes, but an immediate descent

takes place through conduction to the neighbouring particles.

This conducted heat, by reason of its indefinitely lower inten-

sity, ceases to have any chemical effect, and hence photo-

graphic images are perfectly sharp on their edges. It may
be demonstrated that the same thing takes place in vision,

and in this respect it might almost be said that vision is a

photographic effect, the receiving surface being a mathema-

tical superficies, acting under the preceding condition. All

objects will therefore be definite and sharply defined upon it,

nor can there be anything like lateral spreading. If vision

took place in the retina as a receiving medium, all objects

would be nebulous on the edges."

To explain the process by which the change of temperature

* See Leydig, Ilistologie ; and FuNKE, Physiologie, where diagrams are

given.
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ill the pigment becomes a luminous sensation will not be

difficult, if, remembering that the luminous sensation is one

not depending on the specific stimulus of light, but on the

specific nature of the optic centre, we follow this change in

its passage from the pigment to the rods and cones of Jacob's

membrane, which it first affects
;

these are in direct connec-

tion with the ganglionic nerve-cells, in which we may suppose

the nervous impression to be excited
;

this impression is

thence transmitted by means of the optic fibres to the optic

ganglion, aiul there it becomes a sensation. This is hyjjo-

thetical, I admit
;
but it is the only hypothesis which can

agi'ee with the present condition of our anatomical knowledge.

Funke has a good illustration. The wave of light, he says,

can no more excite the optic neiTC directly, than the pressure

of a finger on the air, or the walls of the organ-pijies can

excite musical notes. The finger produces a tone by pressing

on the keys ;
each particular key that is pressed brings forth

a corresponding tone as the air enters the pipe. In this

illustration the optic fibres are as the organ-pipes, the rods

and cones of Jacob's membrane as the keys, and the wave of

light as the wave of air.

The most convincing argument against the retina as the

receiving screen of images, and in favour of the pigment layer,

is, in my opinion, to be found in the eyes of the Invertebrata,

where the pigment is infront of the retina, instead of behind

it, as in the Vertebrata. I have examined this point with

great care, and the result is, that, although in crabs and

insects, for instance, radial fibres in connection with the

retina pass through the pigment, and are consequently
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exposed to the light, yet in every case the vesicular and

granular layers and the optic fibres are beneath the pigment.

In the eye of the Cephalopoda this position of the pigment
has long been a puzzle, and Professor Owen says that it must

doubtless be "
perforated by the retinal papilloB, or otherwise

a perception of light must take place, in a manner incompa-

tible with our knowledge of the ordinary mode in which the

retina is affected by luminous rays."* True, but the ordi-

nary mode of conceiving the process, we have just seen to be

untenable. When Von Siebold says that the "
mysterious

phenomenon rests only on an imperfect knowledge of the

structure of the organ, "-f- he seems to me to forget that the

phenomenon is by no means peculiar to the Cephalopoda, but

is characteristic of the Invertebrata generally. What, for

instance, is the simplest form of an eye, disregarding those

hjrpothetical
"
eye-specs

"
which have been noticed in Infu-

soria? It is that of a pigment spot on a ganglion, or a

nervous expansion. Ascending higher in the scale, and

reaching even the complex structure of the crab's eye, what

do we find but a pigment layer covering the retina ? If cer-

tain processes do jDass through the pigment from the retina,

* Owen : Lectures on C'omp. A natomj/, p. 585. But ho confesses not to liavc

seen such perforations. I have tried in vain to discover any. \ii front of tlio

retina there is a delicate membrane, but it has none of the characteristics of a

nervous tissue, nor have I been able to trace any communication between it and

the retina, through the pigment. Even should such a communication exist,

the ordinary theory of vision would derive little support from it.

•\ Von Siebold : Comp. Anatonii/, p. 284. Verj' imperfect our knowledge

is
; although on what evidence Professor Eymcr Jones (.1 tiivuil Kingdom,

p. 591) denies the existence of the choroid, I know not. I have not only seen

it repeatedly, but have made a preparation which exliibits it very clearly.
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it is very questionable whether these are nervous in struc-

ture, and, if nervous, they are still only conducting-threads,

insensible to the direct influence of light. They are held to

be analogous to the rods and cones of the vertebrate retina,

which, as we have seen, receive their stimulus from changes

in the pigment, 7iot directly from the light. It is thus, as

Leydig says, "in the Vertebrata the rods form the outermost

layer of the retina
;
in the Invertebrata they form the inner-

most. Herewith is connected the fact, which at first seems

so surprising, that the choroidcal pigment lies in front of the

retina, therefore the contrary of what occurs in Vertebrata."*

In the blind Crustacea no pigment is present ;
and in Albinos,

in whom the pigment is of lighter colour, vision is imperfect.

If we remember that, according to the hypothesis, light only

aSects the retina after changing the temperature of the pig-

ment, which change is communicated to the rods and cones,

and thence to the vesicular layer, there will be nothing para-

doxical in this inverse arrangement of the retina in Inverte-

brata
;
in both, the process is essentially the same, and the

mere difference of position is not more than the difference of

the chain of ganglia, which in the Vertebrata is dorsal, and

in the Invertebrata ventral.-f

Returning from this digression, and its surprises, to the

eyes of our Nudibranchs, we can have little doubt that their

• Leydio : Hisiolofjie, p. 253.

t Lest it should be supposed I have overlooked it, I will notice one serious

difficulty in the way of the hypothesis just expounded, namely, the existence

in some animals of a strongly reflecting membrane—the tapctum
—between the

retina and pigment layer. I do not at all understand the way in which this

affects vision, either on the old or new hypothesis.
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vision is simply the perception of light and darkness. The

changes of temperature produced by the absorption of the

rays in their pigment, cannot be elevated into the perception

of an image, because the optical conditions for the formation

of an image are absent : an indefinite sensation, resulting

from change of temperature, is all that they can perceive.

Nay, even were their eyes constructed so as to form optical

images, there is little doubt that vision, in our human sense,

would still fail them, owing to the absence of the necessary

combination of tactile sensations with sensations of liaht.

We see very much by the aid of our fingers.

Apropos of tactile sensations, are those anatomists who

assume the existence of invisible nerves in parts of the skin

which, although revealing no nerve to the eye, seem to reveal

it to the mind by the manifestation of sensibility, warranted

in such an assumption ? Kolliker has shown that there is

no portion of the skin, however minute, which is not sensi-

tive. But does this prove that every point must be supplied

with a nerve? Admitting that sensibility resides onhj in

nerve-tissue (which, for my part, I doubt, and in the next

Chapter will furnish my reasons), I think another explanation

will do away with such an assumption. It is imnecessary that

a nerve-fibre should be directly pressed upon at the imme-

diate point of contact of the needle and the skin. The sensa-

tion will equally result if the pressure be communicated at

some distance /Vo??« the point of contact. Strictly speaking,

this is always the case when the cuticle is not pierced. The

needle presses on the cuticle, and the pressure is communicated
2 G
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from the cuticle to tlie nerve
;
and it is evident that this

pressure may be lateral as well as perpendicular. If a nerve

be within the range of this lateral pressure, it will be affected
;

and although those parts which are liberally supplied with

nerves are necessarily more sensitive than others, because

more filaments come within the range of lateral pressure, yet

no part of the skin is insensible, because no part is without

the range of a nerve.

Having ascertained that our Molluscs cannot see, we have

now to inquire whether they can hear. As in the former

case, the answer must depend on what is meant by
"
hearing."

If eveiy sensation of light and darkness is to be called sight,

and every sensation of sound is to be called hearing, our

friends certainly both see and hear—as blind men see, and

deaf men hear. Let us examine the organ in a Doris or

Pleurohranchus : instead of the complex structure found in

higher animals, we find a microscopic vesicle containing

pebbles suspended in liquid. In the Doris this vesicle has

no nerve, but lies upon the cerebroid gangUon, immediately

behind the optic ganglion. Nor have I, in a dozen dissec-

tions, been able to detect a nerve in the Pleurohranchus,

although Krohn describes one in the sub-genus Pleuro-

hranchcea. At any rate, embryology proves the nerve to be

a subsequent addition, since in the embryos of all the Nudi-

branchs the ear is a simple vesicle containing a single otolithe,

with neither nerve nor ganglionic attachment. The mention

of embryological indications reminds me that Von Siebold

has shown the close analogy which exists between the

permanent organ of hearing in the gasteropod j\[olluscs,
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and the transitory form of that organ in the embryo of the

fish.

With such an organ, a mere bag of pebbles in liquid, only

a slight degree of that exquisite sense, known by us as Hear-

ing, can be claimed by the interesting animal which natu-

ralists are fond of styling
"
the humble Mollusc/' / never

detected any humility in Molluscs
;
and if they seem humble

in the eyes of haughty ignorance, a little knowledge of their

structure will soon remove tliat misconception. It is true,

they give no dinners, and are perfectly regardless of the

higher circles
; they trouble themselves very little about any

of the "great movements ;" they do nothing for the "Pro-

gress of the Species \' leave the Jews unconverted
;
have no

views on the "Ballot;" and are utterly insensible to the

advantages of "Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister."

But they have their little world, and are as perfectly con-

structed for it as we are, who condescend to notice and

patronisingly admire them.* In that world they do not

need what we need. They hear nothing of the marvellous

inflections of speech, the tremulous tenderness of affection,

the harsh trumpet-tones of strife, the musical intonations

of mirth. They cannot hear the prattle of children's voices,

which sends such thrills along our nerves
;
nor can they hear

the untiring eloquence of a vexed virago, which also sends

• " Lcs mollusques sont les pauvresct les aflBigfe parmi les 6tres de la cr6a-

tion," says Virey, who originated the principle of Cu«or's classification, but

who was talking at random when he thus spoke. In creation there is neither

high nor low
; there arc only complex and simple org-anisations, one as perfect

as the other.
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thrills, not of so pleasant a nature. Deafer than the deafest

adder will they remain, charm vre never so wisely. Equally

insensible must they be to music. Beethoven's melodious

thunder, Handel's choral might, Mozart's tender grace, Bel-

lini's languorous sweetness, are even more lost on them than

on the lymphatic dowagers in the grand tier, who chatter

audibly of guipure and the last drawing-room, while Grisi's

impassioned expression, and Mario's cantahile, are entranc-

ing the rest of the audience. The Mollusc can only perceive

noises. Sounds are by us separately recognisable in their

intensity, their pitch (or note), and their quality. The

Mollusc only recognises intensity
—loudness. A wave of

sound agitates the otolithes in his ear, and their agitation

communicates to the ganglion a sensation of sound, loud in

proportion to the agitation.

Had we no other evidence, this would suffice to show the

error of the vulgar conception of hearing. Sound is not

produced by waves of air striking the drum, these waves

being thence transmitted along the auditory nerve to the

brain
;
but the waves agitate the sensory apparatus, which

in its turn acts upon the Sensational Centre. That is why
sounds are heard with painful distinctness when the sensory

apparatus is affected by other stimuli besides the pulsations

of waves of air.

Few subjects are of greater interest to the philosophic

mind than the gradual complication of the organ of hearing,

with, of course, its proportional complication of function, in

the animal series. Even in human beings we see differences

only less considerable than those which exist between man
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and animals. The ear of one man is utterly incapable of

appreciating those delicate intervals and harmonic combina-

tions which give to another exquisite delight. The bird,

"Singing of summer in full-tbroated ease,"

is insensible to music, and probably distinguishes nothing in

speech except the loudness of the tone. And this fact may
lead us to question whether the general notion, so often

insisted on, of the superiority in the senses of animals over

those of man, is not a fallacy. It is quite true that a bird

sees distinctly at greater distances than a man
;
but can it

see such delicate nuances of colour ? A dog perceives some

odours to which we are insensible
;

but in the immense

varieties of odours we are capable of perceiving, our superi-

ority is manifest. In hearing, animals are demonstrably

inferior. Some of them may be as susceptible to certain

sounds, but none are susceptible to the immense variety of

sounds distinguishable by our ears. Indeed, when from

Comparative Anatomy we learn how much more complex

are the Sensational Centres in man, we may be certain that

the sensations also will be more various.

Before quitting our Molluscs, let us for a moment consider

the shells with which the vast majority are furnished, and

with which all are furnished in their embryonic state. I

do not mean that we should lose ourselves in the varieties

of a conchologist's collection, nor that we should inquire

minutely into the structure of the shell and its mode

of growth ;
but that we should pause to consider its

relation to the great forces of the universe. You may pos-
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sibly look upon that phrase as mere rhetoric
;
but it is of

strictly scientific sobriety ;
and you "will admit it to be so,

on learning that the mighty ocean-currents mainly depend

on this said mollusc-shell. Strange, yet true. Were there

no secreting animals in the sea capable of removing from the

water its surplus lime, the stormy "winds might agitate its

surface, and rouse its waves like troops of roaring lions

shaking back their manes of spray ;
but there would be no

stronii currents with beneficent effect : and in a little while

the ocean would become a hu£2;e salt-lake.

Let us rest from our hot hammering, and painful stooping

under ledges, and let us enjoy a few minutes' repose on this

reef, solitary amid the waves, and distant from the shore.

Pleasant the breeze, pleasant the gentle cadence of the water

at our feet, pleasant the sight of that snowy mass of cloud

which lazily rolls landwards. It rose from the surface of this

brilliant, buoyant, volitant sea in airy bubbles of vapour, and

is now travelling towards those green cornfields over which

the lark is poised in melody. If the cloud should there meet

a current of cold air, it will drop gently down as rain. This

rain will make its way through the earth to ri\ailets and rivers,

till it finally returns once more to the parent-bed of ocean
;
but

on its way it will have washed with it various salts, which it

will dissolve and carry to the sea, thus adding to the already

saturated sea-water an amount of solid matter such as would

impede its flow, were there no provision ready to restore the

equilibrium. For observe, the rain-cloud, as it rose by

evaporation from the sea, left behind it all the salts which

it contained, and these would make the rest of the water
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denser
;
but now the rain-cloud returns laden with as much

salt as it originally had, and the very fluidity of the sea is

in peril, for evaporation is incessantly going on, and rivers

are incessantly returning laden with lime. What becomes

of this excess of lime ? Polypes and Molluscs, Crustacea and

Fish, but mainly the two former, clutch hold of it, wring it

from the water, and mould it into habitations for themselves.

It is thus that vast coral islands and oyster-beds are formed.

The sea is a great lime-quarry ;
but the lime is arranged in

beautiful forms, and subserves a great organic end. Not only

are animals thus furnished with houses and solid structures,

but the water, relieved of its excess, is enabled to flow in

mighty currents. This is the theory propounded by Lieu-

tenant Maury in his fascinating book.* Assuming the waters

of the sea to be in a state of perfect equilibrium, the animals

•would, by their secretion of salts from it, produce currents :

" The Mollusc, abstracting the solid matters, has by that act

destroyed the equilibrium of the whole ocean, for the specific

gravity of that portion of water from which this solid matter

has been abstracted is altered. Having lost a portion of its

solid contents, it has become specifically lighter than it was

before
;

it must, therefore, give place to the pressure which

the heavier water exerts to push it aside, and occupy its

place ;
and it must consequently travel about and miugle

with the waters of the other parts of the ocean, until its

proportion of solid matter is returned to it The

sea-breeze plays upon the surface
;

it converts only fresh

water into vapour, and leaves the solid matter behind. The

* Maurt : Physical Geography of the Sea, p. 167.
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surface thus becomes specifically heavier, and sinks. On

the other liaiid, the little marine architect below, as he works

upon his coral edifice at the bottom, abstracts from the water

there a portion of its solid contents
;

it therefore becomes

specifically lighter, and up it goes, ascending to the top with

increased velocity to take the place of the descending column,

which, by the action of the winds, has been sent down loaded

with fresh food and materials for the busy little mason in

the depths below."

Was I not justified in saying that the Mollusc was deeply

interesting in its relations to the great forces of the Universe ?

Does not this one example show how the great Whole is

indissolubly connected with its minutest parts ? The simple

germination of a lichen is, if we apprehend it rightly, directly

linked with the grandest astronomical phenomena ;
nor could

even an infusory animalcule be annihilated Avithout altering

the equilibrium of the universe.

"
Nothing in this world is single ;

All things by a law divine

In one another's being mingle."

Plato had some dim forecast of this when he taught that

the world was a huge animal
;

* and others, since Plato,

when they conceived the universe to be the manifestation of

some transcendent Life, with which each separate individual

life was related, as parts are to the whole.

• Plato : Philebus, p. 170, od. Bekkor.
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HOW TO CATCH KAZOR-FISH—THE COUK-SCEEW CORALLINE—DANGER OF ^

rnwni VIEWS IN ZOOLOGY—EXAMINATION OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM OF

MOLLUSCS—DOUBTS RESPECTING CURRENT DOCTRINES OF NEUVE-PIIYSIO-

LOGY—ABSENCE OF NERVE FIBRES—BROWN-SEQUARD'S REFUTATION OF

SIR CHARLES BELL ON THE FUNCTION OF THE SPINAL CHORD—ORIGIN OP

SENSIBILITY—SENSIBILITY IN THE ABSENCE OP NERVES—ON THE RELATION

BETWEEN ORGAN AND FUNCTION—CONCLUSION.

The juvenile naturalist is often instructed in the facile art

of catching birds by first dropping a pinch of salt upon their

tails. Excellent as this plan seems, it has never proved

perfectly successful, owing to a trifling initial difficulty. If,

in your halcyon days, you have ever made the attempt, what

will your thoughts be on hearing that an intense philosopher,

like the present writer, did actually imitate that attemjjt in

capturing the Eazor-fish {Solen) ; positively carrying a paper

of salt, in the firm confidence of dropping some grains on the

tail of that retiring mollusc ? Nay, what will you think on

hearing that this was not only attempted in all seriousness,

but in all seriousness succeeded ?

The shells of the Solen lie scattered on the sands of all

our bays, and are familiar to every sea-side visitor. They

are not unlike razor-handles, and as every marine animal is

called a fish, the Solen is hence named Razor-fish, although,

in truth, a bivalve mollusc. Few persons, except naturahsts,
2h
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have seen the aiiiinal alive. He bores a hole many feet in

the sand, and there passes his days, like the Pholas in the

rock, never coming to the surfoce, and boring out of all

reach when disturbed. The difficulty of getting at him is

obvious, and may lead you to be sceptical of the salting plan.

Surely, you -will argue, the initial difficulty which discourages

the ornithological ardour of the boy must equally frustrate

the philosopher ; since, if the Solen wiU allow himself to be

approached near enough to have his tail salted, he may be

taken luitliout this saline preliminary. Thus reasons the

reader, not without astuteness
; yet, like many other rea-

soners, he wiU find that a priori deductions, however elegant,

frequently pass over the head of Fact. Instead, therefore,

of arguing what must be, let him come with me, and see

what is. He Avill find that the Solen must first be salted,

ere he suffer himself to be approached.

It is a hot, quiet afternoon. The tide is out, and a wide

sweep of sand lies before us. We are armed with thin iron

rods, each barbed at the end like a harpoon ;
we add thereto

a paper of salt, basket, and jar. Over the yielding sand we

pass, until we approach low-water mark, and then we begin

peering about to find the trace of the Solen. This trace

consists of nothing more than two small holes close together,

sometimes broken into one, and presenting very much the

appearance of the key-hole of a writing-desk. An experienced

eye detects the trace with an unerring sagacity marvellous

to the stranger, for the sand is perforated by holes of all

sizes. The amateur may, however, ascertain which are the

Solen-holes by attempting every one resembhng a keyhole,
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and, after a few trials, he will gradually learn to detect them.

If he have an iron rod, about as thick as a steel-pen-liolder,

let him place the point in the hole, and if the hole be the

retreat of a Solen, the rod will pass some distance by its own

weight. If any force be required to push it tlirough the

sand, he may be tolerably sure that he is at a wrong hole.

It is in this way that fishermen habitually catch the Solen
;

and the amateui" Avill find that considerable dexterity is re-

quired to use the rod with effect. It must be suffered to

drop by its own weight till the fish be felt
; then, by a half

turn of the rod, the harpoon end fixes the shell, and the

animal may be drawn up. Having repeatedly tried, and

ignobly failed, I could not help admiring the dexterity with

which my companion whipped them up, one after the other,

scarcely ever missing ;
nor would my amour j^ropre suffer

me to quit the sands, until I had acquired sufficient skill to

bring up a fish in about every three trials. This is the legi-

timate mode. It is the only one I find recorded in books
;

and from what Professor E. Forbes says, I conclude it is the

only one known to naturalists.

But any one who himts these Solens for sport, and is less

greedy of time than of amusement, will say that this mode

sinks into insignificance beside the Jersey plan of "
salting

their tails." Having found a hole, we know that the Solen

is at some distance underneath
;

it may be only a few

inches, it may be many feet. The least disturbance will

drive him irretrievably away. We must, therefore, allure

him. Placing a pinch of salt over the hole, we await the

result. In a minute or two the water begins to well up ;
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this is succeeded by a commotion—the sand is upheaving
—

we hold our breath, and keep the hand ready to make a

swift chitch—a final upheaval has taken place, and the

Solen slowly shows the tip of his siphon ;
but he is still

buried in the sand, and we must wait till he has thnist

himself at least an inch above ground, or we shall lose him.

It may be that, having come thus far, he will suddenly

change his mind, and, instead of advancing, make a preci-

pitate retreat. But if he raise himself an inch out of his

hole, and you are swift, he is your prize. Sometimes, when

clutched, he clings so firmly to the sand, that you break the

shell or pull it out, and see half the torn body remain

behind. At other times he will not appear at all. You

have salted his hole, and after witnessing the preliminary

commotions, you are nevertheless balked, for he retreats

deeper and deeper, and his hole falls in. It thus appears

that salting his tail does not necessarOy imply a capture ;

and it is this uncertainty which gives a relish to the sport.

Often when he has appeared at the hole, it is merely to see

what is the matter, and to indulge in a not altogether frivo-

lous curiosity as to the being who can illogically ofier salt

to hirti who lives in salt water
;
and he likes your appear-

ance so little, that one glance is enough
—he is off again like

a shot. Two of them comported themselves in a very

singular manner. They came to the opening, and defiantly

throwing their heads at oui* feet, retired again in haste.

Did they imagine we should be satisfied with such an offer-

ing ? I picked up their heads, and moralised.

There is something irresistibly ludicrous in grave men
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stooping over a hole—their coat-tails pendant in the water,

their breath suspended, one hand holding salt, the other

alert to clutch the victim—watching the pertm-bations of the

sand, like hungry cats beside the holes of mice
;
and there

is something very absui^d in the aspect of the queer Solen,

poking up his inquisitive person ; though luhy he is thus

lured by the salt, I cannot guess. That he does not like

the salt, is pretty certain, from his spontaneous decapitation

under the infliction ;* but why this should lure him is not

intelligible. In conclusion, let me notice a passage in ]\Ir

Woodward's book, which not only contains an error, but

implies that the salting mode of capture is not known even

to well-informed naturalists.- "Professor E. Forbes," he

says,
" has immortalised the sagacity of the razor-fish, who

submits to be salted in his hole, rather than expose himself

to be caught, after finding the enemy is lying in wait for

him."f I suppose the "sagacity'' was immortalised by
Forbes in one of his playful moods

;
because not only is the

fact on which the inference rests inaccurate, the Solen

readily coming to his captor ;
but the Solen can have only

slender pretensions to mental vigour of any kind.

Indeed, we are incessantly at fault in our tendency to

authropomorphise, a tendency which causes us to interpret

the actions of animals accordinci; to the analogies of human

nature. Wherever we see motion which seems to issue

*
Strictly speaking, the Solen has no head at all. What is called the head,

in the text, is simply the siphonal tubes, which are formed of muscular rings,

placed longitudinally. In dissecting the Solen I found these rings spontane-

ously separate themselves in the water.

f Manual of the Moliusca, p. 15.
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from some internal impulse, and not from an obvious

external cause, we cannot help attributing it to "the will."

No one seeuig a bu-d snap at a fly with its beak, could

doubt that the movement was voluntary ;
but if the bird's

head were cut off, and thie beak continued to snap, would

not this throw a serious doubt on the voluntary nature of

the former action ? Yet this is what occurs with the curious

avicidariuni, or
"
bird's-head process

"
of the Corkscrew

Coralline : an animal doubtless familiar to many readers,

some of whom have mistaken it for a Polype, it being indis-

tinguishable from a Polype by the naked eye (Plate VII.,

fig. 4), although the microscope, revealing its internal struc-

ture, shows it to be a Polyzoon. The stem is twisted into

a corkscrew shape, sufficiently remarkable to attract atten-

tion in rock-pools, or in tanks. On examining it atten-

tively, it is generally seen to be furnished with a number of

processes resembling vulture-heads—one beneath each cup
—

having two mandibles, one fixed, the other movable by

means of two sets of muscular fibres, visible within the

head
;
and these mandibles keep up an incessant snapping,

which occasionally entraps some worm, or minute Crus-

tacea, in an inexorable grasp. Very interesting it is to

watch these birds' heads snapping with vague vigour, wliile

above them the animals, to which they can scarcely be said

to belong, are protruding from their cups ; for, be it noted,

the bird's head does not form part of the animal, but issues

from the stem on which the colony of animals abides
;
as if

a gentleman residing in the parlour kept a watch-dog chained

to liis area gate. The position of this
"
process

"
has natur-
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ally led to the question, Is it an organ, or a parasite ? The

invariability of the position, and there being never more

than one bird's head to each animal, seem to point to its

being an organ ;
but if so, what can be its function ? Mr

Gosse has suggested an ingenious answer :

"
Several ob-

servers have noticed the seizure of small roving animals by

these pincer-like beaks
;
and hence the conclusion is j^retty

general that they are in some way connected with the pro-

curing of food. But it seems to have been forgotten, not

only that these organs have no power of passing the prey

thus seized to the mouth, but also that this latter is situated

at the bottom of a funnel of ciliated tentacles, and is calcu-

lated to receive only such minute prey as is drawn within

the ciliary vortex. I venture to suggest a new explanation.

The seizure of a passing animal, and the holding it in the

tenacious grasp until it dies, may be the means of attracting

the proper prey to the vicinity of the mouth. The presence

of decomposing animal matter in water invariably attracts

crowds of infusory animalcules, which then breed with

amazing rapidity, so as to form a cloud of living atoms

around the decaying body quite visible in the aggregate to

the unassisted eye ;
and these remain in the vicinity, play-

ing round and round until the organic matter is quite con-

sumed."*

The animalcules thus attracted would be whirled into the

animal's mouth by means of its ciliated tentacles, and thus

the bird's head would be ancillary to the capture of food.

* Gosse -. Ttnhy, a Sea-side Holiday, p. 52.
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Mr Gosse's explanation will equally hold good if the bird's

head be a parasite, as I incline to think it is"; for not only is

it often absent from the very species on which it is com-

monly found, but it has independent action : last year I

separated one from the stem on which it was fixed, never-

theless the snapping continued as long as I was enabled to

watch it. One is naturally reminded of the analogous Pedi-

cellaria of the Star-fish.

Whatever may be the conclusion respecting these birds'

heads, the action of the bird being thus closely imitated

puts us on our guard against the tendency to attribute

psychological motives to the actions of animals. Indeed,

unless we have previously assured ourselves of identity,

or at least great similarity of structure, we shall always

be in error when concluding an identity of fimction. Thus

in the last Chapter we saw how improbable is the sup-

position that the lower animals feel pain, in spite of our

admission that all animals possess Sensibility. And every-

v/here the study of Comparative Anatomy teaches us, that

before we can truly understand the Physiology and Psy-

chology of animals, we must acquire the most minute

knowledge of their structure. Much has already been done

in this direction, but much more remains to do. There is

still work for thousands of laborious students
;
and all

genuine work will aid the science in its progress. Only let

men observe with patient zeal, and forego the temptation to

say they have seen what they have not seen, but what, from

the report of others, they expected to see (a temptation

which leads to the continuance of error more than any other
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Cciuse),
—

only let the same veracity guide them with respect

both to wliat is old and to what is new, equally deterring

them from lightly supporting a current assertion, and from

lightly promulgating a novel assertion,
—

only let this be

done, and the humblest workers will bring their quota to

the general fund. How much remains to be done may be

gathered from the fact that, in the nervous system, which

has been studied more than any other, recent investigations

have led me to some unexpected results which, unless I

greatly deceive myself, must profoundly modify current

theory, and must assuredly modify our anatomical state-

ments.*

"We laugh at the German who is said
"
to construct the

Idea of the Camel out of the depths of his moral conscious-

ness
;

"
yet we are often really little better when we persist

in constructing the forms of the simpler animals according

to the analogies of our own structure, instead of directly ob-

serving what Nature presents to us. No sooner do we per-

ceive certain manifestations of Sensibility, than we at once

conclude the presence of a nervous system ;
no sooner have we

* The facility with which theories are extemporised by many who have

little or no knowledge of the nervous structure, is only surpassed by the

facility and confidence with which men attribute phenomena to electricity.

It may be well, therefore, to state that our knowledge of the nervous sj^stcm

is at present in its infancy ;
wo have not even established a secure basis

; we

have not established the primary dala. To quote the emphatic language of one

who has given his life to this subject :

" Our knowledge even of the coarser

framework of the nervous system is still too much in its infancj' to permit us

to venture, with any success, on the constniction of theories respecting the

functions of its various elements."—STILLING, Ueber denBau der Nervm-pnmi-

tivfaser u. d. Nervenzelle, 1856, p. vii.
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a glimpse of a nervous system, than we at once conclude it to

be similar in structure with our own. In lilce manner. Con-

tractility is supposed to imply the presence of a muscular

system ;
and the muscles of the lowest animals are supposed

to be only minuter forms of the same organs found in man.

But direct study of Nature assures us that there may be

Sensibility without nerves, and Contractility without mus-

cles
;

it further assures us that the nervous and muscular

structures, when present, differ greatly in different forms of

the animal series
;
and that we must understand these dif-

ferences if we would understand Physiology. The law of

unity of composition, when rightly understood, is a guide of

great value
;
but it is too often a will-o'-wisp, luminously

misleading. We get into the habit of naming organs

according to a general idea of their functions, instead of

keeping the idea of special function dependent on special

organ constantly before us. What would be said of a man

who called his gig a gondola, his steamer a railway, his

carriage a wheelbarrow ? The general function of all these

things is the same, but the special office of each differs from

that of the others, and its structure bears reference to such

specialty. In like manner a "
proboscis

"
is not a "

hand,"

although both are prehensile organs ;
nor are contractile

fibres
"
muscles," although both subserve the same general

function.

Descending from these abstract considerations to the

particular subject now before us, namely, the nervous

system, we note first, that minute and laborious as the

researches have been, they have seldom taken the direction
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of comparative histology. The disposition of nerves and gan-

glia, and the structure of particuhir parts, such as the brain

and spinal chord, have been studied with splendid results
; but,

as far as my reading extends, no one has thought of making

minute and extensive comparisons of the various specialties

of nervous tissue
;
and the reason has been that men have

assumed a nerve to be always of one structure, a ganglion

always resembling every other gangHon, forgetting Moliere's

humorous wisdom : it y a fagots et fagots.

When I first examined the nervous system of the Doris

and Pleurobranchus, I was surprised to find the brain (oeso-

phageal ganglia) of an orange-red, and yellow colour, instead

of white or grey. The fact is familiar to anatomists, but the

explanation given is more than questionable. Von Siebold

attributes it to pigment scattered through the investing

sheath (neurilemma) and crowded on the surfiice of the

ganglion ;

* and Owen assimilates this pigment to
" an

arachnoid membrane between the dense outer membrane and

the ganglions." -f-
These explanations are easily disproved.

On opening one of the ganglia (in a fresh specimen) and

pressing out the contents, I found that the colour was not

due to pigment in the membrane, but to the contents of the

ganglion, both cellular and liquid ;
and by careful pressm^e,

the whole contents were ejected, leaving the colourless mem-

* Von Siebold, Comparative Anatomy, p. 233. So also Delle Chiaje,

Istituzioni di Anatomia et Fisudogia Comparata, p. 147 :
" Nel ccntro princi-

palmente h rosso-rancio, cbe ravvisasi pure nei gangli. E circondato da valida

membrana contenente molto glandulette giallastre."

t Owen : Led. on Camp. Anat. of Inverlehrata, p. 550.
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braiie behind.* Unimportant as this observation was, it

•was the starting-point of a long series of investigations.

Finding the contents of the ganglion were coloured, I in-

ferred that the coloured spots, irregularly distributed over

the upper portion of the nerve-trunks, and throughout the

bands connecting the ganglia into a collar, were also due to

ganglionic cells
;
this being proved, it followed that the cells

and granules of the ganglion were not anatomically separable

from the cells and granules of the nerves
;
instead of the

ganglion being a distinct structure from that of the nerve,

the two were identical, the only difference being that the

cells, both large and small, which predominated in the gan-

glion, became scarcer as the nerve was prolonged, and at

last only made their appearance by ones and twos, amid

the granular mass.

Let us pause a moment to consider the theoretical diffi-

culty which is raised by such a fact. Hitherto all physi-

ologists have agreed in crediting the ganglion with the sole

production, and the nerve with the sole conduction of nerv-

ous force (whatever that may be). The ganglion has been

likened to a galvanic battery, the nerve to a conducting wire.

But if, as I affirm, the structure of the two be thus identical,

their function cannot be so different. In those animals pos-

sessing nerves and oranglia of a marked structural differ-

* The error is jirobably owing to a goncralisatiou from tlie fact that in

many animals the pigment is distributed over the membrane. Leydiq {Ilisto-

lof/ie d. Mensch. u. d. Thiere, 1856, p. 50) confirms what I have said in the text :

" Dieso Pigmentirung ist diffuser Art, sie riihrt her von einer rothen Fllissig-

kcit, welcho das ganzo Ganglion durchtriinkt, uud nachdem des Nourilem

oiugcrisson ist, in Tropfeu heraus<iuillt."
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ence,* it is allowable to assume a corresponding difference in

function
;
but with regard to the molluscs here referred to

(namely, the genera Doris, Flem'obranchus, Aplysia, Solen,

and Limax), this structural difference does not exist : the

nerve is but a continuation of the ganglion, the whole form-

ing one tube, through which, by a little pressure, the con-

tents of the ganglion may be pressed out of the cut end of

the nerve. If only one example of such an arrangement

could be found, it would suffice to unsettle the whole theory

of nervous action, as at present understood. The battery

and wire can therefore no longer serve as a comptarison ;
and

the theory of conduction needs revision.

It may readily be imagined that the doubt thus raised, left

me no peace. I dreamt of ganglia and their prolongations.

They visited me in sleep, in half sleep, in noontide walking,

and in evening reveries. Por weeks I was in a " nervous

fever." Every animal I could lay hands on was sacrificed to

the inexorable scalpel,
—from the new-born Puppy, to the

Bee which flew into my study ;
from the Lizard, Frog, and

Toad, to the Grasshopper and Locust
;
from the hideous

Dogfish, to the graceful Pipefish ;
from the Hermit crab, to

the Dragon-fly larva
;
from the garden Snail, to the Slug ;

from the Solen, to the Sea-hare. Scores of dissections only

increased my doubts respecting current doctrines
; since,

whether fresh specimens, or j^reparations after treatment with

alcohol, with chromic acid, and with acetic acid, were under

* If Stilling' s recent investigations should prove correct, nothing but slight

moi-phological differences exist between nerve-cells and nerve-fibres. See his

work previously referred to.
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examination, tlie facts required by the doctrines were not

discoverable, but, in lieu thereof, facts altogether opposed

to them.

A passage from Professor Sharpey, one of the latest, and

assuredly one of the best anatomical authorities, will present

the views held on this subject.
" When subjected to the

microscope, the nervous substance is seen to consist of two

different structural elements—viz. fibres and cells or vesicles.

The fibres are found universally in the nervous chords, and

they also constitute the greater part of the nervous centres
;

the cells or vesicles, on the other hand, are confined, in a

great measure, to the cerebro-spinal centre and the ganglia,

and do not exist in the nerves properly so called, unless it

be at their peripheral expansions in some of the organs of

special sense." *
According to my observations, the fore-

going statements are contradicted on the following points :

1st, Nervous chords exist in abundance absolutely luithout

fibres. 2d, The nervous centres of some vertebrates are

without fibres. 3d, Cells do exist in the nerves.

The physiologist will read with surprise of the absence of

fibres in the nerves, which are universally held to be simply

fasciculi of fibres
; and, indeed, the discovery so much sur-

prised me at first, that it was long before I could persuade

myself it was no optical illusion, or the result of disintegra-

tion in the nerve itself
;
but having examined both fresh and

prepared specimens, in great quantities, I affirm, tliat in the

genera Doris, Pleurobranchus, Aplysia, Solen, and Limaa;,

the nerves are for the most part totally destitute of fibres.

* SHABrEY and Ellis's edition of Quai/is Anatonii/, 1856 ; vol. i., p. clxxii.
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I incline to think that in the Doris no fibre can be found

anywhere ;
but as all such negatives are perilous, I simply

state what I have seen, namely, that for the most part the

nerves are fibreless.*

Within the investing sheath of areolar tissue
-|-

is con-

tained a mass of granules, cell nuclei, and occasional cells

large and small, but not one primitive nerve-fibre. If we

compare the structure of the nerves in the Doris with that

in the garden SnaU, we shall immediately perceive the dif-

ference, the latter animal having distinctly fibrillated nerves,

the former nothing but amorphous nerve-substance. At first

it occurred to me that the granular structure might be

peculiar to the molluscs without shells
;
but the bivalve Solen

and the Aplysia contradict such a suggestion.

Again, in the brains of several Tritons, or "Water-Newts, I

could find no fibres
;
none in that of a young Frog ;

none in

that of an adult Toad
;
none in that of the adult Pipefish

* Dr Inman, of Liverpool, informs me, while these sheets are passing through

the press, that he has examined the nciTous system of three very fine speci-

mens of Dendronotns arhorescens in which he finds precisely the disposition I

have described : "The nervous masses wore made up of very largo cells, ijfi

inch in diameter, full of granular matter, and surrounded by a thick coat of

granular material of a brownish colour. These were most numerous in the

four large ganglia, but were found sjjaringly in the main nervous trunks. Some

cells or vesicles were much smaller than others, the smallest about jIb of an

inch. The nervous trunks were filled with granular matter, in which no appear-

ance of fibrillation could be traced, but on squeezing out the neurine it was

found that there was an abundant supply of vesicles of various sizes, as well as

of granular matter. In one main tube at some distance from the g-anglia there

was a faint appearance of fibres which were very small in length and breadth,

and quite solid." This last fact is very interesting, and agrees with what I

have noted further on of the dragon-fly larvto.

f It may not be unnecessary to warn the amateur who may verify these obser-

vations, not to confound the fibres of the investing sheath with nerve-fibres.
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(Syngnathus) ; none in that of a Dogfish (Acanthias) of

about a foot and a half long. It would be perilous to assert

that there were absolutely no fibres in the brains of these

animals, but if there were any, they must have been exceed-

ingly rare, as I could not find one : and theory requires that

there should be one or more for every cell.*

These facts are important as well as novel, and force us to

the conclusion that fibres are not necessary to the conduc-

tion of nerve-force, although they may be special organs of

conduction, wherever they exist. The point to which the

reader's attention is required is that nerve-force can be trans-

mitted—that neiTC-actions can take place
—in the absence

of primitive fibres. This might have been concluded from

the structure of the olfactory nerve alone, wliich, by a re-

markable peculiarity, shows a break in the continuity of its

fibres, the intervening space being occupied with granules

only. This is the case in all animals.-}- And I find a still

greater break in the sympathetic nerve of the new-born

puppy. As the trunk is about to join the ganglion, the
\

fibres disappear, and give place to granules ;
nor do fibres

appear in the ganglion at
all.:|: Now, as theory requires

every nervous impression to be conveyed by a fibre to a cell,

* Plate VII., fig. 2, gives a hypothetical diagram of the relation of fibres and

colls in the spinal chord and brain, according to the latest ideas. Whatever

truth it may have in reference to the higher vertebi-ates, it is ceitainly not

appliciible to those fish and reptiles I have examined.

+ See the description of the olfactorius in Leydio, op. cit.

X The necessity for caution, both in extending our observations and in mak-

ing them public, is illustrated by the fact, that since the above was written, I

have seen one sympathetic ganglion in which the fibres did penetrate ;
and it

is worth mentioning that I found the continuity of the fibres uninterrupted in
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aud by a Gbrefrom the cell, we see at once that the foregoing

facts, or any one of them, must strike at the root of such a

theory, nervous impressions being indubital )ly transmitted

where no fibres exist, and where a solution of continuity exists.

Since these observations were first published, I have

found more than one professional man disposed to doubt

that the theory of conduction is held by authoritative

physiologists ;
it will be useful, therefore, to show that I

was not combating an exploded error. In England Dr Todd

certainly holds place in the highest ranks; and in 1856

he thus wrote of softened brains :

" In all cases the cerebral

disease reaches such an extent that the vesicular matter

imperfectly generates the nervous force, and the fibrous

matter becomes a had conductor of it, or even a non-con-

ductor, or its continuity is intern-upted, and so its poiuer of

conduction is rendered, in the one case, physiologically, in

the other mechanically, impossible."* Can anything be more

explicit ? A solution of continuity between fibre and cell

is said to render the conduction of nerve-force impossible ;

yet I have shown that such a solution is constant in many

animals, and is present in the embryonic condition of all

all the sympathetic nerves of a new-bom kitten. Let mo add that, except in

the case of the Slug (Limax), all the facts stated in the text are founded on

multiplied observations
;
the niagfuifying powers used being 350— 750 linear,

with one of Smith and Beck's excellent Educational Microscopes.
* Todd : Clinical Lectures on Paralysis, 2d ed., 1856, p. 211. Equally explicit

is Gratiolet : A nat. Comp. du Sydemc JVerveux, 1857 ;
ii. p. 4. So also KiUKES

and Paget, in their Ilandhook of Physiology, p. 364. " All nerve-fibres are

mere conductors of impressions." In Segond, Traiti cCAnatomic Genirale, p.

Ill, the nei've-fibre is said to manifest a new and chai-acteristic property, that

of transmisxihility, as the musale-fibre manifests that of contractibility. Com-

pare also FUNKE, Lchrbuch der Phy.nolo(jie.

2 I
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animals. No one even slightly acquainted with the present

state of science will fail to see the importance of such a result.

In the first place, it does away with many of the difficul-

ties which have puzzled anatomists when unable to trace

fibres to their termination in cells. In the second place, it

may throw light on the startling discovery of M. Brown-

Sdquard, that the transmission of impressions along the

spinal chord is not due to the fibres of the posterior columns,

nor indeed to the fibres of either of the columns, but entirely

to the grey matter of the chord. The astonishment excited

by this discovery, which utterly destroys the doctrine pro-

mulgated by Sir Charles Bell, and accepted by all Europe,

seems so to have absorbed attention that its effect upon the

general theory of nervous transmission has escaped remark.

A few sentences may put the reader in possession of the capi-

tal points in this discovery.

The spinal chord is composed of six columns of fibres, and

a central mass of vesicular matter
;
two of the columns are

called the anterior, two posterior, and two lateral. Imagine

a bundle of six sticks enclosing a mass of pith, and a rude

conception of tlie arrangement of these colmnns will be

formed. When Sir Charles Bell came forward with his views,

the almost universal opinion was that the spinal chord was a

large nerve-trunk, presiding, like other nerve-trunks, over

both sensibility and motion. Every one knew that there

were nerves of sensation and nerves of motion
;
but no one,

till Lamarck, seems to have conceived that this diversity of

function must be owing to the diversity of their central

origin ;
and Lamarck only conceived the idea as an a priori
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necessity ;

"
quant aiix nerfs," he says,

"
qui sont destines

aux mouvemens musculaires, ils partent vraisemblablenient

d'un autre foyer, et constituent, dans le systfeme nerveux, un

systeme particulier distinct des sensations, comme ce dernier

est du systfeme qui sert aux actes de I'eutendenient."* In the

same year Alexander Walker, passing from this vague concep-

tion to a definite localisation of the different centres, declared

that the sensoiy impressions were due to the roots of the

nerves issuing from the anterior colmnns, and motor impres-

sions to the roots issuing from the posterior columns. But

although this was a felicitous hyj)othesis, it rested on no co-

ercive evidence, experunental or pathological ;
and m 1811

Bell
-f-

demonstrated that it was the postei^ior root which was

sensitive, the anterior which was motor. This discoveiy has

been universally accepted. It placed Bell at once among the

great names in science. But this discovery, which was sup-

ported by ample and decisive experiments, led him and others

to a conclusion respecting the columns of the chord which,

although extremely plausible, was not fomided on decisive

evidence, and is now proved by Brown-Sequard to be alto-

gether erroneous. The roots which issue from the posterior

columns are sensoiy ;
what more natural than to suppose that

the coliunns themselves must be sensory ? Natural, but

erroneous. While the discovery respecting the roots met

with Kttle opposition, the deduction respecting the columns

was vehemently criticised. Expermients were instituted

which gave a mass of conflicting testimony, cmious to consider.

*
Lamarck, PhilosopMe Zoologique, 1809, vol. ii. p. 260.

f Bell, An Idea of a New Anatomy of the Brain, 1811.
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Everybody contradicted everybody. Vivisection seemed a

snare. It was Longet who put an end to the controversy by

explaining how the discrepancies necessarily arose, and by

establishing a uniforni plan of employing galvanism as the

test* The doctrine of Bell, as modified by Longet, became

the
"
doctrine of the schools." It is briefly this : All the phe-

nomena of reflex action depend on the vesicular substance,

which is itself entirely removed from the phenomena of sen-

sation or motion. The power of transmitting impressions

resides entirely in the white, fibrous substance, and of this

the posterior columns are exclusively devoted to sensoiy im-

pressions, the anterior and lateral columns exclusively to

motor influences. An impression is earned to the brain

by the posterior columns only ;
and from the brain by the

antero-lateral colmnns only : the one awakens a sensation,

the other a movement.

After having devoutly believed this theory for many

years, we are called upon to acknowledge that it is wrong in

every particular. In the presence of many distinguished

physiologists M. Brown-S^quard has demonstrated that sen-

sibility, so far from being destroyed, is actually increased by

section of the so-called sensitive columns
; while, on the other

hand, when a section of the chord was made which divided

it eveiywhere except in these
"
sensitive columns," sensibility

was totally destroyed. He proved, moreover, that it is the grey

vesicular substance of the chord—itself perfectly insensible—
which transmits both sensory and motor impressions. He

*
Longet, Anat.et Phys. du Systhne Nerveux, 1842. Sec his Traiti de Phj-

siolojie, 1850, vol. ii., where the history of the discovery is given.
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proved this in various ways, the most conchisive being a com-

plete section of all the wliite fibrous substance, Avhich left

only the grey substance : in this case sensibility and motion

remamed intact. No part of the white substance is capable

of transmitting impressions.
"

C'est par la substance grise

de la nioelle ^pinifere, et surtout par sa partie centrale, que

cette transmission a I'encephale s'opfere en dernier lieu." *

There are several points in M. Brown-Sequard's experi-

mentswhich disturb the reigning doctrine of nerve-action, but

he has not yet published his positive views on this subject ;

and as it is a subject of which I have no direct knowledge,

I shall only say that the facts I have discovered, proving

fibres not to be necessary to the transmission of impressions,

must be taken into account, not only in this, but in most

other questions of the kind.

But before we proceed further it will be requisite to ascer-

tain, as far as possible, whether the facts I have discovered

had been already made public. When Europe furnishes its

hundreds of diligent workers in any department, no one can

expect to stand in isolated originality ;
he must be prepared

to find that others have more or less anticipated him. I had

no sort of doiibt that the facts, which to me were full of

significance, must have been observed by others
;
but I was

persuaded that no one had seen their significance, because no

one expressed a doubt respecting the theory which they

undermine.f My first step was to send to England for Ley-

*
Brown-Sequard, MSmoires de la Society de Biologie, 1855 (2''°" S€rie, ii.

p. 7'i.) See also tho masterly report by M. Paul Broca in the same volume.

+ We need only turn to Funke's Lchrhuch der Physiolorjie, one of the ablest

and must erudite, as well as the latest of treatises, to be assured of this.
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dig's work on Comparative Histology, the latest authoritative

publication. There, indeed, I found the existence of granular

nerves stated as a fact, though without specific information

either respecting their discoverer or the animals in which

they existed
;
and without a hint of any physiological signi-

ficance in the fact.* On my return home I made diligent

search, and by means of Canstatt's Jahresherichte for 1854

(p. 66), learned that Meissner had discovered gi-anular trunks

in the thread-like tiny worm Mermis ; and H. Miiller and

Gegenbaur in the naked gasteropod PhylUrhoe.

On procuring the memoirs referred to,^- 1 found the fullest

confirmation of my own observations, but no appreciation of

their physiological significance. Miiller and Gegenbaur say:
"
Distinct fibres are not discoverable in the trunks, which

appear to consist of nothing but a clear granular streaky

substance (aus einer hellenfeinkdrnig streijigen Suhstanz).

In some instances there were small groups of ganglionic

cells." And this is all they remark.

Meissner's observations are given in gi-eater detail, and

appear to have suggested doubts, as analogous observations

did to me. " The four trunks," he says,
" which issue from

the ganglia have at first a clearly fibrous structure, so that at

the torn ends single fibiillfe appear ;
but these fibres in their

course soon melt into a homogeneous band in which no trace

of fibre remains." Curiously enough, the branches given off

from these tninks, although they commence as homogeneous

•
Leydig, HUtoloffie, pp. 59, 185. " Die Ncrvensubstanz ist entweder mehr

homogen unci molekular, oder mehr von faserigem Aussehen.

t See SiEBOLD u. KoLLIKEr's Zeiischri/t/. Wissen. Zool., v. p. 233, 360
;
and

vii, 99.
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bands, presently break up into fibres which continue to the

peripheral termuiation. In presence of such a structure,

Meissner could scarcely have missed the suggestion it forced

upon him : "In Mermis the anatomical proof is easy that a

conduction from the periphery to the centre must take place

by some other means than that of a completely isolated and

throughout equally constructed fibre." * On reading this

sentence, I fancied that the same idea must have occurred to

him as to me, and that he would follow it up by some further

observations, or at any rate by some physiological reflections.

Two years later, however, he published another Memoii",f

wherein he notices this peculiarity of the nerve-trunks as
"
certainly very important for the physiology of the nervous

system ;

"
but instead of seizing its true significance, he pro-

poses an explanation which would never have been proposed,

if the facts I have observed had been known to him
; for,

confining himself to the peculiar structure of the trunks and

branches of these worms, he suggests that
"
the trunks must

not be regarded as trunks, as anatomical bundles of isolated

fibres, but as peculiar and intermediate conducting organs

interposed between the central organ and the jjeripheral

nerves. If they are really to be regarded as simple nerve-

trunks, in the sense in which the word is used as respects

higher animals, we ought to find them composed of fibres—
which is not the case." I need scarcely criticise such a sug-

gestion ;
the mere fact of a sympathetic ganglion being con-

nected with a nerve which, although fibrous, has its inter-

space of granules, is enough to destroy the hypothesis ;
not

* Loc. cit. t Loc. cil. vii. 99.
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to mention the fact of so many animals being without fibres

at all
*

From what has been already said, the conclusion is inevit-

able that the conduction of nerve force does not take place

by means of fibres only. The fibres may by special organs

of conduction, and as special organs, a corresponding specialty

of function must be assigned to them
;
and into this we must

now inquire.

Let us assume that the homogeneous nerve transmits the

impression in a mass, just as the sounding-board of a piano,

if struck, will yield a certain resonance
;
but the fibrous

nerve will transmit the impression along each separate fibre,

like the sounding-board when struck by keys ;
the amount of

nervous impression and the amount of sound in each case

may be equal, but the varieties and combinations possible to

the latter are impossible to the former. Or to vary the illus-

tration, let us assume two men to be equally susceptible to

the general efiect of colour, but one of them, an artist, to

have more susceptibility to the minute difierences of colour
;

although the neivous impression may be equal in the two, it

will ])e less homogeneous in the artist, whom we may suppose

to have a more specialised retina.

The assumption that fibres are organs of conduction at all,

may be disputed ; nor, if what was previously said respect-

* Meissner's observations furnish a verj' noticeable fact, namely, that while

in Mermis Albicans the trunks are homogeneous, in another species, Mermis

nigre-^cens, they are fibrous ! In the face of such evidence no single exception

to the facts I have stated would surprise me—for instance, that fibres could be

found in a Doris, a Pfeurohranchiis, an Aplj/sia, or a iSolen—such exceptions

would in nowise invalidate my conclusions, for which, indeed, one single case

of non-fibiillated nerve would bo ample evidence.
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ing the identity of cell and fibre, in ultimate structure, and

of the identity of ganglion and tube, be admitted, can we

allow the old hypothesis of conduction to be more than a

metaphor. The notion of an actual conduction taking place,

analogous to the conduction of electricity, is extremely

doubtful to me. If the nerves are identical in elementary

structure with the ganglia, and consequently must participate

in the fimctions of the ganglia, they can no longer be re-

garded as the conducting-rods of the battery, but as essential

parts of it. In our present ignorance of the true process we

may continue to employ the metaphor of conduction, if we

understand by it simply the change whicli follows when a

nerve is affected
;
and we may then gain some glimmering

of the special function of the fibres, and the meaning of then-

increase with old age. Nerve-tissue in its earliest stage is

wholly -without fibres
;
as development advances, the fibres

multiply.* In old age the brain hardens from excess of

fibres, as the bones harden from excess of lime
;
so that what

originally constituted a source of strength becomes a source

of weakness. Probably to this predominance of fibres may
be assigned the incapacity of acquiring new ideas in old age.

Intellectual vigour is often manifested by men of a very ad-

vanced age, but the vigour is shown in dealing with old trains

* Not till the beginning of the fourth month of the human embryo are fibres

discoverablo in the spinal chord. — TiEDElfANN, Anatomii; du Cerrcau, yi. 12(3.

When the fibres first make their appearance in the brain, I know not, but in

the brains of a new-bora puppy and kitten I could find no trace of them. In-

deed, the naked eye showed that no differentiation had as yet taken place

between the grey and white matter
;
and the Microscope, with a power of 750

linear, confirmed this impression, the structure of both grey and white matter

being wholly vesicular and granular.

2 K
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of thought, not in originating new. To assume a new atti-

tude of thouglit, it may be necessary to develop new fibres
;

and this cainiot be done in a tissue already too fibrous. A
similar hypothetical explanation suggests itself for the for-

mation of fixed ideas, monomanias, habits, and tendencies.

But I wUl not venture further into this hypothetical region ;

the few anatomical facts hitherto ascertained presenting too

narrow a basis for such speculations. One cmbiyological

indication may, however, be added. The nerves of insects

are, it is known, distinctly fibrous (although in the bee and

locust I have observed the fibres occasionally melting into

mere granules), but in the larvae of insects the nerves are

often mostly gi-anular. Thus in the active predatory Dra-

gonfly Larva—the water-tiger, as it is called—I found the

great ventral chord possessing distinct fibres, but in many

places it was purely gi'anular, the granules not having even

a linear disposition.* In the preparation I have made of

this object a veiy interesting analogy between the develop-

ment of nerve and muscle is presented. Muscles are of two

kinds, striped and unstriped, the former being generally, but

erroneously, called voluntary, the latter involuntary muscles.

According to recent researches, it has become evident that

the striped muscle is only a more differentiated form of the

unstriped, there being several intermediate stages between

the two.f lu tlie jjreparation I have made of the ventral

chord of the dragonfly larva, this is strikingly exliibited.

A fragment of muscle is attached, the fibrillar of which, in-

* In more advanced Lan-ao these chords arc wholly fibrous.

+ Leydig, llistoloijie, p. 43.
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stead of being striped (all
the muscles of insects are of the

striped kind), are partly striped, partly unstriped ;
that is

to say, in the same bundle some of the fibrillse are without

the transverse markings, and those fibrillge which have

such markings have them only part of the way down, the

remainder of the fibrillse being imstriped. This is not only

interesting as a fact in muscle development, but presents

a striking analogy to the development of nerve-fibres, which

we here see in the same trunk partly emerged from their

primitive granular condition.

I conclude, therefore, that the differentiation of nerves

shows the following phases : 1st, As in many Molluscs and all

embryos, a granular homogeneous mass
; 2d, As in Insects,

and perhaps Crustaceans, a linear disposition of the granules

into fibres, but without an investing sheath
; 3d, Fibres, or

rather tubules, differmg from the preceding in structure, hav-

ing each an enveloping sheath, which isolates one fibre from

the other, so that the nerve becomes a fasciculus of tubules*

It would lead us too far to follow the many applications of

these facts to the vexed questions of nervous histology and

physiology. The hotly-debated controversy respecting the origin

of fibres as prolongations from ganglionic cells, for example,

seems to me decisively settled by the fact that, in the Mol-

*
Stilling, op. cit. p. 11-13, decides that all primitive fibres have an invest-

ing sheath
;
but unless he would deny the claim of those named in the second

class to be considered as fibres, he is certainly wrong. It should be noted that

what are called fibres in the vertebrate ncrvc-tissue are really tubules with fluid

contents. This fact was discovered by Leeuwenhoek, who describes them as

vessels (see his Select Works, ii. 303), a discovery often erroneously attributed

to Ehrenberg, to whom the credit is given in Mr Hogg's popular work, The

Microscope, 3d edition, p. 525.
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luscs, vre have cells without fibres, and by the fact that, in

the recently-bom dog, we have fibres which have not yet

eflFected a junction with the cells. Again, when Funke, re-

viewing the controversy respecting the existence of ganglionic

cells destitute of processes, says that,
" from all we know of

the functions of the nerve-elements and the laws of conduc-

tion in them, an isolated apolar nerve-ceU appears as an

anomaly (Unding) to which we can in nowise assign a phy-

siological pui'pose,"
* he is assuming that without fibres

tenninating in cells no nervous transmission can take place

—an assumption flatly contradicted by the facts we have just

been considering.

Hitherto our remarks have been of a revolutionary tendency.

To unsettle established opinions, to shake the very founda-

tions of nervous physiology, and to show that we are in no

condition to propound theories, otherwise than as provisional

attempts, has been the serious business of this Chapter. Brown-

S^quard has proved that the doctrine of the schools relative

to transmission by the spinal column is in every point erro-

neous. Stilling has proved that the dissident doctrines of

the schools respecting the ultimate structure of nerve-elements

are erroneous or incomplete. And I have shown that the

doctrine of the schools relative to the function of the fibres is

erroneous—that conduction does not necessarily imply the

existence of a continuous fibre fi'om the periphery to the cell,

and ft'om the cell again to the periplicry, but takes place where

there are no fibres at all, and where a solution of continuity

exists.

•
FCNKE, Physiologie, p. 419.
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Nor is this all. What we metaphorically call
"
nervous

concluction
"

takes place not only in the absence of fibres,

but also in the absence of any nerves whatever. There is

nothing like the sharp angle of a paradox to prick the reader's

attention
;
and here is one in all seriousness presented to

him. The fact is demonstrable, that both Contractility and

Sensibility are manifested by animals totally destitute of

either muscles or nerves. Some physiologists, indeed, misled

by the apriori tendency to "construct" the organism in lieu

of observing it, speak of the muscles and nerves of the sim-

plest animals
; because, when they see the phenomena of

Contractility and SensibiKty, they are unable to dispossess

themselves of the idea that these must be due to muscles and

neiTes. Thus, when the fresh-water Polype is seen captm-ing,

struggHng with, and finally swallowing a worm, yet refusing

to swallow a bit of tlu-ead, we cannot deny that it manifests

both Sensibility and Contractility, miless we deny these pro-

perties to all other animals. Nevertheless, the highest powers

of the best microscope fail to detect the slightest trace of

either muscle or nei-ve in the Polype. Leydig, indeed, de-

scribes and figures what he calls the muscles of the Hydru.*

But what are they ? A network of contractile cells of irre-

gular shape, such as Ecker
-f-

had previously described as the
" unformed contractile substance," with this difierence, that

Leydig discovers a nucleus attached to the wall of eacli cell.

I have not been able to verify this observation myself mth

*
Op. cit.

t Ecker] zur Lehre vom Ban und Lehen der coniractilen Substanz der

niedersten Thiere.
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respect to Hydra viridis, in which repeated examinations

have disclosed nothing of the kind
;
in Hydra fusca I have

seen it often, but the observation by no means warrants

the conclusion that this proof of the network being cellu-

lar is a proof of its being muscular. The cells resemble

muscles in no respect, except that they are contractile
;

and we are not warranted in calling every contractile cell a

muscle-cell
;
otherwise we must call the unicellular aiiimals

muscles* The Hydra presents us with contractile substance

(or cells), but to call the contractile substance a
"
muscle,"

is to outrage language more than if a wheelbarrow were

spoken of as a raihvay locomotive
;
and even this latitude

of language will not serve our turn with respect to the

nervous system of the Polype, smce nothing resemblmg a

nerve or nerve-substance is discernible in it. We must eithei-

deny that the Polyjse manifests Sensibility, or we must admit

that Sensibility may exist without nerves.

In presence of these facts, physiologists, who cannot con-

ceive Sensibility without a nervous system, but are forced to

confess that such a system is undiscoverable, assume that it

exists
"
in a diffused state." I have noticed tliis illogical

position in a former Chapter. It is a flat contradiction in

terms : a diffused nerve is tantamount to a liquid ciystal ;
the

nerve being as specific in its structure, and in the properties

belonging to that structure, as a crystal is. Now, this spe-

cific stmcture—or anything approaching it—is not to be

found in the Polype.-|-

• Victor Carus and Reichert have discovered contractile cells in the vitel-

lus, but no one would call these muscles,

t " Sarcbbe una vera perdita di tempo," says Delle Chiaje, "per colui
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Wlience, then, is the Sensibility derived ? Either we must

admit the presence of what cannot be discovered
;
or we must

admit that a function can act without its organ ; or, finally,

we must modify our conception of the relation between Sen-

sibility and the Nervous system. Which of these three con-

clusions shall we adopt ?

Not the first : for, to admit the presence of an organ which

cannot be discovered, even by the very highest powers, al-

though easily discoverable in other animals by quite medium

powers, would be permissible only as the last resource of

hyijothesis, when no other supposition could be tenable.

Not the second : for philosophic Biology rejects the idea of

a function being independent of its organ, since a function is

the activity of an organ. The organ is the agent, the func-

tion the act—a point to which we will presently recur.

The third conclusion, therefore, seems inevitable : we must

modify our views. But how ? Instead of saying, "Sensibility

is a property of nervous tissue," we must say,
"
Sensibility

is a general 'property of the vital organism which becomes

specialised in the nervous tissue in proportion as the organ-

ism, itself becomes specialised."

We have no difficulty in understanding how Contractility,

at first the property of the whole of the simple oi'ganism,

becomes specialised in muscular tissue. We have no diffi-

culty in understanding how Eespiration, at first eflected by

the whole sm-face of the simple organism, becomes specialised

che vol esse ricercare nend negli animali Infusori, nei Polipi, nelle Meduse e

nelle Actinie."—Istituzioni di Anat. e Fisiolog. Comparaia, i. 118. He denies

the existence of nerves even in the Holothuriso. So likewise docs Vogt, Zoolo-

gische BricJ'e, with several other anatomists.
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in a particular part of that surface (gills or lungs) in the

more complex organisms ;
nor should we have more diflBculty

in understanding how Sensibility, from being common to

the whole organism, is handed over to a special structure,

which then performs that function exclusively, as the lungs

perform that of Respiration, or the muscles that of Contrac-

tion. Nay, more : just as animals possessing special organs

for Respiration do also, in a minor degree, respire by the

general surface, so, according to my obseiTations, it is almost

demonstrable that animals possessing a special nervous sys-

tem also manifest Sensibility in parts far removed from any

nervous filament. In the higher animals this is probably

not the case* The division of labom- is more complete.

The stomach digests, the glands secrete, the muscles contract,

and the nerves feel. Of course, the power is gTeatly increased

by this division of labour
;
the more complex the organism,

the more various and effective each function. In the pregnant

language of our most thoughtful poet,
—

" All Nature widens upward. Evermore

The simpler essence lower lies
;

More complex is more perfect, owning more

Discourse, more widely wise." +

*
I say probably, because recent investigations have shown that parts which,

in the normal healthy condition, are absolutely insensible, such as tendons,

ligaments, the dura mater, and the periosteum, become intensely sensitive in

a state of inflammation, and this cannot bo attributed to the nerves.—See

Flourens, in Annates des Sciences Naturelles, 1856, IV. Sdrie, vi. 282
;
and

compare Dr Inman's work on Spinal Irritation. Further, Mr ToMES has

communicated to the Royal Society a paper on the " Soft Fibrils in the Den-

tinal Tubes," which shows a sensitive structure, not nervous, m the teeth.

t Tennyson: The Palace of Art.
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It is truly remarkable that the zoologist who claims the

merit of having originated this conception of the "
division

of labour
"

as a law in the organic economy,* should be

among the stanchest defenders of the old metaphysical idea

that functions are not dependent on organs ;
and as tMs

question is not o:ily important in itself, but of interest in

the present discussion, it may detain us for a moment. The

argument, as conducted by Milne Edwards, f is irresistible,

because in it he confines himself to showing that special

organs may disappear, and the general function nevertheless

remain
;
for instance, that lungs and gills may be absent,

but the function of Eespiration will still be present :

"
C'est

una erreur grave de croire," he says,
"
qu'une faculte deter-

min^e ne puisse s'exercer qu'a I'aide d'un seul et meme

organe." The grave error appears to me wholly on the side

of those who hold the contrary opinion. The reader will

perceive that when Milne Edwards concludes,
"
que la fonc-

tiou ne disparait pas lorsque llnstrument special cesse

d'exister," the eminent zoologist is guilty of a logical mistake

very frequent in biological discussions—the mistake of con-

founding the general with the particular. Thus an animal

may possess the general function of Locomotion, without

* Milne Edwards : See his Introduction d la Zoologie O&nirale. The con-

ception, however, belongs to GOETHE, Zur Morphologie, 1807 ; Werke, xxxv.

i. 7—the French naturahst having the merit of application and abundant illus-

tration of the law.

+ Loc. cit. p. 69, and Lemons sta- la Physiologic et I'Anatomie Compar6e, i.

22. "Les faits dont je viens vous entretenir montrent combien sont fausses

les opinions de queUxues naturalistes qui admettent comme une sorte d'axiomc

physiologique quo la fonctiou depend toujours do son organe."
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possessing the special function of walking or flying ;
it may

have the general function of Sensibility, without the special

Senses
;

the general function of Assimilation, without

special Digestion ;
for the special functions special organs

are required, legs or wings, eyes or ears, intestinal canal,

and so forth.

The peculiar faculty of locomotion known as "flying,"

can only be performed by the peculiar organs knouii as

"wings;" but the general faculty of locomotion can be

performed by a simple contractile tissue. As soon as we

disengage language of its ambiguity, the truth is easily

seen : the appearance of each special organ in the animal

series is coincident with the appearance of a special and

corresponding function
; or, descending the scale, with the

disappearance of each special organ, the corresponding spe-

cialty of function disappears. In other words, Function is

dependent on Organ, as the Act is on the Agent. Would

it not seem wholly preposterous to say that railway loco-

motion was not necessarily dependent on railways, because,

before railways were invented, goods and passengers were

transmitted by waggons and coaches ? Does not every one

see that the special form of railway transmission gives it a

power, velocity, and extent, wholly unattainable by waggons

and coaches
;
and that this power, velocity, and extent, are

due entirely to the peculiarity of the methods of transit ?

The railway differs from the tramway, and the tramway

from the old coach-road, in special modifications, as the

lungs of a mammal differ from the giUs of a fish, and the

gills from a merely respiiatory surface in the Zoophyte. To
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say that the same function is performed by all, is to con-

found the general with the particular ;
and to say that

functions are consequuntl}- independent of organs, is worse

than this, because it leaves out of sight the fact that the

whole surface of the animal which respires is the
"
organ

"

of that general respiration. When acts can be performed

without agents, and animals can exist -without bodies, in the

shape of pure syntheses of functions, then will it be a

"
grave error

"
to conclude that functions are necessarily

dependent on organs, and not till then.

Although we have been forced to admit that Sensibility

can be manifested without nerves, and the paradox therefore

of nervous conduction taking place without nerves was only

a paradox in its terms, yet inasmuch as functions are neces-

sarily dependent on organs, we are also forced to conclude

that the various specialisations of nerve-tissue must bring

wdth them corresponding specialisations of function. What

those are we know not, perhaps may never know
;
but the

mere recognition that such things must be, will help us to

understand many points. It explains, for example, the

absence of Pain in the lower animals, spoken of in the last

Chapter ;
it explains the possibility of such myriads of subtle

differences in the perceptions of men so nearly allied as twin-

brothers.

And now, dear reader, we must part company, after

having wandered together over many a reef and bay, and

skirted the great plains of Philosophy, traversed by many

foot-sore pilgrims who beckon us to follow. We have

caught some glimpses of the marvels and delights which
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await us in every rock-pool ;
and we have seen how a mere

amusement will naturally lead us into the solemn temples

of Pliilosophy.

The naturalist may be anything, everything. He may

yield to the charm of shnple observation
;
he may study the

habits and habitats of animals, and moralise on their ways ;

he may use them as starting-points of laborious research
;

he may carry his newly-observed facts into the highest region

of speculation ;
and whether roaming amid the lovely nooks

of Nature in quest of varied specimens, or fleeting the quiet

hour in observation of his pets
—whether he make Natural

History an amusement, or both amusement and serious work

—it will always offer him exquisite delight. From the

schoolboy to the philosopher, all gi-ades find in it something

acbnirably suited to their minds. It brings us into closer

jiresence of the great mysteries of life
;
and while quicken-

ina; our sense of the infinite marvels which surromid the

simplest object, teaches us many and pregnant lessons

which may help us through our daily needs.

In suggestive but untranslatable verse, Goethe asks what

higher aim can we have here on earth than to trace the

revelation of the Divine in Nature
;
how Fact becomes

etherealised into Thought, and how Thought in turn becomes

incorporate in Fact—as Greece, which was once a mere

geographical boundary, containing a handful of men, has

been ever since a spiritual influence moulding the destinies

of the world
; or, conversely, as the mere idea of a loco-

motive engine which arose in the mind of George Stephenson,

passed into the gigantic fact of the Eailway system.
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" Was kann der Mcnsch im Leben mehr gewiniien

Als dass sich Gott-Natur ihm offonbare,

Wie sich das Festo liisst zu Gcist verrinnon,

Wie sich das Goisterzeugto fost bewahre." *

All the forms and facts of Nature carry with them a deep

spiritual significance, and cannot be reverently studied with-

out revealing it
;
for are they not the manifestations of the

Universal Life ? Unreflecting minds often deem it a trivial

occupation for serious men to devote themselves with patience

to the study of anatomical details, and the scnitiny of facts

which seem to have no practical bearing on the great affairs

of life. These details, like all other facts of Nature, may,

indeed, be studied in a trivial spirit, uninspired by a loftier

aim
;

but mider theii- lowest aspect they have still the

inalienable value attendant upon all truth
;
and under their

highest aspect they teach us something of a noble wisdom

which profoundly affects the practical affairs of life, by

affecting the direction and the temper of our thoughts.

* Goethe : Bei Betrachtung von Schiller's Sckddel.
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Abranchiate—Without branchiae, or gills.

AcALEPH^—Jelly-fish .

Action—A shell-less Mollusc, one of the "sea slugs."

Actinia—The Sea Anemone. So called from the ray-like disposition of its

amis or tentacles.

AsKEBA—A microscopic animalcule, of jelly-like substance, without organs,

without even constant form.

Anastomose—When the mouths of two vessels unite and blend together,

forming one continuous vessel, they are said to anastomose.

Annelid—Almost all worms arc composed of a succession of rings or seg-

ments ;
hence they are included under the tenn Afitmlaia or Annelida.

Anthea—A species of Sea Anemone.

Arr.TSlA—A gasteropodous Mollusc, popularly called the Sea Hare. (Plate

IL, fig. 3.)

Arborescent—Branched like a tree.

AsciDiAN—A Mollusc, without head or shell, having two orifices nearly on a

level, and shaped like a leathern bottle (askos is the Greek for flask). See

Frontispiece, fig. 4. The Ascidians are also found living in colonies. Hence

there are Solitary Ascidians and Compound Ascidians.

Aurora --A species of Sea Anemone, oi-ange-tentacled.

Automatic—Actions are said to be automatic when they occur without the

intervention of the will—e. g. the heart acts automatically ;
we breathe

automaticallj'.

Balance—The Balanus is one of the fixed Cirripecb. It is not a " shell-fish
"

—i. e. a Mollusc, in spite of its resemblance to one. The rocks are often

covered with their small flat aud conical shells. They arc also found on the

shells of the Whelk and other molluscs.

Biology—The Science of Life, including Botany, Zoolog}', Phj'siology, and

Anatomy, which are the branches of this general subject.

Bivalve—Molluscs which have two shells closing together are called Bivalves

—e. g. the Mussel or the Oyster.

BOTRYLLUS—A little animal belonging to the Compound Ascidians. Its

colonics .are found growing on sea-weed and stones, aud look like masses

of jolly, with stars imbedded in them.
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Branchiae—The gills.

Brittle-Star— One of the Star-fishes.

Bryozoa—See Polifzoa.

Byssus—Silky filaments by which Mussels and other shell-fish attach them-

selves firmly to the rocks.

C^CAL—The ccecum is a bliiul tube
;
csecal prolongations of the intestine are

therefore ramifications without openings at the farther ends.

Calamart—One of the Cephalopoda {Loligo), vulgarly called "Squib," and

often confounded with the Cuttle-fish.

Cephalic—Belonging to the head.

Cephalopoda— Molluscs having long prehensile arms projecting from the

head—e. g. the Cuttle-fish.

CiLLA—Microscopic hairlike bodies which constitute the sole organs of loco-

motion in some animals, and which, by their incessant vibration, cause cm--

rents in the water. Ciliary action has nothing voluntary in it, and con-

tinues long after the death of the animal.

CiLlOBRACHlATE—Animals having ciUa on their tentacles. They were for-

merly supposed to be Polypes, and distinguished only by the i^resence of

cilia on the tentacles. They are now classed as Polyzoa.

CiRRiPEDS, or CiRRlPEDA—A class of articulated animals having curled and

jointed feet.

ClaYELLING—Compound Ascidians. (Frontispiece, fig. 4.)

Crassicornis—A species of Sea Anemone, also called the Coriaceous Anemone.

Crustacea—A class of articulated animals having a crust, or thick skin,

which they shed periodically
—e. g. Lobsters, Shrimps, Water-fleas.

Daisy—A species of Sea Anemone : Actima Bellis.

DiANTHDS—A species of Sea Anemone : the Plumose Anemone.

Differentiation—When one tissue—e. g. cartilage
—is converted into another

—e. g. bone—it is said to be differentiated. The process bj- which the fluid

mass that constitutes an egg becomes converted into a bird, is a j)rocess of

differentiation. Growth is mere increase of bulk
; differentiation is the

appearance of new matter or new forms.

DlCEClOUS—Plants or animals of separate sexes.

Doris—A Mollusc of the Nudibranch order. (See Plate IL, fig. 2.)

EcHiNODERiiATA—Animals having spinous coverings, as Star-fishes, Sea-eggs,

Sea-urchins, &c.

Endosmosis—The passage of one fluid, through a membrane, to another fluid.

Entomostraca—Little Crustaceans, popularly called Water-fleas.

Entozoa—Parasitic animals which live inside the bodies of other animals.

Epizoa—Parasitic animals which live outside the bodies of others.

EOLIS—A Mollusc of the Nudibranch order. (See Plato IL, fig. 1.)

Epithelium—A delicate membrane covering mucous membranes, as the epi-

dermis covers the skin.
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Ganglion—A centre of nervous matter from which nerves radiate. The

spinal chord is a series of ganglia blended together. So is the brain.

Gasteropoda—Molluscs wliich crawl on their ventral surface—e. g. the Slug,

Snail, &c.

GONIASTER—One of the Star-fishes.

Hepatic—Belonging to the liver.

Hermaphrodite—Having both sexes combined in a single individual.

HistologicaIj—Histology is the doctrine of the tissues
;
and tissues are the

webs out of which the organism is fabricated. Organs aro composed of

various tissues.

HOMOLOGUE—The same organ in different animals, having identity of parts

with variety in form and function. The wing of a bird is the homologue of

a man's arm, and of a whale's fin. But a gill is the analogue of a lung, not

the homologue.
Hydra—Fresh-water Polype.

Larva—The insect before its transformation.

Larviparous—Producing offspring by Larvae.

Lern.ka—An order of crustacean parasites.

LiMAX—The slug.

Medus.e—Jelly-fish.
Molluscs—A division of the animal kingdom embracing great varieties—

e. g. the Oyster, Cuttle-fish, Snail, &c.

Morphological—Morphology is the doctrine of the changes of form which

organs undergo during development.

Nais—A worm very common in ponds ;
also found in salt water.

Neurilemma—The investing sheath of the nerve.

NUDIBRANCHS—An order of Gasteropod molluscs having their gills exposed—e. g. Doris, Tritonia, &c.

OisoPHAGUS—The tube leading from the mouth into the stomach.

Ovary—The organ in which the eggs are formed.

Parenchyma—The soft tissue of organs ; generally applied to that of glands.

Parietes—The walls of tlio different cavities of the body.

Parthenogenesis—The production of offspring from unfertilised eggs
—i. e.

from virgin mothers.

Pecten—A bivalve Mollusc—the Scallop,

Pedicellaria—A curious organ —perhaps a parasite
—found growing round

the spines on the skin of the Star-fish. When magnified it looks like a pair

of pincers.

r

I

I
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Pedicellina—A Polyzoon.
Planari.e—Flat worms without segments, mostly parasitic, abundant in

ponds and on sea-weed.

Pleurobranchus—A gasteropodous mollusc, with its gill hanging down from

the side.

POLTZOA—A class of animals long held to be Polypes, which externally most
of them resemble

;
now ranged under the head of Molluscs. They are also

called Bri/ozoa, especially by foreign writei-s. The Plumatella (Frontispiece,

fig. 1) is a Polyzoon.
Pycnogonid^—Small crustaceans, mostly parasitic.

Sabella—One of the worms which live in tubes
;
but its tube is not cal-

careous
;

it is formed of mud or particles of sand glued together.
Sagitta—An animal not yet classed. (See p. '251, and Plate V., fig. 2.)

Salpa—A mollusc, of the order Tunicata, which floats in the open sea, and

produces offspring chained as it were together.
SerpuLuE—Worms which live in calcareous tubes secreted from their own

bodies. In the water they expand lovely feathery gills.

Spermatozoon—A microscopic filament, forming the essential part of the

fertilising fluid of animals, and formerly supposed to be an animalcule.

Experiments have proved that without ^spermatozoa no fertilisation takes

place ;
but that spermatozoa separated from the fluid suffice.

Spicula—Fine-pointed bodies like needles.

Tebebella —A worm living in a tube of sand or shells glued together by
an exudation from its body. (Plate VII.)

Troglodytes—Cave-dwellers : a species of Sea Anemone.

Venusta—A species of Sea Anemone : orange-disked.
Vitellus—The yolk of the egg.

6)
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Abranchiate, the Eolis an, 107.

Acalopliie, entrance of water into the

blond in. 111.

Acanthias, no fibres in the brain of the,
37(5.

Actaeon, tlie, 204, 241—peculiarity of

the ova of, 246 note.

Actinia, the finding of the first, 13—
vitality of separated filaments of the,

57—name of, first adopted, 118—lon-

gevity of, 139 note — anatomy, 156.

liee also Anemone.
Aurora, the, 79—its vitality, 19

—identical with Venusta, 142.

bullis, the, 13—where found,
16—trial of its paralysing power, &c.,
132 — its tentacles, l.oO— eflects of

light on it, 230—nutriment derived
from water by it, 256—observations

on the supposed chyle-corpuscles in

it, 259.

crassicoiTiis, the, whore foimd.
16—chiselling it out, 18—its voracity,
127—trial of its paralysing power,
131, 133—the thread capsules in it,

149—discovery of the ovaries in it,

161—at the Scilly Isles, 201—expe-
riments on its supposed solvent fiuid,

215—varieties of it, 239—variations

in size in it, 255.

depressa, the, 123.

dianthus, the, 168—the thread

capsules in it, 149—experiment on
its urticating power, 151, l.J2— Dr
Wright on it, 169—reproduction in

it, 170.

lacerata, reproduction in the.

170, 172,

nivea, 240.

ornata, the, 276.

parasitica, the, oviparoxis. 141—at Jersey, 275.

plumosa, the, 122.

rosea, rejiroduction in the, 170.

venusta, the, 79— its vitality,
19—and aurora, identity of, 142.

Actinia;, the, 12—^jars suitable for, 33—
entrance ofwater into the blood in, 1 1 1—how their animal nature is deter-

mined, 120 et seq.
—

viviparous, 140—
reproduction among them, 156 et seq.—their organisation, 158—are they of

separate sexes ? 1 63—their so-called

digestion or assimilation, 214 et seq.—
species of, found at Scillj', 228—

effects of light on them, 230—their

circulating fluid, 255—destitute both
of blood and of chylaqueous fluid,

256.

Actinophrys, assimilation in the, 208,
217.

Ji^schylus on the Sea, 269.

Aeration, mode of, in Annelids, 69—
process of, in the Eolis, 107.

Agassiz on the Mactra, &c.. Ill—on
the identity of the Medusa and the

Polype, 321.

Age, effect of, on the brain tissue, 385.

Alcyonidium hirsutum, the, 337.

jVlder and Hancock's Nudibranchiate

Mollu.«ca, 34—on the Pholas, 86 note.—their re})resentations of the Eolids,
103—on the Doris, 10(1—on the re-

spiration of the Eolis, 108.

Allmann, Pi-ofcssor, on the circulating
fluid of the Pol\-zoa, 260—his mono-

f.^-aph on Polyzoa, 337.

Alternation of generations, 281, See

Parthenogenesis.
Ammocetc, metamorjjhosis of the, 239

note.

Amoeba, constitution, &c. of the, 158—
organisation of the, 208 note—diges-
tion in it, 217.

Anemone, how determined to be an
animal, 120 et seq.

—
voracity of the,

127 — its alleged ])aralysing power,
128—its reproductive system, 155—
its stnicture, if>.

Anemones, importance of leaving their

base uninjured, 19 et seq.
—transmis-

sion of, by post, 78—general enthu-
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siasm for them, ll.")—errors in books

regarding them, \\6 et seq.
— tlieir

stinging power, 138—-disproof of thoir

alleged paralysing power, ib.—their

longevity and vitality, 139—edible,
140—viviparous, U>.—uncertainty of

colour as a distinction in them, 142—
the so-called urticating cells in them,
] 49. Sie aho Actinia, &c.

Animal, anatomical distinctions of the,
V26 note.

Animal envelope, universal importance
of the, 157.

Animal heat, influence of, on maternal

instinct, 238.

Animal and vegetable life, the mode of

distinguishing between, 120 et seq.

Animal paradoxes, examples of, .'52.

Animals, relations of their organism to

light, 234—discovery of new, 247—
the identification of, 278—and man,
comparative perfection of sense in,

357.

Annelids, partiality of, for darkness,
21—the budding or gemmation of,

61—Bonnet's observations on, 63—
peculiarities of the blood of, QQ et

seq.
— twofold respiration of, 69—

entrance of water into the blood in,

111—digestion in, 218—effects of light
on, 230—Parthenogenesis among, 291.

Anthea, its voracity, 128—trial of its

paralysing power, 131, 133—changes
of colour in it, 143—the thread cap-
sules in it, 149—its tentiicles, 156
—self-division in the, 174.

whore found, 16—experiments
on the supposed solvent fluid of the,
214.

Antheas, motion in the, 125—at the

Scilly Isles, 201, 228.

Anthropomoriihism, tendencies to, in

zoology, and danger of them, 368 et

seq.

Ajihides, reproduction in, 283 et seq.
—

Owen on it, 284—its ratio, 285—re-

searches of Huxley on the generation
of, 298.

Aphrodita, blood of the, 67.

Aplysia, the, 21—superstitions regard-

ing it, 22—peculiarities of its ova,

246 note—thQ so-called eyes in the,

341—its nervous sj'stem, 373, 374.

See also Soa-hare.

Apneusta, the order of, 110.

A priori conclusions, danger of, in

Zoology, 3ti8 et seq.

Aquarium at Regent's Park, the, 4.

Aristotle on the Anemones, 117.

Arran, colony of Dianthi at, 109.

Ascidian, the, 23, 91—an undoscribed,
278—the embryo of tlie, 279.

Ascidians, want of motion in the, 58,
124—peculiarities of generation in

the, 2«7.

Assimilation, distinction between di-

gestion antl, 208—chemical solution

necessary to, 211—and digestion, not

identical, 394.

Aucapitaine, M., on the Boring Mol-

luscs, S3.

Auerbach, on the enveloping membrane,
&c., 208.

Avicularium ofthe Corkscrew Coralline,

the, 366.

Baer, von, see Von Baer.

Baird, Dr, on the vitaUty of Molluscs,
341.

Basket, the collecting, for marine ani-

mals, 12.

Basques, peculiar custom among the,
236.

Beauty, charm of, 139.

Bee, Parthenogenesis in the, 290.

Bell, Sir C, his views on the nervous

system, 378, 379.

Beneden, see Van Beneden.

Bergmann and Leuckart on the blood,
210—on the convoluted bands, 262.

Bernard, Claude, on anatomy as a
source of error, 153—on digestion,
212.

Berryn Narbor, a ramble to, 76.

Biliary secretions, provision for, in the

Eolis, 104.

Biology, neglect of trae induction in,
99.

Bird's head process of the Corkscrew

Coralline, the, 366.

Blessig on the structure of the retina,
345.

Blood, peculiarities of, in Annelids, 66
et seq.

—entrance of water into the,
111—changes it undergoes before as-

similation, 210—true, definition of,
254.

Bonnet, the experiments, &c. of, on

Annelids, 63—on the reproduction of

Aphides, 283.

Books, suitable, for marine studies, 33.

Boring Molluscs, the, 81—how they
operate, 83—prevention of their ra-

vages, 85.

Borliuse's account of the Scilly Lsles,
184—on the former state of the Scilly

Isles, 192—historical nutices ti'om, 193.

Botryllus, the, 23.
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Bovista piganteum, coil-formation in

the, 313.

Brain, increase of fibre in the, with age,
385.

Bniunton road and inn, Ilfracombe, 7.

Bri^ditwfll, Mr, on the Noctilucae, 32(j.

Brittle-star, the, 240 e/ seq.

Browni-Sdquard, M., his discovery re-

gai-dmg the spinal chord, &c., 378 et

seq.

Budding or Gemmation of Annelids, 61.

See Gemmation,

Cailladd, M., on the vitality of Mol-

luscs, 340.

Calamary, the coloui"-specs on the, 94
et seq.

Calvados, the oyster-establishments at,

339.

Campanularian Polypes, Parthenogen-
esis among the, 293.

Capstone Parade, the, Ilfracombe, 28,
30.

Carp, the, a ruminating fish, 238.

Carpenter, Dr, on the Anemones, 125—
on the digestion of the Polypes, 214—
on Parthenogenesis, 293.

Cams, Victor, on the zoological wealth
of the Scilly Isles, 228—on the con-

vohited bands, 262 — name given to

Parthenogenesis bj', 281.

Cells, multiplication by division of, 313— by union of two similar, 315—and
of two dissimilar, 310.

Cephalcipods, the eyes of the, 341.

Ccrianthus, peculiarity of sex in the,
H)4.

Chambercombe woods, 74.

Cliamisso, discoveries of, on the genera-
tion of the Salpa, 28G.

Chance-seeking, 336.

Chiaje, nee Delia Chiaje.

Chylaijueous fluid, what, 68—uses, &c.
of it, 69— distinction between, and
blood, 254.

Chyle-corpuscles, the supposed, in the

Actinia;, 256 et seq.

Ciliarj' action, is it distinguishable from
life? 57.

Circulation, relations of, to respiration,
253.

Classification, difficulties of, 250.

ClavcUina;, the, 14—at Jersey, 275.

Cleopatra's pearl, the stoiy of, 100.

Cockle, vitality of the, 337.

Colour, uncertainty of, as a specific dis-

tinction in the Anemones, 142.

Cjlour-specs, the, on the Loligo, 94 et

seq.

Comatula, the, 204, 240.

Commerce, primitive state of, in the

Scilly Isles, 195.

Commissariat, state of, in the Scilly

Isles, 196.

Compound Ascidian, genei-ation of the,

279.

Comte, Auguste, modification of Har-

vey's aphorism proposed by, 282.

Convoluted bands of the Anemones,
what ? 160- function of the, 262—not
biliaiy or urinary organs, 263.

Contractility, existence of, apart from

muscularity, 370 — speciaUsation of,

391.

Coriaceous Anemone, the, 20. See Acti-

nia crassicornis.

Corkscrew Coralline, the, 366.

Corpuscles, absence of, in the blood ol

Annelids, 67.

Coryno, reproduction in the, 170.

Couch, R. Q.,on the sex of the Actiniae,

168—experiments by, on the chges-
tion of the Actini*, 216—on the cir-

culating fluid of the Anemones, 257—on reproduction in the Hydra, 282—on reproduction in the Sertularian

Polypes, 312.

Cowrie, the, 204.

Crabs, do the Anemones feed on ? 131,
132.

Crinoidea, the, 204.

Crustacea;, partialitj' of, for dai'kness,
21.

Currents, influence of Molluscs in in-

ducing, 359.

Cuvier on the blood of the Annelids, 67.

Cydippe, the, 325, 327.

Daisy, the (Actinia bellis), 13— where

found, 16. i^te Actinia bellis.

Dalzell, Sir John, on the strength, &c.
of the Anemones, 130.

Daphnia, alleged paralysing power of
the Hj'dra on the, 135.

Darkness, importiince of, to many ma-
rine species, 21.

Decay, as a life-l'unction, 58, 59.

Delia Chiaje on the colour-specs of the

Loligo, 95 note — researches of, on
the Anemones, 118 — on the repro-
duction of the Actinia", 173—on ner-

vous system, 371, 390.

Dcndronotus arboresccns, the nervous

system of the, 375 7i(jte.

Desert snail, viUility of the, 341.

Dicquemare, the Abb6, 118 — on the

vitality of the Anemones, 20.

Difl'ereutiation, illustrations of, 158.
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Digcnosis, 281. Sc^ Parthenogenesis.
Digestion, organs of, in the Eolis, 104—
what constitutos it, "207— distinction

between it and assimilation, 208—
simplest form of, 209 — its successive

forms, ib. d serj.
—is mainly chemical,

211—what is included in it, 212—a

special function, 213—experiments on
the so-called, in the Actini;c, 214 el

."67.
—advance of, in the animal series,

227—assimilation not identical with

it, 394.

Diona,'a muscipula, an example of a food-

seizing plant, 123.

Dissections, how done, &c., 273.

Dog, the new-born, peculiarity in nerv-
ous system of the, 376".

Dog-fish, the nervous system of the,
376.

Dorids at Jersey, 275.

Doris, the, 44—the spawn of the, 23—
respiration in it, 106—peculiarity of

structure in foot of, 110—its develop-
ment, 245—the shell rudiment in it,

247—the so-called eyes in it, 341—
hearing in, 354—its nervous system,
371, 373, 374.

lugubris, peculiarity of the eyes
in the,l342.

tuberculata, the, 242.

Dragonfly, nerve-tissue of the larva of

the, 386.

Drajier, Professor, on animal develop-
ment, 157—on the influence of light
on plants, 232—liis theory of vision,
347 et seij.

Dredging for marine animals, 88.

Dress, appropiriatc, for marine collect-

ing, 17.

Druidical remains, supposed, in the

Scilly Isles, 221.

Eating, defence of, 41.

Echinoderms, the, 240.

Ecker on the so-called muscles of the

Hydra, 389.

Edwards, see Milne Edwards.

Ehrenberg, the Polygastrica of, 217
7iote,

Elizabeth, Queen, fortification of the

Scilly Isles by, 193.

Englishmen, characteristics of, abroad,
28—i)assion of, for the sea, 198.

Entomostraca, peculiarities of genera-
tion in the, 290.

Entozoa, alternation of generations
among the, 287.

Envelope, importance of the, in ani-

mals, 157.

Enveloping membrane, supposed, in

the Actinophrys, 208.

Eolids, investigations into the respira-
tion of the, 101—the thread capsules
in the, 146, 148—their development,
245- at Jei-sey, 275.

Eolis, the, 25—description of it, 103—
dissection of it, ib. 104—its respira-

tion, 106— not a Niulibranchiate,

107, 109—Owen and Siebold on it,

110—the shell rudiment in it, 247—
the so-called eyes in it, 341.

alba, the, 204, 242.

landsbergii, 103.

papulosa, 103, 242.

pellucida or elegans, 103.

Eunice, peculiarity in the. 111.

Eye, alleged injury from the micro-

scope to the, 37—a tactile organ, 343
et seq.

Eyes, the so-called, in MoUuscs, 341.

Ferussac, Baron, on the insensibihty
of the lower animals, 331.

Filifcrous capsules, see Thread capsules.

Fish, paradoxes and anomalies among,
236 et seq.

Fishes, eccentricities of, 51.

Fishermen, value of, to^ the marine

hunter, 272—their stupidity, 273.

Fissiparous reproduction, what, 308.

Fleming, Professor, 139 note.

Flourens, M., on the gills offish, 338.

Food, relations of life to, 21 fl—parallel

between, and knowledge, 219.

Forbes's Naked-eyed Medusse and
British Star-fishes, 34—on the Cri-

noidoa, 205—on the Brittle-star, 241
—on the Solen, 365.

Fresh-water Polj-pes, Trembley on the

reproduction of the, 282.

Frog, the nervous system in the young,
375.

Function, relations between organ and,

59, 393 et seq.

Eunice on the nervous system, 388.

Gall-flt, peculiarity ofsex in the, 291 .

Ganglia, the, of the Doris, &c., 371 elseq.

Gem, the, 21, 24.

Gemmacea;, haunts of the, 16—not

migi'atorj', 125—variations in size in

the, 255.

Gemmation or budding of Annelids,

the, 61—reproduction by, 282—iden-

tity of, with generation, 308.

Gommiparous generation, what, 308.

Geneageuesis, 281. See Parthenoge-
nesis.
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Generation, gemmation identical with,
308—a mere form of growth, 309.

Germ cells and sperm cells, assumed

necessity of both to seed, 309—re-

production by union of, 316.

Giant's Castle, Scilly, 1<J0, 191.

Gills, difference between the, in Fishes

and Molluscs, 338.

Ghuss jars, suitable, for Anemones, &c.,
32.

Goethe's law of animal development,
1.58— his love ofAnatomy, &c.,274—
on growth and reproduction as iden-

tical, 313.

Goniaster, the, 240.

Gorey, village of, Jereey, 272.

Gosse, Mr, his collecting basket, 12—
on the sea, 26—his Marine Zoology,
34—on the Pholas, 87—the works of,

119—on the edibility of tlie Anemo-
nes, 140— identitj' of his orange-
disked and orange-tentacled Ane-
mones, 142—new genus

"
Siigartia"

proposed by, 150—on the Nymphon,
202—on the Corkscrew Coralline, 367.

Granite, predominance of, in the Scilly
Isles, 227.

Granitic rocks, the, at the Scilly Isles,
201.

Granular nerves, previous observations

on, 382.

Greeks, their love of the sea, 198.

Growth, reproduction only a form of,

313 e( seq.

Gj-mnetrus, the, 24.

Haime, M. Jules, memoir on the Ceri-

anthus by, 1 64.

Hand, formation of the, 1;")9.

Harvey, his ajihorism as to reproduc-
tion modified, 281.

Han-ey, Dr Alexander, on generation,
308, 309.

Hearing, the so-called, of Molluscs, 354
et se/j.

Helianthoid Zoophytes, reproduction
in the, 171.

Hermit crab, habits, &c. of the, 46 et

sei/.
—Swammerdamm on the, 243.

Hills, peculiarities of the, at llfra-

combe, 5—effects of, on works of

man, 30.

Hippopotiimus, the, 115, 116.

Ilollard, M., memoirs of, on the Ane-
mones, 119—anatomy of the Actinia

by, 156—the ovaries of the Actiniie

described liy, 161 7iole, 162, 166—on
the supposed solvent fluid of the

Actinise, 215 —on the convoluted

bands, 262.

Homer on the sea, 200, 269.

Huxley, Professor, cla.ssification of the

Sagitta by, 250—obsei-vations on it,

252—on Parthenogenesis, 287—on
the gonei-ation of Aphides, 298.

Hydra, alleged paralysing power of the,
1 35—its organisation, 157—reproduc-
tion in it, 170—digestion in it, 218
note—Trenibley on its rei^roduction,
282—peculiarities of reproduction in

it, 310—its so-called muscles, 389.

Hydra tuba, )-eproduction in the, 170.

Hydractinia, the, 275.
Hvdroid Polypes, reproduction in the,

170.

Ilfracombe, scenery of, 5—the town, 6—a daj^'s marine hunting at, 15—
the visitors to, 28 — the Capstone
Parade at, 30— a ramble near, and
its scenery, 73— lanes, 74.

Iinj>lemcnts, the re(]uisite, for marine-
animal collecting, 1 1 .

Incubating fish, an, 237.

Infusoria, digestion in the, 217.

Ingenhouss, di-scoveiy of the influence
of sunlight on plants b}-, 232.

Inman, Dr,on insensibility to pain in the
lower animals, 334—on the nervous

system of the Dcndronotus, 375 note.

Insects, Parthenogenesis among, 291—
signs of insensibility given by, 331—
peculiarities of nervous tis.sue in, 386.

Invertcbrata, position of the retina in,
360.

Jklly-fish, preference of, for light, 21—the thread capsules in the, 146, 148—
production of, by Polypes, 280,281.

Jersey, first impression of, 268—charac-
ter of its scenery, 269—boyish remi-
niscences of it, 270 et seq.

Johnston's Bntish Zoophytes, 34, 119—on the voracity of the Actinia

cra-ssicornis, 127.

Jones, Rymer, his Animal Kingdom,
33—on the study of marine animals,
61—on the animal nature of the Ane-
mone, 1 22—on their j)owei-s of motion,
125—on the seizing power of the

Anemones, 131.

KiRKES and Paget on nerve fibre, 377
note.

Knowledge, the food of the mind, 219.

KoUiker on the colour-specs of the Lo-
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ligo, 96 note— on the sex of tlio

Actinias, 163, 165, 166—observations

of, on the Actinophrys, 208 — on

Parthenoy;enesis, 296—on the sensi-

bility of the skin, 353.

Krohn, classification of the Sagitta by,
250—on it, 252—on Parthenogenesis,
287—on the Noctilucie, 326.

Kyber, experiment on the Aphisby, 306.

Lagenella repens, the, 24cS.

Lamarck, views of, on the nervous sys-
tem, 378.

Lamp Polype, the, 240.

Lampiey, metamorjiliosis of the Am-
mocete into the, 239 note.

Landrail, the, 8.

Landsborough, Dr, on the Anemone,
125— on the stinging power of the

Anemone, 129.

Lanes, the, in Scilly, 189.

Lankester, Dr, on Parthenogenesis in

plants, 291.

Laomedea geniculata, reproduction in

the, 280.

Lantern Hill, Ilfracombe, 30.

Leeuwenhoek, discovery of, respecting
vertebrate nerve-tissue, 387 note.

Lemsea, peculiarities of the, 53.

Leuckhart on Parthenogenesis, 287, 288.

Leydig on the structure, &c. of the eye,
352—on the colouring matter in the

ganglia of the Doris, &c., 372 note —
on the so-called muscles of the hydra,
389.

Life, revelations of the mystery of,

through marine studies, 53—is mo-
tion the index to ? 58—definition of it,

ib. et seq.
— no special organs in the

earliest forms of, 60—relations of, to

food, 218—the relations of light to,
232 et seq.

— the successive develop-
ments of, 245.

Light, indifference of Molluscs, &c. to,
21 — alleged sensibility of the Ane-
mones to, 122—effects of, on various
marine species, 230—vital action of,

231—its relation to organisation, 232
—relations of, to the anim.al organ-
ism, 234— apparent indifl'erenco of

Actinise, &c. to, 235.

Limax, the nervous system of the, 373,
374.

Lion, the man-eater, and the zoologist,
177.

Literature, gi-eatness of, 263.

Locomotion, special organs of, 393.

Logic, inattention to, among zoologists,

96, 99.

Loligo, the colour-specs on the, 94 et neq.

Longet, views of, on the nervous sys-
tem, 380.

Lophius, the, 238.

Lucernaria, the, 240.

Luidia fragiUssima, the, 241.

Madeira snail, vitality of the, 340.

Mammalia, digestion in the, 218.

Man, perfection of the senses in, com-
pared with animals, 357.

Marine animals, liunting for, at Ilfra-

combe, 10—eccentricities of forma-

tion, &c. among, 52—dredging for,
88—chai-ms of, 40.

species, various effects of light
on, 230.

spider, the, 202.

zoology, attractions of, 4.

Maternal instinct, influence of animal
heat on, 238.

Maury, Lieutenant, on the influence of
Molluscs on oceanic currents, 359.

MedusiC, vitality of detached portions of

the, 57, 58—identity of, and the Po-

lypes, 321—fishing for, 324—are they
susceptible of i)ain ? 328 et seq.

Meissner on the sperm-cell, 318 — on
granular nerves, 382 et seq.

Mermis, granvxlar nerves in the, 382,
383, 384 note.

Mcsembryanthemum, the, 12—left dry
by the ebb, 125.

Microscope, employment of the, 34—its

value and uses, 36—errors concerning
it, 37—considered as a new sense,
54.

Milne-Edwards on the blood of Anne-
lids, 67—on alternation ofgenei-ations
in the Ascidians, 287—on the oyster,
339— on the relation of function to

organ, 393.

Mind, effect of the study of nature on

the, 54, 397.

Moleschott, the experiments of, on the
relations of light and life, 235.

Molgula arenosa, 91.

Molluscs, general partiality of, for dark-

ness, 21—habitations of, and those of

men, 31—the shells of, 247—Parthe-

nogenesis among, 291— insensibihty
of, to jiain, 331—powers of endurance

in, 337—the so-called cj'es of, 341 et

seq., 352 et seq.
—the hearing of, 354

et seq.
— their shells, 357 etseq.

—nerv-
ous system of, 371 et seq.

Mormon jn-eacher, &c., a, 98.

Morte stone, the, at Ilfracombe, 79.

Moths, Parthenogenesis among, 289.
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Motion, relations between, and life, 58.

Mulder on the green of leaves, 231.

Miiller, Memoir by, on the sounds made
by fish, 239.

Miiller and Gegenbaur, observations on

granular nerves by, 382.

Muscle and nerve, analogous develop-
ment of, 386.

Muscular ti.ssue, assumption as to, in

the Annelids, 70.

Muscularity, contractility apart from,
370.

Myriana, gemmation of the, 61.

Nais, the gemmation of the, 61—al-

leged i)araly8ing power of the Hydi-a
on it, 13.5, 137.

Nais proboscidea, gemmation of the, 65.

Naked-eyed Medusae, the, 325.

Nature, cflfect of study of, on the mind,
54, 397.

Nemertina Borlasia, the, 223.

Neomelie, 281. See Parthenogenesis.
Nereis, peculiarity in the, 111.

Nerine, extraordinary adventures of the
crew of the, 223.

Nerve and muscle, analogous develop-
ment of, 386—stages of development
in different orders, 387.

Nerves, sensations where they are in-

visible, 353 — sensibility manifested

without, 389.

Nerve-fibres, and cells, alleged distinc-

tion between, 374—supposed depen-
dence of nerve-action on, 376 et

se(j.—function of the, 385.

Nerve-force, and action, relations of, to

nerve-fibres, 376— not conducted by
fibres alone, 384.

Nervous system, connection of sensi-

bility to pain with the, 333—sensi-

bilitj' apart from the, 370—Brown-

Sequard's views regarding the, 378.

Nervous tissue, assumptions as to, 70,
71—is it ever diffused ? ib.—constitu-

tion of, 385.

Noctilucse, the, 325, .326.

Nudibranchiates, respiration in the, 1 06—
structure, &c. of the eye in, 352

et seq.

Nutrition, as a function of life, 58, 59.

Nymphon gracilc, the, 202.

Observation, value of, to the Natural-

ist, 34.

Ocean-currents, influence of Molluscs

on, 35.0.

Opliidium, rapid death of, out of water,
338.

Orange-tentacledand disked Anemones,
the, 79—their identity, 142.

Orbigny on the colour -specs of the

Loligo, 94.

Organ, relations of, to function, 59, 393

et seq.

Organic labour, progressive division of,

391.

Organisation, relations of light to,

232.

Ova of the Eolis, &c., peculiaiities of

the, 245, 246.

Ovaries, discover}' of, in the Actiniae,

161.

Owen, Professor, on the Boring Mol-

luscs, 84—on the Eolis, 1 )0—on the

paralysing power of the Hydra, 135
—on the urticating cells, 148—on the

digestive organs of the Pleurobran-

chas, 243— his "
Parthenogenesis,"

281—on the generation of the Aphis,
284—his lectures on Parthenogenesis,
288—his theory of Parthenogenesis,
300 et seq.

—examination of it, 304—
on the identity of gemmation and

generation, 308—on pain in the lower

animals, 331—on the eye of inverte-

brates, 351 —on the colouring matter
in the ganglia of the Doris, 371.

Oyster, preservation of the, out of

water, 339.

Pagurus, or Hermit crab, habits, &c.
of the, 46 et seq.

Pain, is it felt by the Medusae ? 328 et

seq.
—the manifestations of, in man,

and error in transferring these to the
lower animals, 330—shrinking, cries,

&c., not necessarily signs of, 332—
its connection with the nervous

system, 333—sensibilitj' to, a special-
isation of the general sensibility, 334—differences of it, 335.

Paramecium, rapidity of increase of the,
314.

Parthenogenesis, what, 281 et seq.
—

historj' of its discover}', &c., 282 et

seq.
—statement of, 292—new facts in

it, 293 et W9.—theories of, 299—
author's theoiy of, 320 et seq.

Pediccllaria of the Star-fish, the, 368.

Pedicellina, the, 248, 249—is viviparous
as well as oviparous, <S:c., 249.

Peltier, M., observations of, on Anne-
lids, 63.

Penzance lodging-house, a, 1 82.

Perch, sexual peculiarity of the, 168.

Percha scandens, the, 2^8.

Pholas dactylus, the, 81, 83, 86.
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Phosphovescenco of the sea, source of

the, 326, 327.

Phyllirlioe, granular noiTes in the, 328.

Physalia, peculiarities of the, 53.

Pij^o-fish, the, 203—its nervous system,
376. iSee Sj'nj^athus.

Planariee, the, 107—the thread capsules
in, 146, 148.

Plants, sensitive tolight, 122—examples
of their soizing insoct-food, 123—loco-

motion in, 124—relations of light to,
232 et sen.—Parthenogenesis among,
291.

Pleurobranchaea, the, 354.

Pleurobranchus, the, 242—its digestive
organs, 243—the shell rudiment in,
247—the so-called eyes in, 341—
hearing in, 354—its nervous system,
371, 373, 374.

Plumatella, the, 204.

Plunuilarian Polj'pes, Parthenogenesis
among, 293.

Poets, the, on the sea, 269.

Polygastrieaof Ehrenberg,the, 217 note,

Polyuoe, blood of the, 67.

Polypes, the alleged pai-alysing power
of the, 128—the thread capsules in

the, 146, 148—do they truly digest,
214—digestion in, 218—peculiar re-

l>roduction in, 280—production of

jelly-fish by, 280, 281—Partheno-
genesis among, 291—identity of, and
the Medusa, 321—sensibility mani-
fested by, 389.

Polypes, the fresh-vsrater, their paralys-

ing power disproved, 138-—herma-

phrodite, 157.

Polypus eudendrium, peculiarities of

generation in, 295—myriophyllum,
Parthenogenesis in the, 293, 295.

Polyzoa, the, 203—AUmann on the

fluids of the, 260—MoUuscan nature

of, 337.

Polyzoon, a new, 337.

Pond, a, 72.

Pond-mussels and snails, vitality of the,
340.

Post, live animals sent by, 78.

Pratt, Mrs, on the stinging power of

the Anemone, 129.

Priestley, discovery of the expiration
of oxygen by plants, by, 232.

Protococcus nivalis, reproduction in the,
313.

Protoplasma, the, 313.

Public whipping in Jersey, 271.

Pycnogonida;, the, 107.

QUATREFAGES, M., and the microscope,

2

36—on the Annelids, 111, 112—name
given to Parthenogenesis by, 281—
his views on it, 289, 303 et seq.

—on
Owen's theory of it, 304—on gemma-
tion, 311—on the Noctilucie, 320".

Rapp, his work on the Anemones, 119—on the sensibility of the Anemones
to light, 122—on the sex of the Ac-
tiniic, 163, 165.

Ratlikc on the Annelids, 111.

Razor-fish or Solen, the, 361.

Reaumur on the Anemones, 1 18—on the
motion of the Anemones, 126—the

experiments of, on digestion, 215.
Red Nose, the, 82.

Reproduction as a life-function, 58, 59—by gemmation, on, 61—system of,
in the Anemone, 155—recognised
forms of, 308—and growth, essential

identity of, 313—procosses of, by divi-

sion of colls, ol'i et seq.
—by union of

two similar cells, 315—by that of two
dissimilar cells, 3 1 6.

Respiration, twofold, in Annelids, 69—
of the Eolids, investigation into the,

101, \06 et seq.
— influence of light

on, 234—relations of, to circulation,
253—specialisation of, 391.

Retina, error as to im;xges being formed
on the, 343—its structui-c, 345—in-

sensible to light, 347—its position in

Invertebrates, 350.

Ribbon-fish, the, 24, 203.

Robin on the colour-specs of the LoUgo,
96 note.

Rocks, the, at Ilfracombo, 9.

Rock-basins, the supposed Druidical
222.

Rondelet on the Anemones, 118.

Sabell^, the, 66—blood of the, 67.

Sagartia, proposed new genus of, 150.

Sagitta Mariana, difficulties of clas-

sifj-ing the, 250—description of it,

251—its want of a vascular system.
253.

St Heliers, town of, 270, 272.
St Marv's Isle, one of the ScUlies, 185,
188—Sound, 187.

Salpa, peculiarities of generation in the,
286.

Sars, discoveries of, in Parthenogenesis,
287.

Sarsiaprolifera, reproduction in the,173.
Saxicava rugosa, the, 82.

Scepticism, importance of, in Biology.
101)—necessity of, in scientific obser-

vation, 153.

M
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Sclimarda on chj-le-coi-puscles in the

Actiniae, 259.

Science, deliLrhts of, 43.

Scilly Isles, selection of, for sea-side

studies, 181—voyage and landing at,

184 et seq.
—first sight of, 187^de-

scription of them, 188—origin of their

name, 192—historical notices of them,
193—the population, 194—geological
conformation of the, 227—their cli-

mate, 229—departure from the, 267.

Sea, attractions of the, 4— aspect of

the, its shore, &c. at Ilfraconibe, 9—
sources of its interest, 26—passion
for it, 93—passion of Englishmen for

it, 198—the poets on it, 269—source

of its phosphorescence, 326, 327.

Sea Anemones, the digestion of the,

207, 214 el sen. See Anemones.

Sea-hare, the, 21—supei-stitions regard-

ing it, 22 - the shell rudiment in it,

247—at Jersey, 275. See also Aplysia.
Sea-mouse or Aphrodita,blood of the, 67.

Sea-scene, a, at Ilfracombe, 26.

Sea-sickness, 90, 92, 186.

Sea-slugs, see Eolids.

Sea-ui'chiu, the, 240.

Seeing, see Vision.

Segond on nei-ve-fibre, 377 nofe.

Sennebier, discovci-y of the decomposi-
tion of carbonic acid by plants by,
232.

Sensations without -^-isible nerves, on,
353.

Sensibilit}' to pain a specialisation of,

334—existence of, apart from nervous

sj'stem, 370 — manifested without

nerves, 389—definition of, and whence
derived, 391—specialisation of, 391,
392 — does not necessarily imply
senses, 394.

Scrjmla;, the, 66—abundance of, 12.

Sertularian Polypes, reproduction in

the, 312.

Seven Tors, the, Ilfmcombe, 8.

Sex, detemimation of, in the Ane-
mones, 163.

Sharpey, Professor, on the structure,
&c. of the nerve, 374.

Shelled and nuked Molluscs, the, 247.

Shells of Molluscs, the, 357.

Shovel. Sir Cloudcsley, scene of the

shipwreck of, 220.

Siebold, see Von Siebold.

Silk-worm, peculiarities of generation
in the, 290.

Skin, universal sensibility of the, 353.

Sleep, influence of, on respiration, 235.

Slug, insensibihty of the, to pain, 331.

Smooth Anemone, the, 12 — where

found, 16.

Snails, vitality of various, 340, 341.

Society at the sea-side, on, 29.

Solen, irritability of the, after death,
332—how to catch the, 361—salting
their tails, 363—the nci-vous system
of the, 373, 374.

Solitary Ascidians, the, at Jersey, 275.

Solubility, necessary to assimilation,
211.

Solvent fluid, the supposed, in the Ac-

tinia;, 214, 215.

Sperm-cell, hypothesis as to function of

the, 318.

Sperm-cells, assumed necessity of, to

growth, 309— and germ-cells, repro-
duction by union of, 316.

Spermatozoa, present with ova in the

Anemones, 164 et seq.

Spinal chord, new views regarding the,
378 ct seq.

Spix, researches of, on the Anemones,
118.

Sponges, the circulation of the, 255.

Star Castle, Scilly Isles, 187, 193.

Star-fish, a suicidal, 241—the Pedicel-

laria of the, 368.

Steenstrup on Parthenogenesis, 281,

287, 321—his theory of it, 299.

Stilling on the neiTous system, 369
note—on nen'c cells and fibres, 372
7iofe—on the nerve-sheath, 387.

Stinging power of the Anemones, the

alleged, 129.

Summer, delights of, 323.

Sunlight, influence of, on plants, 232.

Swammerdamm on the lilood of the

Annelids, 67—on the Hermit crab,
244.

Syllis, gemmation of the, 61—Parthe-

nogenesis among, 291.

Syngnathus anguineus, the, 203—pe-
culiarities of the, 236, 237—the nerv-

ous system of the, 376.

Tadpole, a Molluscan, 279.

Tcale, Mr, the ovaries of the Actinite

described by, 161 ?tote, 162.

Temperature, influence of, on genera-
tion, 314—vision dependent on, 348
ct feq.

Ten Thous.and, the, and the Sea, 198.

Tenby, compared with Ilfracombe, 5—
.sands, 72.

Tcntiicles of Annelids, &c., Williams on

the, 69.

Tercbella, the, 24—vitality of its sepa-
rated tentacles, 5Q—gemmation of
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it, 61, 62—no muscular tissue in it,

72.

Terobolla ncbulosa, the, 60.

Teredo navalis, the, 82, 83.

Thread capsules, are they organs of

urticatioii, 146 ct seq.

Todd, Dr, on interrupted continuity of
nerve-fibre and its effects, 377.

Trawling, description of, 277.

Trembley on the fresh-water Polypes,
137—experiment on the Hydra by,
218 note— on the reproduction of
the Polype, 282.

Tresco, climate of, 229.

Triton, irritability of the, after death,
333—its nervous system, 375.

Troo-lodytes, haunts of the, 16—not

migratory, 125.

Tubicolae, gemmation among the, 62.

Tubularia parasitica, 336.

Tyi^ical forms, interest of, 34.

Unzer on the insensibility of the lower
animals to jiain, 332.

Urticating cells, the alleged, in the

Polypes, 146 et seq.

Valleys, want of, at llfracombe, .5.

Van Beneden, name given to Parthe-

nogenesis by, 281—his views on it,

288.

Vegetable and Animal life, the mode of

distinguishing between, 120 et seq.
See Plants.

Venus flytrap, see Dionsea Muscipula.
Vision, the process of, 343 et seq.

Vitality, peculiarities of, 56.

Vivisection, defence of, 329.

Von Baer, his law of animal develop-
ment, 158.

Von Sieliold on the Eolis, 1 10—on the

Annelids, 111—on the paralysing

power of the Hydra, 135—classifica-

tion of the Sagitta bj', 250—views of,
on Parthenogenesis, 288—on Parthe-

nogenesis, 303, 304—on the eye of

Invertebrates, 351—on the colour of
tlio ganglia of the Doris, &c., 371.

Vorticolkc, the parasitic, 53.

Wagner on the sex of tho Actiniie,
163.

Walker, Alex., his hypothesis on tho
nei-vous system, 379.

Water, entrance of, into the blood, 111.

Water-newt or Triton, see Triton.

Wlielk, the, and the Hermit crab, 50.

Wild-flowers, varieties of, in Scilly, 189.

Will, ready ascription of, by zoologists,
to the lower animals, 95.

Williams, Dr T., on the Annelids, 64—
his views on the cliylaqueous fluid,
68—on the tentacles of tlie Annelids,
69 et

«f(2.
— definition of a nutritive

fluid by, 254—on that of the Ane-
mone, 256, 258.

Wolfit" on the flower and fruit, 306, 309—views of, on the sperm-cell, 318.

Wolhiston, Mr, on the vitality of Mol-

luscs, 340.

Worms, see Annelids.

Wright, Dr Strethill, on the Actinia
dianthus, 168— the Actinia omata
described by, 276.

Yeast, reproduction in, 314.

Zoologists, inattention to logicamong,
96, 99—increasing enthusiasm of the,
178.

Zoology, necessity of scepticism in, 153

—danger of a priori conclusions in,
36f{ et seq.

Zoophytes, partiality of, for darkness, 2 1 .



DESCRIPTION OF THE PLATES.

FEONTISPIECE.

Fig. 1. Group of Phimutdhe. The figure to the right is of natural size ;

that to the left is magnified, and shows one animal contracted

and two expanded, with their ciUated tentacles in activity.

The gi-oup is fixed on a stem of sea-weed. (Copied from Milne

Edwards.)
... 2. A Cjidippe slightly magnified ; the streamers contracted.

... 3. A iV^oc<t7wca il/itoWs greatly magnified. The circular spaces are

vacuolse, filled with granules of food
;
these are only temporarj-,

and are sometimes not visible at all. (Copied from Quatre-

fages.)

... 4. Group of Clavellince, about three times the natural size, rising

from a creeiiing stem. The two orifices open and shut rhyth-

mically to suck in and eject water. The lace-work .stinicture

is richly ciliated, and is supposed to represent the gills of the

animal. (Copied from Mr Gosse.)

PLATE 11.

Fig. 1. An Eolis coronata.

... 2. A Doris Johnstoni. The two horn-like processes on the head are

the antenni3C which retract, when the animal is touched, or re-

moved from the water
;
the coronet at the other end is the

circle of bi-anchial plumes.

... 3. A Phitlas dactyl us, or rather the shell of one. (Figs. 1-3 copied

from Woodward's Mollusca.)

... 4. An Aphjsia. The gills are seen under the fold of the .skin, to

the right. (Copied from Milne Edwards.)

... 5. A Teredo Nui-refjica removed from its .shell. (Copied from

Woodward's Mollusca. )
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PLATE III.

Fio. 1. A diagram iiiteiuled to exhibit the sti-ucture of an Actinia, but

which must not be taken as strictly accurate, a is the base, h

the disk, c the tentacles, d the mouth, e the stomach, /,'/ and

k the septa dividing the cavity into chambers, on the free sur-

face of which are the grape-like masses of ovary, and in front of

the ovarj' the convoluted bands. (Copied from Sharpey.)

2. Represents a section of the A ctinia as seen in reality. The con-

voluted bands are seen covering the ovaiy, and terminating on

the inner wall of the stomach. (Copied from M. Hollard.)

... 3. A magnified view of one convoluted band and ovaiy, with the

mesentery between them, as they appear when unfolded on the

gla.ss slide, previous to examination under the microscope. (M.

Hollard.)

4. Three Thread-capsules from an Actinia, greatly magnified ;
one

with the thread still inside, the other two after the ejection.

... 5. Vertical section of the Betlna of a Perch, showing the relative

positions of the pigment layer, the rods and cones, the granules,

fibres, and cells. (Copied from H. Miiller.)

PLATE IV.

Fig. 1. Campanvlaria.—The figure to the right is of the natural size;

that to the left is a branch greatly magnified. The Polype is

seen, flowerlike, expanding itself at the summit. An ovarian

capsule, to the right, contains Medusae in various stages of de-

velopment. (Copied from Van Beneden.)

... 2. Plnmularia mi/riojjJu/llum, natural size. Five of the branches

are seen developed into ovarian capsules.

... 3. Represents the spontaneous subdivision of one worm into two.

The head of the second worm is seen formed at the segment

whex-e the tail ought to be. (Copied from Milne Edwards.)

PLATE V.

Fig. 1. Lamprof/lena pulchella, one of the crustacean Epizoa, greatly

magnified, and seen from below. The figiu-e is copied from

Nordmann, with the addition of the ovisacs, not represented in

his plate, but which Burmeister, whose copy I possess, has

drawn in pencil. The Lamproijlnia is found in the gills of a

fish (^C)/prinus Jeses).

2 N
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Fig. 2. 5n(7««aiV«j-ianrt greatly magnified; natural size quarter of an inch.

I believe this to be a new species, and I have named it the Mari-

ana. The ova are seen on each side of the alimentaiy canal ;

and in the lower half of the body are the cells containing sper-

matozoa, which issue from the orifices in the fin near the tail.

... 3. Nymphon f/ractlc (one of the Pycnogonida) ; natural size. The

three circles from which the legs spring convey an inaccurate

idea of the reality ; they are not cavities, but enlargements of

the trunk.

... 4. The same animal in the egg, just before it is hatched; greatly

magnified.

PLATE VI.

Fig. 1. Synr/nathus anguineus (Pipe-fish), about half the natural size.

2. A Comatula rosacea. (Copied from Forbes.)

... 3-10. Development of Stron{/i/liis auricniaris, one of the Entozoa.

Fig. 3 shows the primary germ-cell, surrounded by the

yolk ;
at 4, a division has taken place ; 5, a subdivision ; 6,

stiU further subdivision; 7, the repeated subdivisions have

resulted in what Is called the "mulberry ma.ss," out of

which the embiyo is gradually envoled as in figs. 8, 9, 10.

(Copied from Bagge.)

PLATE VIL

Fig 1. Terehella nehulosa removed from its tube. The tentacles are

both longer and more numerous than here represented ;
and

the gill-tiifts at the side of the head are more apparent.

(Copied from Rymer Jones.)

... 2. An ideal represent;vtion of the brain and spinal chord, sho\ving

how the nerve-fibres are theoretically supposed to communicate

with the nerve-cells of the grey matter of the chord, and thence

pa.<*s up to the brain, terminating in the cells of the grey matter

of the convolutions. (Copied from Leydig.)

... '.i. A. Plenrobranchns, natural size, seen from above.

... 4. A.stem of the Cnrl-xrrew Coralline, natural size.
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